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Symbols 

+ check 

++ double check 

# checkmate 

!! brilliant move 

good move 

!? interesting move 

?! dubious move 

? bad move 

?? blunder 

Ch championship 

1-0 the game ends in a win for White 

112-112 the game ends in a draw 

0-1 the game ends in a win for Black 

(D) see next diagram 

Note on gradings and ratings 
Occasionally, BCF (British Chess Federation) gradings are mentioned. In each case, a conver

sion to the an international Elo rating is given, based on the formula (BCF x 8) + 600 = Elo. This 

formula is only approximate, especially for ratings well below 2200 Elo. The Elo ratings men

tioned may also not correspond very accurately to the various national rating systems that use the 

Elo system, or some modified version of it. For instance, to obtain an equivalent USCF rating, it 

may be necessary to add 100 points to the figures given. 
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Introduction: Luck in Chess 

Is there such a thing as luck in chess? 

Chess is complex but, at any point in the 

game, what you see is what you get. Unlike 

card games, in chess there is no unexpected 

tum of the card, no need to work out the like

lihood of which cards are in which hands. Un

like in backgammon, there is no uncertain 

throw of the dice. And unlike in ball games 

such as football, cricket and baseball, un

lucky bounces by the ball, and bad decisions 

by the officials, are not part and parcel of the 

game. In general, if your play across the whole 

game is significantly inferior to your oppo

nent's, you lose. If it is significantly superior, 

you win. The 'margin of the draw' means that 

you can play better or worse and still draw, 

but that is a fact of chess-playing life and has 

little to do with luck. 

So, one persuasive argument suggests that 

there is no such thing as luck in chess. 

And yet, discuss chess with just about any

one and you will hear: 

'I was lucky. He totally outplayed me, but 

then he blundered and I escaped with a draw.' 
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6 How TO BE LUCKY IN CHESS 

'I was unlucky. I was winning easily, but I 

got into time-trouble and made a mistake.' 

'His sacrifice was unsound, but he was 

lucky that I didn't spot the refutation that we 

found afterwards.' 

'I was two pawns ahead, but unfortunately 

opposite-coloured bishops meant that the 

ending was drawn.' 

'He played better for the whole game, but I 

was lucky that he couldn't win the rook and 

pawn ending a pawn ahead.' 

So does luck exist in chess after all? 

All of these bits of modesty or moaning 

can be summarized as 'I (or he) was lucky 

that he (or I) played (or judged the position) 

badly in the end.' 

We should remember that the game isn't 

over until one player is mated, stalemated, 

loses on time or resigns, or the players agree 

to a draw. Reaching a winning position is not 

the same as winning the game. A big blunder 

is not bad luck, it is bad play. Good luck hap

pens when your opponent blunders, but you 

could argue that you played better across the 

whole game, and that is good play not good 

luck. 

In chess history, it has been said about 

two players in particular, Emanuel Lasker 

and Mikhail Tal, that they were lucky. Why is 

that? 

Lasker's Luck 
To Lasker, chess was a fascinating pursuit. It 

was more than a battle between two intellects, 

it was a struggle between two human beings 

with all of their foibles. His pre-game prepa

ration consisted mainly of studying an oppo

nent's strong and weak points, his preferences 

and prejudices. 

Take Janowski, for instance. He was a great 

player, an optimist who loved to attack and 

who relished the two bishops. Lasker could 

ensure himself of an interesting struggle if he 

played on Janowski's prejudices. He would 

tempt him to attack, and then exploit his 

over-optimism to refute it. 

On one famous occasion, he exchanged 

both of his bishops for Janowski's knights, 

then dug in and waited. Move after move, 

Janowski skilfully improved his position un

til, for an optimist, surely he was winning 

hands down. Lasker must surely collapse 

soon. 

However, Lasker did not collapse; he con

tinued calmly to resist. Janowski became 

frustrated, blundered and lost. Lasker had been 

lucky, or so the critics would say ... 

Each of Lasker's main rivals came under 

similar scrutiny. It was said that Lasker some

times lost a game, but he rarely lost his head. 

He took risks, but he was overwhelmingly 

successful, and he enjoyed the struggles that 

his risky approach ensured. No one could find 

a long-term antidote to his luck. Capablanca 

wrested the world title from him in 1921, but 

the old must eventually give way to the young. 

You could suggest, of course, that Lasker was 

unlucky that he was so much older than Capa

blanca, that the match was played on the 

Cuban's home territory, in front of Cuban 

fans, in a warm and humid climate that 

sapped the northern European's strength dur

ing the match ... 

The Tribulations of Tackling Tal 
In the late 1950s, Mikhail Tal exploded upon 

the chess scene. He loved to attack, to sacri

fice. As he climbed the ladder towards his tri

umphant first match with Botvinnik, his games 

came under ever closer scrutiny. His sacri

fices were often unsound! Opponent after op

ponent lost when they needn't have. Maybe 

he was hypnotizing them with his deep dark 

eyes, or intimidating them with the force of 

his personality. Certainly, he seemed to be 

very lucky, time after time. 
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His supporters retorted that 'Fortune fa

vours the brave'. It began to dawn on people 

that Rudolf Spielmann had been right in The 
Art of Sacrifice in Chess to say that sacrific

ing puts the opponent at a psychological dis

advantage. After Tal's initial impact, the main 

works on the chess sacrifice (Chess Sacrifices 

by Sharnkovich and The Chess Sacrifice by 

Vukovic) took the psychological impact of 

sacrifices as a key theme. 

Despite recurrent health problems, Tal re

mained a leading grandmaster until his death 

in the early 1990s. He had delighted the 

rank-and-file chess-player with his bold sac

rifices and, yes, the strange justice of his luck. 

'The Equalizing Injustice of Chess' 
Ossip Bernstein, a contemporary of Lasker, 

coined this expression. It appeared to him 

that, for most of us, luck tends to even itself 

out. If on one day we are unlucky, on another 

day we shall be lucky. However, it is my the

sis that we can manage luck - or what we call 

luck - and make it work for us. As I have sug

gested, good luck mainly happens when our 

opponents play badly. We can encourage their 

failings by learning from both Lasker and Tal. 

Equalizing Unjustly 
Club players cannot expect to emulate Las

ker's methods of preparation. We have less 

time to spare compared with chess profession

als, and we do not have access to all of our op

ponents' games. There is no comprehensive 

up-to-date database of games played in local 

leagues, and I doubt that it would have many 

takers if it did exist! In open tournaments, 

preparation is well-nigh impossible, as we 

generally have no clue about the identity of 

our opponents until we tum up on the day. 

Therefore, we are largely limited to other 

weapons to increase our luck. A key lesson 

from Lasker is never to lose our head. One 

reason why his results were so good was that 

gaining an advantage against him was no 

guarantee of victory - it simply ensured that 

all of his fighting instincts were fully aroused. 

I'm sure he knew that the player with a rec

ognizable advantage can suffer psychological 

problems. Over-confidence could make him 

careless. Fear - that he may lose his hard-won 

gains - could make him too keen to simplify 

or might cause him to retreat into his shell. 

Frustration at the defender's stubborn resis

tance could make him mishandle the clock. 

The pressure of expecting to win, or the shock 

of an unforeseen tum of events, could lead to 

confusion and panic that cause otherwise un

intelligible blunders. 

So, like Lasker, we should see a recogniz

able disadvantage as just another game situa

tion. If we are going to lose anyway, we have 

nothing much to lose. We must exploit every

thing on the board that is in our favour, and 

trust that our opponent's state of mind will do 

the rest. 

Most of all, we should be proud of our re

sourcefulness in bad positions, not apologetic 

about it. In chess, a draw is a draw, a win is a 

win, no matter how they were achieved, just 

as in cricket and baseball an easy catch, nearly 

fumbled, is just as much of a catch as a bril

liant diving effort to a ball hit at 100 miles per 

hour and grasped inches from the turf. In 

chess, there is the advantage of having the 

game score, a permanent record from which 

we can learn in the future. 

Successful Speculative Sacrifices 
Tal taught us that speculative sacrifices can 

work. If they worked at his level- even Bot

vinnik failed to cope with typical Tal efforts 

in the 1960 match - they can certainly work 

for club players. Nothing is more likely to in

duce panic than facing an unexpected sacri

fice. Many players simply cannot cope with 
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8 How TO BE LUCKY IN CHESS 

the raised emotional levels and the rapid 

changes in position that result. Those who can 

consistently cope are in a distinct minority. 

The defender is instantly beset by prob

lems. As long as the sacrifice has a reasonable 

purpose, he must find his way through the 

on-the-board difficulties. If we have already 

sprung one surprise on him, he could become 

paranoid that another is just around the cor

ner. He could spend more time warding off 

ghosts than defending against our real threats. 

Normal rules of thumb no longer apply. 

The defender will try to recall what he is 

meant to do: decline the sacrifice or accept? 

Counter-sacrifice at once, later, or not at all? 

Retrench or counterattack? 

Even if he survives the storm with his ad

vantage intact, there remains the difficulty in 

winning from his winning position. Which 

brings us back full circle ... 

Managing Luck - An Aid to Success in 
the Real Chess World 
In the real world, most chess enthusiasts play 

imperfectly and have little time to devote to 

chess away from the board. Yet they are bom

barded with chess that is closer to perfection 

than they could ever aspire to, and most play

ers' results do not improve once they take up a 

serious day-job. The idea behind this book is 

to accept that, without the time to devote to 

deep study and regular practice, maybe one's 

talent can't improve, but one's results (and 

thereby one's enjoyment of the game) can. The 

intention is to help rank-and-file players to 

achieve, relatively painlessly, some improve

ment in their results and their enjoyment, 

through understanding how to encourage their 

opponents to self-destruct. 

While it is perfectly possible to nudge our 

opponents into error by the high quality of 

our play, I will shall not be focusing on such 

instances in this book. I shall concentrate 

instead on the two other greatest sources of 

error, namely the pressure caused by trying to 

win highly advantageous positions and by 

trying to refute speCUlative sacrifices. 

In this book, master and grandmaster games 

are in the minority. In games played far above 

our standard, the margins between success 

and failure are so fine that they would be hard 

for us to detect or understand. The examples 

that I have used are mainly from levels at 

which most of my readers already play, or to 

which they can comfortably aspire. I have 

used a master game only where the lesson to 

be learned is clear. It is rare to find published 

games where one player came from a clearly 

disadvantageous position to win (where the 

disadvantage is clear to you and me), and 

most players will not admit in their annota

tions to a sacrifice being purely speculative. 

Therefore the majority of the examples are 

my own, supplemented by games from books 

and magazines, while others are provided by 

friends and colleagues. But, let's face it, we 

should all be encouraged by strong players 

committing embarrassing blunders, so I have 

used master examples where I can and I have 

also included a short history of chess luck in 

the twentieth century. 

In the examples from my own games, I 

have mentioned the playing strength of some 

of the more illustrious opponents, to demon

strate that strong players can be induced into 

making serious blunders. 

There are a few books on psychology in 

chess, and I have read them in order to glean 

relevant ideas, but I have made no attempt in 

this book to go into the subject in any depth. 

To do so would make it difficult both for me 

to write and for my readers to understand, and 

even more difficult to apply in practice. 

The insights that I set out are simple, but 

hopefully powerful and practical. I intend to 

persuade you that you can manage your luck, 

INTRODUCTION: LUCK IN CHESS 9 

to help you to understand the reasons why 

your opponents might make mistakes and to 

identify the situations in which they might be 

expected to make them, and to give you some 

guidance as to how you might give them a 

helping hand. 
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Part 1: Getting Out of Jail 

The ability to get out of trouble is crucial 

to achieving good results in chess. Half and 

whole points grabbed from the jaws of defeat 

can make a huge difference. They may not re

sult in games that you can show off to your 

team-mates, but they are better than strings of 

noughts in your scorebooks. I propose to help 

you to understand how inferior positions can 

be turned around. 

Anyone who, like me, has played in a typi

cal English county team, will easily accept 

that the advantage can swing wildly, espe

cially in the last hour of play - from the first 

time-scramble to the rapidplay finish. The 

expected match result can swing by several 

points. It's bad enough for the nerves of match 

captains and those who have finished their 

games early. It is even more nerve-wracking 

GETTING OUT OF JAIL 11 

for the players who are trying to nail their 

slippery adversaries. 

There are several kinds of advantage, of 

course. There are material advantages, where 

the inferior side has insufficient compensa

tion; there are positional advantages; and there 

are initiatives or attacks which appear to be 

leading to victory. I shall mainly address ma

terial advantages, since they can be quantified 

and they can often be very difficult to bring to 

a decisive result. 

The Drawing Margin 
Here is a guesstimate based on my own expe

rience and observations. At master level (ap

proximately 2360 Elo or 220 BCF) and above, 

a pawn deficit is generally decisive. From 

there down to 1800 Elo (150 BCF) a pawn 

deficit on its own need not be disastrous, un

less the inferior side cannot avoid a simple 

losing endgame. Below that level, a two-pawn 

deficit (or a piece for a pawn or two) can often 

be overcome. In each case, I'm talking about 

situations where the inferior side has no obvi

ous counterbalancing compensation. Let's call 

these material deficits the 'drawing margin' 

for each level of chess ability. 

Later, I will go through many reasons why 

apparently lost games can be saved. For now, 

I will point out the biggest reason. When a 

player wins material, or gains another big ad

vantage, he thinks that he should now win the 

game easily. Not necessarily that he will, but 

that he should. 

Often, those who think that they will win 

tend to expect the game to win itself and, in 

their complacency, start to allow their oppo

nents some compensation for the advantage 

that they have built. They expect the differ

ence in the quality of play to date to continue. 

Semi-consciously they argue that the advan

tage will grow automatically until the oppo

nent does the decent thing and accepts defeat. 

However, the past is no guide to the future, 

and the difference in the quality of play can 

reverse against a determined opponent. 

Equally often, those who are less certain of 

victory - they want the game to win itself but 

are not too sure that it will- become nervous. 

They now have a whole point to lose, whereas 

their opponents have little left to lose. Then a 

big, obvious advantage can become a curse. 

Nerves and uncertainty can cause errors which 

can lead to a complete turnaround in fortunes. 

Some Statistics 
I have created some interesting statistics by 

looking at my own results from the past. 

From my mid-teens to early twenties, I have 

the scores of around 250 games. In 103 of 

them, there was a material imbalance in the 

main part of the game (i.e. excluding sudden 

material collapses just before resignation, or 

sacrifices as part of combinations). The im

balances were brought about in two distinct 

ways: the first was natural causes (which in

clude blunders and one of the players forcing 

the win of material), while the second was de
liberate causes, i.e. gambits and sacrifices. 

The statistics are very revealing: 

Type of Won by cause of 
material Games superior Lost Drawn 

deficit side 

Natural 67 40 13 14 Causes 

Deliberate 36 8 22 6 

When the deficit came about through natu

ral causes like blunders or forced material 

losses, the inferior side managed to save 27 

games, about 40%. And nearly half of those 

he turned into a win! (We shall look at the sta

tistics for 'deliberate' causes when we come 

to discuss speculative sacrifices.) 
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12 How TO BE LUCKY IN CHESS 

The subject of these statistics is my own 
games. More general statistics may show some 
variation from them. In those days I was a bit 
clumsy with my pieces and pawns, and be
came fairly adept at undoing the damage that 
I had done. (Of the 27 games that were saved, 
I was the inferior side in 20 of them.) In fact, I 
soon realized that I could gain by being be
hind on material, which is the main reason 
why there are so many gambits and sacrifices 
in the statistics !  

The concept of the drawing margin sug
gests that, for most rank-and-file chessplayers, 
winning with an extra pawn can be tough. 

w 

LeMoir - D. Coleman 
Hertfordshire League 1997 

A brief look at the position should be suffi
cient to convince you that White is in a bad 
way. Black is a pawn ahead, has nasty pres
sure against f2, has a passed pawn already, 
and all of his minor pieces are active. White's 
minor pieces are in a bit of a tangle. Fritz 6 as
sesses the advantage as being worth more 
than 1 .5 pawns, which is a decisive advantage 
on the Fritz scale. 

And yet, White rapidly equalized. The game 
continued . . .  

19 'iVf3 :fe8 20 iVxf6 .l:i.xel + 21 ii.xel 
liJxf6 22 liJd2 l:te8 23 liJf3 iLb5 24 l:tal liJg4 
25 liJd4liJe5 26 ii.d2 f6 27 ii.f4 

.. . and White soon won his pawn back and 
secured the draw. 

Naturally, we ask how Black let that hap
pen. Did you detect any gross oversights? Did 
White play brilliantly to tum the tables? Or 
was the position drawn all along? 

The answers are 'no' , 'no' and 'no' . More 
realistically, we can say the answers are 'a lit
tie' ,  'a little' and 'a little' . With perfect play, 
Black should have won. White had to take ad
vantage of the strengths that existed in his po
sition and the weaknesses of his opponent's. 
And White's disadvantage was somewhere 
near the drawing margin that applies for the 
strength of the players (a little below 200 
BCF or 2200 Elo) - there were drawing pos
sibilities hidden in the position if Black al
lowed them and White grabbed them. 

Reasons to be Cheerful 
In the diagram position, White needs to iden
tify and count his blessings. What are they? 
White must ask three questions. What pluses 
does he enjoy? What are the potential weak
nesses in Black's position? Finally, what 
drawing opportunities might there be in due 
course? They are his reasons to be cheerful. 

First look at the pawns. 
Black has five left, White four. A king and 

pawn ending is lost because of the passed black 
a-pawn. The same applies to most minor-piece 
endings. That is the bad news. However, there 
are, surprisingly, several items of good news: 
• If White can remove the dark-squared 

bishop, Black's remaining bishop will not 
cover the a-pawn's queening square. An 
ending of rook's pawn plus the 'wrong' 
bishop is drawn if the white king can con
trol the queening square. 
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• A single rook and pawn ending may well 
be lost with all the pawns as they are, but 
there would be drawing chances if White 
could get his rook behind the a-pawn. 

• If Black's two queenside pawns were ex
changed for White's c-pawn and one king
side pawn, then a rook or minor-piece 
ending with the remaining pawns all on the 
kingside will most likely be drawn. 

• The fact that Black's queenside pawns are 
isolated means that they might both become 
weak. The advance of the a-pawn can be 
held up for some time, and it can be attacked 
along the a-file. The c-pawn is already sit
ting in the line of fire of White's fian
chettoed bishop. 

Now look at the minor pieces. 
Black's minor pieces are all more active 

than White's. This is a temporary advantage 
which, if Black fails to exploit, can disappear. 
On the other hand: 
• Remove Black's knight and the dark-squared 

bishop and he is left with a bishop which is 
'bad', i.e. on the same colour square as the 
c-pawn (unless it moves !). That pawn could 
be shifted to d5 by the exchange on d5 of 
the knight, with the same result. 

• Similarly, it may be possible to leave Black 
with his dark-squared bishop and a c-pawn 
stuck on a dark square. 

• Both sides have two bishops and a knight. 
White might be able to organize exchanges 
so that only opposite-coloured bishops re
main. White's knight could remove one 
black bishop while Black's knight could be 
exchanged for White's bishop of the other 
colour. In most endings from this position, 
opposite-coloured bishops would offer 
White good drawing chances. 

• If the white knight can get to d4, it will at
tack the isolated c-pawn and possibly force 
the exchange of the dark-squared bishop. 

Then White should be well on the way to 
an opposite-coloured bishop ending. 

Look at Black's king . 
Not much joy here. It is unlikely that Black 

will allow a back-rank mate. For the time be
ing at least, Black's king is safer than White's. 
There is no need for Black to throw his king
side pawns forward, and no simple way of 
tempting him to do so. 

So there are several seeds from which a 
draw might grow. Let's go back to the origi
nal position and see how they germinated. 

w 

White's f-pawn is attacked, and White must 
decide what to do about it. His two obvious 
options are 1 9  �f3 and 1 9  i.e3, as 1 9  i.f3? 
loses to 19 . . .  ..txbl,  taking the queen away 
from the defence of the bishop newly arrived 
on f3 . Both moves have their drawbacks, as is 
typical when you are on the defensive. 

19 'iYf3 permits Black to take one step 
closer to the endgame by exchanging queens. 
White's chances for creating counterplay will 
be reduced. On the other hand, 19 i.e3 !? is 
very interesting. Black can win another pawn, 
for instance by 19 . . .  liJxe3 20 fxe3 ii.xb1 21 
iVxb1 �xc3, which leaves opposite-coloured 
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bishops, but they may not help too much as 
Black has two passed pawns. Other variations 
are complicated, giving Black chances to go 
wrong, but White decides that simple defence 
is more likely to work. 

19 'ilVf3 lUeS 20 'ilVxf6 J::txel + 21 ..ixel 
ttJxf6 22 ttJd2 �eS 

This way, Black controls the e-file. 
23 ttJf3 ..ib5 
The aggressive alternative 23 . . .  .:i.e2 24 �al 

i.b5 allows White two contrasting possibili
ties. One is 25 c4!? i.xc4 26 .:i.c1 i..d5 27 
.:i.xc5 i.xf3 28 i.xf3 .:i.xel + 29 Wg2 Wf8, 
and now White can take the c-pawn or, per
haps better, first drive the rook to a passive 
square by 30 �a5 �e7 and now 3 1  i.xc6, with 
reduced pawns and an active bishop against 
the short-stepping knight. 

A simpler idea is the knight fork 25 ttJd4, 
which forces 25 . . .  ..ixd4 as otherwise Black's 
pawn advantage disappears. The exchange 
would edge the game towards an opposite
coloured bishop endgame and a likely draw. 

24 .:i.al ttJg4 
On d5, the knight would encourage ex

changes that should help White. 
25 ttJd4 ttJe5 26 i.d2 f6 
Black could play 26 . . .  ttJc4 27 ..if4 ..ixd4 

28 cxd4 a6 29 d5!? cxd5 (after 29 . . .  c5, the 
passed d-pawn is a thorn in his side) 30 ..ixd5, 
but the white bishops make any real progress 
difficult. After the text-move, White played 
27 ..if4, and soon won his pawn back, with an 
equal ending. 

So . . .  winning when a pawn ahead isn't 
necessarily easy, is it? Certainly Black found 
it beyond him in this game. 

This example neatly illustrates the fact that 
the drawing margin is narrower for stronger 
players and wider for weaker ones. Let us go 
back to the original position yet again (D). 

When the position was shown to a grand
master, Dr John Nunn, he put his finger on the 

w 

two main weaknesses in White's position, the 
f2-square and the awkward position of the b 1-
knight. After 19  'ilVf3l:tfe8 20 'ilVxf6, Black's 
20 .. Jhe l + seemed very reasonable, control
ling the e-file and preparing to exploit his 
extra pawn in the endgame. However, by re
leasing the knight from its prison, it enabled 
White to overcome most of his problems. 

Nunn concluded that instead of 20 ... .:i.xel + 
it was far better to play the immediate recap
ture 20 . . .  ttJxf6, threatening 21 . ..ttJg4. Then 
21 i.e3 i.b5 22 .!:ta2 (or 22 J::tf4 ttJd5 23 
i..xd5 cxd5 24 ttJd2 a5 and the a-pawn runs) 
22 . . .  ttJg4 23 ttJa3 ttJxe3 24 ttJxb5 ttJxg2 25 
�xe8+ �xe8 26 ttJc7 'P.e7 27 ttJa6 ttJh4 28 
gxh4 ..ib6 would leave White a pawn behind 
and with shattered kingside pawns. 

Black, a good club player, was blinded by 
his extra pawn, and the imminence of an end
game, into misjudging the advantages of his 
position. So would many players of club 
strength. 

In the next example, the problem for the in
ferior side seems equally serious (see follow
ing diagram). 

Here, we are already in the endgame. 
White is a sound pawn ahead and has a well
placed knight. Black's rook will take some 
time to get into play, and his isolated kingside 
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Landry - LeMoir 
London League 1972 

pawns are a matter for concern. What are 
Black's reasons to be cheerful? 
• His knight is well placed in the centre - it is 

protected and cannot be attacked by a white 
pawn. 

• His king can choose to defend his kingside 
pawns or try to advance in the centre. 

• White's pawns are not quite as sound as 
they seem. His kingside pawns can, under 
certain circumstances, become exposed on 
the third rank, tying down the king. The 
pawn on a4 might allow Black to make 
some progress on the queenside. A future 
.. J:tc4 will probably force the b-pawn to 
b3, leaving the c-pawn backward on the 
open c-file. If the black rook gets to c3, it 
will hit the kingside pawns across the third 
rank. 

• Finally, if Black can somehow exchange 
some pawns, there may be too few left for 
White to force the win. 
Now look at it from White's point of view. 

He would like to do something with his knight. 
30 ttJf5 comes to mind, but after 30 . . .  We6, his 
rook is tied to the knight, and the knight is 
threatening very little. He could centralize his 

rook by 30 .:i.dl but Black plays 30 . . .  .l:th8 to 
bring his own rook to the c-file, and what 
then? Or he could centralize his king and 
await events. All the time, the black knight 
stands proudly in the centre, controlling too 
many squares for White's liking. 

Understandably, White decides to exchange 
knights, bringing the game one step closer to 
a king and pawn ending. So he plays 30 ttJf3, 
but Black comes back with 30 .•• We6!. The 
idea is simple - the king advances, and if 
White exchanges knights, then the pawn re
captures and Black has a passed e-pawn. 
Passed pawns are always useful for generat
ing counterplay although, of course, we must 
be careful if, as here, we give our opponent 
the opportunity of creating a passed pawn on 
each wing. However, that is a long way off 
and, as Black's move has also released his 
rook to transfer to the c-file, he has probably 
already done enough to draw. 

So White changed his mind about ex
changing knights, continuing 31 .:i.el .:i.c7, 
and then chose the acquiescent 32 b3. He 
could have saved a tempo by 32 .:i.e2 .:i.c4 33 
b3 ':'c3 and, crucially, the c-pawn is protected 
by the rook. However, it is very difficult for 
White to make any real progress, as Black's 
pieces are all well placed and after 34 Wg2 
Wd5 35 ttJh4 b5 36 axb5 axb5 37 ttJf5 ttJc6, 
there is little danger of losing . 

Black dived in with 32 ... .l':Ic3, menacing the 
g-pawn that lurks behind the knight. White 
tried one last bit of cleverness with 33 ttJd4+ 
Wd5 34 .:i.dl, indirectly protecting his weak 
g-pawn through 34 .. Jhg3? 35 ttJf5+. Black 
kept his king marching forward with 34 ... We4 
35 �g2 ttJc6! llz_lh. The players agreed a 
draw since 36 ttJxc6 .:i.xc2+ wins back the 
pawn. 

White's mistake here was typical. 'Ex
change some pieces and no surprises will be
fall me. I won't bother looking hard for the 
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best moves to nip my opponent's counterplay 
in the bud.' For instance, had he considered 
Black's idea of . . .  We6 and . . .  l::tc7, he may 
have spotted yet another plan, viz. to scotch 
Black's potential c-file counterplay by play
ing 30 b3(!) at once, and following up with c4 
if the black rook arrives on the c-file. 

In these first two examples, desperation on 
the part of the inferior side would have been 
premature. By way of contrast, consider the 
next diagram. 

B 

Kneebone - LeMoir 
West of England Ch, Newquay 1973 

Black has blundered away the exchange 
and a pawn. His only real compensation is his 
good development. However, that is no rea
son to be cheerful unless he can put it to good 
use. White has no loose pieces. His knight is 
well placed, blockading the black d-pawn and 
denying Black the use of the e5-square - un
less he wants to have some pieces exchanged, 
which is pretty unlikely. And the white king is 
adequately defended. 

Black must keep as many pieces on the 
board as possible. He doesn't mind if some 
pawns are exchanged, especially his d-pawn, 
as that would give his two bishops extra scope, 

and raise some slight hopes that he might 
save an ending. He has little choice - he must 
try to attack the white king. 

16 ••• gS 
The idea is to play . . .  �h3, without the 

white knight being able to use the f4-square. 
The weakening of Black's king position is of 
secondary importance. Now White could play 
17 .l:!.el so that he could reply to 17 . . .  �h3 with 
1 8  .th 1 .  The bishop on the long diagonal 
would support a general advance of his queen
side pawns. However, he is happy to allow the 
exchange of minor pieces if that is what Black 
desires, as it brings the endgame closer. 

17 'iWd2 ..th3 18 b4 .txg2 19 �xg2 'iWdS+ 
20 �gl 

White was on the horns of a minor dilemma. 
Had he played 20 f3, then Black could have 
gummed up the position a little by manoeuv
ring his knight to d5 to aim at both e3 and c3 
(from where it pressurizes e2). Now, how
ever, the black queen is in a dominating posi
tion, which White believes is sufficiently 
irksome that he wants to shift it. 

20 •.• hS 21 bS tjje7 22 l::tac1 �g7 23 e6!? 
He makes a temporary pawn sacrifice to 

force the queen off the long diagonal. At the 
same time, he doubles rooks with a gain of 
time. A neat idea. However, his queenside 
pawn-majority was a major trump card, against 
which Black could do very little if it were 
handled sensibly. 

23 ••• bxe6 24 J::teS 'iWe6 2S bxe6 tjjxe6 26 
l::tfc1 tjje7 27 f4!? 

The text-move aims at returning to a mate
rial advantage of the exchange and a pawn, 
because he can either capture the h-pawn with 
his rook, or settle his knight on e5, when the 
d-pawn will drop. 

27 .•. g4 28 tjjeS (D) 
The whole idea is very clever. The knight 

is anchored on e5 by both the f4-pawn and the 
rook which leapt to c5 with gain of time. 
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B 

Unfortunately, cleverness is sometimes not 
as valuable as care. Black has spent his time 
preparing to get to grips with the white king. 
Within three moves, helped by White's dith
ering, the attack will be in full swing. 

28 ••• h4 29 a4 
It was more consistent to capture the d

pawn. It is true that after 29 'iWxd4 hxg3 30 
hxg3 'iWxa2, Black has regained a pawn. How
ever, 3 1  'iWc4 forces the exchange of queens, 
when White should be able to solve the tech
nical problems posed by the endgame. 

29 ••• hxg3 30 hxg3 J::th8 31 'iWxd4 'uh3 32 
'iWf2? 

Now White's insistence on keeping his 
full material advantage leads him to the brink 
of disaster. 32 'iWc4, allowing the g-pawn to 
go, forces the exchange of queens and again 
leaves him with only a technical exercise. 

32 ••• tjjfS 33 l:;l.le3 
It's very rosy for Black after 33 .l:t5c3 .txe5 

34 fxe5 'iWxe5, when he threatens to capture 
the g-pawn. Then 35 'iWf4 .l:txg3+ removes the 
white queen's protection, while 35 �g2 'iWe4+ 
36 .l:!.f3 .l:!.xg3+ costs White a rook, and 35 .l:!.f1 
loses to 35 ... 'iWe4 36 'iWg2 'iWd4+. 

33 .•. 'iWd6! 
Little queen moves like this are terribly 

hard to foresee. The threat to invade the back 

rank is very serious for White -it will be mate 
if the queen reaches hI. 

34 �g2 'iWd1 3S :tel (D) 

B 

Now Black can win by 35 . . .  'iWb3!, which 
attacks g3 and aims to switch the queen to the 
a8-hl diagonal. After 36 l:tlc3 'iWb7+ both 
ways of interposing lose, 37 l::tc6 to 37 .. . �xe5 
38 fxe5 'iWbl 39 'iWgl 'iWe4+ 40 �f2 tjjd4, 
when the e-pawn cannot be defended without 
losing a rook, and 37 tjjc6 to 37 . . .  'iWbl 38 'iWgl 
'iWe4+ 39 �f2 ..txc3 40 l::txc3 .l:thl 41 'iWg2 
'iWbl, when White must give up his queen to 
prevent mate. 

3S ••• l::txg3+?? 
Black thought he was drawing with this 

sacrifice, but it misses the mark by a wide 
margin. Having suddenly obtained winning 
chances, Black loses. 

36 'iWxg3 'iWxe2+ 37 'iWf2 'iWe4+ 38 �gl 
.th4 39 'iWg2 'iWe3+ 40 �h1 tjjg3+ 41 �h2 
'iWxf4 42 tjjd3 tjjn + 43 �gl 'iWd4+ 44 �xn 
'iWxd3+ 4S ..t>gl 'iWe3+ 46 �h1 g3 47 l::tSe4 
'i¥h6 48 'iWh3 g2+ 49 ..t>xg2 'iWd2+ SO Wh1 1-0 

Black finally gave up trying to make his 
opponent fall into perpetual check. 

So, with substantial help from our oppo
nents, even fairly large material deficits can 
be overcome. 
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Warning: Don't Take it Too Far! 
This brings me to a point that I would like to 
stress. I am not proposing that we should 
carry on playing in blatantly resignable posi
tions. That is simply unsporting. If there 
really is no hope, then we should be polite 
and strike our colours. Notice that in none of 

the examples so far has the superior side com
mitted a massive blunder. We should not be 
relying on huge blunders (such as our oppo
nent leaving a rook en prise and unprotected) 
unless, of course, we have devised a fiendish 
trap. We can resign when he fails to fall into 
it. 

1 Typical Faults of the Superior Side 

In order to fail to convert an advantage, the 
superior side must normally be at fault in 
some way. Often, there will be a problem 
with his endgame knowledge or technique. 
He won't necessarily commit obvious errors 
or big blunders, but may simply not know the 
correct method of converting his advantage 
into victory. When I discuss faulty technique, 
I shall present an embarrassing trilogy of sim
ilar 'won' positions that I failed to convert, 

despite an advantage of a piece versus two 
pawns in each case. 

First, however, we shall look at reasons 
why a player who has the ability and tech
nique to exploit his advantage might nonethe
less fail. What are the sources of his errors? 

Source of Error 1: 
The Easy Option 
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We have already seen the player of the 
white pieces in Landry-LeMoir on page 15 
look first for simplification without carefully 
investigating whether it would strengthen his 
opponent's position. Simplification is often 
the easy option. The superior side thinks that 
all the hard work has been done in winning 
the material advantage in the first place. He 
becomes lazy, and can lose his advantage if 
his opponent keeps working hard. 

The attitude of White, the superior side in 
Kneebone-LeMoir on page 16, was similar in 
some ways. His neat combination simplified 
the position and opened it up for his rooks. 
However, his priority turned out to be retaining 
the material advantage in its entirety. When 
Black threatened to regain a measly pawn, 
White fell back on the defensive and failed to 
calculate further. A bit more hard work would 
have highlighted both the likely rewards from 
continuing his policy of simplification (even 
at the cost of a pawn) and the dangerous at
tack to which his defensive posture was ex
posing him. 

It was due to laziness that Black threw away 
a big advantage in the next diagram. 

W 

LeMoir - C. Shepherd 
Hertfordshire vs Yorkshire 1977 

Black has achieved a two-pawn advantage 
thanks to some very good play linking both 
sides of the board. Black has the two bishops 
and the makings of a powerful attack by ad
vancing his kingside pawns onto the white 
king's position. The only minor blemishes in 
Black's position are the isolated a-pawn and 
the doubled c-pawns. It is also possible that 
the mooted attack by the black kings ide pawns 
might, if clumsily played, expose Black's king 
at least as much as White's. This seems un
likely at the moment, but you never know. 

What should White do? If he leaves his 
queen on f3, then Black simply plays . . .  g4 
and . .  .f3 or . . .  g3, and his attack is decisive. 
White cannot grab the c-pawn because 25 
'iixc6?? i..b7 26 'ii'b5 i..xg2+! exposes the 
white queen to capture by the b8-rook. Be
sides, out on the queenside the queen would 
be deserting its king. 

So the obvious first move is the prophylac
tic 25 "i\Vf2. In reply, Black prepared to switch 
the b8-rook to the kingside starting with 
25 .• J�b7 which, incidentally, also lends addi
tional support to the isolated a-pawn. White 
now played 26 d4 to reduce the number of 
pawns, and to give his knight some chance of 
getting to grips with the black pawns. True, it 
opens the position for the bishops, but Black 
could soon have achieved that for himself. 
After 26 ••. cxd4 27 lbxd4, as played, 27 . . .  i..xd4 
would exchange Black's better bishop and in
troduce the spectre of an opposite-coloured 
bishop ending. 

The game continued 27 .•. c5 28 lbf3 i..f6, 
and White lashed out with 29 b4!? reducing 
the pawns still further. 29 ... cxb4 30 l:txb4 
achieves the aim without too much harm, al
though Black must be winning easily after 
30 . . .  g4 31lbel i.e5, intending 32 . .. g3 with a 
big attack. 

Black attempted instead to make White's 
last move into an error by 29 .•. i.d7, knocking 
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the rook away from the defence of b4, and 
White replied with 30 l:ta5?! (30 �a3 trans
poses into the game), a mistake which Black 
could have exploited by 30 . . .  i..d8! 31 l:taal 
cxb4, when the intended 32 lixa7 loses to 
32 . . .  i.b6, forking queen and rook. 

However, Black was not looking for tactical 
tricks. A little depressed by the fact that his 
'clever' 29 . . .  i..d7 cut off the queen's defence 
of a7, he started to go through the motions. I 
cannot recall whether he was a little short of 
time to reach the time-control at move 40, but 
most of his moves around here smack of an 
unwillingness to calculate variations. 

He played 30 •.• cxb4 31 l:txa7 (D). 

B 

Now Black played 31 •.. i..c6? He was a 
strong player (graded over 200 BCF or 2200 
Elo). Had he looked more deeply, he might 
have spotted the interference move 31 . . .i..d4!, 
which wins either the exchange (after 32 
lbxd4l:txa7) or the queen for rook and bishop 
(after 32 �xd4 "i\Vxd4 33 l:txb7) with Black 
still ahead on pawns in both cases. White 
might have decided that this was a good time 
to resign. 

After the move played, the black b-pawn is 
vulnerable, and in mutual time-trouble the 
game staggered on with 32 .l:!.xb7 �xb7 33 

l:1bl l:.b8 (better is 33 ... i..xf3 34 gxf3l:tc8 35 
l:txb4 'ii'd5, when the white c-pawn cannot be 
saved) 34 h3 (34 l:.xb4 can be played without 
risk at once) 34 ••• i..e4? 351::txb4 "ii'a8 36 "i\Ve2 
nxb4 37 i..xb4 (D) . 

B 

37 •• JiVc6 
White is now only one pawn behind, and 

the pawns are so greatly reduced that White 
can draw if he can avoid being mated. We 
might have expected to see Black anchoring 
his bishop in the centre with 37 . . .  d5, which 
also takes the pawn out of the line of fire of the 
white bishop. White should probably reply 
with 38 c4!?, attempting to exchange the d
pawn, which leaves only the kingside pawns. 

The game fizzled out to a draw: 
38 c4 r3ig7 39 'it>h2 i..f5 40 'iVd2 VWxc4 

Ih-1fz 
After White captures on d6, Black has too 

few pawns to force the win. 
In the next example, the laziness exhibited 

by Black is even more stark (see following di
agram). 

Peter Clarke, a leading British master in 
the 1960s, has driven me into a desperate situ
ation with a subtlety that was typical of him at 
his best. All Black has to do is to play ... d5, 
and White has no defence to . . .  b4, winning 
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LeMoir - P.H. Clarke 
West of England Ch, Newquay 1978 

the a3-knight. Its retreat to bi is impossible, 
as that leaves the aI-rook en prise. Appar
ently, 18 tiJdb I is a defence, but that runs into 
18 . . .  tiJxb1 1 9 11fxbl 'iWf6! when the knight is 
pinned against the rook, Black is threatening 
to win it with 20 . . .  b4, and White cannot avoid 
losing a lot of material. 

Luckily, there is a way to avoid the imme
diate loss of a piece, but it involves losing at 
least a pawn. 

18 tiJe4!? tiJxe4 
Black has played well to date, but he sud

denly stops analysing. The text-move is fine, 
and should win comfortably enough, but cap
turing with the bishop is better. 18 . . .  i.xe4 19 
dxe4 �a5 ! threatens 20 . .  :ii'b4 winning the 
knight, against which White has no good de
fence. 

Black, if he looked for the idea at all, might 
have been concerned that he would be desert
ing his kingside, and that 20 f5 could possibly 
catch him out. In fact 20 . . .  tiJxe4 21 fxe6 b4! 
wins the knight (22 tiJc4? 'iVxal 23 l:!.xal 
lhal#) before White can develop any mean
ingful kingside play. 

19 dxe4 .ltxe4 20 tiJxb5 i.xe2 

Black has foreseen a position where he is 
up by an advanced passed pawn and doesn't 
feel it necessary to look much further. Black 
could have played 20 . . .  l:.xal 21 :xal ii.xc2 
with a lethal attack on the b-pawn. He may 
not have noticed that, or he have been con
cerned about missing something in White's 
attempt to complicate by 22 e4 ! ?, offering the 
e-pawn in order to bring the queen into play. 

Black plays to keep the complications to a 
minimum, relying on his extra passed pawn, 
but he soon finds that he has opted for a posi
tion which is surprisingly hard to win. 

21 Itxa8 'iixa8 22 tiJxd6 �d5 23 tiJe4 
i.xb3 24 tiJe5 e4 (D) 

w 

Black has had his wish fulfilled. He has a 
bishop for knight, in a position where the 
knight cannot maintain its central position. 
His queen is powerfully placed in the centre 
while White's is still out of play. And his 
pawn, already well advanced, is free to ad
vance further. 

Does White have any reasons to be cheer
ful in this position? 

The answer is, surprisingly, yes. Firstly, 
Black has allowed the white knight back into 
play. (Compare our first example, where a pre
viously out-of-play knight became a nuisance.) 
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Secondly, Black will probably play ... f6 to 
remove the white knight from e5, and his 
king's position might be further weakened by 
the advance of White's h-pawn. 

Finally, Black's bishop, being on a light 
square, does not control the passed pawn's 
queening square. Currently, it is blocked by 
its own pawn. If the pawn does not advance, 
White may be able to set up a long-term 
blockade on c3. If it does advance, then the 
blockade will have to be on c1,  but the pawn 
could be more vulnerable as it advances. 

White's top priority is to deal with Black's 
threat to advance the c-pawn to its queening 
square, so he prepares to bring his queen back 
into play. 

25 "iVg3 i.e2 
Now advancing the pawn was no guaran

tee of victory, so Black improves his position 
by transferring the bishop to the apparently 
dominant d3-square. 

26 'it'f2 i.d3 27 .l'.1c1 
White keeps his pieces on dark squares, 

out of reach of the bishop. 
27 ... f6 28 tiJf3 (D) 

B 

28 ... :b8 
Black's dilemma is illustrated by the excel

lent-looking 28 . . .  i.e4, aiming to exchange 

the awkward knight or, if White won't play 
ball, set up a battery with queen on e4 and 
bishop on d5. 

After 29 tiJd2 :d8, White would have a 
choice between exchanging knight for bishop, 
and defending his kingside with his knight 
and rook so that his queen is freed for creating 
counterplay. Black would have to judge the 
endgame after the exchange of knight for 
bishop, and also try to assess White's coun
terattacking prospects, which could lead to 
some complex variations. 

Black prefers to keep it simple and retain 
his pluses. He assumes that his bishop is well
placed on d3 whereas, in fact, it has little in
fluence on events. After the move played, 
White has the time to carry out the second 
step in his plan, namely the advance of the h
pawn . . .  

29 h4 h5 
. . .  which immediately provokes a self

inflicted weakening of the black king's for
tress. Black is dithering. He fears that his king 
might be vulnerable, so he tries to see to its 
safety before commencing decisive action. 
His next move even places it 'out of harm's 
way',  right onto a square where it can possi
bly be mated! 

30 �h2 Wh6?! 31 :al!? (D) 

B 
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31 ••• .l:!.a8 (D) 

Now he sees White's idea. If Black plays 
3 1 . . .c3, then White has 32 .l:.a7, whereupon 
32 . . .  l:tb2? is answered by 33 lbgS ! ! , threaten
ing mate on h7. Black's only defence is the re
treat 33 . . .  l:.b7, when 34 'ika2 ! ! ,  with two ideas 
- namely 34 . . .  'ikxa2 3S 1::txb7 ! mating, and 
34 . . .  fxgS 3S bxgS+ �h7 36 'ikxdS exdS 37 
llxb7+ - keeps up the attack on the king. 

However, Black fails to analyse beyond the 
obvious. He could let White go ahead with 32 
Ua7 because he could expose the bold ad
vance of the white rook as folly by replying 
simply 32 . . .  Ub7! ,  when his c-pawn becomes 
a monster. 

32 ':xa8 'ikxa8 33 'ikb2 
Gaining time (by threatening the f-pawn) 

thanks to Black's 30th move. 
33 ... �g7 34 'ikb4 �f7 35 'ikd6 (D) 
Here the white queen prevents the advance 

of the c-pawn and the return of the bishop to 
the defence, while threats to the king and e
pawn keep the black queen occupied. Black 
could keep the game going by something like 
3S . . .  'ikdS, but decides to take no risks. 

35 ... 'ikf8 36 'ikc6 'ike8 37 'ikc7+ 'ike7 38 
"iYc6 "iYe8 1/2-1f2 

The players agreed a draw. 

B 

Black's lazy play in this game might be put 
down to disappointment and frustration that 
the win didn't rapidly fall into his lap. In the 
initial position, resignation seemed imminent, 
but White found an escape clause. When the 
position turned out to be more complicated 
than Black expected, he was emotionally un
able to put in the work required to plough 
through the complications. Determined resis
tance can often be remarkably effective. 

Sou rce of Error 2 :  
Me, Me, Me, Me,  Me 

Another typical mistake made by the superior 
side, especially when he expects the game to 
win itself, is to forget that he has an opponent. 
The move 33 . . .  "iYd6! in Kneebone-LeMoir on 
page 17 is an example. White assumed that 
Black's purpose in playing his rook to the h
file was to tie his pieces down to the g-pawn. 
He had not even considered the sensitivity of 
the h I-square and that Black might invade his 
first rank. His sense of danger deserted him. 

In Think Like a Grandmaster, Kotov calls 
this tendency to lose concentration in a win
ning position 'dizziness due to success' . 
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In the next example, Black allows White a 
saving clause through the way that he fol
lowed up his recent win of the exchange. 

B 

LeMoir - Billingham 
Hertfordshire League 1995 

Black is the exchange ahead, so an obvious 
way to exploit his advantage is to dominate 
the only open file, the f-file. 

17 ... l:!.f3 18 'iVel 'iVf7 19 lbdl iLd7 
After he trebles on the f-file, White will be 

bound hand and foot. That's the idea, anyway. 
He has completely failed to consider what 
White may want to do. 

20 i.xd4! cxd4 (D) 
21 .te2! 
These moves are hardly worthy of the ex

clamation marks, as they are easy to see if you 
are looking for them. However, they are com
plete surprises to Black, and they tum out to 
save the game. As it is, Black's rook has no 
safe retreat and is hounded by the white bishop 
and kingside pawns, and if he is to make any 
progress, he must sacrifice the exchange back. 

21...':f5 22 i.d3 l:!.f3 1/2_1/2 
Disappointed by his oversight, Black ac

cepts the draw by repetition. If the black rook 
tries to run away by 22 . . .  .l:!.hS White traps it 

W 

with 23 h4 .l:!.c8 (say) 24 g4 l:.h6 2S gS nhS 26 
iLe2. Then he may capture the rook when he 
likes, and meanwhile may be able to round up 
the front-d-pawn if Black is not careful. The 
rook would similarly be stranded after the 
more complicated 22 . . .  .t1gS 23 h4 l:.g4 24 l:!.n 
'iVe8 (threatening both . . .  "iYb8 and . . .  iLbS) 2S 
'ikf2! ,  which threatens 26 'ikf3 or 26 "iVg2 fol
lowed in either case by 27 lbf2. 

Black could have continued the fight in 
one of two ways. The first is, after 22 . . .  .l::tf3 as 
played, to reply to 23 iLe2 with 23 . . .  1:[f8, tre
bling on the f-file and allowing the capture of 
the f3-rook, because after 24 iLxf3 'iVxf3 White 
is very cramped. The second is 22 . . .  Uc8 ! ,  as 
after 23 iLxfS 'ikxfS 24 c3 iLbS ! (preventing 
2S un ), Black has pressure against the king 
and White's e-pawn is vulnerable to a . . .  i.d3-
e4 manoeuvre. 

In a way, Black was unlucky in this game. 
Unlike the players who took the easy options 
in the games above, at least he was trying to 
do something positive to force White's speedy 
submission. However, Black's sense of dan
ger let him down, and he failed to consider 
that his opponent might have some ideas of 
his own. 

White's play from the next diagram is even 
more typical, in that he doesn't seem to be 
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thinking about anything, least of all his oppo
nent's plans. 

w 

Turner - LeMoir 
Junior event, England 1968 

In addition to weakening the black king's 
pawn-cover, White has won Black's d-pawn, 
thanks to the tactical point that . . .  �xd5 would 
have failed to i.xh7+ ! discovering an attack 
by his own queen on Black's. Flushed by this 
success, he ignores his best option, which is 
to anchor his knight in the centre with 16 c4. 
Black might then secure opposite-coloured 
bishops by 16 . . .  i.b7 followed by 17 . . .  i.xdS, 
but if he did, the endgame would be a long 
way off, and Black's weakened kingside pawns 
would make the unopposed white bishop so 
powerful that Black would be unlikely to with
stand a kingside attack in the middlegame. 

16 c3? i.b7 17 i.c4? 
Even taking into account the loss of time, 

17 c4 was again best. 
17 .• .IIad8 
Now there is a lethal threat to the knight, 

which cannot retreat (the e3- and f4-squares 
are covered by the rook and queen respec
tively). 

18 'iYa4? 

White chooses to counterattack the bishop, 
but forgets to ask himself what Black might 
do in reply. 

White can escape through a different coun
terattack on the bishop: 1 8  M !  cxb4 19 cxb4 
i.xd5 20 'i1ixd5 (not 20 i.xd5? i.c7 threaten
ing mate, and picking up the bishop next 
move) 20 . . .  'iYxd5 21 i.xdS �xd5 22 bxa5 
with a dead drawn ending. 

18 ••• i.xd5 19 i.xd5 (D) 

The pin 19 l:tadl fails to regain the piece, 
since Black has 19 . . .  i.c7, when after 20 g3 
i.xf3+ he wins a rook, and 20 f4 allows 
20 . . .  l:te4 with a nasty counter-pin. 

B 

19 •.• i.c7! 
Simple. Black takes his bishop away from 

attack by White's queen and threatens mate 
on h2. The white bishop is lost. Black won in 
a few moves. 

Another colossal oversight, with its origins 
firmly rooted in the euphoria of self-congrat
ulation, was perpetrated by White in the ex
ample below (see following diagram). 

White's  knight is attacked and he wants to 
shepherd home his advanced c-pawn, so he 
plays 38 �a8+, which protects the knight with 
gain of time and, of course, covers both the 
c6-square (to which the c-pawn will advance 
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w 

G. Jones - LeMoir 
Weston-super-Mare 1967 

next) and the queening square. Not bad for 
one move. After 38 .•• Wh7, White continued 
with the intended 39 c6. 

Black spotted that not only did White's last 
move ignore his only threat, but it also cut the 
white queen off from the scene of the action. 
Hardly believing his luck, he played 39 .•• ttJe2, 
and left his opponent to contemplate his fate. 
White had totally underestimated the ability 
of queen and knight working together to cre
ate mayhem, and was oblivious to the possi
bility that he could be mated. He does not 
even have perpetual check, as his queen can
not reach e4. 

White played the only defence against 
40 . . .  �gl#, namely 40 h4, and Black finished 
with the forced mate in six: 40 .•. 'i1igl+ 41 
'it>h3 �hl+ 42 �g4 "iVxg2+ (on e4, the white 
queen had been protecting this pawn) 43 <i;C5 
�d5+ 44 <i;g4 h5+ 45 'it>h3 �hl#. 

It is worth noting that the move 39 c6?? 
was even worse than it appears. Black's obvi
ous move to prevent the advance of the c
pawn is 39 . .  :ilVc2 (or 39 . . .  �c l ), and it actu
ally wins the pawn! Surely, White had not 
planned 40 c7 'ilVxc7+ 41 "iVe4+ winning the 

knight? He would have had trouble if he tried 
it, as Black's fortieth move is check. 

In the diagrammed position, had White 
been in less of a hurry and instead centralized 
his knight with a view to aiming it at Black's 
king, he would have been able to win in short 
order: 38 ttJb2! �d2 39 ttJd3 'ilVc3 40 ttJeS! 
and now 40 . . .  'iixc5 loses at once to 41 ttJg6+ 
�g8 (or 4 l . . .�h7 42 ttJe7+ �h8 43 'i1ia8+ 
mating) 42 'i1ie8+ Wh7 43 ttJf8+ 'it>g8 44 
ttJe6+ winning the queen. After a move such 
as 40 . . .  'it>g8, then 41  c6 really is decisive. 

In the next example, a future grandmaster 
demonstrates that the failing is not limited to 
the lower ranks. 

Leyton - Chandler 
Borehamwood 1977 

White is a pawn down, and it seems only a 
matter of time before Black gets his queenside 
pawns decisively on the move. White's main 
source of hope is the complex of weak dark 
squares around the black king. If he can get a 
knight to f6, he may have chances but, for now, 
the manoeuvre ttJh2 and ttJg4 simply leads to 
an unwanted piece exchange. White's proposed 
solution is creative, but risks an early loss. 
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29 lLlel!? :c4 30 .l::txc4 dxc4 
Now it's three connected passed pawns, 

but White's next move threatens to push his 
own, newly created, passed pawn. 

31 l:tdl i.d5 
Looks good, as the bishop takes up a pow

erful central square. However, it takes away a 
guard from g4, where White would like to land 
his knight, a journey that he starts at once. 

32 lLlc2 b4 
If the bishop won't do the job, the h-pawn 

could take over. 32 . . .  h5 looks weakening, but 
helps to keep White at bay after 33 lLle3 l:Id8. 

33 lLle3 'iWe6?! 
Black has missed White's point completely, 

and now he is in real danger. 
He must not allow White to achieve the 

�h6 and lLlf6 formation, as there would be no 
way to prevent mate. He has a way out with 
33 .. :�d8 34 lLlg4, and now: 

a) 34 . . .  h5? allows the draw after 35 lLlf6+ 
'it;>f8 (or 35 . . .  <;tJg7 36 �g5) 36 'ikh6+ We7 37 
'iWg5 Wf8 (if the black king tries to escape 
repetition by 37 . . .  We6, White plays f4, g4 and 
f5+ and he cannot avoid returning to e7 which 
is met by a dangerous discovered check by 
the knight) 38 �h6+. 

b) 34 . . .  a5 wins. The move intends . . .  l:Ia6, 
to remove the knight when it reaches f6. White 
could try 35 lLlf6+ 'ft;g7 36 lLlg4 l:ta6 37 
�h6+ 'it>g8 38 .l:.el ! ,  with the threat of 39 
lLlf6+ ':'xf6 40 exf6, when 40 ... fj'xf6 is met 
by 41 l:.e8#, but 38 . . .  fj'f8 prevents the mate 
and the black passed pawns can win even if 
Black loses a whole exchange on f6. 

34 �h6 (D) 
34 •.• c3? 
Black should play . . .  f5, to defend along the 

second rank, either at once or after 34 . . .  'it;>h8 
35 lLlg4 or 34 . . .  :f8 35 lLlg4. Material would 
be equal, as White would capture en passant, 

and White would hope to have enough attack 
for a draw. 

B 

35 lLlg4 
Now the knight threatens to jump into f6, 

achieving the ideal formation. George Ley ton 
told me that when he played 35 lLlg4, Murray 
Chandler was so surprised that he nearly fell 
off his chair. He had totally overlooked what 
White was trying to do. 

It may be significant that, as in the previ
ous example, the damage was done with a 
combination of queen and knight. The knight 
can creep around unnoticed, while the queen 
can suddenly become all powerful. It is worth 
bearing in mind the ability of queens and 
knights, alone or in combination, to spring 
surprises. If your position is very bad, it can 
be worth preserving them from exchange -
even if your position appears to worsen fur
ther in the process. 

Now Black opted to eliminate the possibil
ity of mate by giving up his queen for the 
knight. He could have allowed an invasion by 
35 .. .f5 36 lLlf6+ 'it;>f7 37 'iYxh7+ <;tJf8, when 
White's attack is frightening, but the queen
side pawns might yet save him. 

After 35 •.• fj'xg4 36 hxg4 White won. The 
pawns look imposing, but White kept his 
nerve, eliminating them at the cost of a rook. 

So why does it happen? Why do players 
who expect to win with their big advantage 
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tend not to search for their opponents' ideas? 
I can't say for certain, but I think that the an
ticipation and assumption of winning creates 
an inertia, a certain unwillingness to put them
selves out any more than they have done al
ready. The game is over. The opponent will 
surely resign soon. 

Even when the inferior side becomes ac
tive, his efforts are dismissed as desperation. 
The flurry will die out of its own accord. In 
the next example, White plays his only chance 
for counterplay, a surprising idea which hap
pens to sacrifice a pawn. Black fails to appreci
ate the danger and soon his dominant position 
collapses in a heap. 

w 

LeMoir - Davey 
Hertfordshire vs Buckinghamshire 1984 

White is a pawn behind, is tied to his weak 
c-pawn, and faces an assault upon his king 
commencing . . .  f4. His reasons to be cheerful? 
His passed b-pawn and his bishop's clear di
agonal to a8. If only they could be combined 
in some way, they might cause problems. 
White uses his other asset, the fact that he still 
has a queen and knight, which are so good 
working together, to release the pawn from 
the starting gate. 

35 lLla4!? 
The black knight cannot be protected, so it 

must advance or retreat. The exchange of 
knights might make it hard to stop the b
pawn. Black does not consider retreating the 
knight because there appears to be little wrong 
with capturing the c-pawn and later scamper
ing back to prevent the pawn from promoting. 

35 •.• lLlxc4 36 b6 lLle5 
As planned. Only the knight can blockade 

the pawn effectively. Using the queen looks 
risky as White might win if his own queen 
reaches a8. 

37 b7 (D) 

B 

37 .•. fj'b4 
This innocent reply misses the clearest path 

to victory. Had he tried to work out the tacti
cal resources at White's disposal, he would 
have made the safe retreat 37 . . .  lLld7, when 
White must keep the pot boiling by 38 lLlb6 
lLlb8 39 fj'e2!, intending 'ii'b5 or �e7, accord
ing to circumstances. However, Black could 
then play his trump card, the c-pawn. After 
39 . . .  c4! 40 lLlc8 c3, the white queen cannot 
leap towards the b8-square without allowing 
the c-pawn to promote. After the inexact text
move . . .  

38 fj'dl lLlc4? (D) 
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. . .  this over-confident advance is the deci
sive error. The retreat 38 . . .  tDd7 is safe. While 
39 'ii'xd6? 'iVxa4 40 b8'iV tDxb8 41 'iVxb8 
'i!fd4 simply hands Black a winning endgame 
two pawns ahead, White can be really awk
ward with 39 1l.c6 tDb8 40 1l.g2!,  threatening 
the d-pawn, which cannot safely be protected 
by 40 .. .  c4 because of 41  'iVd4+ followed by 
42 �f6, worming the way towards d8 and b8. 
If Black offers the exchange of queens to pre
vent the capture of the d-pawn, then the end
ing after 40 . . .  'iVd4 41 �xd4+ cxd4 would not 
be straightforward to win, since Black's two 
extra pawns are doubled. 

After the text-move, the queen and knight 
can weave their magic spell. 

W 

39 'iVa1+(?) 
White saw 39 tDxc5 ! here, but in time

trouble decided to play a repetition in order to 
reach the time-control at move 40. Then he 
would be able to check the move's soundness 
at his leisure. 

The details all fall into place. 39 . . .  'iVxc5 
lets the pawn promote at once. Or 39 . . .  dxc5 
40 �d8 and the queen assists promotion next 
move. After 39 . . .  1l.e8 40 tDa6 and 39 . . .  'iVb6 
40 tDd7, it is the knight that assists promo
tion. 

39 •.• tDe5 40 'iWdl? (D) 

Again, 40 tDxc5 ! wins at once. This time 
40 . . .  dxc5 41 'iVxe5+ promotes. As expected, 
Black innocently repeated the position. 

B 

40 ... tDc4? 
Had he played 4O . .. tDd7, we would have a 

repeat of the position that occurred in the note 
to move 38.  At this point, Black was shown 
the 41 tDxc5 ! idea, and he resigned. 

1-0 

Sou rce of Error 3 :  Dazed 
and Confused 

While some players become complacent and 
lazy once they have achieved a position that 
they consider is winning, others become ner
vous. Players are particularly prone to nerves 
if the inferior side refuses to lie down and die, 
or if he produces a surprising idea. In their 
anxiety, they can use up too much time and 
fall into time-trouble. Complications result in 
confusion and muddled thinking. They cease 
to see the board objectively and errors, often 
exacerbated by time-trouble, can even lead to 
loss. 
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Our first example shows how, if a player 
becomes nervous at the sight of the winning 
post, massive blunders can result. 

B 

LeMoir - Gallop 
Bristol League 1968 

Black faces a mighty attack on his king, 
but spots the flaw in White's set-up. 

19 ... cxd3! 
Apparently very coolly played. He threat

ens mate on c2, so that White has no time to 
throw more pieces into the attack. White tries 
to bail out with perpetual check. 

20 l:txg7+ 'ili>h8! 
20 .. .'�xg7 21 'iVg5+ 'it>h8 22 'iVf6+ draws. 

White is to be denied even that. 
21 l:txd3 
White has overlooked the power of Black's 

next move, and continues with the obvious 
idea of removing the mate threat while pre
paring to swing the d6-rook over to the king
side. 

White could try 21 c3 ! ?, when Black needs 
to avoid the obvious 21 . . .�c4?, since it aban
dons the d8-square and allows perpetual check 
after 22 'iVg5 'iVe4 23 l:tg8+! lhg8 24 'iWf6+ 
llg7 25 l:td8+! .  Instead, both 21 . . .l:tg8 and 
2 1 . . :�e7 keep White's attack under control. 

21 .. J:tfc8 
21 . . .�e4! is also good, as 22 �xe4 allows 

Black to capture the g7 -rook. After the move 
played, the threat is mate again, and the rook 
has given his king an escape square at f8 so 
that White cannot achieve perpetual check. 
Meanwhile, the white rook on g7 remains un
der attack. White has to agree to a losing end
game. 

22 %:.c3 (D) 

B 

22 .. :�xc3! 23 bxc3!? 
White could play 23 l:txh7+, grabbing an 

extra pawn, but White should win it anyway 
later on, and leaving it on the board for now 
gives Black an extra decision to consider: 
whether and when to abandon it. 

23 ... 'ili>xg7 
Played with a sigh of relief. Black's de

fence has left him short of time, and the effort 
spent in his calm defence has left him ner
vously wrung out. 

24 'iVg5+ �h8? 
The first sign that all is not well. He fears 

the wide-open spaces in the middle of the 
board, and possibly believes that it is danger
ous to desert the h-pawn. However, the king is 
vulnerable in the comer. 

25 '(We7?! (D) 
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2S hS would force Black to play for a draw. 
White decides instead to find out whether 
Black is going to give away his bishop. 

B 

25 ••• �xg2?? 
You could class this as an error of the kind 

described in the previous section. He appears 
to be unaware of White's possibilities. How
ever, I 'm not so sure it's as simple as that. I 
think Black has become so nervous that he 
cannot see the board straight any more. 

He would have needed to play fairly accu
rately to be sure of winning after the obvious 
2S . . .  �dS, since White will annex the h-pawn 
and advance his own towards the queening 
square. However, the pawn cannot promote 
unless Black is extremely careless, and mean
while White's doubled c-pawns can be picked 
off, and the bishop can protect Black's pawns 
and attack some of White's. 

26 'iVf6+ Wg8 27 �g5+ �f8 28 'ii'xg2 
The position should be drawn. However, 

Black remained under time-pressure until move 
42. In his nervous confusion, he started to 
think that he could be losing, a thought which 
soon became a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

28 •.• l:!.ab8 29 'iVd2 l:!.d8 30 �h6+ �g8 31 
�g5+ 'it>f8 32 h5 'it>e8 33 'ii'g8+ �d7? 34 
'tWxf7+ �c8 35 'tWxh7 l:!.b7 36 'i\i'g6 l:!.e7 37 

h6 l:!.h8 38 'iti>d2 <ot>d7 39 'it>e3 l:!.eh7 40 'ii'e4 
l:.xh6 41 �7+ �e8 42 'tlVxa6 :th3+ 1-0 

The next example shows White unable to 
cope with a transformation from a big attack 
to a superior endgame. 

B 

Davies - LeMoir 
Somerset vs Gloucestershire 1967 

White threatens l:txg7+. If Black captures 
twice on g7, then White has f6+, forking the 
king and knight. Even if Black avoids that 
possibility by moving one knight to dS or the 
other to h7, the capture at g7 is very danger
ous for his king's health. Black tries to break 
the attack with a pawn sacrifice that leaves 
him with a very bad endgame. 

21. •• g6!? 22 fxg6 'ii'xf3+ 23 �xf3 fxg6 24 
�xh6 

The position has undergone a huge change. 
While his king seems somewhat safer than it 
was, Black is a pawn behind, and his g-pawn 
seems doomed. White has two bishops against 
two knights, and his rooks are lined up against 
the black king. All of Black's pawns are iso
lated, and his c-pawns are also doubled. 

For his part, Black seeks out reasons to be 
cheerful. 
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If he's careful, he probably won't be mated, 
as at least one of the bishops needs to be ex
changed to win the g-pawn. All of White's 
pawns are isolated, and a black rook placed 
on b2 will fork the a- and c-pawns. If either 
pawn is captured, then Black has created a 
passed pawn. He decides to play on that pos
sibility. 

White believes that the game should win it
self, but Black soon gives signs of not playing 
ball. Everything White tries to make life eas
ier for himself backfires, and the board is 
soon aflame. 

24 •. J:tab8!? 25 �e2? (D) 
Here we go. White starts to fiddle. If the 

black rook comes to b2. he intends to play his 
bishop via c4 (check) to b3, trapping it. A lit
tle more thought would have shown him the 
error of his reasoning. He should have antici
pated the black rook leaving the back rank 
and played 2S kLel !, to exploit the fact that it 
would leave the other one undefended. Then 
after 2S . . .  l:.b2?, 26 l:tge4 (26 �xc6 is also 
good) 26 . . .  l:txc2+ 27 �gl wins at least an ex-
change. 

B 

25 ... l:tb2!? 
Nonetheless! Now after 26 �c4+. 26 ... �h7 

attacks the other bishop, and then 27 l:!.h4? 

loses to 27 ... ttJfS, so there is no time to drop 
the bishop back to b3. 

26 �d3 
White decides instead to use his bishop to 

defend the c-pawn and attack the g-pawn. 
Meanwhile, Black cannot capture the a-pawn 
thanks to the fork �c4+. 

26 .•• ttJd5 (D) 

W 

Taking the opportunity to activate another 
piece, as White will probably want to safe
guard his c-pawn before capturing the g-pawn. 
The move blocks the a2-g8 diagonal, so that 
Black is now threatening to take the a-pawn. 

27 �c1?! 
There is a lot going on, and White need

lessly jettisons the a-pawn. 
He could have captured two pawns by 27 

�xg6 ttJxg6 28 l:txg6+ followed by l:txc6, 
but he would have had to calculate the dam
age that could be done by the black rook. Al
ternatively, he could preserve the a-pawn by 
27 a3, and go for the g-pawn later. In both 
cases, he should win with accurate play. 

27 •• Jha2 28 �xg6? 
The game has not fallen into White's lap, 

and the frustration makes him impatient. He 
cannot save his c-pawn, and now he must be 
careful not to give Black winning chances. 
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28 •.• lDxg6 29 lhg6+ rJ;f7 30 l:tg7+ c;t>e6!? 
31 l!el+ 

White may have been worried that 3 1  
l:!.lg6+ appears to take the rooks too far away 
from his beleaguered rear ranks. In fact, White 
has a mate after 3 1 . . .�f5 32 :'xc6 l::txc2+ 33 
Wf3 if Black continues 33  . .  Jhc1 ?: 34 lH7+ 
'it>g5 35 h4+ �xh4 36 l:!.h7+ �g5 37 h4+ 'iitf5 
38 l:th5#. However, the mate is not forced. If 
he declines the capture of the bishop, Black 
can draw by 33 .. J!e6 ! .  

3 1  .•. c;t>r6 32 1!xe8 lixc2+ 33 rJ;g3? 
Despite the few pieces left on the board, 

it's pretty complicated. White can probably 
draw after 33 1!e2; for example, 33 .. Jhe2+ 
34 c;t>xe2 'iitxg7 35 c;t>d3. In time-trouble, he 
may have been concerned about the nice sac
rifice 33 . . .  Ihc1 ! ?  with the idea that 34 1!xa7? 
is answered by 34 . . .  c2 threatening 35 . . .  l:.fl +, 
queening next move, against which White has 
no good defence. White could still draw with 
exact play by ignoring the a-pawn: 34 :'d7! 
lDb4 (not 34 . . .  c2? 35 .l:.d6+ c;t>f7 36 1!xc6, 
covering the queening square) 35 l:.d6+ <i;;f7 
36 .l:.de6 c2 37 1!e7+ and perpetual check. He 
could also draw by 34 l1g1 1!xgl 35 c;t>xgl 
lDb4 36 1!el lDd3 ! 37 �e2 lDb4! ,  with a repe
tition. 

33 •.• �g7 (D) 

W 

34 l:.e1? 
His brain has gone completely now. He is 

in no fit state to work out that his best chance 
for a draw is to attempt to throw a net around 
the black king by 34 iLg5, 35 h4 and 36 h5. 
Then 37 1!a8 will threaten checks on a7 and 
a8, or the further advance of the h-pawn. Black 
can win by 34 . . .  .l:Id2! followed by ... l:i.xd4, but 
not as easily as White's passive play now al
lows. 

34 ••• a5 35 h4 a4 
On this and the next move, the above plan 

of 35 . . .  l:.d2 followed by . . .  .l:Ixd4 may be more 
exact. 

36 h3 :'h2!? 37 1!e8 (D) 
After 37 iLxb2 cxb2 38 .l:Ibl a3 Black wins 

even without the knight. 

B 

37 ••• a3 38 .l:ta8 a2 39 iLg5 lDb4 40 h5 lDc2 
41 ':a7+ 

Black also wins after 41 h6+ c;t>g6 42 1!g8+! 
c;t>f5 43 h7 al � 44 h8'iV 'iHgl + 45 <i;;h4 "ii'xd4+ 
46 <i;;h5 "ii'xh8+ 47 .l:Ixh8, as the front c-pawn 
will promote. 

41...�f8 42 :a8+ <l;f7 0-1 

From the next diagram, Black, a strong 
player graded around 200 BeF (2200 Elo), 
starts to flounder when the going gets tough, 
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and finally suffers a strange double hallucina
tion. 

B 

LeMoir - M .  Walker 
Bury Sf Edmunds 1999 

White's pieces are in such a tangle, and his 
pawns so weak, that we should not be sur
prised that Black has a simple combination to 
win a pawn. 

24 ... lDxe4+! 25 lDxe4 �xc4 
White has lost one of his weak pawns, but 

two more remain, and his pieces are still pas
sively placed. Moving his attacked knight 
leaves the c-pawn vulnerable, and a black 
rook can invade on d2. Despite moving to
wards a bad endgame, White feels that he 
has little option but to offer the exchange of 
queens. 

26 Wia4!? l:.h2+? 
This looks good, but already it complicates 

the issue. His idea is to finish the game off 
quickly by attacking the king and getting his 
rooks behind the weak white c- and e-pawns. 
On the other hand, the move played forces the 
king to open the white rook's line to f5, so 
that . . .  f5 is no longer possible and therefore, 
for the time being, the white knight is secure 
on e4. 

White does have a few reasons to be cheer
ful, and he can create some unexpected prob
lems for Black. Once queens are exchanged, 
the white knight can use the c5-square as a 
jump-off point. If Black forces it there by 
playing . . .  f5, then it has the e6-square from 
which it can attack both the c-pawn and the 
g7 -square. White may be able to get his own 
rook to the seventh rank, when the black king 
will be almost as vulnerable as White's. 

However, it would all have been academic 
if Black had found 26 . . .  lDb4! ,  cutting off the 
defence of the e4-knight, when White would 
be in dire straits as a knight move loses the c
pawn at least. Black would need to be careful 
about his response to 27 cxb4, which should 
be 27 . . .  'iWxe4 (threatening 28 .. .  1!d2+), since 
the wonderful variation 27 .. Jhb4? 28 'iHd7! !  
1!b2+ 29 c;t>gl Ihg2+ 30 �hl !  "ii'xfl +!  3 1  
.l:Ixfl .u.xd7 3 2  c;t>xg2 is a draw. 

27 c;t>gl lDa5 (D) 
Black may originally have intended play

ing 27 . . .  'iHe2, but 28 :f2 defends against the 
mate and wins the c6-knight. There is also lit
tle to recommend 27 .. :tli'xa4 28 :'xa4 .l:.e2 29 
1!c4 l::!.xe3 30 1!xc6 lhe4 3 1  lhc7 l:!.f4 32 
1!xf4 exf4, when the combination of the rook 
on the seventh rank and the passed c-pawn 
probably draws for White. 

W 
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28 l:tadl! 
A shock, which disorientates Black fur

ther. He has to worry about his back rank, and 
tactical complications loom large. Since both 
28 . . .  'i&'xa4?? 29 l:lxd8+ and 28 .. Jhdl ?? 29 
'i'e8# lead to mate, he plays the sensible re
treat to f8. 

28 .•. l:.f8 29 �xc4?! 
29 'iYd7 is objectively better, hoping for 

29 . . .  'iYxe4?? 30 'iilxf7+! l:!.xf7 3 1  l:!.d8+ mat
ing, but Black can defend by 29 . . .  h6 30 'ii'g4 
'oth8 3 1 l:.d7 ltJb7 32 'ii'f5 ltJc5, and should be 
able to consolidate his pawn advantage. After 
the exchange of queens, Black becomes in
creasingly aggressive. 

29 •.• ltJxc4 30 lU3 f5 31 ltJc5 :a8 
He decides to use both rooks in the attack. 

Playing 3 1 . .J:te2, to round up the weak white 
pawns with only one rook and the knight, al
lows White to keep the fight going; for exam
ple, 32 l:!.f2 ltJxe3 33 l::txe2 ltJxdl 34 l:.xe5 
lbxc3 35 lte7 and White has some counter
play. 

32 l:.d7 ':al+ 33 'oth2 (D) 

B 

33 •.• ltJd2? 
Surely, there can be only one move, namely 

33 . . .  g6 ? Did Black overlook that the f-pawn 
can be captured with check? Did he believe 

that he couldn't  afford to waste a tempo in de
fending it, or did he believe that the tempo 
that he gained in losing it would allow him to 
mate the white king? He was clearly in a state 
of complete confusion, not least when you 
consider that he has given White the option of 
simplifying to a dead drawn endgame by 34 
l:i.xd2 l:i.xd2 35 lbb3, regaining the exchange 
followed by winning the f-pawn. 

However, it must be said that it is not ex
actly trivial for Black to win even after 33 . . .  g6. 
He may have overlooked that, after 34 �g3, 
he could play the apparently devastating move 
34 . . .  ltJxe3 ! when 35 .l:!.xe3? loses the rook to 
35 . .  .f4+. However, White can use his king in 
the attack with 35 Wh4! ,  and incredibly even 
reaches a draw in lines such as 35 . . .  ltJxg2+ 36 
'it>g5 ! l:.b6 37 .l:.fd3 l:.d6 (37 ... l:!.a8 is met by 
38 :xc7, intending to double rooks on the 
seventh rank) 38 :xc7 ! Ihd3 39 ltJxd3 e4 40 
ltJe5 ltJe3 (40 . . .  e3 is better) 4 1  'it>h6! 'it>f8 42 
l:lxh7 followed by capturing the g-pawn. 

After the text-move, White decides to ex
ploit his opponent's confusion by playing 
against the black king, but Walker manages to 
recover his composure sufficiently to steer 
the game to a draw. 

34 :d8+ c:M7 35 .l:.xf5+ 'it>g6 36 l:.df8 
l:lbbl 37 h4 ltJfl+ 38 'oth3 ltJxe3 39 l:.g5+ 
'it>h6 40 .l:!.xe5 .l:l:hl+ 41 c;i;>g3 ltJfl+ 42 'it>g4 
l:.a2 43 l:.h5+ Ill_Ill 

It is perpetual check. 

On many occasions, I have benefited from 
the lazy and muddled thinking that I have de
scribed so far. You would think that I might 
therefore be immune from suffering from it 
myself. Maybe occasionally in the past, but 
surely not now . . .  ? 

If only ! During the preparation of this book, 
I played a game in which my errors crossed 
the boundaries of the last three sections. I was 
aware of the dangers, but still fell in. 
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W 

LeMoir - S. Moore 
Norfolk League 2000 

I had won a pawn in the opening. It is true 
that I should be thinking about the endgame, 
but I should also be looking at my own 
strengths and those of my opponent. I espied 
the open g- and f-files, and decided to put my 
rooks there so as to win the game in the 
queenless middlegame. Had I looked at the 
position from my opponent's point of view, I 
would have realized that one of his few poten
tial strengths is his kingside pawn-majority, 
and I must watch my potentially weak iso
lated h-pawn. As a result of ignoring both 
warning signs, for the time being, I start to 
store up trouble for myself. 

13 0-0-0 
By castling on the other side, I would pro

tect the h-pawn without tying up my rooks, 
which could go to the centre to support the 
advance of my pawns, aided by the crossfire 
of my fianchettoed bishops. 

13 ... 0-0 14 .ttdfl c6 15 ID'2 i.e6 16 ltJe5 
ltJg4 17 ltJxg4 i.xg4 18 11xf8+?! 

By now I realized that Black's kingside 
pawn-majority was a potential threat. I was at 
last aware of his possibilities. However, now 
my thinking became muddled. Despite a long 

think, I managed to envisage the position af
ter the double exchange of rooks with my 
light-squared bishop still on g2. The differ
ence between fl and g2 is drastic, as we shall 
see. 18 l:thfl was better. 

18 •.• .l::!.xf8 19 .ufl?!  :xf1+ 20 i.xf1 i.d6! 
21 h3 i.f3! 

White must now be careful that Black's 
kingside pawn-majority doesn't prove deci-
sive ! The threat is . . .  h5, followed by . . .  g5-g4, 
. . .  i.h2, . . .  g3, . . .  g2, . . .  gl 'iW and with the black 
bishops both on important squares it's not at 
all easy to see how to stop it. 

22 i.c4+ "'f8 23 i.e6 h5 ( D) 

w 

24 d3?! 
Here was a chance to disturb Black's plans. 

I saw 24 i.f5 g5, but my depression over get
ting into this tricky position made me miss 
the follow-up 25 i.g6! i.g2 (25 . . .  g4?? 26 
i.xh5) 26 i.xh5 i.xh3 27 i.g6. With the 
black bishop on h3 rather than f3, the white 
king can travel across to cover the queening 
square, after which White's own central pawns 
can roll. It's not easy to win, but after the 
text-move, it is more difficult to get the king 
across to the kingside. 

24 •.• g5 25 'it>d2 i.g3 26 i..f6 g4 27 hxg4 
hxg4 28 e4 i.f4+ 29 'it>el g3 30 i.d4 g2? (D) 
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w 

Black keeps advancing out of momentum. 
He has the ideal set-up and could probably 
draw by holding fIrm with 30 . . .  b6. After the 
rash advance of Black's g-pawn, White will 
have two extra pawns in an opposite-coloured 
bishop ending, and that is enough to win in 
this case. 

31 �f2 �h2 32 �xf3 gl � 33 i.xgl i.xgl 
34 e5 �d4 35 �e4 e5 36 �d5 �e7 37 i.e8 
b6 38 i.g4 i.e3 39 a4 i.d4 40 e6 i.e3 41 
�e6 as 42 �xb6 winning a third pawn and, 
in due course, the game. 

So I was lucky not to be unlucky. Enough of 
that; let's move on to the fourth main source 
of error which impedes players in the exploi
tation of their advantages. 

Sou rce of Error 4: 
Playing it  Safe 

When a player has a winning position and is 
suddenly confronted with the opportunity for 
even greater riches, he will often see phantom 
risks and prefer to play safe. 

White is two pawns down, his rook is 
threatened by the black bishop, and a black 
rook played to the e-flle will force his king to 

w 

LeMoir - Brigden 
Gloucestershire Ch 1967 

wander. In desperation, he sought to exploit 
the exposed position of the black king and 
played 21 l:[xb7+ with a thump. Confronted 
by a sudden crisis, Black became confused 
and played safe with 21. •• �e6, when after 22 
l:!.e7 l:[ae8 23 �xd5+ �xd5 24 �c3+ �e5 
the position was level, as Black' s extra pawn 
is doubled. 

A cool head would have found the solution. 
He feared that 21 . . .�xb7 lost to 22 �xf7+, 
when 22 . . .  �c8? 23 �xb7+ picks up both 
rooks, and 22 .. .  �d8 23 �f6+ forks king and 
rook. Even if he got as far as realizing that he 
could reply with 23 .. /i;;c7 24 �g7+ 'it>b6, his 
distorted vision might have sensed the ghost 
of a mating attack as his king is driven to the 
a-fIle by 25 �xb7+. 

If you now have that position on the board 
in front of you, you will see that White has no 
way to continue the attack, and he must play 
an endgame the exchange down with little 
chance of survival. However, that's not so 
easy to judge from a distance. 

Here Black was suffering from sacrifIcial 
shock. You will learn more about sacrifIcial 
shock in Part 3, as it is one of the greatest 
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contributors to the success of speCUlative sac
rifIces. 

As the game went, Black could later have 
played 22 . . .  i.xg2 23 �xg2+ d5, attacking the 
e7-rook and probably winning a second pawn. 
He seems to have shied away from being sub
jected to a long checking move, even when it 
was completely harmless. 

In that example, Black's choice was to ac
cept a sacrifIce or decline. In the next game, 
White has to choose between a possible mat
ing attack and a very good endgame. 

LeMoir - McEwan 
Noifolk League 1998 

White is a pawn ahead and most of Black's 
pawns are weak and under pressure. Black's 
only hope appears to rest in the slightly ex
posed position of the white f-pawn and the 
king beyond, and the possibility that White 
mightlack the technique to win an endgame. 

White considered at some length the attack 
on the black king starting with 34 b5 followed 
by 35 �a7, and indeed it wins easily as the 
queen and rooks can work together effec
tively. The fIrst sign of vacillation was his in
sistence on preparing the pawn advance in 
preference to playing it at once. 

34 a4 fLg8 35 �g5 
White changes his mind. Surely, an end

game must be very good, and there's no risk 
of losing . . .  

35 . . •  .l:tgf8 36 �xf6 l:txf6 37 e5 �f4 38 
exd6 l:tdf8 39 d7+ 'litd8 40 l:[e5 �e7 41 l:te8? 

If White had played 41 .l:tc7 he would have 
been three pawns ahead and Black would 
have resigned. 

41 .•. .l:td8 42 lbd8 'it>xd8 43 'it>f2 g5 44 
.l:td4 l:i.f7 (D) 

W 

The ending is clearly winning for White 
but there is no need for Black to resign yet. 
The rapidplay fInish is in operation and White 
dithers around using up precious clock time 
and making little errors until fInally, at move 
54, he throws caution to the wind in an at
tempt to fInish the game off before his flag 
falls. 

45 e4 �e7 46 e5 l:i.e5 47 as l:i.f5 48 'lite3 
.l:te5+ 49 'litd2 .l::!.f5 50 .l::!.d3 !!f4 51 �c3 g4 52 
fxg4 .l:!.xg4 53 'it>b3 �g2 54 b5! axb5 (D) 

55 a6? 
There was a quicker and more attractive 

win by 55 c6 ! bxc6 56 a6 l:[gl 57 a7 l:[al 58 
nf3 ! �xa7 (58 . . .  �xd7 59 l:i.f8 ! .l:txa7 60 Il.f7+ 
is even prettier) 59 l:tf8+ �xd7 60 :f7+, win
ning the rook. 
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Now the clock situation was the governing 
factor. In the moves to come, White misses 
wins by 58 'i¥ta5 and 60 l:td3 ! J::tg8 61 'i¥txM, 
while Black misses a draw by 59 . . .  l::[g6. White 
was moving instantly, waiting for his flag to 
fall, a problem he could have avoided by 
playing the mating attack on move 34 or 35 
instead of going into the endgame. 

55 ••. bxa6 56 c6 J:.g8 57 Wb4 cttc7 58 l:i.c3? 
.l:!.g4+ 59 cttc5 b4? 60 lic1 ? b3 0-1 

B 

White lost on time. 

Howson - LeMoir 
London League 1972 

Black's king is on the rack. If he plays 
13 .. :�b6, then 14 i.xd6 cxd6 15 liJxd6+ fol
lowed by 1 6  liJxf7 wins a pawn and exposes 
the king along the d- and e-files. Moving the 
queen away from the defence of c6, on the 
other hand, exposes the rook in the comer. 
Losing material is preferable to being mated, 
so Black threatens mate for himself. 

13 .. Jih5!? 
White now has a choice of two good lines, 

namely 14 'iUxc6+ and 14 liJxd6+. 
14 liJxd6+?! 
Overlooking Black's surprise reply, and 

therefore open to the criticism that he did not 
take into account his opponent's possibilities. 
14 'iUxc6+ is therefore preferable: 

a) If Black replies 14 . . .  Sl.d7, then White 
could run into trouble if he made the mistake 
of capturing the rook with the queen, because 
1 5  'iUxa8+? ctte7 discovers an attack on the 
queen and mate on h2 is also threatened. Of 
course, White should simply play 15  liJxd6+ 
first, opening both the long diagonal and the 
e-file. After 15 . . .  cxd6 16 'iUxa8+ the queen 
can get back to defend h2 if necessary. 

b) 1 4  . . .  ctte7 15  i.xd6+ cxd6 1 6  'iUxd6+ 
ctte8 17 h4 leaves Black a pawn down, facing 
the 'iUc6+ threat again, and his king can hardly 
survive on the e-file. 

c) After 14 . . .  cttd8, 15 h4 prevents mate, 
and after 1 5  .. J:tb8 16 liJxd6 cxd6? 17 'iUxd6+ 
Black loses the rook anyway. Black would be 
reduced to 15 . . .  Sl.xf4 16 'iUxa8 Sl.d6, when 
White would pick up the d-pawn remaining 
the exchange and a pawn ahead, with the king 
still in his sights. 

Somewhere in all this, White found some
thing that worried him. Maybe he thought 
that Black would reply to 14 'iUxc6+ with 
14 . . .  i.d7, and therefore it made no difference 
whether he played liJxd6+ now or a move 
later. 

14 •.. 'i¥td7! 
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The king protects both the c- and d-pawns 
after White's forced reply. Then, it is true, 
the black king is awkwardly and vulnerably 
placed in the middle of the board, but White 
must work hard to prove it. Over the next few 
moves, Black defends poorly, but it is clear 
that White is suffering from shock. He is 
hell-bent on getting to the endgame a pawn 
ahead and avoiding any complications. 

15 h4 cxd6 16 Sl.xd3 cttc7 
Black tries to release his bishop, but his 

king cannot get comfortable. 1 6  . . .  liJe5 may 
be better, but in the end he benefits from the 
knight's advanced position as White clearly 
fears for the future of his own king. 

17 i.e2 as (D) 

W 

18 'iUd4?! 
There was a straightforward win by 1 8  

l::[adl l::[d8 1 9 l:!.xd6! .l:txd6 20 l:i.d1 ,  winning 
back the rook and leaving the black king 
hopelessly exposed. The text-move wins a 
pawn but fails to exploit the exposed position 
of the black king. Indeed, White even ex
changes queens - presumably to prevent the 
possibility of his own king coming under at
tack - thus removing any chance of exploit
ing the most serious weakness in the black 
position. 

18 ••• l:i.d8 19 'iUxg7 i.e6 20 "iVg5 'iUxg5 21 
i.xg5 l:tdb8 

Now we have an endgame, and Black sets 
about gaining some counterplay for his pawn. 
He will advance his pawns on the queenside, 
hoping to exchange off some pawns to bring 
the draw closer and to open lines for his rooks. 

22 b3 c5 23 SLf3 .l:ta6 (D) 

W 

24 i.xg4? 
In his confusion, White believes that all he 

has to do is to exchange as many pieces as 
possible and his extra pawn will win. Here he 
voluntarily brings about opposite-coloured 
bishops and increases Black's drawing pros
pects by at least 50%. 

24 .•. i.xg4 25 l:i.fe1 i.e6 26 i.d2 
And now he becomes passive. Black's re

ply cripples the white pawns and makes the 
draw virtually a certainty. 

26 •.• c4! 27 b4? axb4 28 cxb4 l:i.a3!? 
28 . .  Jlba8 wins back the pawn at once. But 

now Black is becoming confident, and hopes 
to make something of his connected passed 
pawns. White's humiliation is soon complete 
as he blunders in the face of the mounting 
pressure. 

29 liec1 liba8 30 l:i.c2 d5 31 i.c1 l:!.3a4 32 
l:!.b1?? 
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After 32 .i.d2 .i.f5 33 l:.b2 d4, White prob
ably has to give up his bishop for the pawns. 
On the other hand, it is unlikely that he could 
lose the resulting endgame with three pawns 
for the piece. Alternatively, he can give back 
the pawn by the calm 32 Wfl ,  and probably 
hold the game. Now he loses the exchange to 
a bishop skewer, and his position collapses. 

32 ... .i.f5 33 i.f4+ 'ito>b7 34 �bb2 i.xc2 35 
�xc2 l:txa2 0-1 

You should be encouraged by games such 
as this. White was a strong player, graded in 
the region of 200 BCF (2200 Elo). If strong 
players can exhibit such weakness when 
ahead, then so can just about anyone. 

Source of Error 5:  Going 
for Glory 

On rare occasions the superior side, uncom
fortable with a material advantage, will forego 
the extra material in order to attack. This is 
likely to occur when the advantage has been 
gained by clever attacking play. Out of iner
tia, and an overdose of adrenaline, the attack
er keeps attacking. However, strangely, in the 
new phase of the attack, the lust for glory has 
become lazy, the analysis superficial. 

In our first example (see following dia
gram), White plays a brilliant sacrifice but, 
when his opponent offers a pawn to mollify 
him, he refuses, keeps attacking and ironi
cally himself falls victim to an attractive com
bination - and this time it's terminal. 

15 .l:1.xd7!! 
White pulls out a cracker. The point of this 

brilliant idea is that if White can distract the 
black knight from f6, then his queen can get 
to g4 and h5 to support a sacrificial attack 
against the king. It is an example of 'the sacri
fice in order to sacrifice' . 

W 

Rutter - LeMoir 
Hillingdon League 1977 

15 ... i.xe3 
Instead, 15 . . .  tDxd7 (keeping the guard on 

the c5-bishop) allows 16 i.xh6 ! ,  whereupon 
1 6  . . .  gxh6 fails to 17 'ifh5 with an early mate, 
so Black must reply to the bishop sacrifice 
with 1 6  . . .  g6, giving back the exchange and 
remaining a pawn down. In fact, White could 
carry on his attack instead of recapturing the 
exchange, the main line being 17 fig4 ! tDf6 
18 'ti'g5 �d8 19 i.xf8 i.xf8 20 .ti.dl !  i.d7 21 
i.xf7 ! gxf5 22 I:txd7! 'ifxd7 23 'ifg6+ Wh8 
24 'ii'xf6+ i.g7 25 'ifh4+ i.h6 26 fixh6#. 

Fearing the worst if he allows his king's 
position to be weakened, Black finds a better 
way to emerge a pawn down. 

16 ne7 �d8 17 .:tdl?! 
He could have played simply 17 'i'xe3 

i.xf5 1 8  �xf7 i.g6 19 l::txf8 with a solid ex
tra pawn. The game might not be easy (or 
quick, or exciting . . .  ) to win after that, so White 
throws more fuel onto the fire. However, he 
hasn't analysed sufficiently thoroughly, and 
soon gets into trouble. 

17 ... 1i.d4 18 ':xe5 
He is committed now. If he plays 1 8  �xf7 

�xf7 19 i.xf7, Black has 1 9  . . .  �f8 ! winning 
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back his pawn at least; e.g., 20 i.a2 i.xc3 21 
bxc3 'ifxa3, when the c-pawn also disappears. 

18 ... i.xe5! 19 l::txd8 ':xd8 20 i.xf7 
This allows Black to take the initiative, 

which he uses to open a sudden attack. 
20 ... b4!? 
Black's idea is double-edged. It would 

have been safer to knock back the bishop by 
20 . . .  �a7, after which he could double rooks 
on the d-file. 

21 tDa4 
The knight is sidelined here. That would 

be OK if he had time to get into the weak c5-
square, but Black is planning to attack. 

21 ... i.a6 22 'iff3 bxa3 23 tDe7! ( D) 

B 

The pretty threat is 24 �f5+ 'it'h8 25 tDg6+ 
'it'h7 26 tDf8++ �h8 27 'ifh7+! tDxh7 28 
tDg6#. Black is teetering on the edge of the 
abyss, but locates an amazing foothold. 

23 ... g6!! 24 bxa3 
Black's king hides behind White's minor 

pieces after 24 i.xg6+ c:Ji;g7 25 bxa3 (Black 
threatened 25 . . .  a2 ! )  25 . . .  nab8 26 tDc3 i.xc3 
27 h3 (or 27 tDf5+ <ot>xg6 28 fig3+ tDg4! -
opening the line to g7 so that the c3-bishop 
can prevent mate there - 29 �xg4+ c:Ji;h7 30 
h3 i.c8 with a small material advantage for 
Black) 27 . . .  .ubl +  28 �h2 1i.e5+ 29 g3 nddl 

30 tDxc6 i.xg3+ 3 1  ct>xg3 l:!.gl + 32 Wh2 
.l:!.xg6 and Black' s many pieces should be 
somewhat better than the queen. 

The move played allows the rook to pene
trate along the b-file. Forced onto the defen
sive, White's resistance quickly collapses. 

24 .. Jlab8 25 i.b3 .l:td2 26 g3 
It was much better to block the diagonal of 

the light-squared bishop by 26 c4!. Now comes 
a nice finish. 

26 ... i.e2 27 'ilVe3 lIdl + 28 �g2 i.n + 29 
�f3 i.d4 30 fif4 lIxb3+! 

Foreseen a long way back. After 3 1  cxb3 
.l::!.d3+, White must give up his queen. 

0-1 

In the next example, the lazy nature of the 
superior side's lust for glory is particularly 
stark. 

W 

LeMoir - Daugman 
Norfolk Open 2000 

White is two pieces for four pawns ahead. 
He could win quietly by keeping it simple. 
For instance, 25 �cb6 i.c6 26 tDg4 followed 
by playing a knight into e5 . However, he sees 
a combination and throws one of his surplus 
pieces into the fray. 
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25 4Jxd5!? �d8 26 I!d6 exd5 27 4Je5?! 
As calculated. In spite of the spectacular 

opening move, White is aiming at winning 
material. If he had analysed harder, he might 
have found that he could take aim at the king 
instead, throwing in his second extra piece 
with 27 ii.xg6! .  The attack is successful after 
27 . . .  fxg6 28 �e5 'it>h7 29 �xd5 ii.c6 and 
now simplest would be 30 l:txd8 with a whole 
extra piece in the endgame, although 30 'ilVe5 
should win quickly in the middlegame. 

White lazily relies on his initial assessment 
that he now wins back the piece, not bother
ing to calculate deeper or wider. 

27 ... �g4! 28 ':xd8? 
The spectacular way would again have been 

better: 28 ':xg6+! fxg6 29 �xg4 threatens 
three different captures on g6, as well as a 
knight fork at d7. 

28 . • •  .ltxe2 29 ':xf8+ .l:txf8 (D) 

w 

30 .ltxe2 
Oh dear; only now does White see what's 

coming . . .  
30 ••• l:te8 
Black wins back one piece, and suddenly 

White is in an endgame with a bishop for 
three pawns. Before it was too late, he woke 
up and won in the end. 

To Kotov, this tendency to play false com
binations when ahead is another symptom of 
'dizziness due to success ' .  He gives the fol
lowing example. 

w 

Kotov - Smyslov 
Candidates tournament, Budapest 1950 

Kotov has enjoyed a winning position for 
many moves, given to him by a bad error by 
Smyslov in the opening. Almost out of gUilt 
that he might win without contributing any
thing to the game, he decided to play a deci
sive combination . . .  

39 ':xh7+? 4Jxh7 40 �h5 �g8 41 4Je7 
l:txg2+ 42 �f3 

. . .  and now Smyslov must give up his queen 
to avoid mate, apparently. Kotov tells the story 
that the Argentinean grandmaster Najdorf 
came up to him to congratulate him on a won
derful combination, but as they walked away 
from the board they both froze as they real
ized that it had a huge hole. They looked at 
Smyslov, analysing grimly. Suddenly his face 
lit up, and he made his move . . .  

Kotov had stopped analysing at  42 �f3, 
but Smyslov naturally looked at the 'spite 
checks' with his rook. The check on g3 leaves 
nothing changed, but after 42 . . .  :f2+ 43 �xf2 
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Black has another spite check by the other 
rook. Then Smyslov saw what Kotov hadn't 
looked for. 43 .. . ktb2+ will lead to mate by the 
black queen! 

42 ..• l:tf2+! 43 'it>xf2 .l:tb2+ 0-1 
After 44 �f1 (or 44 �f3), 44 . . .  �g2+ is 

curtains. Kotov explained away his error as 
due to the difficulty in seeing that the queen 
could get to g7 with pieces arranged as they 
were in the initial position. I prefer to think 
that he would have analysed more thoroughly 
if his position had not been so favourable for 
so long, and he hadn't been so keen to win 
brilliantly. 

Faulty Technique 

Oh, the embarrassment! We gain a few pawns 
or an extra piece; we carefully nurse it into an 
endgame and . . .  we can't force the win that 
seemed inevitably ours. Many players, assum
ing that their advantage will be more easily 
exploited in an endgame, will merrily exchange 
pieces until the desired ending is reached, 
then one of two mishaps can befall them. 
Maybe they have been careless in the way 
they made the necessary exchanges; the op
ponent's position has been strengthened in 
some way, and the win is now problematic. 
(See LeMoir-Moore on page 37.) Or maybe 
they just don't know how to win the resulting 
position, not helped by the fact that they ex
pect the game to win itself. 

It's personal admission time. In the space 
of a few years, it happened to me at least three 
times in endings of a piece versus two pawns. 
My technique was simply not up to it. 

In the following diagram, White can win a 
pawn by 26 g4, but blindly follows his chosen 
path of exchanging rooks into a simple end
game: 

26 .l::!.fdl? ktcd8 27 �xd6 .l:lxd6 28 .l::!.dl? 

LeMoir - Thynne 
Junior event, Weymouth 1967 

I think White can win by eliminating the 
queenside pawns, after which the white king 
and knight should be able to force the lone 
black king to give way on the kingside. A fea
sible line is 28 l:tb7 l1c6 29 4Jd5 .l:!xc2 30 
:xc7+ ':xc7 3 1  4Jxc7 a5 32 a4 <j;;e7 33 4Jb5 
'it>e6 34 4Jd4+ 'it>d5 35 4Jb3 <j;;c4 36 4Jxa5+ 
�b4 37 4Jb7 'it>xa4, and now White could 
aim to immobilize the black pawns by 38 �f2 
'it>b5 39 'it>e3 'it>c6 40 4Jd8+ 'it>d5 41 4Jf7 h5 
42 h4 with an easy win. 

After the move played, some imperfect 
play on both sides leads to the elimination of 
the white a-pawn, when the black a-pawn 
should probably draw. 

28 •.• <j;;e6 29 .l:lxd6+ cxd6 30 g3 �e5 31 c3 
d5 32 'it>f2 d4 33 cxd4+ 'it>xd4 34 'it>e2 <j;;c3 
35 g4 fxg4 36 4Jxg4 �b2 37 4Jf2 �xa2 38 
4Jxe4 �b2 

38 . . .  a5 is possibly more precise, but the 
text-move is not yet disastrous. 

39 'it>d3 'it>c1? (D) 
Here Black should definitely have played 

39 . . .  a5, when after 40 4Jc5 g5 Black holds the 
draw. 

40 h4? 
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Black has been clumsy with the positioning 
of his king, and now White could win with 40 
lbc5, as he annexes the a-pawn (40 . . .  a5 41  
lbb3+) and his king can keep his opposite 
number at bay. After the text-move the black 
a-pawn survives, so either the knight or the 
king must hang back to keep an eye on its ad
vance. 

40 • • •  'it>dI 41 lbg5 h6 42 lbf7 �e1 43 tiJxh6 
'itf2 44 lbf5 'it>f3 45 lbe7 c;t>g4 46 lbxg6 �h5 
lh_llz 

B 

Dingwall - LeMoir 
North vs South Gloucestershire 1967 

32 •• J�c1 
Black chooses to go into a simple endgame, 

as it looks risky to allow the white queen and 
rook to become active by 32 . . .  'ifxb4 33 �xf5 
.l:!.xc5 34 �e6+ 'itg7 35 l:td7+, when the re
duction in pawns would bring the likelihood 
of a draw closer. 

33 l:1xc1 'iVxc1+ 34 �h2 'iff4+ 35 'iVxf4 
lbxf4 36 c6 lbd5 37 a4 tiJb6? 

A horrible misjudgement. As in the previ
ous example, I fail to get my king into the 
game sufficiently quickly. The win is quite 
easy after 37 . .  .<Ji;f7 38 b5 'it>e7 39 'itg3 lbc3 
40 �f4 lbxa4 41 �xf5 tiJc3 42 'it>e5 tiJxb5 
and the advance of the a-pawn. 

38 a5 lbc8 (D) 

W 

Black has correctly judged that the white 
queenside pawns cannot advance further, but 
that doesn't matter - the black king cannot 
get over to capture the queenside pawns with
out endangering his h-pawn. White will ex
change his g-pawn for the black f-pawn, and 
then his f-pawn and the black h-pawn will be 
passed. If Black diverts the white king to
wards the h-pawn, hoping to capture all of the 
queenside pawns, White can play a timely b5 
and b6 to dissolve the queenside and then 
capture the h-pawn. 
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39 b5 �f7 40 �g3 �g6 41 'it>f4 'it>f6 42 g4 
fxg4 43 'itxg4 'it>g6 liz_liz 

W 

LeMoir - O'Dell 
London Ch 1973 

In this final example of my weak technique, 
if White can prevent the black king from 
crossing to the queenside then he will win 
comfortably. He can do this by maintaining a 
pawn on f4. Black must not desert his own f
pawn for fear of White capturing it with his 
king or bishop, which creates a decisive passed 
pawn. Instead, White lets the f-pawn go, in 
the interests of bringing his king out quickly. 

33 'itf2?! 
33 g3 wins more simply. If the black king 

stays around the kingside, then White's own 
king can cross to the queenside to win Black's 
pawns. Black cannot penetrate among White's 
pawns without losing the f-pawn. The mis
take in the previous games was to delay the 
entry of the king into the game; the mistake 
here is to enter too quickly ! 

33 •.• gxf4 34 'it>f3 �e5 35 i.c4 a5 36 i.b5 
'iii>d4 37 'it>xf4 'it>c5 38 i.e8? 

There was still a win by 38 i.d7 b5 39 
i.xf5, which gains a move by attacking the 

h-pawn. After 39 . . .  h6 White wins by 40 g4, 
intending the single-minded advance of his 
kingside pawns, aided by some subtle work 
by his bishop. The main line runs 40 . . .  a4 41 
h4 b4 42 i.d7 ! (forcing the pawns onto dark 
squares) 42 . . .  a3 43 i.e6 (forcing the king to 
come to c3 to shepherd the pawns . . .  ) 43 . . .  'itd4 
44 g5 hxg5+ 45 hxg5 c;t;c3 46 g6 b3 47 g7 a2 
48 g8'iV al'iV, and now comes the decisive 
skewer 49 "i¥g7+, winning the new queen. 

38 ..• b5 39 'it>xf5 a4 40 g4 a3 41 i.f7 'ittd4 
42 g5 'itc3 43 h4 b4 44 h5 112_112 

The pawns promote simultaneously: 44 . . .  b3 
45 i.xb3 �xb3 46 g6 hxg6+ 47 hxg6 a2 48 
g7 al'iV 49 g8�+. Just a couple of tempi 
saved would have done the trick for White, 
and 33 g3 would have saved several (and 38 
i.d7 just enough) ! 

There is a saying that 'all rook endings are 
drawn' , and that is worth remembering, even 
if it is rather an obvious exaggeration. Later, 
we shall see Geller and Korchnoi, both great 
players, screw up endgames with only one 
rook and one pawn each. Even Garry Kaspa
rov has been known to get it wrong. 

Kasparov - Short 
PCA World Ch match (game 9), London 1993 
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With a pair of separated passed pawns, the 
attacking rook should protect them along the 
rank. Yet Kasparov avoided the natural 45 
l::tdl  + �e5 46 .l::!.d4 and played instead 45 
l::ta1? After 45 .•• �e5 46 e4??, unnecessarily 
exposing the e-pawn, Short could have drawn 

by 46 . .  J:tc5! 47 as ':'c3+, winning it. Instead 
he played 46 •• .';ii'e6? and Kasparov was able 
to correct his rook's position by 47 �e3 �d6 
48 �d4 �d7 49 �c4 Wc6 50 �b4 %1e5 51 
1:tc1 + �b6 52 l::tc4, when Short finally re
signed. 

2 Reasons to be Cheerful 
Summary 

Let's stop for a moment and take stock. 
When we have a big disadvantage, particu
larly in material, we have already noted sev
eral types of factor that can help us to save the 
game: 

The drawing margin. Grandmasters may 
be able to grind out wins with an extra pawn, 

o 
o 

but the rest of us find it difficult. The weaker 
the opposition, the wider that margin is likely 
to be. 

The strengths of our position, and the 

weaknesses in our opponent 's. Somehow, 
they seem easier to identify and exploit when 
we are behind. 
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The emotional state of the player who 

thinks he is winning. Complacency can lead 
to laziness, 'taking the easy option' ; it can 
also lead to our opponent failing to take our 
own possibilities into account. Nerves can 
lead to confusion and disastrous errors. When 
confronted by the choice of complications or 
an endgame, players who are ahead often pre
fer the 'safe' endgame. Sometimes, a player 
just has to win in spectacular fashion, even 
though he could win prosaically. 

Weaknesses in endgame technique . When 
the endgame is reached, the superior side of
ten finds that he lacks the endgame knowl
edge and technique to turn his advantage to 
account. 

Even grandmasters find some types of po
sition tough to win. Here are some useful 
thoughts: 

Remember the drawing power of oppo
site-coloured bishops. 

Rook and pawn endgames are notoriously 
hard to win. 

In a queen and pawn endgame, the superior 
side needs a passed pawn. If the inferior side 
has one, he can often force a draw even if he is 
a couple of pawns down. 

When we are behind on material, exchang
ing pawns (not pieces) reduces the chances of 
the superior side winning any pawns, and/or 
creating more than one passed pawn. 

Endings with all of the pawns on one side 
of the board are often hard to win for the su
perior side. If he has an extra pawn or two, it 
is hard to create a passed pawn that will be de
cisive. For instance, the passed pawn, once 
created, may be the only pawn left. Sacri
ficing a piece for it may leave a position in 
which mate cannot be forced, or might leave 
the dreaded knight and bishop versus king 
ending - who would like to try to win that in
side fifty moves, especially in a rapidplay fin
ish? 

If the superior side has an extra piece in a 
position where all of the pawns are on one 
side, then it may be hard for the superior side 
to win any pawns as they should be easy to 
defend with the king, and lots of piece ex
changes might leave a position where mate is  
difficult or impossible to achieve. 

Many of these themes have already oc
curred in our examples, and more will occur 
in the remainder of Part 1, where we consider 
ways to fight our way out of trouble. 

3 Fighting Out of Trouble 

In most of the examples so far, the superior 
side has mainly his own failings to blame for 
the lost half-point. I want to move on to dem
onstrating how we might exploit those rea
sons to be cheerful to bring about a draw, or 
how we can put our opponent under extra 
pressure which might cause him to concede 
the draw at worst or, at best, to self-destruct. It 
is no accident that many of the examples be
low result in wins for the inferior side. 

Violent 'Trend-Breaking 
Tools' 

In his book The Road to Chess Improvement, 
Alex Yermolinsky discusses his theories on 
trends in a chess game. The advantage moves 
in trends. Small advantages tend to grow (and 
rapidly become decisive) unless the trend is 
reversed. If a disadvantage becomes equality, 
his trend theory says that it is likely that 
equality will become an advantage to the side 
formerly at a disadvantage. (I would add the 
rider that the theory probably works best if at 
least one of the sides is able to recognize and 
assess both the advantage and its scale.) 

If Yermolinsky is right - and I suspect that 
he is - it is essential to learn how to reverse 
unfavourable trends. Once you are aware of 
being at a disadvantage, especially if it is po
tentially fatal, material issues become rela
tively unimportant. Yermolinsky suggests that 
violent reactions, often with sacrifices, can be 
very effective trend-breaking tools. Schemes 
that transform the position, whether or not 

they involve sacrifices, are likely to make our 
opponent uncomfortable. A pleasant initia
tive or positional advantage disappears. The 
situation changes. Tactics abound where all 
was once calm. He might find defending par
ticularly irksome when the initiative was for
merly firmly in his hands. 

We should also be aware of the power of 
body language in helping to reverse unfa
vourable trends. We play a somewhat desper
ate pawn sacrifice, but we thump it out with 
great confidence. We do the same with our 
aggressive follow-up. Our opponent might 
suspect that the tables have already turned, 
and that he is on the road to ruin. It is but a 
short step from there to a real disadvantage 
and ultimate loss. 

Transformations and Pawn Sacrifices 
As we saw in Davies-LeMoir on page 32, 
when a player has a comfortable advantage, a 
violent transformation of the position can 
cause him to lose the grip that he has pains
takingly built up. The set of assumptions upon 
which he intended to convert his advantage 
into a win has to be rejected and a new set cre
ated. As the player who brought about the 
transformation, the inferior side may be able 
to navigate better through the choppy waters 
that result. 

It often requires a sacrifice to effect a trans
formation. We shall start with situations where 
the material deficit accepted is small. 

We have already seen how the mere possi
bility of opposite-coloured bishops can bring 
a draw near, in LeMoir-Coleman on page 12. 
Discussing the play in Turner-LeMoir on page 
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26 we mentioned that, in the middlegame, 
they can be powerful for the attacking side, 
whose bishop has no opponent on the colour 
of squares that it attacks. In the next example, 
White has an extra pawn. It is doubled but, 
rather than attempt to regain a pawn, Black 
transforms the position, opening lines with a 
view to bringing about opposite-coloured 
bishops, and exploiting both their attacking 
and drawing qualities. 

B 

Moberley - LeMoir 
British U-21 Ch, Rhyl 1969 

The bad news for Black is that he has 
weaknesses of his own (such as the e-pawn 
and the dark squares) and White's doubled 
pawns exercise a cramping effect. 

Attempts to win the front c-pawn would be 
unavailing. Trying to round it up with the 
rook by 16 . . .  l::!.f8 l7  liJe2 l:!fS? fails to 1 8  
liJg3, when the errant rook must retreat. At
tempting a frontal attack with the king is hor
ribly dangerous: 16 . . .  �d8 l 7  liJe2 c:J;;c7 18 
l:thdl 'it>c6 19 liJd4+ c:J;;xcS 20 liJxe6++ �xc4 
21 <t>e2, and mate is likely. 

Black notices an idea for which he must 
first draw the white king into an exposed po
sition. 

16 .•. liJe5 17 'it>c3 0-0 18 liJe2 
On e2, the knight is vulnerable to attack 

from the black bishop, but 18 liJh3 is met by 
1 8  . . .  liJxf3 ! and if 19 gxf3, then 19 . . .  l::!.xf3 
forks the bishop and knight. After the text
move, Black resolves to get at the white king. 

18 .•. b6!? 19 cxb6 axb6 20 i.d4 
Things get very complicated after 20 i.xb6, 

when 20 . . .  i.a6 apparently wins the c-pawn, 
but 21 cS ! i.xe2 22 l:hel skewers the bishop 
to the knight, recovering the piece and leav
ing White with two passed pawns, although 
opposite-coloured bishops should help Black 
in the endgame after 22 ... i.xf3 23 ktxeS i.xg2 
24 l:txe6. 

The move played apparently drives away 
the knight before ... .ta6 can be dangerous, but 
Black can now indirectly exchange knights 
through a temporary piece sacrifice. 

20 ... liJxc4! 21 c:J;;xc4 i.a6+ 22 <t>b3 .txe2 
23 l:thel ii.b5 (D) 

w 

This is the kind of position that Black en
visaged. He falls two pawns behind. but with 
opposite-coloured bishops and the activity of 
his rooks on the open lines, he retains coun
terplay against the white king, and White 
feels too threatened to exploit his material ad
vantage. 
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24 l:txe6 i.a4+ 25 <t>b2 l:tfd8 26 i.c3 
llac8 27 l:xb6 l::!.d3 28 %:tel l::!.e3 29 ktb4 
lle2+ 30 'it>bl i.d7 31 a4 .l.:i.xg2 32 a5 i.e6 33 
l:lb6 .ta2+ 34 'it>al i.d5 liz_liz 

In the next example, Black follows up a 
pawn sacrifice with a surprising sacrificial 
idea to exchange queens and reach a position 
in which he can always bail out by creating 
opposite-coloured bishops. 

B 

R. Pearce - LeMoir 
British Clubs Ch 1981 

Black has weakened his king's position by 
the advance of his g-pawn, and now feels that 
playing quietly will only make matters worse. 
He decides upon a pawn sacrifice that com
pletely transforms the position. 

17 .•. e5!? 18 cxd5 cxd5 19 dxe5 liJxe5 20 
�xd5+ l:f7 

Now both queens are undefended with the 
black knight between them, so Black's threat 
is 21 .. .liJf3+ winning the undefended queen 
or mating on h2. 

21 liJf4 
Another way for White to parry the threat 

is 21  <t>hl ,  since the black knight cannot then 
move with check. Moreover, the d6-bishop 

remains en prise . After 2 1 . . .ii.d7 ! ?  (intending 
. . .  i.c6 followed by . . .  'i!i'h3), the game could 
become very hairy. 22 'ii'xd6 i.c6 and then: 

a) 23 .tf4? 'ii'h3 24 %:tgl liJf3 2S iVh6 ap
pears to save White by forcing the exchange 
of queens, but Black continues 25 . . .  liJxgl 26 
l:xgl �xh6 27 i.xh6 l:txf2 28 i.d3 l:.e8, 
threatening 29 . . .  l:xg2! 30 .l:txg2 l:.el +, and 
White must abandon his knight. 

b) 23 %:tgl l:xf2 24 .tb2 is better, though 
White is still fighting for a draw. 

After the text-move, Black finds an idea 
that retains all of the minor pieces, in particu
lar his knight, which can threaten to jump to 
f3. 

21. .• i.e6! 
An exquisite move. Now taking the bishop 

with either queen or knight loses to 22 . . .  liJf3+. 
Other moves are less effective: 
a) If the black queen retreats to defend the 

d6-bishop by 21 . . :fih6, then White can force 
exchanges by liJg6, either at once or after 22 
i.e4 i.d7. 

b) 21 . . .  liJf3+ threatens mate on h2, but 22 
"ii'xf3 ! i.xf4 (after 22 .. .  gxf3 23 liJxhS White 
wins a piece) 23 �e4! i.e5 (or 23 . . .  .tfS 24 
�d5 with exchanges to follow) 24 i.a3 ! en
ables White to develop in peace, because after 
24 . . .  i.xal 2S 'ii'e8+ c:J;;g7 26 i.f8+! he mates 
or wins the queen. 

22 liJxh5 
White could instead reply with the surpris

ing 22 'ii'xb7, attacking the a8-rook and ap
parently winning another pawn, but Black 
need not capture the queen; he could sacrifice 
the exchange to remove the annoying knight 
by 22 . . .  l:.xf4! : 

a) After 23 'ii'xa8+? %:tf8 24 'ii'g2 liJf3+ 2S 
<t>hl i.dS 26 l:tdl liJd4 ! !  Black is winning: 27 
%:txd4 (27 i.e4 i.xe4 28 'iVxe4 %:txf2 is a sud
den mating attack) 27 . . .  .txg2+ 28 <t>xg2 i.eS 
wins a whole rook thanks to 29 i.b2 i.xd4 30 
.txd4 "ii'dS+. 
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b) 23 �xh7+ is better, with a likely draw 
after 23 . . .  �xh7 24 �xh7+ �xh7 25 i.xf4. 

22 •.• i.xd5 23 i.dl tDf3+ 24 i.xf3 .i.xf3 
25 i.e3 i.a3 

The white f-pawn is finnly battened down 
by the monster bishop at f3 . Black's dark
squared bishop only needs to exchange itself 
for the white knight and the position is a dead 
draw thanks to the opposite-coloured bish
ops. In fact, Black could have brought them 
about by 25 . . .  l:!.f5 26 tDf4 i.xf4, but feels 
there is no danger in probing for advantage 
with his two bishops, despite the pawn defi
cit. He is soon vindicated, as White is so dis
turbed by the tum of events that he runs his 
knight into a cul-de-sac, just in order to shift 
the bishop from f3 to another strong square 
on the same diagonal. 

26 tDf4 a6 27 tDe6 �d7 28 tDg5?! i.c6 (D) 

w 

29 l:!fdl? 
There is no breakout by 29 f3 gxf3 30 

tDxf3 since, after 30 . . .  .l::td3 31 lIae1 lIxe3 ! 32 
llxe3 �c5 33 'It>f2 �xf3 34 <>t>xf3 l::tf8+ 35 
'It>e2 .l:1xf1 36 'It>x£1 �xe3, Black emerges a 
piece ahead. 29 f4 is also bad, as 29 . . .  l:!.e8 at
tacks the bishop and simultaneously cuts off 
the knight's retreat-square so that 30 . . .  h6 will 
win it. 

The move played leaves the knight out on a 
limb, allowing Black to cut off the e6-square 
by playing a rook to the e-file. His next move 
would be . . .  h6 winning the knight. White 
should have moved it back to e6 before it was 
too late. 

However, Black misses this chance, and 
simplifications lead to a draw. 

29 ••. .l::[ad8? 30 .l:!.xd7 11xd7 31 tDe6 <M7 32 
tDf4 i.f3 33 h3 �d6 34 hxg4 �xf4 35 i.xf4 
i.xg4 36 ::tel �f3 37 .l:!.c7 lhc7 38 �xc7 
�e6 39 00 �d5 40 'It>e1 ..ti>e4 llz_lh. 

From the next diagram, White grabs a big 
opening advantage by a standard temporary 
piece sacrifice. Black's response is an instant 
pawn offer aimed at transforming the position 
and activating his minor pieces. 

w 

Will moth - LeMoir 
London League 1988 

8 tDxe5! ftxe5 9 d4 l:te8 10 dxc5 tDxc5 11  
.l:tel d5!? 

An early decision to jettison the pawn, 
since he doesn't fancy the passivity of his po
sition after 1 l . . .d6. 

12 exd5 l:1xel+ 13 'i!Vxel tDxd5 14 tDxd5 
cxd5 15 i.xd5! .if5 16 c4 
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White anchors the bishop in an apparently 
powerful position, and prepares the advance 
of the other queenside pawns. On the other 
hand, he leaves a weakness at d3 which Black 
takes steps to exploit. 

16 •• JWd7 17 �e3 lle8 18 b3 b6 19 i.g2 
tDd3 20 'iWc3 'iVe6 21 .l::[dl 'iVg6 22 b4 

It was better to contest the d3-square by 22 
i.£1 , as 22 . . .  tDe5?? loses to 23 'iVxe5 ! and 
22 .. .l'�d8 leaves the black pieces tied up. The 
advance of the white queenside pawns would 
then be hard to counter. 

22 ••. h5! 23 h4 
The immediate advance of the c-pawn was 

more dangerous, as it can advance all the way 
to the seventh rank. In reply, the advance of 
the black h-pawn to h3 and the exchange of 
light-squared bishops would put White on his 
guard against snap mates on g2 or the back 
rank. The text-move weakens the white king's 
protection. 

23 ..• tDe5 24 i.d4 ftd8 (D) 

w 

The pin on the d-file causes White to re
think the positioning of his pieces. The knight 
is becoming a nuisance. 

25 .l::[al tDd3 26 i.e3 l:te8 27 c5 
At last it comes. The pawn's advance is 

still dangerous, but White's timing is bad. He 

needed to play another defensive move, such 
as 27 :£1 . 

27 ••. bxc5 
Black could sacrifice the exchange by 

27 . .  J::txe3 ! 28 fxe3 'ifxg3, when White has to 
force the draw with 29 'iVd4 tDel 30 .l:hel or 
29 'ifd2 i.e4 30 :f1 ! (but not 30 cxb6? tDe5 ! 
3 1  :f1 tDg4 with a winning attack). 

28 bxc5 i.e4 29 .ixe4 'iWxe4 (D) 

w 

30 i.d4?? 
White is flustered, and forgets that the ex

change of bishops has weakened his light 
squares. 30 'ifd4 was better, when Black would 
blockade the passed pawn by securing the 
c6-square; e.g., 30 . . .  'iff5 3 l l:td 1 tDe5 32 'iVf4 
'iVc2 33 lld2 'tWbl + 34 �g2 'iWb5 and there is 
plenty of resistance left in Black's position. 

After the move played, the annoying knight 
dived in still further with .. .  

30 ..• tDel! 
. . .  threatening mate on g2, and suddenly 

White had to give up the exchange, leaving 
Black with a winning endgame. 

The value of sacrificing before the oppo
nent's advantage has time to bite is reinforced 
by the next example, which has a very similar 
outcome. 
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w 

Brigden - LeMoir 
Bristol League 1967 

White now grabs his chance to attack. 
12 lLld5+ lLlxd5 13 cxd5 
A depressing analysis convinces Black that 

he is in trouble. After the knight retreats to d8 
or b8, the bishop checks on b4, forcing the 
king back to e8. Black would be passively 
placed and vulnerable to a variety of ideas, in
cluding opening the h-file to bring the dl
rook into the attack. 

Black takes a pragmatic decision. Before 
White has a chance to start his attack, Black 
will shock him with a totally unexpected pawn 
sacrifice. 

13 ... e4!? 
This looks horrible, as it gives away a 

pawn and opens the position for the white 
bishops. However, it is not merely a desperate 
throw. The exchange of lots of pawns will 
raise the possibility of the complete disap
pearance of pawns on the queenside. A posi
tion with pawns only on the kingside should 
be easier to draw. The black bishops will find 
a freedom that would have been denied them 
if the knight had retreated, and the b-file will 
be opened towards the white king. From little 
acorns, great oak trees can grow. 

14 dxc6 exf3 15 i.xf3 bxc6 16 i.b4+ �f7 
17 i.xc6 l:tb8 (D) 

W 

18 i.d5+ 
Exchanging bishops is a sensible idea, as 

18 i.a3 l:tb6 19 i.f3 i.e6 20 b3 c5 ! allows 
Black to open lines on the queenside through 
. . .  c4. 

18 ... i.e6 19 i.xe6+ 'it>xe6 20 i.a3 .ttb5 21 
b3 nhb8 22 i.b2 i.f8 

It is too early to bring about a rook end
game. For the time being, the white bishop 
gives the black rooks a target. 

23 nd2 a5 24 l:thdl i.e7 25 g3 a4 26 bxa4 
l:!.b4 27 11c2 

27 a5 was possible, when Black would try 
to make progress towards a rook endgame 
with no queens ide pawns, and three pawns 
versus four on the kingside; e.g., 27 .. Jh4 28 
i.c3 i.a3+ 29 'it>c2 i.b4 30 i.xM l:bxM 3 1  
�c3 :b5 and White would be hard-pressed 
to make progress. 

27 .. .lha4 28 a3 c5!? 
White is in time-trouble, so Black boldly 

eschews the simple draw which he could have 
achieved after 28 . . .  i.xa3 29 i.xa3 nxa3 30 
ltc6+ 'ite5 3 1  l:txc7 na1 + 32 �c2 :a2+ 33 
�c3 lhf2, with only kingside pawns remain
ing. 
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White is being pressed back, and a blunder 
is just around the comer. If he wakes up, 
Black can aim at the draw; meanwhile, let's 
tease him a little more . . .  

29 rJifd2 c4 30 �e2 l:tb3 (D) 

White has reached the first time-control at 
last, but must now continue with the struggle. 
Under intense pressure, and relieved at escap
ing time-trouble, his first move loses at once. 

31 l:!.d4?? i.f6 32 i.el i.xd4 33 exd4 
'it>d5 34 i.b2 :a6 35 'it>d2 :c6 36 i.c3 l::txa3 
0-1 

There is another way to look at the last two 
examples. In both cases, Black was under a 
disadvantage which he could neutralize at the 
cost of a pawn. After the pawn sacrifice, all he 
was left with was a small material disadvan
tage. In each case White, ahead on material, 
exhibited the kind of weaknesses that we have 
been discussing throughout this section. 

The Legend of Sultan Khan 
Once upon a time, there was a young Indian 
called Sultan Khan. He was a fine player of 
the Indian form of chess and, when he took 
up the Western form and won the All-India 
Championship, his employer, Sir Umar Hayat 
Khan, brought him to Britain so that he could 

play the best western players and win the 
world championship ! It wasn't quite as crazy 
as it sounds, as he became a very strong 
grandmaster. However, Sir Vmar didn't give 
him long enough to get to the top and took 
him back home after a few glorious years. 

I mention him here because he was an in
teresting case. In his early days in Europe, he 
had no real knowledge of chess openings, and 
often obtained lost positions before reaching 
the middlegame. His deep feel for the game 
saved him time after time. Here are two ex
amples

' 
against world-class players, of timely 

pawn sacrifices, skilfully followed up. Even 
after the sacrifice, each opponent appears to 
develop a big advantage, but suddenly finds 
that he has been lured into a dead drawn posi
tion. 

Stahlberg - Sultan Khan 
Olympiad, Prague 1931 

1 d4 lLlf6 2 c4 e6 3 lLlc3 i.b4 4 'ii'c2 b6 5 
e4 lLlc6 6 e5 lLlg8 7 lLlf3 i.b7 8 i.d3 lLlce7 9 
i.e3 (D) 

B 

Black is in full retreat, but his last move 
prepared a pawn sacrifice which secures the 
d5-square. 
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9 .•• b5!? 10 cxb5 liJd5 11 0-0 liJge7 12 a3 
.ta5 13 .tg5 h6 14 .txe7 liJxe7 15 .te4 c6!? 

Extremely brave. Sultan Khan believes that 
the extra weakness on the c-file, and the dis
solving of White's doubled b-pawn, is less 
important than ensuring that he holds down 
the d5-square. 

16 bxc6 dxc6 17 liJa4 0-0 18 liJc5 nb8 19 
b4 �b6 20 liJxb7 l:txb7 21 b5 l:1c7 22 bxc6 
(D) 

B 

Black's position looks truly horrible, two 
pawns down and squeezed to the wall. How
ever, Sultan Khan has seen that the c-pawn 
must drop, and the opposite-coloured bishops 
are a potentially crucial factor. 

22 ... 'ii'cS 23 .l:tfc1 f5! 
He even allows his kingside to be tom apart. 
24 exf6 gxf6 25 iVd2 f5 26 .td3 cJo>h7 27 

i..b5 liJxc6 2S d5 
At last, but too late. 28 i..xc6 followed by 

29 liJe5 looks a better chance. 
2S ... exd5 29 �xd5 l:1dS 30 'f*'a2 liJd4 31 

.uxc7+ 'ii'xc7 32 liJxd4 l:1xd4 33 ltf1 cJo>g7 34 
�e6 'it'c5 liz_liz 

Stillilberg agrees to the draw as he believes 
that the opposite-coloured bishops and the 
pressure on his f-pawn counterbalance his ex
tra pawn. 

Euwe - Sultan Khan 
Hastings 193112 

1 d4 liJf6 2 c4 e6 3 liJc3 d5 4 �g5 .te7 5 
e3 a6 6 liJf3 dxc4 7 i..xc4 b5 S i..d3 �b7 9 
'iVe2 liJbd7 10 lldl liJd5 11 liJxd5 .txd5 12 
.txe7 "ilixe7 13 0-0 0-0 14 'ii'c2 i..xf3 15 gxf3 
liJf6 16 l:tc1 (D) 

B 

16 ... e5!? 
Sultan Khan prefers to lose the c-pawn, as 

defending it would leave his pieces without 
active prospects. 

17 "ilixc7 �xc7 IS ltxc7 exd4 19 exd4 
l::tadS 

The d-pawn is passed but isolated, and the 
doubled f-pawns also give Black cause for 
hope. Euwe's world-class technique enables 
him to develop an apparently decisive advan
tage, but Sultan Khan finds a remarkable way 
to force the draw. 

20 l:1dl l:td6 21 .te4 .l::i.fdS 22 l:ta7 g6 23 
llc1 l:18d7 

Sultan Khan decides that holding the a
pawn is crucial. 23 .. J:ixd4 allows 24 :'cc7 
l:t8d7 25 l:txd7 liJxd7 26 lixa6, when White 
would be making real progress. 

24 l:1xd7 :'xd7 25 .l::i.dl .l:td6 26 <Jo>f1 liJh5 
27 cJo>e2 f5 28 .taS <it>f7 29 d5 cJo>f6 30 rj;d3 
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liJf4+ 31 �c3 as 32 .tc6 cJo>e5 33 l:tel+ �f6 
34 �d4 l:1dS 35 .l::i.eS �xeS 36 i..xeS rj;e7 37 
i..xb5 

Now it's a two-pawn deficit, and things are 
getting serious. 

37 ...  cJo>d6 38 .tc6 
He clears a path for his king, but the bishop 

cannot defend the kingside from here. 
3S ... liJh3 39 <it>c4 liJxf2 40 'it'b5 liJd3 41 

'it'xa5 liJxb2 42 <it>b5 g5 43 a4 (D) 
Sultan Khan has secured a kingside pawn

majority, and the white bishop is stuck on the 
queenside, unable to prevent its advance 
without losing the d-pawn. 

43 ... liJxa4! 
A nasty shock. After a forced sequence, 

White will be left with bishop and wrong 
rook's pawn. The black king will settle in at 
h8 and cannot be shifted. 

B 

44 �xa4 g4 45 fxg4 fxg4 46 <Jo>b4 h5 47 
.teS <Jo>xd5 4S i..xh5 <Jo>e4 49 ..txg4 Ill_Ill 

Desperate Situations Call For Desperate 
Measures . . .  
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When all seems hopelessly lost, there are 
several courses of action open to us. Passive 
defence is an option, but great skill and pa
tience are required, and on its own it is un
likely to get us very far. We must await the 
opportunity to disturb the peace in some way. 
A small sacrifice, hoping for a transformation 
that changes the course of the game, may be 
possible at some point, but it is unlikely to 
succeed if the original advantage was of clearly 
decisive proportions. 

Under these circumstances, a large sacrifice 
might be the answer. While it may accelerate 
defeat, even the meagre chance of overturn
ing the game is worth the effort, as we cannot 
do worse than lose an already lost position. 
Finally, we can set a trap. Even if our opponent 
sees through it, the thought that it might work 
could cheer us up, and maybe, just maybe . . .  

Many substantial sacrifices are born out of 
a player's frustration with the position. Later 
in this book, in the section on speculative sac
rifices, there are several examples of positions 
where a player is confronted by difficulties, 
some real, some imagined, some merely an
ticipated, which he chooses to solve through 
violent means. When those difficulties are ex
treme, as they are in the positions below, the 
chances of success are slight, but a sacrifice 
can add the lottery element that might turn the 
game on its head. 

From the following diagram, White throws 
his opponent into total confusion by refusing 
to recapture the queen. His excuse is that oth
erwise he would be two pawns behind in a to
tally lost endgame. As played, Black at least 
gets chances to go wrong . . .  which he grabs 
with both hands. 

22 �xdS!? 
After 22 CiJxc7 CiJxc7, there is little to pre

vent wholesale rook exchanges, when the end
ing with knight versus bishop, two pawns up 
and his king well centralized, is a walkover 

W 

LeMoir - A.C. Cooper 
Hertfordshire Team Ch 1977 

for Black. The text-move maintains the fork 
of rook and queen by the e6-knight, and in
tends to knock the king about with g5+, when 
the king can retreat into the corner or try his 
luck in the centre against White's rooks. 

22 .• :ifaS 23 gS+ Wf7 
23 .. .'�e5 walks into the lion's den, and 

White would play the quiet 24 .l:!.adl ! ,  so that 
saving the rook by 24 . . .  l:.h8? leads to disaster 
since 25 .l:!.fel + �d6 26 �xb7+ mates. Black 
would be forced to give back the queen by 
24 .. .'ifxdS 25 l:I.fel+ 'iVe4 (or 25 . . .  <;£;>d6 26 
.l:!.xd5+ Wxd5 27 CiJxf8 l:.xf8 28 .l:!.xe7 regain
ing at least a pawn) 26 CiJxf8 l:txf8 27 .l:!.xe4+ 
fxe4 28 :d7, when White has some drawing 
chances thanks to the broken black pawns and 
his own active rook. 

24 .l:!.adl! �g8 
24 . . .  �xd5 25 .l:!.xd5 'itxe6 26 .l:!.b5 leaves 

White only one pawn adrift in the rook and 
pawn ending. 

25 1:tfel <;£;>h8 
Into the corner at last. Now White must 

take the rook. 
26 CiJxf8 .l:!.xf8 27 l:txe7 (D) 
27 .•. 'iVd8 
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B 

Black grabs the g-pawn and gets to grips 
with the white king. He is well on top, and is 
searching for a way to finish the game off 
quickly. 

28 l:I.xb7 'iVxgS+ 29 'it>h2 'ii'f4+ 30 'it>g2 
�gS+ 31 'it>h2 f4? 

A serious error, as the threat of 32 .. J3 is 
easy to parry. He should take the queen check 
at f4 again, protecting his b-pawn, and then 
play .. . l:I.d8, when the pin on the bishop has a 
crippling effect on White's counterplay. White 
cannot reply as in the game with l:I.el as 
. . .  'ii'd2 threatens the rook and bishop, and one 
of them would have to go. 

With the move played, Black allows the 
second white rook to reach the 7th rank, after 
which Black must constantly keep g7 and/or 
h7 covered, tying down his queen, and his 
rook will not be able to leave the back rank 
because of mate by a white rook. 

32 �f3! 
Taking the bishop off the important diago

nal to g8, but it is important to prevent .. J3. If 
White turns greedy with 32 l:1.xb4, Black's at
tack becomes very threatening; e.g., 32 . . .  f3 
33 l:I.g4 'ii'e5+ 34 'it>gl 'ii'e2 35 l:I.gd4 'iixc2 
(removing the c-pawn which could support a 
bishop at d5) 36 l:.ld3 'iVbl + 37 l':.dl �f5 38 
Wh2 'i'g5 39 l:.g4 'iVe5+ 40 �gl h5 41 l:l.xg6 

:td8 42 �xf3 .l:!.xdl + 43 �xdl 'iVel + finally 
winning the bishop. 

32 .•• .l:!.d8 33 .l:!.el! 
Now if the black rook deserts the back 

rank, it is mate. Note that the reply 33 . . .  'iid2 
is no longer possible, thanks to Black's 31 st 
move. 

33 •.• 'i'c5 34 <;£;>g2 'iVg5+ 35 'it>h2 �c5 (D) 

W 

Here the game was sent for adjudication. 
The position is probably a draw. It can get 
pretty complicated, but once the rooks are 
doubled on the seventh rank, I cannot see how 
Black can force the win. I 'm convinced - are 
you? The adjudicator wasn't; he declared a 
win for Black. 

In the following diagram, we see the mas
ter sacrificer, Mikhail Tal, on the wrong end 
of a sacrifice by Nezhmetdinov. 

I imagine that when Nezhmetdinov ini
tially sacrificed a pawn, he was attracted by 
ideas such as 2 1  .l:!.c7+, when 2 1 . . .Wxd6? 22 
�f4+ �d5 23 CiJb3 ! !  �f8 24 .l:!.e5+ �d6 25 
J::tec5+ e5 26 �xe5+ We6 27 CiJd4# is a nice 
mate, but then noticed that after 21 . ..CiJd7 ! 22 
CiJ6b5 �xb5 23 �g5+ �f6 24 �xf6+ �xf6 
25 CiJxb5 .l:!.hd8 Black retains his extra pawn 
in relative safety. 
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w 

Nezhmetdinov - Tal 
USSR Spartakiad, Moscow 1959 

So he throws in a piece as he fears that oth
erwise Tal will consolidate his extra pawn. 

21 lDxf7!? rJi;xf7 22 nc7+ �g8 23 lDxe6 
lDe8 

There are traps lurking around every cor
ner. If Black plays 23 . . .  �f8, White wins ma
terial by 24 lDxfS nxfS 25 nee7 lDh5 (or 
25 . . .  lDeS 26 �h6! )  26 �h6 nc8 (if 26 .. JldS, 
27 g4 is nasty) 27 .l:txcS+ �xc8 28 ne8+ rJi;f7 
29 nxhS. For Tal, it's a bit like playing against 
himself! 

24 l:1d7 (D) 

B 

24 ••. i.f6? 
A strange error for Tal who, ifhe were ana

lysing the position from White's point of view, 
would already have spotted the idea of a fur
ther sacrifice for mate. 

In his book on Nezhmetdinov, Pishkin gives 
the long variation 24 . . .  Sl.b5 25 nd5 .ic6 26 
nc5 i.d7 27 lDxg7 lDxg7 28 ne7 .ieS 29 
i.h6! .if7 (not 29 . . .  lDf5? 30 lhf5 gxf5 3 1  
ng7+ rJi;fS 3 2  na7+), continuing 3 0  ncc7 
lDf5 31 nxf7 lDxh6 32 l:tfd7, when he ques
tions whether the active rooks are sufficient to 
keep White in the game. Instead, 30 g4 (D) is 
worth considering. 

B 

The knight can no longer emerge via f5, and 
meanwhile White's threat of 3 1  ':cc7 remains. 
Black's two most obvious moves are 30 ... lDeS 
and 30 . . .  lDe6: 

a) Black runs into zugzwang after 30 . . .  lbeS 
3 1  nc2 ndS (3l . . .lDg7 32 :f2 nfS 33 na7 is 
also zugzwang) 32 l::tf2 lbd6 33 11f6. 

b) 30 . . .  lbe6 3 1 11c6 and now Black would 
lose after 3 1 . . .lDd8? 32 l::tf6, which threatens 
the deadly 33 neS+! Sl.xeS 34 11f8#. Instead 
of the knight retreat, Black could force White 
to take the draw by 3 1  . . .  l:tdS 32 ncxe6 i.xe6 
33 ng7+ cJ;;fS 34 1hh7+ rJ;;gS 35 lIg7+, with 
perpetual check. 
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Instead, 24 . . .  .icS seems playable, since it 
breaks the rooks' hold on the seventh rank. 
After 25 ndS Sl.b7 26 .l::!.xaS i.xaS 27 lDxg7 
Wxg7 2S ne5, the black queenside pawns are 
exposed, and so White should survive. 

25 nfl ! 
Suddenly the threat is 26 lhf6! lDxf6 27 

ng7#, and 25 . . .  Sl.b5 26 lhf6! i.xd7 27 nfS# 
is also mate. Tal receives a dose of the medi
cine that he doled out to countless opponents 
over the years. 

25 ... lDg7 
Tal must return the piece, as 25 . . .  .tg7 al

lows 26 nff7 with inevitable mate. 
26 nxf6 lDxe6 27 l::txe6 
Not only does White have an extra pawn, 

but he also has the black king in a stranglehold. 
Nezhmetdinov won very soon. 

27 ••. i.b5 28 :tc7 h5 29 nxg6+ �f8 30 
.ih6+ We8 31 l:te6+ rJ;;d8 32 nc5 Wd7 33 nb6 
.ixd3 34 i.f4 .l:.hfS 35 :d6+ cJ;;e7 36 nc7+ 
�e8 37 i.g5 l::tfl+ 38 rJ;;h2 i.b1 39 %::'h6 1-0 

w 

Christiansen - Temirbaev 
World Team Ch, Lucerne 1997 

White is a pawn down. His attack, such as 
it was, has all but ground to a halt and, if he 

retreats his rook to h3, he is hit by 28 . . .  i.d7 
29 l:tg3 lDh5, when the sacrifice 30 lhg5+ 
hxg5 3 1  'ti'xg5+ leaves his own knights on c3 
and d4 unguarded. Christiansen's solution is 
desperate. He gives up a whole rook for the 
ghost of an attacking chance. 

28 11xh6?! Wxh6 29 l:tc1 
Imagine Black's feelings hereabouts. White 

has sacrificed a rook without even getting a 
check in return. Then he follows it up with a 
quiet move that protects a knight and intends 
a harmless-looking discovery on the black 
queen. Well, let him do his worst! 

29 ... 11b4? 
He shuns the safe 29 . . .  Sl.d7, taking his 

bishop out of harm's way. We can assume that 
either Ternirbaev didn't mind giving up his 
queen for a fistful of pieces, or he has simply 
overlooked that White's next (obvious) move 
was possible. Maybe he had only seen 30 
lbe2??, when 30 .. Jhe2 wins at once . 

30 lDb5 ':xb5 
30 . . .  11e2 is still playable, but White is hold

ing out after 3 1  'ii'dl :'xd4 32 lDxd4 ':el + 33 
'iYxel 'ii'xd4+ 34 'ilVf2 'iYxf2+ 35 rJ;;xf2 i.d7 
36 l:.al .  

31 11xc5 ':xc5 
Still, with two rooks and a piece for the 

queen, it looks very rosy for Black. In fact, 
analysis appears to show that Black is strug
gling to draw, and in time-trouble he falls 
foul of the combination of queen, knight and 
White's rampant kingside pawns. 

32 h4 ne5 
If he protects the pawn by 32 . . .  lDh7, the 

white queen becomes very active after 33 
hxg5+ lDxg5 34 'ilVf4, threatening to play 35 
'iYf6+. 

33 hxg5+ lbg5 34 lDf5+ 'it'h5 
After 34 . . .  cJ;;g6 35 lbe7+ 'it'h6 36 'iff4 the 

knight must move, exposing the f-pawn to the 
attack of White's queen. 

35 'ilVf4 (D) 
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B 

35 ••• d4 
35 . . .  0.d7 gets the knight out of harm's way, 

but imperils the rook. The sequence 36 'ii'h4+ 

�g6 37 0.e7+ Wf6 38 0.xc6 J:lxc6 39 f4 pins 
the rook and wins it. Black must connect his 
rooks or perish. 

36 0.e7! 0.g4? 
Time-trouble panic. Black can keep the 

game going with 36 .. .l::tg6 ! ,  when 37 'ii'xd4 
l:cg5 38 0.xc6 ':xg2+ 39 Wfl leaves White 
with a small advantage. 

After the move played, Black loses more 
material. 

37 fxg4+ J:lxg4 38 'iVxf7+ �g5 39 'iVg6+ 
�f4 40 'iVd6+ We3 41 'iixc5 1-0 

Passive Defence and 
Traps 
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I link these two methods because, in a bad 
position, a passive defence is often conducted 
with a view to setting a trap when the oppor
tunity arises. You cannot set traps willy-nilly 
- they have to be there in the position. 

Thus far, we have dealt with situations 
where one side had a material inferiority. He 
identified the advantages of his position and 
the potential opportunities to bring about 
drawn positions (his 'reasons to be cheerful' )  
and set about exploiting them with his oppo
nent's help. When the inferiority is positional, 
or one side has a very strong attack, there may 
be no positives yet, or no way to exploit those 
that exist. A waiting policy - passive defence 
- is called for. 

It takes great skill to conduct a successful 
passive defence, so I recommend that you 
find active means of resisting wherever possi
ble. I will therefore give just two examples. 

The first is a game by Michael Adams, not 
long before he qualified as an International 
Master. He was fifteen year� old at the time, 
and was playing the leader in the 1987 West 
of England Championship, a tournament in 
which I also played. He needed to win in or
der to catch up and give himself a chance of 
retaining the championship that he had won 
the previous year. He played a very risky 
opening, and soon found that, in order to 
avoid an even worse fate, his king had to go 
for a walk . . .  

G. Moore - Adams 
West of England Ch, Weymouth 1987 

1 0.f3 0.f6 2 c4 e6 3 g3 b6 4 .tg2 .ib7 5 
d4 c5 6 d5 exd5 7 0.h4 'ii'c7 8 0.c3 a6 9 cxd5 
d6 10 .ig5 0.bd7 11 'ii'd2 h6 12 �e3+! �d8 

Interposing the knight by 1 2  . . .  0.e5 loses a 
piece to 13 .txf6 gxf6 14 f4, while 12 . . .  .ie7 
loses the g-pawn to 13 0.f5 0.e5 14 0.xg7+. 
So the king must set off on its travels. Finding 

a safe haven for it will take time, which White 
can exploit to support his central pawn
majority and get it rolling. 

There is one small victory for Black in all 
this: White must exchange his dark-squared 
bishop for the f6-knight, and the two bishops 
could, eventually, be exploitable. Adams set
tles for passive defence, determining to frus
trate White's efforts. Note that he could lash 
out at any moment, but refuses to weaken 
himself. In his later career, he was to bring 
this 'grandmasterly inactivity' down to a fine 
art. 

13 .ixf6+ 0.xf6 14 0-0 "iie7 15 'ii'd3 g6 16 
e4 .tg7 17 l:tae1 0.d7 18 f4 .td4+ 19 Whl 
<3tlc7 20 0.f3 .tg7 21 e5 'ii?b8 (D) 

W 

How has White done? Well, his pawns have 
now reached the ideal formation in the centre, 
while the black king has almost reached its 
safest square at a7. If Black is allowed to cen
tralize his rooks, then the white pawn-centre 
could come under fire, although doubling rooks 
on e l  and e2 would hold them comfortably. 
Then White could think about either advanc
ing the pawns further or turning his attention 
towards the black king. 

However, Moore wants to clarify the posi
tion to his advantage. He may never get such a 
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good position again against a player as strong 
as Adams. (Even at age fifteen, it was obvi
ous to all of us that he would be one of the 
world's  best.) 

He would like to force . . .  dxe5, when the 
reply fxe5 gives White two massive pawns 
abreast in the centre. He devises a scheme 
which involves capturing first on d6, and then 
placing a knight on e5 in the hope of forcing 
Black to exchange it off. 

22 exd6? 
There are two things wrong with his idea. 

Firstly, the eventual knight exchange on e5 
will give the black major pieces room to ma
noeuvre. Previously, the d7 -knight was in 
Black's way. Secondly, he has failed to appre
ciate that the light squares on the kingside are 
ripe for invasion by his f3-knight. 

The right positive idea was 22 e6 ! ,  intend
ing to meet 22 . . .  lLlf6 by 23 lLlh4! ,  when he 
threatens to capture on f7 and then g6. Black 
cannot reply 22 . . .  fxe6, as 23 lhe6 threatens 
the d-pawn and the g-pawn. There are two 
other reasonable defences. One is the horribly 
passive 22 . . .  lLlf8, when the bold advance con
tinues with 23 f5 ! ,  as 23 . . .  gxf5 24 lLlh4! gives 
the white pieces free access to the black king
side, and leaving the pawn-wedge intact gives 
White all the options. The final defensive op
tion is 22 . . .  .i.xc3 23 bxc3 lLlf6, but 24 exf7 
'iVxf7 25 lLle5 ! dxe5 26 fxe5 .i.xd5 27 exf6 is 
tremendous for White. He has a far-advanced 
passed pawn and threatens an invasion on e7, 
and meanwhile a path has opened up to the 
black king. 

22 •• Ji'xd6 23 l:.e2 ri;a7 24 J:.fel �ad8 25 
lLle5 l:ihf8 26 'iWf3 

White threatens 27 lLlc6+ .i.xc6 28 dxc6 
lLlf6 29 l:.e7+, so Adams decides that it is 
time to remove the knight. 

26 ••• lLlxe5 27 fxe5 1i'd7 (D) 
White has had his wish. The pawns stand 

proudly on e5 and d5, but Black's internal 

communication has improved so much since 
the exchange of knights that White can do lit
tle with them. He might consider holding 
them where they are and playing to soften up 
the black king's position by something like 
28 'ii'f2 l:tfe8 29 a4, intending 30 a5, or maybe 
28 iff4 intending 29 M. In time-trouble, he 
tries to force the pace by advancing his cen
tral pawns, but only succeeds in weakening 
his own king and losing the pawns. 

28 'tli'e3?! :tfe8 29 e6?! fxe6 30 dxe6 
.i.xg2+ 31 ri;xg2 'ii'c6+ 32 ri;h3?! 

Black's careful defence bears fruit. White 
should play 32 �e4, with a likely draw, al
though he must be careful about his vulnera
ble e-pawn. 

32 .• J�e7 33 l:td2? 
Time-trouble panic. He certainly loses the 

pawn now ! Here we can talk of a kind of trap. 
White has done all he can to make use of his 
central pawns, but in doing so has been invei
gled into losing them. 

33 ••• l:txd2 34 �xd2 .l:!.xe6 35 .l::!.xe6 �xe6+ 
36 �g2 'iVc6+ 37 �h3 h5 38 �d8? 'ilVe6+ 39 
�g2 .txc3 40 bxc3 'iixa2+ 0-1 

I watched that game and remember being 
amazed that anyone could be pushed to the 
wall, as Adams was, without being panicked 
into a rash, almost certainly losing, reaction. 
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White's error was to seek to clarify his advan
tage without expending too much analytical 
energy. As the notes demonstrate, the oppor
tunity to increase his advantage was there, but 
it was not going to drop into his lap. 

In the next example, Black defends pas
sively until he spots the chance for a surpris
ingly deep trap. 

B 

C. Harris - LeMoir 
Hertfordshire vs Norfolk 2000 

White is a pawn ahead. The doubled c
pawn may look unimportant, but it could be 
exchanged for the black d-pawn, leaving him 
not only a healthy pawn ahead, but with an 
open position that the bishop can exploit. For 
the time being, he prefers to leave Black's 
weak, isolated d-pawn where it is. 

23 ... h6 
If Black tries to win back his pawn by 

23 . . .  l'hc3, his weak back rank is highlighted 
by 24 J:!.el ktc7 25 i.xd5 !, when the exchange 
mentioned above has been made. 

24 I:td3 
He decides against 24 c4 a4 25 i.xa4 .l:txc4 

26 .tb3 .l:.c7, which would be very passive for 
Black but, while White would be a good pawn 

ahead, he would still have to work hard to 
prove a win. 

He prefers to play for mate. The rook will 
swing round to the g-file. 

24 .. J:tc7 25 ng3 �g8 26 'iVf4 (D) 

B 

26 ... l::td7 
Black is still alive, but in 'grovel' mode. 

His d-pawn is firmly over-protected, but there 
is a certain lack of communication between his 
pieces, which White wants to exploit. Black 
had about five minutes left for his next four
teen moves. His opponent was pondering how 
best to finish him off and Black started to ad
dress the subject himself. 

The white bishop wants to make itself more 
useful, so the obvious starting-point is to play 
27 i.a4. From there it can come to b5 and d3, 
but the move also forces a decision from the 
black rook. Retreating to d8 allows an inva
sion by the queen on c7, so Black probably 
has to play 27 . . .  lLlc6. Now White can play 28 
l:.g6, which apparently forces the black queen 
to the passive c8-square. 

However, wait! Black can play 28 . . .  'iie8 
instead. Then White can take twice on c6 (29 
i.xc6 bxc6 30 l:.xc6), but Black springs a trap 
with 30 . . .  :f7, attacking White's queen with 
his rook, and the rook with his queen. Then 
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31  'iVd6? allows Black to win the f-pawn with 
3 1 . . .'iVel +, and suddenly the white king is 
within the orbit of the black pieces. 

However, White can spoil that idea by re
plying to 30 . . .  !'Lf7 with 3 1  l:tc8 ! .  

Drat! In  that case, Black would be com
pelled to exchange rooks or queens. Black 
takes the rook, White takes Black's. Black's 
queen is attacking White's c-pawns, and can 
take both. For his part, White's queen is at
tacking Black's d-pawn and from there it can 
take the a-pawn. That leaves Black two pawns 
down. However, is there a perpetual check? 
Yes !  Black's queen will be on c2, and White's 
on as with Black to move. He plays . . .  'iVc 1 + 
and then . . .  'iVf4+ and there's no way out for 
the white king. If White refuses the capture of 
either Black's d-pawn or a-pawn, Black must 
have very good drawing chances in the end
ing and, as the position is so simplified, he 
should be able to reach the time-control with
out making too serious an error. 

Black waited for White's move, and, with a 
confident air, it came as expected. Black had 
no time to check his analysis, so went ahead. 
Hopefully, White would only see .l:i.c8, and 
think that he had neatly side-stepped Black's 
one little trap . . .  

27 .i.a4 ttJc6 28 .l:i.g6 'iVe8! (D) 

W 

29 i.xc6 
After 29 .i.b5 J::!.f7 30 'iVd2 .l:i.e7 3 1  i.d3, 

White would be making little progress. 
29 •.• bxc6 30 .l:!.xc6 1:.f7 (D) 

W 

31 l:!.c8! 
So . . .  he saw the first 'refutation' . Black 

had been wrong to think that the best reply to 
3 1  'iVa4?? and 3 1  'iVd6?? would be 3 l . . .'iVel +. 
In fact 3 1 . .  . .l:i.f6 ! wins the rook in both cases ! 

31 ••• 'iVxc8 
White should win the rook and pawn end

ing after the exchange of queens. 
32 'iVxf7 'iVxc3 33 'iVxd5 
After 33 'iVf8+ �h7 34 'iVf5+ �h8 35 �h2 

'iVc4 a win for White would be very tricky. 
33 •.• 'iVxc2 
Will he take it. . .?  The answer didn't take 

long in coming. 
34 'iVxa5? 
Yes !  Black is saved the discomfort of play

ing out the queen and pawn ending a pawn 
down. Black's time-trouble has saved him by 
making White assume that there has been no 
ulterior motive behind his rushed moves. 

34 ••• 'iVc1+ Ih-1f2 
It is indeed perpetual check. 
This was an ideal trap. Black's unexpected 

deviation from 28 . . .  'iVc8 was in keeping with 
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the position, and may have been the best 
move. That could not be said for the move 
that introduced the trap in the next position! 

Again, the hero is Michael Adams, this 
time at the even more tender age of twelve, 
in his first West of England Championship, 
which saw him finish in a stunning third place 
behind Gary Lane and myself. 

Adams - I. Thompson 
West of England Ch, 

Weston-super-Mare 1984 

White's position is collapsing. His pawns 
are bad: the queenside pawns are defenceless, 
and the d-pawn is weak. He can hardly move 
any of his pieces: his bishop is out of play; he 
cannot move his rook from the back rank 
without being mated. If he waits for Black to 
digest his b-pawn and then run the c-pawn 
through, he may as well pack up and go home. 
He concludes that normal moves are unlikely 
to help. His solution is to play for a trap. 

His thinking might have gone something 
like this: 

1 d5 is answered by 1 . . .exd5, when I might 
be able to create some later play by advancing 
e6+, probably after playing l:!.el .  I cannot re
ply 2 l:txd5, as 2 . . .  :f1 + is curtains, but the 

black rook could not move in the mean time 
without allowing my queen into d7. So 1 d5 is 
well motivated. On the other hand, it gives 
the black bishop a huge diagonal down to g l .  
The chances of being mated are quite high. 

After 1 . . .exd5, the rook could go to el (2 
!:i.el) ,  but 2 .. . 'iVf2 forces it back to d l .  I could 
use it to force 3 e6+, but his king is safe after 
3 . . .  �g8, and then 4 J::td l  i.c7 exploits the 
neWly-opened diagonal to force mate for Black. 
No, my rook should stay on d l  for now. 

The move 2 h5 at least has some purpose -
the opening of the h-file in the unlikely event 
that I can penetrate with my queen. Mean
while, Black must find a plan. With the d
pawn still on d4, Black would go ahead with 
the winning plan of . . .  'iVxb2. It wins just as 
easily in the position after 2 h5, but maybe he 
might think instead of finishing off the game 
with an attack on the white king. 2 . . .  .i.e3 fits 
the bill, as it can go to f4 to threaten mate on 
h2, and it supports the idea of . . .  �e7 (to cover 
d7) and . . .  .l:i.f4, hitting the queen. My 3 .l:i.el 
would again be met by the direct reply 3 ... 'iVf2. 

And here it is that Adams probably espied 
his chance. There is a grandiose combination 
against 3 . . .  'iVf2 that relies on the chance posi
tion of just about all of the pieces on the board. 

1 d5 exd5 2 h5 i.e3 3 l:!.el 'iVf2?? (D) 
Black could force an early resignation with 

just about anything else. 3 . . .  gxh5 is most ef
fective, as after 4 'iVxh5+ �e7, Black threat
ens a quick mate starting with . . .  'iVe4+, and 
the rook cannot capture the bishop thanks to 
.. J;If1#. The retreat 5 'iVg4 is now met by 
5 . . .  J::tf4, as the king on e7 covers the d7-
square. So Adams's trap should have led to a 
quicker loss -but it was the only possible way 
to save the game. 

Here goes . . .  
4 l:!.xe3! 
There is no mate on f1 by the black rook 

now - his own queen is in the way! This 
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w 

apparently desperate capture lures the black 
queen to the e3-square. 

4 .• JWxe3? 
He should not recapture. 4 .. . 'ihb2! still 

leaves him with a playable position, as he has 
several passed pawns for the piece. However, 
Black is blind to the trap, and is waiting for 
White to resign. 

5 �xf5+!! 
Remember 1 d5, which took away the e

pawn's protection of the rook? 
5 ••. gxf5 6 g6+ 
The trap is sprung. The line to e3 is opened 

and the apparently dead bishop eats the queen. 
Suddenly a piece ahead, White won. 

For a trap to stand a good chance of work
ing, the opponent needs to be distracted. In the 
Adams example, Thompson was distracted 
by his own mating attack. Harris was dis
tracted by my time-trouble. Here is an exam
ple of a player distracted by his opponent's 
threat (see following diagram). 

When Motwani played 53 l:tb3!, Wicker 
was distracted by the threat of 54 l:lb7, and 
decided to do away with it by a counter-threat 
to the a-pawn. He played 53 .•. l:te6??, appar
ently safe from back-rank mates now that the 
white rook has moved from the d-file, but af
ter 54 .l::!.b8+! he had to resign as 54 . . .  'ittxbS 55 

W 

Motwani - Wicker 
British Ch, Southampton 1986 

l:th8+ is mate next move. He should have 
played 53 . . .  l:tce5, when 54 l:tb7 .l:t5e7 would 
leave him well in control. 

Body language is a mighty powerful dis
traction. When working up to a trap, a resigned 
expression can fool the opponent into think
ing that resignation is imminent. He becomes 
over-confident, hurries his moves, stops ana
lysing and is entirely unaware that the trap
door is opening underneath him . . .  

B 

Golubev - Kotov 
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This position may not be entirely accurate, 
but it is true in the most important respects. 
In Kotov's Think Like a Grandmaster, he de
scribes that Golubev had written down 'Re
signs' on his scoresheet, and put it in his 
pocket. Assuming that the game was over, 
Kotov quickly played the apparently final. . .  

1 •.• l:txf7?? 
Immediately the bishop whizzed through 

the air and landed with a bang on dS. 
2 il.d8+! 
In view of 2 . . .  'ittxdS 3 ttJxf7+ winning the 

queen, Golubev took the scoresheet out of his 
pocket, wrote down his move, and Kotov re
signed! 

Our final example is extremely unusual. 
Consider the interesting endgame play from 
the diagram, which shows the adjourned po
sition. 

w 

Staples - Bruzzi 
London League 1972 

33 l:td4 Wh6 34 l:!.dl l:lg7 35 l:thl .i.f4 36 
�e2 l:td7 37 .l:!.dl .l:lxdl 38 'iitxdl g4 39 hxg4 
hxg4 40 c4 'it>g5 41 b4 il.e5 42 b5 �4 43 
We2 �g3 44 'ittfl il.d6 45 a4 ..tc5 46 ..thl 
'ith2 47 .i.g2 ..td6 48 <Jtf2 il.e7 49 Wfl ..tc5 

50 e5 fxe5 51 f6 Wg3 52 il.xb7 'it>f4 53 f7 
'itte3 54 'iitg2 e4 55 il.c8 g3 56 'ittxg3 ..td6+ 
57 'it>g2 �e2 58 ..tf5 e3 59 i..g4+ WeI 60 
<Jtf3 Wd2 61 �e4 (D) 

B 

Now what do you think happened? Black 
resigned. Yes, Black. Let me tell you the full 
story. 

Maurice Staples and I were friends at Lon
don University, and often analysed together. 
His team in the London League needed him 
to win this game. Given the fact that any ad
vantage in the adjourned position lay with 
Black, this looked to be a tall order. He asked 
me to help solve his problem. 

We decided to work out how Black might 
play for a win, and see whether that gave 
White any chances. Black would want to ex
change rooks and advance with his king. We 
discovered that, if White plays sensible but 
inexact moves, he can be forced into zug
zwang (see move 49) where he must grant 
Black a passed e-pawn that queens on a dark 
square (which can therefore be covered by the 
black bishop). He would get his own passed 
pawn, the f-pawn, but the queening square is 
also covered by the black bishop. 

Further acquiescent moves by White would 
lead to Black being able to promote his passed 
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pawn. We looked at the position after the 
pawn's promotion (which would force White 
to give up his bishop) and we realized that 
White had a brilliant combination that forced 
a win! 

In the London League, games were adjudi
cated after sixty moves. Once the time came 
to stop playing, Staples demonstrated the fol
lowing variation to Bruzzi: 

61. •• e2 
Black also loses if he plays 6 1 . . .�c3, as 62 

as ! ! bxaS 63 'iitd5 ! a4 64 c5 .ltf8 (64 . . .  .lte 7 65 
b6 a3 66 bxc7 a2 67 c8'iU al'if allows the 
skewer 68 'iih8+) 65 b6 a3 66 bxc7 a2 67 
c8'ii al'if 68 'iVxf8 leaves White a piece ahead 
and his f-pawn about to promote, while Black 
has no chance of perpetual check. 

62 .ltxe2 'iitxe2 63 �d5 'it'd3 64 a5! bxa5 
65 c5! .ltf8 66 b6! (D) 

The pawn promotes as the black bishop 
cannot cover both queening squares. Bruzzi 
therefore chose to resign. We had the exact 
'final' position on our board when analysing a 

B 

few days earlier. This thirty-plus move trap is 
the most remarkable that I have ever seen, let 
alone been involved with. 

Bruzzi was doubly unlucky. Had he been a 
less efficient endgame player, he might have 
achieved his progress more slowly. The sixti
eth move (and adjudication) would have ar
rived before he had fallen completely into the 
trap ! 

Part 2 :  Aspects of Luck 

Yi'1onite ....

�§W4t' M �  
ctASPECTS OF LUCK17 

In Part 1 we learned how difficult it can be 
to win a won game. It is all too easy to make 
mistakes when ahead, and we learned how to 
encourage our opponents to make them. In 
Part 3, we shall learn how to win games where 
we do not suffer from a clear disadvantage, 
but we have no advantage either. The secret is 
to employ speculative sacrifices. 

However, there is more to luck in chess 
than that. In this intermission between the 
two main features, I shall describe various 

other factors that can bring luck into play, 
then I will guide you through a short history 
of chess luck in the twentieth century. 

Lucky Time Control 

Silently ticking away at our elbow is a tyrant, 
the greatest enemy of accurate chess ever in
vented. When we fall into time-trouble, we 
perpetrate the most horrendous blunders. 
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Earlier in the game, fear of time-trouble makes 
us hurry our decisions, leading to shallow 
plans and errors. In the final part of this book, 
I will try to help you to avoid making the 
clock your enemy. For now, I will show you 
how you can make it your friend by exploit
ing your opponent' s  time-trouble. 

If you have a winning advantage, don't 
bother to exploit his time-trouble. Concen
trate on exploiting your advantage. Play the 
board, not the man; it is a far more certain 
way of winning. Don't rush him; you will 
also be rushing yourself, with an increased 
risk of making errors. Take your time, but not 
in an exaggerated fashion. 

Some players become agitated when they 
are in time-trouble. Ignore it. Simply play as 
though he had no time problems. 

If you are not clearly winning, and espe
cially if you have a disadvantage, then it is 
worth trying to exploit your opponent's time
trouble directly. 

Do not rush. Many players, faced with an 
opponent in bad time-trouble, move quickly 
to rush him into error. The idea is that we give 
him no chance to think in our time. However, 
this is foolish, as it gives us no chance to use 
the extra time that we have accumulated, and 
makes it more likely that we will commit er
rors ourselves. If we move slowly, our time
trouble-stricken opponents will try to think in 
our time, of course, but moving slowly has 
more advantages than disadvantages: 
• If we play at our normal pace, we are more 

likely to find good moves. Our rushed op
ponent is prone to making errors. 

• Chess can be a game of rhythm, and if we 
move slowly and calmly, our opponent will 
tend to be lulled into our rhythm and find it 
difficult to adjust to thinking quickly when 
it is his tum to move. 

• Time-trouble is highly stressful. By play
ing at our normal rate, we stretch out the 

time under which our opponent is under 
stress. He is increasingly liable to blunder, 
and when time-trouble is over, the sudden 
release of stress often leads to immediate 
blunders . It is widely acknowledged that 
some of the worst mistakes are made on the 
move immediately after the time-control 
has been reached. 
Nonetheless, if the game is to be carried on 

to a rapidplay finish, I suggest that you keep 
well ahead on the clock so that your opponent 
faces another time-scramble soon after the 
first. I first played chess in the Bristol League 
where the time-limit was 30 moves in one 
hour; the session lasted exactly two hours, af
ter which unfinished games were sent for ad
judication. If the time-control was reached 
with more than fifteen minutes left on one 
player's clock, the clocks were turned back 
fifteen minutes and six more moves had to be 
played (unless the two-hour playing limit was 
reached meanwhile). On several occasions I 
made sure that I reached the time-control with 
more than fifteen minutes left on my clock, 
and kept moving fairly quickly immediately 
afterwards. Faced with a second time-control 
so soon after the first, several of my opponents 
self-destructed between moves 30 and 36. 

Above all, don't allow yourself to fall into 
time-trouble with your opponent. 

One useful trick to remember was sug
gested by Simon Webb in his 1978 book Chess 
for Tigers. He called it the barrage tech
nique. It consists of preparing two or more 
moves in advance and playing them in quick 
succession. 

To work, of course, our opponent's early 
moves must be predictable. For instance, we 
are thinking of exchanging a pair of pieces. 
We make sure that we know the move we are 
going to make immediately after he recap
tures, and make it at once. He has been busy 
using our time to think about the alternative 
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first moves that we could make, and then sud
denly finds that he is confronted with a posi
tion that he has not considered. 

One word of warning: in Think Like a 
Grandmaster, Kotov warns us against prepar
ing long variations for this technique, as they 
increase the possibility that we will make an 
error in calculation. 

Play the man, not the board. When we are 
in time-trouble, we want things to remain 
simple. Easy tactics. No surprises. We want 
to be able to carry out whatever little plans 
that we have in mind. Am I right? Yes? 

Then when our opponent is in time-trouble, 
and especially if he has an advantage, we 
should not fall in with his wishes. Our oppo
nent is most likely to make errors if we are 
bloody-minded: 

We should maximize the choice of moves 
available to our opponent. 
That means complicating the position. It does 
not necessarily mean making isolated threats, 
as they can often be easily met. It means mix
ing the position up. The kind of positional 
transformations that we met in Part 1 would 
be ideal. Your opponent, conditioned to play
ing the position in a certain way, may have 
great difficulty in adjusting in time, and could 
lose on time while he is trying. 

This is also a great time to play substantial 
sacrifices, particularly if our position is 
difficult. 
In the diagrammed position, White was in 
dire time-trouble himself, while Black had a 
little more time, but White's sacrifice had a 
surprisingly terminal effect. 

White now employed a kind of barrage 
technique, not because he wanted to rush his 
opponent, but because he had only seconds 
left to reach move 30. Black had more than 
five minutes. 

w 

28 lbh5 

LeMoir - J. Wells 
Norfolk League 1999 

Clearly intending to sacrifice on f6. For in
stance, 28 . . .  axb4 29 lbf6+! gxf6? (he should 
play 29 . .  5,ith8, giving up the exchange) 30 
�g4+ ii-g7 3 1  ii-xf6 lbf5 32 Itxf5 exf5 33 
�xg7#. Black used up a few precious min
utes finding a defence which appears to pre
vent the sacrifice. 

28 ... lbf5 
Now the g7-square is protected and, if 

White goes ahead with the sacrifice, Black 
will have an extra move to organize a defence. 
White had made no preparations to analyse 
anything else, so jumped into f6 regardless. 

29 lbf6+! gxf6 30 .i.xf6 (D) 
At least White had managed to reach the 

time-control. Black had a few minutes left in 
which to make his defensive decision. The 
threat is obviously 3 1  l:txf5 exf5 32 'iVg5+, 
mating. There are several reasonable-looking 
defences, and White watched with increasing 
puzzlement as Black simply ran out of time! 

In the cold light of day, the reason is obvi
ous. Black has no fewer than six plausible 
moves, and he wasn't able to decide between 
them. Let's briefly look at each possible move: 
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B 

a) 30 ••. ltJg7? loses to 3 1  .l:Ig5, when there 
is no defence to the reinforcement of the at
tack on g7 by �g4 or iVe5. 

b) 30 ...  h5? makes room for the king at h7, 
but exposes it too much. 3 1  �xf5 exf5 32 
iVg5+ �h7 33 iVxh5+ i.h6 34 iVxf7+ is 
mate next move. 

c) 30 ... i.h6 is an unexpected defence. 
White can draw by 3 1  iVg4+ Wf8 32 �h5 ! 
(threatening to play 33 .l:!.xf5 exf5 34 iVxh6+) 
32 . . .  i.g7 33 l:txf5 exf5 34 i.xg7+ ct;xg7 35 
�g5+ with perpetual check. 

d) 30 ... h6 looks like a winning attempt. 
However, White continues 3 1  'iVg4+, when 
3 1 . . .'�h7 allows White a perpetual check af
ter 32 11xf5 exf5 33 �xf5+. On the surface, 
3 1 . . .ltJg7 is a safe way to avoid the perpetual, 
but 32 l:th5 ! intends l:txh6 followed by �h4, 
mating on h8, so 32 . . .  <it>h7 is forced. Then 
White continues with the further sacrifice 33 
Uxh6+! �xh6 34 �e5 ! ct;h7 35 r.th5+ !  Wg8 
36 �h4 ltJxh5 37 �xh5 i.g7 38 iVg5 and 
mate next move. 

e) 30 ... i.g7 is deceptive: 
e l )  At first sight 3 1  iVg4, threatening 32 

l:!.xf5, appears to force 31 . . .'�f8 32 l:txf5 i.xf6 
33 l:txf6, when White still has a very strong 
attack. In fact, however, 3 1  �g4 would lose to 
3 1 . . .'it>h8 ! 32 l:txf5 i.xf6 33 l:txf6 .l:Ig8 ! ,  with 

a breakthrough on g2. Material would again 
be level, but this time Black would have a 
winning attack. 

e2) White would do better with 31 �g5 ! ,  
despite the fact that 3 1 . ..h6 gains time for the 
king to escape to h7 . White would reply 32 
'iVg4, and some complicated variations all 
seem to lead to draws.  One line is 32 . . .  Wh7 33 
.uxf5 Iig8 34 �h5 l:tc7 35 g3 c2 (35 ... exf5 36 
�xf5+ �h8 37 '\ih5 ! ct;h7 is a repetition) 36 
i.xg7 l:txg7 37 .l:i.f6 l:tg6 38 .l:txg6 fxg6 39 
'iVe5 i.a8 40 l:tc 1 'tWc6 41 f3 l:tf7 42 iVe4 iVd6 
43 iVd3 'iVxd3 44 ltJxd3 l:txf3 45 .u.xc2 l:txd3 
46 Itc7+ '&t>g8 47 l:tc8+ with a dead level end
game. 

f) 30 ... ltJe7! gives Black the advantage: 
f1 ) If White tries to keep the attack going 

by 3 1  i.xe7, then he eliminates his most dan
gerous attacking piece. Black replies 3 1  . . .  i.xe7 
and now 32 l:tg5+ Wh8 gets White nowhere, 
and 32 %:.h5 �d8! is a very effective central
ization. Black would reply to 33 iVh6 with 
33 . . .  'i6d4, covering h8, and 33 �g4+ Wh8 34 
l:te3 (34 ltJxe6 i.g5! !  exploits White's weak 
back rank) 34 . . .  i.g5 ! 35 l:txg5 (or 35 .l:Ieh3 
'ii'd2!) 35 . . .  c2 36 llel 'iVd2 promotes the pawn. 

f2) 3 1  '\ig4+ ltJg6 32 h4 keeps the game 
going by threatening to regain the piece by 33 
h5, but even if White succeeds, he will remain 
a pawn down and Black can hold firm on the 
kingside. 

So, with plenty of time to spare, Black might 
have been able to reach the conclusion that he 
had one way of winning, several ways of 
drawing and several of losing. However, he 
didn't have the time to make a decision, so he 
lost on time. 

If we don't want to (or cannot) sacrifice, 
we can surprise our opponent in other 
ways. 
For instance, by making moves on the oppo
site side of the board to the one where our 
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opponent expects them, or by making long 
moves. Little, subtle moves are also useful. 
Short moves on diagonals can be difficult to 
foresee, and knights are adept at finding awk
ward places to go. 

The position in the following diagram was 
reached as Black approached time-trouble. 
He had seven moves left to reach the time
control at move 36. White had sufficient time 
left to make a nuisance of himself. 

W 

LeMoir - Povah 
Hertfordshire vs Surrey 1978 

Nigel Povah was graded 2 1 5  BCF (c. 2320 
Elo) at the time of this game. His attention has 
been focused on the queenside and White's 
second rank. White's first long queen move 
gives him a real jolt. 

30 �h8! l:te7?! 
He decides that he'd better watch his sec

ond rank. The decision took him longer than 
he could afford. The main alternative was 
30 .. ..l:!.g2, keeping the white rook tied to the 
defence of c2 (whereas after the text-move it 
is free to move). After 3 1  �xh5 i.xf4 32 
�f7+ Wb6, White has too many vulnerable 
pawns to prove a win. 

31 �xh5 i.xf4 32 lldl iVf2 

Black used up more time deciding against 
32 .. :iHe2, which forces a queen exchange. 
After 33 iVg4, White would have the better 
ending, but he's unlikely to be able to win. 
Black's attention is still focussed on White's 
second rank, and he retains his queen to give 
himself counterplay, and hopefully even win
ning chances. He is rudely awakened by 
White's next move. 

33 �h8! 
Reminding Black that he must watch his 

own back rank. Mate is threatened on d8. 
33 ••• i.d6 
This is the best defence, but it took some 

time to work out that after 33 . . .  i.d2 White 
wins by 34 'iVf8 l:td7 35 i.cl i.xcl 36 l:txd7+ 
Wxd7 37 iVxg7+, when he will be able to de
fend his f-pawn before recapturing the bishop. 

34 �a8 
Banged out quickly, and another disturb

ingly long move. Black had three moves to 
make in very little time, but soon realized that 
capturing the f-pawn put a stop to the danger
ous idea of �a5+ . . .  

34 ... 'iVxf5 35 �c3! (D) 

B 

. . .  only to meet a 'short diagonal' move, in
tending to switch diagonals and play to a5 
with check. If the b-pawn interposes, then 
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White can win it with 1lVa7+. With little time 
left on his clock, Black makes sure that his b
pawn is protected when it reaches b6. 

35 ••• 1lVc5?? 
35 ... c5, to give his king some air, was too 

complicated to analyse in the time (and in fact 
loses to 36 ..ta5+ <t>c6 37 1lVd8), so it was a 
toss-up between moving his queen to this 
square and nudging it to b5. By moving it to 
c5, Black intends to reply to 36 ..ta5+ b6 37 
1lVa7+ <t>c8 38 1lVxb6? 1lVxb6 39 ..txb6 with 
39 . . .  ..txa3, drawing. Against 35 . . .  1lVb5, White 
could first play 36 a4, so that Black cannot re
gain the pawn in the same way. 

In attempting to save a queenside pawn, 
Black loses a piece because he has failed to 

spot a second short diagonal move by the 
white bishop. 

36 ..th4 1-0 

The final point on our list of ways to make 
time-troubled opponents blunder is this: 
Try to prevent your opponent's plans. 

This is a good way to play at any time, but 
is very irksome for someone in time-trouble 
to contend with. He will need time to think of 
new ideas, and might start to play randomly. 
Prophylaxis is an art in itself, and takes a lot 
of study and practice to perfect, so it goes 
well beyond the scope of this book. 

The Lucky Draw Offer 
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The offer of a draw can be an effective of
fensive weapon. The deliberate repetition of 
the offer has been rightly outlawed because it 
is seen as gamesmanship, calculated to irritate 
the opponent into error. Offering the draw 
gives your opponent much more to think about 
than simply his next move. It can affect his 
equanimity, so repetition is unfairly piling on 
the agony. 

We should recognize the potentially disturb
ing effect of the draw offer, and it is possible 
to exploit it in a completely fair way. In a po
sition of uncertainty, where a player may be 
vacillating between aggression and caution, it 
is worth him making an isolated draw offer. 

Often, the reply is positive, and we are ex
cused hours of patient defence. Even where 
our position (not the material balance) seems 
to us to be inferior but unclear, a single draw 
offer can sometimes result in a surprising ac
ceptance. Our opponent may not share our 
confidence in his position, so we may as well 
find out if he does. 

Clearly, Svidler did not realize that he was 
winning in the position below, and accepted 
Anand's draw offer. 

Svidler - Anand 
Dos Hermanas 1999 

After the game, the analysts had a field day. 
Svidler could have won in attractive fashion 
by 70 <t>xd4 GtJb5+ 71 <t>c5 GtJxa7 72 <t>b6! 
and now there are several variations, of which 
I will give two. The simplest line is 72 . . .  <t>g8 
73 f6 ! GtJc8+ 74 <t>c7 GtJa7 75 Wd7 GtJb5 76 
<t>e7 and the f-pawn promotes. The prettiest 
idea is 72 . . .  GtJc8+ 73 Wc7 GtJe7 74 h7 Wg7 75 
f6+! which drags the king too far away from 
the queening square of either pawn. 

Of course, it serves us right if our oppo
nent's opinion turns out to be right, and it was 
our position that was superior! I have person
ally suffered several times, both through of
fering draws when I had an advantage, and in 
accepting draw offers in better positions. I 
recently offered a draw in a position that I 
knew to be better for me, but I reasoned that 
my thinking to date had been so slow and 
muddled that I was likely to lose if I carried 
on! 

In what ways can a draw offer disturb our 
opponents? Well, if a player declines a prof
fered draw, he is announcing to his opponent 
that he is playing for a win. He is also an
nouncing to himself that he is playing for a 
win and, at times, players can become over
aggressive as a result. 

In the following diagram, we are barely out 
of the opening. White's unmoved isolated d
pawn gives Black a significant long-term po
sitional advantage. White has a small lead in 
development, and the advanced c-pawn - use
ful for holding back the white d-pawn -
slightly weakens the black king's defences. 

White played 12 GtJa4 and offered a draw. 
There are three messages here: 

1) 1 don 't think I have an advantage. 
2) Things could get complicated; here is a 

chance for both of us to chicken out. 

And the final telling message is: 
3) Tell me whether you are playing for a 

win. 
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W 

LeMoir - M .  Harris 
Noifolk Ch 2000 

After a pause for thought Black, the de
fending county champion, declined the draw 
offer. He wanted to play for a win, a stance that 
he justified by throwing forward the pieces 
that he had already developed, leaving the 
others languishing at home. Very soon, his 
pieces became tangled, his king beleaguered, 
and his clock time extremely short. 

12 .•. ct:JdS 13 1Uc1 ct:Jf4 14 i.f1 i.e4 IS ct:JeS 
l:.xd2 16 ct:Jxf7 l:.g8 17 I:!.e1 i.dS 18 ct:JeS 
ct:Jd4 19 i.xd4 .l:!.xd4 20 :tac1 b6 21 ct:Jc3 

Amazingly, Black is already losing. 
21 .•. i.e6 22 i.a6+ �d8 23 ct:Jc6+ �d7 24 

ctJxd4 cxd4 2S g3 ctJh3+ 26 �g2 dxc3 27 
.l:!.xe6! �xe6 28 i.c4+ �eS 29 i.xg8 �d4 30 
�xh3 i.a3 31 l:.d1+ �eS 32 i.xh7 �f6 33 
i.c2 1-0 

Here is a similar example from master play 
(see following diagram). 

Black has given up the exchange for con
trol of the centre and pressure against the 
white d-pawn. 

26 .l:!.f2 
In CHESS, Webb wrote "At this point my 

opponent offered a draw, which was a good 

W 

Helmers - S. Webb 
Clare Benedict, Copenhagen 1977 

ploy because I started getting over-optimis
tic . . . .  it is very difficult to find positive plans 
for Black which do not allow White too many 
counter-chances." A time-scramble was ap
proaching, so the offer was doubly sensible. 

26 ..• ,Ud8 27 .l:Iafl 'i'xd3?! 
Grabbing the other pawn by 27 ... 'i'xa4 al

lows 28 'i'b7 and pawns start dropping. Webb 
said that he should have acquiesced to the 
draw and that the variation 27 . . .  �h7 28 'i'h5 
f4 29 gxf4 i.g4 30 'i'xf7 i.e6 31 'i'h5 Ji.g4 
was a speedy way to bring it about. 

However, players rarely agree to a draw 
shortly after rejecting one, so he ploughed on
wards. 

28 'i'hS �h7? 29 i.gS! 
Webb had overlooked this move, which 

threatens both 30 �d2 and 30 i.xe7. 
29 ... f6 
Giving up the queen, but nothing helps now. 

Protecting the knight by 29 . . .  'i'd7 allows 30 
ctJxf5 i.xf5 31 .l:hf5 ctJxf5 32 i.xd8 ctJxg3 33 
hxg3 'i'xd8 34 J:.xf7 with a big advantage. 
The move 29 . . .  J:.d7 also protects both rook 
and knight, but fails to 30 i.xe7 l:.xe7 3 1  
ctJxf5 �xf5 32 ':'xf5 . 
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30 l:id2 fxgS 31 .l:.xd3 l:.xd3 32 ctJf3 i.f6 
33 'i'e8 e4 34 ct:JeS �g7 3S ctJxd3 exd3 36 
:tel d2 37 :td1 i.f7 38 'i'd7 ct:Jg6 39 .l:!.xd2 f4 
40 'i'fS 1-0 

Lucky M iscalcu lation 

Consider the following game. 

Tebble - Hathern 
Bury St Edmunds 1995 

1 e4 e6 2 d4 dS 3 ct:Jd2 ctJf6 4 eS ctJfd7 S 
i.d3 cS 6 c3 ctJc6 7 ctJdf3 cxd4 8 cxd4 'i'b6 9 
ct:Je2 f6 10 exf6 ctJxf6 11 0-0 i.d6 12 a3 

12 ct:Jc3 is played more frequently, when 
12 . . .  ct:Jxd4? 1 3 ctJxd4 'i'xd4 loses to 14 Ji.b5+, 
discovering an attack on the queen. Even after 
12  . . .  0-0 1 3  a3, the d-pawn is still taboo be
cause now the bishop checks at h7 to win the 
queen. Black spots a way to prevent i.b5+, 
and so believes that his next move prevents 
White's intended ctJc3. 

12 •.• i.d7 13 ct:Jc3 
White has seen that his bishop can give 

check at g6 instead of b5, so goes ahead with 
this normal knight move. Black has not seen 
it, and captures the pawn. 

13 ••• ct:Jxd4 14 ct:Jxd4 'i'xd4 (D) 
White plays his intended check . . .  
IS i.g6+ 
. . .  and Black nearly falls off his chair. His 

queen is lost, and he knows that he should re
sign. Fifteen moves is a bit early to be resign
ing, so he captures the bishop in order to play 
on for a few moves. 

lS ... hxg6 16 'i'xd4 
Black suddenly notices that the h-file is 

open, and he can play 16 . . .  i.xh2+. White 
must play 17 �h 1 ,  and Black has a free move 
with his dark-squared bishop, which will be 
discovered check. The white queen is on a 

dark square, and after 17 . . .  i.e5+, White's 
own queen is lost and Black remains a piece 
ahead. So Black played . . .  

16 •.. i.xh2+ 
. . .  and it was White who resigned! 
Looking through a commercial database, I 

found eight games that reached the position 
after l 4  . . .  'i'xd4. One player went for the queen 
win just as Tebble did, and resigned after 15 
.i.g6+?? hxg6, as he now spotted the open h
file and the loss of his own queen. His name 
was Chow, Elo rated 2330, at the World Open 
in Philadelphia in 1998. Greg Tebble, a club 
player from Norwich, England, was in good 
company. 

In each of the other seven games, White 
had (presumably) deliberately sacrificed his 
d-pawn, so was playing it as a gambit. Greg 
may be interested to know that, from those 
games, White won four, drew three and lost 
none! 

Lucky miscalculations like Black's in this 
game are not as rare as you might think. We 
are so adept at post-rationalization that in 
such cases we often pretend that we had set 
our opponents a clever trap. Hathem made no 
such pretence after this game. 

In the two further examples which I give 
below, I can be sure that lucky miscalculation 
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was involved, as they are both from my per
sonal experience. In the first, I was the victim 
of my opponent' s  lucky miscalculation; in 
the second, I was the lucky villain. 

W 

LeMoir - S. Moore 
Norfolk League 1998 

White sees an opportunity to drive back 
Black's pieces through a temporary pawn sac
rifice. 

14 b4!? axb4 IS cxb4 lLlcxe4 16 i..d3 
White's idea is to drive the knight back to 

d6, where it causes a log-jam and allows 17 
lLlcxeS, when White's pieces have a lot more 
room than Black's. He calculates that defend
ing the knight by 16 . . .  i..fS loses to 17 lLlh4, as 
the bishop cannot maintain the defence with
out the weakening . . .  g6 move. Black is bliss
fully unaware of this possibility and goes 
ahead with the obvious defensive move . . .  

16 ... i..fS!? 
. . .  and without further thought, White bangs 

out his prepared shot. 
17 lLlh4 (D) 
Black sank into deep thought. He has been 

caught out. Any bishop retreat, in either di
rection, loses the e4-knight. Defending the 
bishop by 17 .. :iVe6 means that after 18 lLlxfS 

B 

'iVxfS the knight is pinned against the queen 
and 19 f3 wins it. The alternative method of 
defending the bishop, 17 . . .  g6, leaves the black 
king's  position full of holes after 18 lLlxfS 
gxfS. 

So Black starts to analyse which move 
might be least bad. After a while, he notices 
that his queen and the h4-knight are on the 
same diagonal. He may be able to win back 
the piece if White is allowed to capture on e4. 

If Black retreats the bishop along the diag
onal back to c8, then after 18 i..xe4 lLlxe4 19 
'iVxe4, 19 .. .fS ! forces the queen to retreat, al
lowing 20 . . .  'iVxh4 with an extra pawn. If White 
tries to maintain material equality by 20 lLlxfS, 
then the exposed white queen allows Black to 
win material after 20 . . .  i..xfS 21 'iVf3 i..d3, at
tacking both the queen and the fl-rook. 

The bishop's full retreat to c8, l 7  . . .  i..c8, 
allows White to repeat the position by 18 
lLlf3 !, so Black plays to e6 instead: 

17 ... i..e6! 
Now 18 .i.xe4 fails as above, and 18 lLlf3 

allows 18  . . .  i.dS, protecting the knight. So 
White's combination is busted, and he rapidly 
subsides to defeat. 

18 l:tfel lLldS 19 i..xe4 'iVxh4 20 i..cs l::tfd8 
21 i.xdS l:txdS 22 lLle3 l:tdd8 23 as 'iVgS 24 
�n fS 2S lLlc4 e4 0-1 
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For the record, there was another way for 
White to play when the bishop first arrived at 
fS. In place of 17 lLlh4, he could justify his 
pawn sacrifice by 17 g4 ! i..e6 18 gS (not 18  
i..xe4? lLlxe4 19 'iVxe4 i..dS 20 'iVd3 e4, when 
Black comes out a pawn ahead). If the knight 
retreats from f6, then White can safely cap
ture the e4-knight. Black could take aim at the 
white king with 18  . . .  i..xh3, but after 19 l:tfel ! 
'iVe6 20 lLlh2, White would win his piece, al
beit for three pawns, and the game would be
come very sharp. 

The next example is typical of something 
that has probably happened to all of us. One 
player wins a pawn by a trick that his oppo
nent has completely overlooked. However, it 
turns out that the compensation for the pawn 
is overwhelming. After the game, the pawn
loss becomes a sacrifice or a trap, but in our 
heart of hearts we know better . . .  

P. Collins - LeMoir 
Hertfordshire Team Ch 1976 

White exploits the overloaded black queen 
to win a central pawn in apparent safety. 

14 i.xeS 
Oops! 

14 ... 'iVxeS IS 'ilVxd7 
Black casts around to find compensation 

for his pawn minus. His queen is centrally 
posted. The white knight is temporarily out of 
play on a4, and short of squares. For instance, 
. . .  bS would win it, if it were not for the fact 
that the white queen is covering the bS-square. 
The move . . .  f3 could crack open the white 
king's fortress, and most of the black pieces 
are reasonably placed to spring into the at
tack. 

The white queen is currently well placed to 
drop back to h3 to protect its king. If it could 
be forced away, for instance to take the black 
b-pawn, then the attack could start at once. 
So . . .  

IS . . .  l:tad8! 16 'iVxb7 
Now Black's attack can get under way, but 

1 6  'iVh3 loses a piece to 1 6  . . .  f3 17 i.xf3 bS. 
16 ... f3! 17 .i.xf3 l:.xf3?! 
Black had analysed l7 . . .  i.d6 18 .:tfdl 

'iVxh2+ 19 �fl , but thought that he would be 
getting nowhere. In fact, lengthy analysis 
demonstrates that he can force a very nice 
win by throwing in more material: 19 . . .  lLlg4! ! 
20 i.xg4 (20 'iVxa7 cS is similar) 20 . . .  'iVh l + 
21 �e2 'iVxg2 and the attack is decisive. One 
typical line is 22 i.e6+ �h8 23 i.fS ':xfS 24 
exfS 'iVg4+! 2S f3 'iVg2+ 26 �d3 i.g3+ 27 
�c3 i.el +! 28 ':xel 'iVd2#. If I had a pound 
for every brilliancy that I have missed . . .  

The text-move was Black's original inten
tion. He had calculated that it led to a draw at 
least. 

18 gxf3 'iVgS+ 19 �hl 'iVf4 20 l:tgl 
White could have forced Black to take the 

draw after 20 'iVxe7 'iVxf3+ 21 �gl 'ilVg4+ . 
He is hoping that Black will misplay his at
tack. 

20 ... 'iVxf3+ 21 l:tg2 lLlg4! 
Threatening 22 ... lLlxf2+ 23 �gl lLlh3+ 24 

�hl lId 1 + 2S ':xdl 'iVxdl + mating. 
22 'iVxa7 cS 23 h3 (D) 
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23 l:tfl loses to 23 . . .  lLixf2+! 24 .l:1xf2 l:tdl +. 
The stickiest defence is 23 lLib2, covering d l .  
Black can take perpetual check if h e  wishes, 
but he can win if, after 23 ... lLixf2+ 24 'iitgl  
lLih3+ 25 �hl ,  he continues with the materi
alistic 25 . . .  lLif4 or, even better, the flashy 
25 . . .  .l:1f8 ! ! .  The point is that 26 'iixe7 10ses to 
26 . .  :ii'fl +!, and there is no perpetual check af
ter 26 lLid3 'ti'xd3 27 .l:1xg7+ 'itxg7 28 'iNxe7+. 

After the move played, Black plays a pretty 
mating sequence. 

23 .•. I:!.dl + 24 l:.xdl 'ii'xdl + 25 .l:1gl 'ti'f3+ 
26 J:t.g2 lLixf2+ 27 �gl lLixh3+ 28 'ithl 'ti'n + 

28 . . .  'ti'dl +  is quicker. 
29 Wh2 i.d6+! 30 Wxh3 'ii'hl+ 0-1 
White resigned because it is mate after 31 

�g4 'iYxg2+ 32 'it>h4 'ii'g3+ 33 'it>h5 g6+ 34 
�h6 i.f4#. 

Sometimes, even blundering away a piece 
can be lucky. 

In 1988, for the first time two Britons 
reached the Candidates stage of the World 
Championship cycle. We suffered an embar
rassment of riches as two players, Nigel Short 
and Jonathan Speelman, got to the quarter
finals. Unfortunately, we had no chance to rel
ish the prospect of two Britons playing in the 

semi-finals or final as they had to play each 
other in a quarter-final match. After two draws, 
Speelman won the third game of the six -game 
match so, by the time the fourth game came 
around, Short was becoming anxious. 

B 

Short - Speelman 
Candidates match (game 4), London 1988 

Before Speelman played 21...lLixg4!?, he 
had been frantically calculating White's at
tempt to mate him, starting 22 i.xg7, and had 
just convinced himself that he could survive 
with a whole skin. He completely overlooked 
that Short could win a piece by his next move. 

22 f6 lLixf6 23 i.xf6 i.xf6 24 .l:1xf6 
Speelman has two pawns for the piece but, 

strangely, he has helped himself in the fight 
for a draw, because Short cannot prevent the 
complete clearance of the queens ide pawns. 
A piece ahead and needing to chalk up a win 
as soon as possible, Short decides that this is 
his big chance to equalize the score, so he plays 
to activate his pieces. This was a case oflucky 
miscalculation for Speelman because, given 
the match score, the resulting position is just 
right for making Short overplay his hand. 

24 •.• b4 25 axb4 a3 26 ii'dl 'fi'xb4 27 .l:1n 
axb2 28 lLia2 iYd4 29 .l::tfxb2 d5 
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Exchange some more pawns ! 
30 l:tb4?! 
Short starts the process of deserting his 

king. Speelman had decided that after 30 �f3 
dxe4 3 1  �xe4 .l:i.fd8 32 �xd4 .l:1xd4 33 nb8 
lhb8 34 .l:1xb8+ �g7 he shouldn't have too 
much difficulty in securing the draw. 

30 ••. 'iNa7 3l lLicl?! 
Now he severs the connection between the 

queen and the bI-rook. 
31...dxe4 32 dxe4?! 
32 .l:1xe4 brings the rook to a useful defen

sive position. 
32 .•. �e3 (D) 

In Jon Speelman 's Best Games Speelman 
criticizes Short's last three moves, but claims 
that White can still play for the advantage if 
he gets his next move right. 

Short, in time-trouble, now needs to find 
an effective answer to the threat of 33 . . .  .l:1fd8 
followed by 34 . . .  .l:tc2. The game has become 
too complex and he panics. 

33 �gl? 
This loses, as none of his other pieces can 

join in the defence of the king. By moving his 
knight, he can still force Black to take the 
draw. After 33 lLid3 z:i.fd8 34 .l:1Ib3. Black 
needs to play 34 . . .  'tlVh3 ! ,  threatening to force 

mate by 35 . . .  l:tc2 ! 36 ii'xc2 ii'fl#, and so 
drawing by repetition after 35 �gl �e3+ 36 
'iith l  (36 'it>g2 'iig5+ 37 �hI ?  loses the queen 
to 37 . . .  l:.xd3 ! 38 .l:1xd3 .l:!.c l )  36 . . .  ii'h3. 

The alternative knight move, 33 lLib3, should 
also lead to a nice draw by 33 . . .  Ilfd8 34 �fl 
l::tc2 35 .l:1el �h6 36 l:te2 ii'h3 ! !  37 'ii'xh3 
fLdl + 38 'it>g2 lhe2+ 39 �f3 (39 Wg3 loses 
to 39 . . .  .l:1d3+ 40 Wh4 g5+ !  41 �g4 h5+!  when 
42 �xh5 .l:1g2# is mate !)  39 .. J:td3+ 40 �xe2 
.llxh3, and Black wins a third pawn for the 
piece. 

33 •.• �f3+ 34 �g2 'ti'dl+ 35 �gl .l:1fd8! 
The knight's poor position comes home to 

roost. The threats are 36 . . .  ii'f3+ followed by 
37 . . .  l:tdl ,  and also 36 . . .  ii'xgl +  followed by 
37 . . .  .l:1dl +. The knight must move again. 

36 lLib3 
36 lLia2 just loses the knight to 36 . . .  �f3+ 

37 'fi'g2 �xg2+ 38 'it>xg2 .l:!.c2+. 
36 ••• 'iUf3+ 37 'iUg2 :dl+ 38 ':xdl �xdl+ 

39 'fi'gl 'fi'e2 
Now there is no effective way to stop the 

threat of . . .  l:.c2 followed by .. .  'ti'f3+, as 40 
ii'g2 loses the rook to 40 . . .  'ti'el +. That rook 
looks pretty silly on b4. 

40 h3 
40 �al is an attempt to get at the black 

king, but it fails to 40 . . .  e5 4 1  �gl 'iUg4+ 42 
�hl �f3+ 43 Wgl Ik2 44 .l:tb8+ 'it>g7 45 
'ti'xe5+ 'it>h6, and the checks stop. 

40 •• J:tc2 0-l 

Lucky Calculation 

When we play a combination, we exploit the 
way both sides' pieces are laid out. Some
times our clever idea highlights the fact that 
one of our opponent's pieces is on just the 
right square for us to win it after a forced se
quence. Maybe we have forced or lured that 
piece to its fatal square. Or perhaps it has 
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landed there of its own accord, and as far as 
we are concerned, we are able to win it quite 
by chance. 

There is often luck in the way pieces fall. 
We may use great skill in calculating our 
combination, but luck plays a part in making 
it possible. I could fill several books with 
such lucky combinations. However, I will limit 
myself to two examples. 

w 

Miles - Nunn 
BBe Master Game, London 1976 

In the BBC Master Game tournaments, the 
players' work was not finished when the game 
was over. After the game, the players re
corded their most significant thoughts onto 
audio tape, and some facial expressions onto 
video (representing deep thought, delight, de
spair and so on), and the games were broad
cast on television as if they were 'live' and the 
audience was hearing the players' thoughts. 

When Tony Miles played 19 lba4 in this 
position, John Nunn's comment was very re
vealing: 

"I hadn't even considered that plan. He's 
going to come with the knight to b6. Perhaps I 
can get some counterplay on the kingside; it's 
really my only hope here. Well - is that a 

possibility, . . .  lbeg4? It looks ridiculous, but if 
pawn takes knight I play . . .  lbe4 hitting his 
queen. His queen moves - say to f4 - then I 
play knight takes bishop. If he retakes with 
the king, I play .. .  .lle4 forking queen and 
knight. However, if he retakes on f2 with the 
queen, I've got .. J1xe2 - that's marvellous, if 
it works. If he retakes on e2 with the knight, 
. . .  i.xal - that rook was vulnerable after all. If 
he takes on e2 with the queen, bishop takes 
knight check and then bishop takes rook again, 
and I've won a piece. If after . . .  lbe4 he moves 
his queen say to b2, then knight takes bishop, 
king takes, . . .  "iVh4+ and then after 'it>g l I 've 
got . . .  l:txe2 again. Everything seems to work. 
That was a marvellous stroke of luck." 

I'm sure you followed all that. So Nunn 
played 19 .•. lbeg4!, and after a few mild ex
pletives, Miles tried to hold his game together 
by pinning the other knight with 20 i.h4, only 
to be hit by the beautiful unpinning self-fork 
20 ••. lbe4!!, when 21 i.xds lbxd2 is hopeless 
for White because both his bishop and the 
d4-knight are attacked. Miles acquiesced to 
the loss of a pawn after 21 fxe4 'it'xh4 22 
i.xg4 'iYxg4 23 lbc3, and resigned a dozen 
moves later. 

It is even luckier if our 'combination' holds 
together despite the fact that we had been un
able to analyse it through to a finish. Few 
players will admit it, but I will. The combina
tion from the following diagram was one of 
those where just about everything was in the 
right place - even though I hadn't realized it 
when I made the initial sacrifice. 

Like Miles in the previous game, my oppo
nent made the combination possible by his 
next move, which protects a pawn that I had 
no intention of capturing. 

9 ... Wg8 10 lbxd5 exd5 11 e6 
Now I expected either 1 1 . . .�fS (prevent

ing 12 "VJkf7#), when I win at least two pawns 
by 12 exd7 i.xd7 1 3  'ii'xd5+, or l 1 . . .g6, when 
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B 

LeMoir - Boardman 
Bristol League 1967 

I smash through to the black king by 12 i.xg6. 
Black surprised me with his reply. 

11 ... lbe5 
He could have given me an even bigger 

shock by playing 1 1 .. .i.h4+. In that case, 12  
c3?  is  very awkwardly met by l 2  . . .  'iYe7! ,  but 
12 'it>fl ! �e7 13 exd7 "iYxd7 14 c3 i.fS 15 
l:tel followed by .l:i.h3 and l:te3 gives White a 
stranglehold on the e-file. 

After Black's move, I saw another pawn 
win, so I went ahead. 

12 i.xe5 
White threatens mate at f7, and intends to 

meet 12 . . .  g6 with 13 i.xg6, when I assumed 
that the exposed black king would give me 
the advantage. In fact, 13 "iYf3 is less double
edged, and White would be well placed to ex
ploit Black's weaknesses on the kingside. 

12 ... i.xe6 13 Ji.xc7 
Very pretty: the king on gS and the bishops 

lined up on the e-file would now allow White 
to regain his piece after 13 . . .  �xc7 14 'iVeS+ 
i.fS 15 "iYxe6+. 

13 ... �d7 
Therefore Black refuses to take the bishop, 

but keeps it under attack while threatening to 

trap my queen with 14 . . .  i.g4. At this late 
stage, I was able to convince myself that my 
next move rather fortuitously keeps my pawn 
advantage. 

14 "iYe2 
The queen still attacks the black e6-bishop 

and White intends to meet 14 . . .  i.g4 with 15 
f3 "fiIxc7 16 fxg4 �g3+ 17 'iStfl 'it'f4+ I S  
lbf3, when the g-pawn i s  taboo because the 
black bishop is en prise at e7. Instead, Black 
played the retreat 14 ... i.f7 and lost quickly. 

Of course, I pretended that I had seen it all 
from the start. Wouldn't you? 

Preparing to be Lucky 

We prepare our openings in the hope that we 
can catch our opponents out. At worst, we 
want to reach positions in which we are com
fortable, preferably with a decent advantage. 
Some traps and new sharp lines are prepared 
on the off-chance that we can actually win in 
the opening. Superior preparation is part of the 
game, and we cannot generally describe our
selves as lucky if our opponent falls into our 
opening preparation. If both players are ex
posed to the same piece of published analysis 
and one ignores it, then he is not unlucky if he 
falls in. If both work on the analysis and come 
to different conclusions about it, then the one 
who is correct is showing superior judgement. 

However, luck does come into preparation. 
If our opponent happens to play a line with 
which we are very familiar, that is his bad 
luck. Most players do not have their games 
available in databases, so for most of us there 
is no way of checking on our future oppo
nents. Our superior preparation is based on 
circumstances, not deliberate planning. 

If my memory of the following case is cor
rect, then it shows how the timing of prepara
tion can be truly lucky. 
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LeMoir - R. Martin 
Gloucestershire vs Worcestershire 1967 

1 e4 c5 2 lbf3 d6 3 d4 cxd4 4 lbxd4 lbf6 5 
lbc3 a6 6 i..g5 e6 7 f4 'iVb6 8 'iVd2 'iVxb2 9 
.l:!.b1 'iUa3 10 e5 dxe5 11 fxe5 lbfd7 12 i..c4 
i.b4 13 lbxe6? (D) 

B 

13 .•. i..xc3 14 lbc7+ 'it>f8 15 O-O! 'iUc5+ 16 
�h1 'iUxc7? 17 l:!.xf7+ 1-0 

After 17 . . .  �e8 18 l:!.e7+ �f8 19 'iUd5 lbxe5 
20 .l:ifl + White mates in a few moves, while 
17 . . .  'it>g8 10ses nicely to 18 I:txg7+ ! 'it>xg7 19 
i..h6+ 'it>g6 20 'iUg5#. 

That morning, I had received through the 
post my monthly chess magazine. In it was a 
game in which the Czech player Smejkal had 
sprung 13 lbxe6 in a correspondence game 
which had just been published in Europe. My 
cursory glance convinced me that the move 
more or less refuted the Najdorf Poisoned 
Pawn, and I vowed to play it at the first oppor
tunity. Imagine my surprise and delight when 
my first opponent walked straight into it. 

My opponent was a very sporting player. 
"Brilliant," he said. "I thought I knew that 
variation backwards." 

Then I told him the bad news. It turned out 
that he too subscribed to the same magazine, 

but he had not been able to look at it that 
morning. (I cannot recall the precise reason; 
possibly it had not yet been delivered, or per
haps he was not at home that morning.) What 
could be luckier for me? 

Well, within a short time, the line had been 
refuted. In the game above both 16 . . .  'iVxc4 
and 16 . . .  i..xd2 are good defences. (In fact 16 
"iYe3 ! is  better than 1 6  �h l .) In the original 
Smejkal game, his opponent captured on e6, 
1 3  .. .fxe6, when the point of White's play was 
the further sacrifice 14 l:txb4! "iYxb4 15 i..xe6, 
and now, instead of Black's 15 . . .  lbc6, the 
move 15 . . .  h6!  16 i..f7+ �xf7 17 e6+ �g8 
would have left White struggling to justify his 
profligacy. 

Had my opponent seen the magazine, he 
might have avoided playing into Smejkal's 
line. If he had found the time to study the line 
before the game, maybe his investigations 
would have revealed the better defences, and 
then my opportunistic and superficial prepa
ration would deservedly have backfired. 

An almost identical fate befell Nigel Short 
in his 1988 Candidates match against Jona
than Speelman. This was the third game, the 
one that was to put Speelman a game ahead 
and that led Short into the indiscretions of the 
fourth game that we have already seen. 

Speelman - Short 
Candidates match (game 3), London 1988 

1 d4 lbf6 2 c4 e6 3 lbf3 d5 4 lbc3 i..e7 5 
i.f4 0-0 6 e3 c5 7 dxc5 lbc6 8 'iUc2 i..xc5 9 
a3 'iUa5 (D) 

Speelman now moved instantly and left his 
opponent to ponder what was going on. 

10 0-0-0!? 
Here is the story of this move. 
Speelman's second for his first Candidates 

match had been Willie Watson but, since Short 
was the opponent for this match, he decided 
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to withdraw to avoid a clash of loyalties. 
Speelman accepted Watson's suggested re
placement, who just happened to be the Amer
ican, Jon Tisdall. 

Now it just happened that Tisdall's Norwe
gian girlfriend came over to London to visit 
the team, and she just happened to buy a Nor
wegian newspaper on the way. In the chess 
column was a game between M.Gurevich and 
ASokolov in the USSR Championship, which 
had been played a few weeks previously. 
Gurevich had played 10 0-0-0 and won in 
only 19 moves. Speelman and Tisdall studied 

the new idea closely and decided to give it a 
try. 

It was not until two days later that the game 
appeared in a widely-circulated chess publi
cation - Die Schachwoche - so the Short 
camp had no way of knowing about it at the 
time the current game was played. 

10 •.. i.e7 11 g4 
The consequences of 10 0-0-0 are rich and 

complex, so it is hardly surprising that Short 
was unable to cope. The crudeness of this 
kingside lunge is combined with the subtlety 
of the lbd2-b3 (or c4) manoeuvre, and White's 
position soon became overwhelming. 

11 ••• :td8 12 h3 a6 13 lbd2 e5 14 g5! lbe8 
15 lbb3 'iUb6 16 lbxd5 ':'xd5 17 cxd5 exf4 18 
dxc6 fxe3 19 fxe3 

Now the f-file is open, and White masses 
his pieces for an assault on f7. 

19 ••. i.xg5 20 �b1 bxc6 21 i.c4 l:ta7 22 
:thfi i.f6 23 "iYe4 �f8 24 "iYxh7 g6 25 e4 c5 
26 e5 i..g7 27 e6 1-0 

I don't want to give the impression that Jon
athan Speelman didn't deserve to beat Nigel 
Short in this match. Even he would admit that 
fortune smiled upon him that week, but he ex
ploited his luck with great skill. 



4 Infamy! 

To end this intermission, we shall take a 
brief trip through the history of infamous chess 
luck in the twentieth century from Lasker to 
Kasparov. 

As a taster, consider the next two positions, 
in which four experienced masters exhibited 
a mutual blindness that would make many of 
us want to throw ourselves off the nearest 
bridge. 

Black must move the attacked rook, and 
there is only one square on which it also pro
tects the a-pawn. 

40 ... .l:!.c7?? 
Relying on the trick 41 ':'xc7 .td6+ fork

ing king and rook. It was the last move before 
the time-control, and so there was some excuse 

B 

Ebralidze - Ragozin 
USSR Ch, Tbilisi 1937 
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that he overlooked the fact that the e7-bishop 
was pinned against the black king, making 
4 1 .. . .td6+ illegal. White sat and pondered. 
The spectators begged Ebralidze to take the 
rook. Ragozin sat calmly at the board. After 
some time, and to the spectators ' horror, Eb
ralidze retreated his rook! 

41 l:[d5?? 
To round off this story of Ragozin's stun

ning good fortune, just see what happened to 
this rook four moves later. 

41 ... .tf6 42 lZJb5 ':c2+ 43 'iitg3 a6 44 
:d7+? 'it>e8 45 'fJ.c7?? .i.e5+ 0-1 

B 

Lost on that same diagonal! 

Jansa - Am. Rodriguez 
Interzonal tournament, Biel 1985 

Here, time-trouble caused a strange mutual 
hallucination. 

31 .•. d4?? 
Surely this pawn was pinned? Yes, says 

Rodriguez, but if White moves his queen away 
from e6, my rook is no longer pinned against 
my king, and I mate by 32 . . .  l:tf1 + . . .  

32 �e8+?? 
. . .  and Jansa believes him. Both players over

looked that, in capturing the black queen, the 

white queen would remain on the same diag
onal and the rook would still be pinned. 

The game concluded rapidly. 
32 ... :f8 33 �h5 e4 34 g6? l:If2 35 'iVh7+ 

�f8 36 .i.e7 + We8 0-1 

Lasker's Luck 
Lasker's reputation as a lucky player had a lot 
to do with his record against Dawid Janowski. 
Janowski was a brilliant attacking player with 
many tournament successes to his name. He 
persuaded his wealthy backer, an artist called 
N ardus, to fund three matches against Lasker, 
one of them for the world championship. 

The fITst match was a short one, and ended 
level. The second match, in 1 909, ended with 
seven wins to Lasker, one to Janowski, with 
two draws. In the third match, which was for 
the world title, Janowski failed to win a game, 
drawing three and losing eight. In some games, 
he was simply outplayed. However, in several 
he found himself with his favourite two bish
ops in favourable circumstances. In others, he 
obtained good attacking positions. Faced with 
his opponent's forte, Lasker started to fight, 
frustrating Janowski's attempts to blow him 
off the board to such an extent that he was in
variably able to turn the tables. 

Playing through the games, it is hard to re
sist the impression that Lasker conceded at
tacking opportunities in order to have some 
fun at his opponent's expense. The most stark 
example came in the fifth game of the world 
championship match. 

Em. Lasker - Janowski 
World Ch match (game 5), Berlin 1910 

1 d4 d5 2 c4 e6 3 1ZJc3 c5 4 cxd5 exd5 5 
lZJf3 .te6 6 e4? dxe4 7 lZJxe4 lZJc6 8 .te3 
cxd4 9 1ZJxd4? 'tWaS+ 10 lZJc3 0-0-0 (D) 

White's opening play has been rather un
fortunate. The d4-knight will be lost if Black 
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w 

can find one more piece to attack it, since the 
c3-knight is pinned by the black queen. It is 
almost certain that Lasker realized this, and 
that his next move was a bluff. His only chance 
is to discourage . . .  i..c5 and target the black 
king, whose position is somewhat vulnerable. 

11 a3 tbh6?? 
Janowski takes the bluff. There was a quick 

way to establish a winning position, starting 
with 1 l . . .i..c5 ! 1 2  b4 i..xd4 1 3  bxa5 (he loses 
the knight after 1 3  i..xd4 'ii'g5 14 tbb5 tbxd4 
15 tbxd4 'iVe5+) 13 .  .. i..xc3+ 14 i..d2 i..xd2+ 
15 'ii'xd2 .l:.xd2 with two pieces for a rook. 

How a master as tactically adept as Janow
ski could miss 1 1 . . .i..c5 is a mystery, but 
maybe he was so confident of the win that he 
didn't bother looking for the quickest kill. 
Maybe he had become excited, and preferred 
a middlegame attack to a winning endgame. 
Perhaps (after 1 l . . .i..c5 12 b4) he only looked 
at 12 .. .  tbxb4? 13 axM 'iixb4 14 ncl !  i..xd4 
15 i..xd4 l:[xd4 1 6  'iYxd4! 'ii'xd4 17 tbb5+, 
which wins for White. He seemed to forget 
that his own king could get into trouble, and 
the rest of the game sees Lasker punishing 
him for his lack of presence of mind. 

12 b4 'iVe5 13 tbeb5! tbf5! 14 nel!  
This move both attacks and defends. The 

pin on the c-file immobilizes the c6-knight 

that was attacking White's own knight on d4. 
Meanwhile, White adds to the storm clouds 
looming over the black king. 

14 •.• tbxe3 15 fxe3 'iVxe3+ 16 i..e2 i.e7 
(D) 

After 16 . . .  a6, both kings could get into 
trouble. For instance, 17 tba7+ <:i;c7 18 tbaxc6 
bxc6 19 1:hc6+ (19 tbxe6+ is also good) 
19 . . .  'it>b8 20 l:tb6+ 'it>c7 21 'ii'c2+ 'it>xb6 22 
'ii'c6+ <tIa7 23 'ii'c7+ <:i;a8 24 'iVxd8+ Wb7 25 
'it>f1 (the threat was 25 . . .  i.xM+ winning the 
queen) 25 . . .  i..xM! 26 'iVxh8 'iYxd4 27 axb4 
'ii'al  + and perpetual check. 

W 

17 ne3 
Following 17 tbxa7+ <:i;b8 ( l7  . . .  'it>c7 18 

tbaxc6 bxc6 19 1bc6+ 'it>b7 20 'i¥a4 ! i..h4+ 
21 g3 i..xg3+ 22 hxg3 'iVxg3+ 21 'it>f1 i..h3+ 
leads to a draw by perpetual check) 18 tbaxc6+ 
bxc6 19 tbxc6+ Wb7, Black would win after 
20 tbxd8+? l:txd8 2 1  'iVc2 l:tc8. However, 
White can save himself by 20 �c2 ! ,  as after 
20 . .  Jk8 21  �c3 �xc3+ 22 ':xc3 'it>b6 23 b5 
i.f6 Black's two bishops are full compensa
tion for the pawn deficit, but no more than 
that. Black could also play 20 . . .  i..h4+ 21  g3 
it.xg3+ 22 hxg3 'li'xg3+ 23 ..t>f1 , and now ei
ther Black gives perpetual check himself by 
23 . . .  'Ii'f4+ 24 'it>e1 'iVg3+, or forces White to 
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do so by 23 . . .  l:.d5 24 tba5+! 'it>b8 25 tbc6+, 
when the king can go to neither the a-file 
(thanks to llVa4+) nor the c-file (because tbe5+ 
followed by "iic7+ is also mating). 

Lasker's actual move challenges Janowski 
to give up his queen. He could do so at once 
with 17 .. .  'iYxc3+ 1 8  tbxc3 tbxd4, when the 
game is balanced. The commentators of the 
day thought that he should do it after his next 
move. 

17 •.. i.h4+ 18 g3 'iVe4? 
Their idea was 18 ... 'iVxc3+ 19 tbxc3 i..f6, 

when 20 0-0 i..xd4+ 2 1  'it>hl i.xc3 gives 
Black more than enough for the queen, but 
Lasker would probably have counterattacked 
with 20 tbcb5 ! ,  when 20 . . .  tbxd4? loses to 21 
'iVc l+ !  tbc6 (or 2 l . ..<:i;b8 22 �f4+ with Phili
dor's mate, or 21 . . .�d7 22 �c5 ! )  22 tbxa7+ 
'it>c7 23 b5, winning a piece, and 20 . . .  i..xd4 is 
equal after 21 'iVc 1 or 21  tbxd4 tbxd4 22 Wf2. 

Janowski's move loses time, allowing Las
ker to pounce upon his king. 

19 0-0 i.f6 20 l:!.xf6! 
The tables are turning. This move ensures 

that White's d4-knight is safe and can be used 
in the assault on the black king. 

20 •.• gxf6 21 i.f3 (D) 

B 

21..JlVe5? 

He could try to placate the white army with 
2 1  .. Jhd4 22 tbxd4 'li'e5 and hope that he can 
survive the ending after 23 b5?! l:.d8 24 bxc6 
'iVxd4+ 25 �xd4 l:txd4 26 cxb7++ �b8. 
However, White can do better with 23 'ii'd2 ! ,  
which unpins the knight and takes the queen 
from the back rank so that 23 . . .  l:.d8? loses a 
piece to 24 tbxc6 l:txd2 (on dl ,  this capture 
would have been with check) 25 tbxe5+. The 
multiple exchanges on c6 after 23 . . .  i..d5 24 
tbxc6 i.xc6 25 i..xc6 bxc6 26 1:!.xc6+ should 
lead to a win for White, thanks to the doubled 
f-pawns and the exposed black king. 

Instead, Janowski leaves his king to the 
wolves. 

22 tbxa7+ We7 
Unfortunately, Black cannot play 22 . . .  �b8 

due to 23 tbaxc6+ bxc6 24 tbxc6+ and which
ever square the black king chooses, White 
will capture the queen with discovered check. 

23 tbaxe6 bxe6 24 !'txe6+ <:i;b8 25 nb6+ 
<:i;e8 

Black would be mated nicely after 25 ... <tIa7 
26 'iVa4+ 'it>xb6 27 'ii'c6+ and 28 "Wib7#. 

26 'ti'el+ 
At last Lasker unpins the knight. The queen 

plays to this square so that it can rejoin the 
mating attack at h6, but 26 'iVc2+ is just as 
good, since after 26 . . .  �d7 27 'iVa4+ 'it>e7 28 
tbc6+ the black queen is lost. 

26 .•• �d7 27 tbxe6 fxe6 28 .l:.b7+ �e8 29 
i..e6+ 1-0 

29 ... 'it>f8 30 'li'h6+ leads to mate next move. 
Fourteen years later came a chance to sub

mit Janowski to further torture. At the age of 
55, Lasker won the great New York Tourna
ment of 1924, but in his game against Janow
ski, he had given him the two bishops under 
very dangerous circumstances (see next dia

gram). 

13 i..xf6?! 
Lasker hands Janowski the two bishops 

without gaining any compensation for himself. 
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w 

Em. Lasker - Janowski 
New York 1924 

Over the next twenty moves, Janowski dem
onstrates his skill by gradually increasing his 
advantage. 

13 ... i.xf6 14 liJn 0-0 15 liJe3 l:lae8 16 
'ilYb3 i.d8 17 'iWd5 

Although objectively this may be dubious 
(it allows Black to play the . . .  f5 advance 
quickly) the exchange of queens means that it 
is now unlikely that Black will be able to play 
for mate. Janowski, the great attacker, will be 
limited to playing positionally. 

17 ... 'iVxd5 18 liJxd5 f5 19 liJd2 i.f7 20 
liJe3 f4 21 liJec4 i.f6 22 a4 :d8 23 liJa5 .:Ib8 
24 liJf3 g5 25 liJh2 h5 26 liJc4 i.e6 27 f3 
':'fd8 28 l:!.e2 <3;f7 29 as l:!.g8 30 :a4 l:!.bd8 
31 l:tb4 i.c8 32 b3 l:!.h8 33 liJb2 d5 34 exd5 
l:txd5 35 :c4 c6 36 b4!? 

By trapping his own rook, Lasker keeps it 
active and gives Janowski a target for his 
light-squared bishop that will distract him 
from his main purpose. 

36 ..• i.f5 37 l:!.d2 l:thd8 38 c;i;>f2 nbS 
Here Janowski could have won a pawn by 

38 . . .  i.xd3, but after 39 liJxd3 l:txd3 40 l:txd3 
lhd3 41 �e2 he presumably felt that he would 
have exchanged his better bishop and left 

himself with passive pieces. However, after 
the further moves 4 l ...e4! 42 fxe4 l:!.xc3 Black 
keeps his extra pawn and activates both rook 
and bishop. 

39 �e2 l:tbd5 40 <3;dl (D) 

B 

40 ..• �e6 
This time after 40 . . .  i.xd3 41 liJxd3 l:!.xd3 

42 .l:txd3 llxd3+ 43 �c2 he may have seen 
the possibility of 43 . . .  e4 but decided that, al
though both captures of the pawn lose, White 
can ignore the pawn for the time being and 
play 44 liJn , which threatens to capture it 
with the f-pawn, as there is no longer the re
ply .. Jlg3. However, Black then has the dev
astating 44 . . .  exf3 ! !  45 ..txd3 fxg2 and the 
pawn promotes. As in the 1910 game, Janow
ski fails  to analyse critical positions in suffi
cient depth when he expects the game to win 
itself. 

41 �c2 i.e7 42 liJn c5 
Positionally, Janowski plays the game with 

great skill. He prises the position open still 
further and exposes more of White's pawns. 
Lasker calmly holds firm, avoiding weak
nesses until they are forced upon him, and 
awaits his chance. One day, he may get the 
chance to plant his knights on the juicy squares 
e4, c4 and b6. 
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43 bxc5 i.xc5 44 :a4 l:!.8d7 45 .l:i.dl i.a7 
46 l:!.a3 g4 47 hxg4 hxg4 48 c4 l:.5d6 49 liJd2 
i.e3 

Alekhine gives 49 . . .  i.d4 50 liJe4 i.xb2 51 
�xb2 i.xe4 52 fxe4 l:th7 in his famous book 
of the tournament. Janowski may not have 
felt that the advantage in the double-rook 
ending would be sufficient to justify giving 
up his wonderful bishops. However, he must 
cash them in at some time, and Lasker is mak
ing it increasingly difficult for him to do so. 

50 l:lhl gxf3 51 gxf3 llg7 52 :h2 (D) 

B 

52 ... i.gl 
52 ... l:1g3 pressurizes the f-pawn, but allows 

the knights to show their mettle after 53 lib3 
l:!.d7 54 liJa4 l:1c7 55 liJc3 Itcg7 56 liJde4! ,  
when 56 . .  J::txf3?? loses to 57 l:th6+ c;i;>f7 (af
ter 57 .. .  i.g6 58 liJg5+ White wins the rook) 
58 l:!.xb7+ followed by mate. 

53 11e2 l:.g3 54 liJdl l:td7 55 l:tb3 J:tdg7?! 
Janowski has decided to exchange a pair of 

rooks in order to get at the white king, but 
now he cannot capture the d-pawn when the 
knight emerges via c3. When the knight ar
rives at d5, Lasker will have plenty of play. 

56 liJc3 i.e3 
After 56 .. .  :g2 57 :xb7! the black rooks are 

overloaded by the need to protect each other. 

57 liJd5 .l:f.g2 
Black cannot win a pawn by 57 . . .  i.xd2 58 

�xd2 l:!.xf3 because 59 J::tb6+ wins a piece af
ter 59 .. .  �f7 (59 . . .  �d7 loses a rook to 60 
l::txb7+) 60 .l:!f6+. The text-move also allows 
Lasker to play a combination. 

58 l::txe3! fxe3 59 l:!.b6+ �d7?! 
59 . . .  <3;f7 is safer, although after 60 liJxe3 

l:t2g5 (60 ... l:te2 loses to 61 liJxf5 .:tgg2 62 
liJd6+ and 63 liJe4) 61 l:txb7+ �g8 62 J::lb6, 
White has two pawns for the exchange and his 
pieces are active. 

60 liJxe3 (D) 

B 

The knight forks the rook and bishop, and 
60 . . .  l:t2g5?? 61 liJxf5 1:txf5 62 :xb7+ wins 
the g7-rook. Janowski's advantage has disap
peared, and he was probably now in a panic. 

60 •.. �c7?? 
Black could give himself some drawing 

chances by 60 .. J!e2! intending to meet 61 
liJxf5 with 6 l . ...l::tgg2, winning back a knight 
and making a nuisance of his rooks. White 
could play to win material by 61  Itxb7+ 'iitc6 
62 l::txg7 (or 62 l::tb6+ <t;c7 63 lha6!,  with 
three pawns for the exchange) 62 .. J1xe3 63 
:'a7 (or 63 liJe4 :'xf3) 63 . . .  i.xd3+ 64 �c3 
i.f5+ 65 �b4 i.c8 66 l::tf7, with an extra pawn, 
although the win may not be easy to prove. 
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The game continued 61 ttJxf5 :h7 62 liJd6, 
and after twenty more moves Janowski fi
nally resigned. 

In early 1 9 1 0, Lasker defended his world 
title in a ten-game match against Carl Schlech
ter. Schlechter was a different proposition to 
Janowski. A tough player with a well-rounded 
style, and one of the great defenders, he was 
able to cope with anything Lasker threw at 
him. Lasker was the greater player, but he had 
won well a tough match against Tarrasch, and 
had then beaten Marshall at a canter, and 
probably did not take his new challenge suffi
ciently seriously. 

The final game of the Schlechter match 
was so dramatic that it fuelled a debate that 
has continued ever since. The normal terms 
for such a match would be that if it ended 
level, the reigning World Champion would 
retain his title, but that a victory by the Chal
lenger, no matter how narrow the margin, 
would give him the title. In this case, some 
people have attempted to prove that Schlech
ter was required to win by a margin of two 
points to secure the title. Certainly, Schlech
ter played as though it were true. 

After eight games, Schlechter was one game 
up, having won the fifth game, with seven 
draws. In the ninth game, he played very ag
gressively as White, but it was drawn. Still a 
game ahead, he played the final game as though 
a second win was the only acceptable result. 

In the sharp position of the following dia
gram, Schlechter played a move which he 
rightly assumed should draw at least. 

34 •.• ttJb5!? 
He could have brought about a very clear 

drawn position by 34 . . .  ttJd5, with the contin
uation 35 'ii'g6 "ii'xg6 36 l:txg6 ttJxf4+ 37 
i.xf4 l:txf4 in mind. White could not play 35 
:'c5, because 35 . . .  .u.xf4 36 i.xf4 ttJxf4+ 37 
'it>dl e5 ! 38 '(i'fl (or 38 "ii'e4 ttJg6) 38 ... ttJg6 
39 'ii'h3 ttJh4 wins the pinned f3-rook. 

B 

Em. Lasker - Schlechter 
World Championship match (game 10), 

Berlin 1910 

The move played indicates that Schlechter 
was trying to give himself winning chances. 

35 l:tc4 
One trap is 35 Uc5?? ttJxd4+ 36 "ii'xd4 

'ii'xf3+! ,  winning the exchange. 
35 .•. l:txf4 
Schlechter thought this would draw, but 

that it also gave White a chance to go wrong. 
Instead 35 . . .  l:!.d8 ! 36 i.e3 e5 ! draws comfort
ably, owing to the pins on the d- and f-files. 

36 �xf4 l:1xf4 
The pin on the f3-rook is very awkward. 

Even if White breaks it, the capture of the 
white d- and a-pawns would lead to a draw. 

37 l:tc8+ i.f8 38 'it>f2 ifh2+ 
Suddenly, Schlechter realized that he had 

miscalculated. He had intended 38 . . .  "ii'h4+?, 
when 39 'it>e2?? loses to 39 . . .  ttJxd4+ ! .  How
ever, he noticed that White could instead con
tinue 39 'it>g2! "ii'g4+ 40 Ug3 'iixc8 41 "ii'g6 ! ,  
threatening mate. 

He could still have drawn after the text
move, but his judgement had been badly af
fected and he continued with a losing blunder. 

39 WeI (D) 
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B 

39 .• :tli'hl+?? 
There was still a draw by perpetual check 

after 39 . . .  'iVh4+ 40 'it>d2 'ii'h2+ because 41 
'it>e3 llxf3+ 42 'it>xf3 "ii'h3+ results in a level 
endgame. 

40 .l:tfl 'iVh4+ 41 'it>d2 1:txfl 
White threatened 42 l:txf8+. Therefore the 

rooks have to be exchanged, and White is able 
to avoid the capture of his remaining exposed 
rook. 

42 �xf1 "ii'xd4+ 43 "ii'd3 ( D) 

B 

Naturally, it will be no trivial matter for 
Lasker to win. The spectators were kept on 
the edges of their seats through two further 

sessions as he brought his immense skill to 
bear on converting his small material advan
tage into victory. 

43 •. :iVf2+ 44 'it>dl ttJd6 45 .u.c5 i.h6 46 
�d5 'it>g8 47 ttJc5 'ii'gl + 48 'it>c2 'iVf2+ 49 
�b3 i.g7 50 ttJe6 'ii'b2+ 51 Wa4 r:i;f7 52 
ttJxg7 flixg7 53 'iUb3 'it>e8 54 flib8+ 'it>f7 55 
'iVxa7 'ii'g4+ 56 'ii'd4 'iVd7+ 57 'it>b3 'i{{b7+ 
58 'it>a2 'i{{c6 59 'ilVd3 'it>e6 60 l:tg5 Wd7 61 
l::te5 "ii'g2+ 62 lte2 'iVg4 63 l:td2 ifa4 64 
'iVf5+ 'it>c7 65 ifc2+ 'iVxc2+ 66 l:txc2+ 'it>b7 
67 l:te2 ttJc8 68 'it>b3 �c6 69 l:tc2+ r:i;b7 70 
�h4 ttJa7 71 'it>c5 1-0 

Luck that Changed Chess History? 
It is anybody's guess what would have hap
pened had Schlechter won the world title. 
Most likely, Lasker would have regained the 
title in a return match. It is also likely, how
ever, that mild-mannered Schlechter would 
have become world-famous and at least 
slightly rich. As it was, he died a pauper. 

The following game possibly had a more 
far-reaching effect on chess history. In 1 9 1 1 ,  
Akiba Rubinstein was the crown prince of the 
chess world. Not only did the chess-playing 
public want him to play a match against Las
ker, but they also thought that he had a good 
chance of winning it. Then along came the 
great San Sebastian tournament, and a young 
Cuban named Capablanca.. .  (see following 
diagram). 

Yes, it's Janowski again. San Sebastian 
was Capablanca's first important tournament. 
The game that won him first prize was a mas
terpiece - at least it would have been ifhis op
ponent, Janowski, had finished off what he 
started from this position. 

23 .•. ttJc4 24 i.xc4 i.xh2+! 
This may not win by force but, over nearly 

thirty moves, Janowski plays a beautifully 
controlled attack and obtains a winning posi
tion. 
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B 

Capablanca - Janowski 
San Sebastian 1911 

25 �xh2 'ii'h4+ 26 'ilfgl �xf2+ 27 'It>h2 
'ifg3+ 28 �gl dxe4 29 'iie2 'iVxe3+ 30 'It>h2 
'ifh6+ 31 'It>gl �e3+ 32 'ilfh2 'ii'g3+ 33 �gl 
'ifel + 34 �h2 tiJf6 35 ttJxe6 'iWh4+ 36 'It>gl 
'ife1+ 37 'it;>h2 iYh4+ 38 �gl ttJg4! 39 'ii'd2 
'lWh2+ 40 'it>f1 �hl + 41 �e2 'iVxg2+ 42 �dl 
ttJf2+ 43 'It>e2 'ifg6+ 44 �c1 'ii'gl+ 45 'it;>e2 
'ifg6+ 46 'It>el ttJd3+ 47 �bl fxe6 48 'iWe2 h5 
49 i.d4 h4 50 i.xb6 h3 51 i.e7 

Now Janowski blocks the line of the bishop 
so that his h-pawn can continue its advance, 
and Capablanca is in dire peril. 

51...e5! (D) 
A rare sacrifice, allowing a pawn to be cap

tured with check. 
52 b6 
Janowski's fine concept becomes clear after 

52 �xc4+ 'It>fS 53 i.xa5 (or 53 i.d6+ 'iVxd6 
54 'ifcS+ 'It>e7 55 �xh3 �xa3 and there is no 
perpetual check; if White plays 53 �c2 then 
53 .. .  ttJf4 exchanges queens) 53 ... 'ii'gl  + 54 'It>a2 
'iff2+ 55 �b3 �f7 and after the exchange of 
queens the pawn promotes. 

Capablanca has two small reasons to be 
cheerful - his passed b-pawn and the slightly 
exposed black king. He puts his faith in the 

W 

first and eventually reaps benefits from the 
second. 

52 •.• �e4! 
The last in a series of powerful • quiet' 

moves. White is helpless against the queen 
and knight combination, since he must con
tinually keep his eye on the passed h-pawn. 

53 i.xe5 
Forced, as 53 tiJb2 allows 53 . . .  h2 54 'ifxh2 

'ii'el  + 55 'it;>a2 ttJc1 + 56 �bl ttJb3+ 57 �c2 
'ii'c 1  #. The other knight move, 53 ttJc3, also 
allows 53 . . .  h2 !,  when 54 ttJxe4 hI 'ii'+ 55 �a2 
'ii'xe4 leaves Black two pawns ahead, and 54 
"iVxh2 �el +  55 �a2 'iVxc3 56 'iVg2 'ifb3+ 57 
�al �a3+ forces a quick mate. 

53 .• :ii'el +?? 
So many variations in which . . .  'ii'el + suc

ceeds, yet in this one it fails !  He had to play 
53 . . .  �h l +!,  covering the b7-square so that 
the white pawn cannot advance. Then after 54 
'>ta2 ttJxe5 White must remove the rampant 
h-pawn by 55 'iif5 ! 'ii'd5 ! 56 'iWxh3, but that 
releases the c-pawn from the trap: 56 . . .  c3+ 57 
�al 'iid l +  5S <;ta2 "iVe2+ 59 'iital c2, and 
Capablanca could think about resigning. 

54 �a2 ttJxe5? 
He could have made life easier for himself 

by taking perpetual check through 54 . . .  ttJc l+. 
He probably could not believe that he had 
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failed to finish off such a beautiful attack, and 
he just had to have one more try to win it. 

55 b7 ttJd7 56 ttJe5! ttJb8 57 'ifxe4+ '>th8 
58 ttJe4! (D) 

B 

58 ••• '>th7? 
White's idea was to meet 5S . . .  h2? with 59 

'iWcS+ 'it>h7 60 'iVh3+ �g8 6 1  'ii'e6+ �fS (or 
6 l . ..�hS 62 �eS+ �h7 63 tiJg5+ winning 
the queen) 62 'iVd6+ �f7 63 ttJg5+ 'it;>eS 64 
'iVxbS+ �d7 65 'ii'xh2 and the pawn pro
motes. 

Black should have protected his passed 
pawn with 5S .. . 'ii'h4 (or 5S . . .  'ii'e3), when White 
can do no more than draw after 59 'iVcS+ �h7 
60 'iVxh3 'iVxh3 61 ttJg5+ 'It>g6 62 ttJxh3 'it>f5 . 

With the text-move, Janowski avoids an 
obvious double attack, but allows Capablanca 
to play another, more subtle one. 

59 'ifd3! g6 
Protecting his pawn by 59 . . .  'iWh4 runs into 

a mating attack: 60 ttJg5+ 'iith6 6 1  ttJf7+ �h5 
62 'iWf5+ g5 63 ttJe5 ! .  If Black plays 59 . . .  �g6 
to avoid losing the h-pawn with check, White 
plays 60 ttJc3+, protecting his king from per
petual check, and a series of queen checks 
will win the bS-knight. So the h-pawn goes 
anyway, and most of Black's chances go with 
it. 

60 'ifxh3+ �g7 61 �f3 'iVc1? (D) 
He had to play 6 L ..ttJd7. 

62 'iWf6+ �h7 63 'iWf7+ '>th6 64 'iff8+ 
'it>h5 65 'ifh8+ �g4 66 �e8+ 1-0 

As a result of this game, Capablanca sen
sationally won the tournament, and began to 
supplant Rubinstein (who would probably 
have come first had Capablanca lost this 
game) as the people's favourite to contest 
Lasker's world title. Janowski finally lost the 
apparently unshakeable confidence that had 
raised his play to such heights, and he was 
never the same player again. 

To claim that the last two games changed 
chess history in any radical way would be 
nonsense. Lasker would probably have re
gained his title from Schlechter; Capablanca 
was clearly destined to be Lasker's challenger, 
and eventually his conqueror. However, the 
victims of the tragedies - Schlechter, Rubin
stein and Janowski - were indelibly affected. 

Lightning Strikes Twice 
No one would claim that Capablanca was a 
lucky player, but in one of his last big tourna
ments he was on the receiving end of a gift 
that was repeated in almost identical fashion 
twenty years later. 
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B 

Capablanca - Riumin 
Moscow 1936 

Do you ever find yourself immersed in a 
clever idea and, just as you release the piece 
that kicks off the 'winning' sequence, see that 
it is a huge blunder? In this position, Riumin 
saw that 26 . . .  lLlcs threatens 27 . . .  'ii'xf2+ and 
28 . . .  lLld3+. So he played 26 .•. lLlcS?? and in
stantly resigned, without waiting for Capa
blanca's reply, 27 lLlxd4. 

The protagonists in the later game were 
both among the greats of their day. Petrosian 
had reduced Bronstein to shuffling about wait
ing for the end when this happened (see fol

lowing diagram): 

Petrosian closed in for the kill with the 
threat of a knight fork. He played 36 lLlgS?? 
and Bronstein promptly removed his queen: 
36 ... ttJxd6 0-1.  It can take many good moves 
to win a game, but only one bad one is needed 
to lose it. 

The Tribulations of Tackling Tal 
We were just into the second half of the twen
tieth century when the chess world was hit by 
a hurricane known as Mikhail Tal. He loved 
to attack. If he wasn't attacking, he would find 
a way to turn the tide. Material considerations 

W 

Petrosian - Bronstein 
Candidates tournament, Amsterdam 1956 

seemed to mean nothing to him, as he sacri
ficed his way to victory after victory. 

Many of his sacrifices were imaginative 
winning combinations which finished off his 
hapless opponents;  many of his sacrifices 
could clearly be seen to be the most effective 
way to highlight and increase his advantage. 
On the other hand, he often sacrificed unnec
essarily, preferring beauty to prosaic winning 
methods. And worst of all, sometimes the an
alysts found holes in his sacrifices. He should 
have lost; his opponents overlooked clear 
ways to win. 

With hindsight, we can make two observa
tions. Firstly, the proportion of Tal's sacri
fices that could be proven unsound was small. 
Secondly, and more importantly, it was nearly 
always worth the gamble, as Tal had superior 
analytical and intuitive skills, so he was sim
ply moving the game onto paths that suited 
his strengths. 

We like to think that the games of the 
greats are perfect. We are seduced by the se
lectivity of games that are published. We only 
see the good ones. We are also seduced by the 
tendency of the winner, when annotating his 
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game, to gloss over the imperfections of his 
play. When a non-combatant annotates a game, 
he often over-praises the winner and sees the 
game as a straight line, with a small advan
tage in the opening leading directly to a win 
much later on. He often fails to understand 
(and therefore to inform his audience about) 
the points where the game was won and lost. 

Apart from short 'grandmaster draws', the 
majority of games between grandmasters are 
imperfect. In a way, Tal was exploiting that 
fact by bringing about positions in which 
mistakes are most likely to happen. Tal him
self rarely fell into the trap of pretending that 
one of his sacrifices was completely sound. 
When he could identify it himself, he would 
tell his audience where its weakness lay. 

However, he joyfully carried on sacrific
ing, because he knew that his opponents sim
ply couldn't cope with the kind of pressures 
that sacrifices forced upon them. There was 
simply too much to analyse, too many choices 
to make, and huge suspicion that Tal had 
something even more devilish up his sleeve. 

Consider Keller's fate in the following 
game. 

W 

Tal - Keller 
Zurich 1959 

Tal decided to sacrifice the c3-knight in or
der to open up the centre, where the black 
king resides. 

14 dxe6!? bxc3 Is lLld4 ng8 
Just think of the mind-bending problems 

facing Keller as he tried to refute Tal's ideas 
over the board. He had to consider a multitude 
of alternatives at every turn, and the variation 
trees that had to grow in his mind were tall 
and extremely bushy. 

Here, for instance, his many alternatives in-
cluded l S  . . .  ltJc6, I S  . . .  fxe6, IS . . .  cxb2, IS . . .  i.g7 
and IS . . .  i.dS. After the last of them, IS . . .  i.dS, 
Keller had to take into account at least 16 
�a4+, 16 i.hS and 16 i.f3. After the last of 
these, 16 i.f3, Black's own candidate moves 
include 16 . .  .fxe6 (again), 1 6  . . .  it.xf3, 16 .. .  'iWb7 
and 1 6  . . .  'licS.  And after that. . .? 

Some of the variations are forced, some 
not, and the potential themes and ideas that 
could arise in both defence and attack are 
many and varied. One recurring theme for 
Black is potential counterplay on the long di
agonal to g2, and the calm text-move com
bines that with the possibility of bolstering 
the defence along his fourth rank by .. .I:tgS. 

16 'ii'a4+ 'Oitd8 17 g3 i.d5 
If Black can cement this bishop in place 

(with .. .fxe6 and/or .. J:tgS), then his king will 
be more secure. Keller has again picked his 
way through the analytical maze well consid
ering that, at this point in the game, Mega 

Database 2001 gives an absolute mass of 
variations and sub-variations, some of which 
run to more than ten moves. 

For now, he seems to be doing better than 
Tal, whose next move is inexact. He should 
move his queen's rook in order to avoid . . .  cxb2 
hitting it and winning a tempo for Black. 

18 �rdl?! �c8? (D) 

Keller might have worried that Tal was set
ting a trap, and that 1 8  . . .  cxb2 19 .l::tabl c3 
would consume precious time that 20 i.f3 
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could start to exploit, but 20 . . .  ng5 appears to 
hold firm. 

19 bxc3? 
Tal misses 19 �e8+! 'iitb7 (after 19 . . .  �d8 

20 exf7 llg7 21 LDe6 Black loses his queen) 
20 bxc3, preventing Black's next move. Then: 

a) 20 .. .fxe6? loses to 2 1  LDxe6 �xe6 22 
"iixe6 with the possible continuation 22 . . .  �g7 
23 �B+ 'iita7 24 l:!.abl and now the threat of 
25 'ilr'b6+ �xb6 26 axb6# is very hard to 
meet. Therefore Black has to allow the white 
pawn to take on f7. 

b) Black's best appears to be 20 . . .  lbc6 21 
nabl + �a7 22 exf7 l:.g5, but White can dis
dainfully leave his queen at e8 and appears to 
be doing very well after the retreat 23 lbf3 !?, 
attacking the rook that defends the d5-bishop. 
As 23 . . .  �xf3? 24 �xf3 leaves Black facing 
both 25 i.xc6 and 25 l:!.d7 (winning the 
queen), and since 23 ... .YLxf7? 24 l:!d7 threat
ens mate, Black would be forced into some
thing like 23 . . .  LDe7 24 lbxg5 fxg5 when 25 
l:.b6, threatening 26 l:.xd5 lbxd5 27 lha6+ 
�xa6 27 �xa8+, is very hard to meet. 

Even though Tal missed this possibility, it 
demonstrates the problems Keller faced at the 
board. His problem is that any mistake is 
likely to lead to him being mated. At any 

time, Tal might land a random blow that fin
ishes the game. 

19 ••• �c5! 
A fine defensive move. Keller removes the 

possibility of a check on the back rank, and 
also cuts out nasty checks on the g l-a7 diago
nal which crop up as soon as the king is 
driven to a7. Tal must now find some more 
fuel to throw on the fire, as it appears that the 
obvious 20 exf7 allows Black to consolidate 
after 20 . . .  "iixf7. 

20 e7!? 
This must have come as a surprise to Kel

ler, since it seems to lack any point. However, 
if the pawn is captured then the knight can 
jump into f5 with a gain of time. It also opens 
the h3-c8 diagonal, on which the bishop can 
check the black king. Most important, it opens 
up a whole host of new variations and ideas 
that Keller must analyse and assess. 

20 .•. LDc6? 
Black goes wrong at once. By 20 . . .  �xe7 

21 lbf5 �e6 22 lbxe7+ 1J!ixe7 23 �f3 na7 
Black can consolidate his extra piece. Keller 
is suspicious of Tal's motives, so leaves the 
pawn alone, but he instantly regrets allowing 
an enemy outpost deep within his position. 

21 SLg4+?! 
Strangely, this clever move may be an er

ror. Black cannot capture, as the pawn pro
motes. However, the bishop remains en prise 
for several moves, a factor which Keller could 
have exploited. It was probably better to play 
more slowly with 2 1  LDf5, keeping open the 
bishop's options to capture on c4 or, if the 
black bishop deserts its post, to play to B. 

21 .•• �b7 22 lbb5!? 
A typical Tal move, probably played to 

exploit his opponent's looming time-trouble. 
Instead, 22 lbxc6 would be tricky for Black: 

a) After 22 . . .  �xc6 23 �xd5 ! �xd5 24 
�f3 ! !  �xf3 25 1J!id7+ �b8 26 nbl +, White 
mates. 
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b) 22 . . .  �xc6 is better. 23 nabl+ �a7 24 
1J!ixc4 and now: 

b l )  The greedy 24 . . .  1J!ixe7 10ses prettily to 
25 l:!b6! ,  when after 25 . . .  i.xb6 26 'iVxc6! he 
threatens both 27 �xb6# and 27 l:i.d7+. Seal
ing off the b-file with 25 . . .  �b5 fails to the 
wonderful 26 l:Id7+! !  1J!ixd7 27 1J!ixc5, threat
ening a lethal discovered check - and mean
while Black's queen is attacked by the bishop. 

b2) However, 24 . . .  l:.g5 ! would defend ef
fectively and Black should consolidate. 

22 ... 1J!ie5! (D) 

The queen deserts its king, but moves 
within reach of White's own king. 

23 l:tel 
23 l:Iabl can be calmly met by 23 . . .  l:r.xg4! ,  

allowing 24 lbd6++ <3;c7 25 e8LD+ (25 e8"ii 
Ihg3+! leads to mate) 25 .. .lhe8 26 lbxe8+, 
because after 26 .. .'�c8 ! ,  the knight is trapped, 
and the little combination 27 l:Ixd5 'ili'xd5 28 
LDxf6 fails to 28 . . .  SLxf2+ ! 29 �xf2 'ili'f5+. 

With the text-move, Tal attempts to push 
the queen away so that the knight that ends up 
on e8 is protected. 

23 .•. �e4? (D) 

23 . .  :ilVg5 ! is better: 
a) If Keller had had the necessary time 

and/or mental energy, he might have picked 

his way through 24 l:tab I 'ii'xg4 25 LDd6++ 
<#i;c7 26 e8lb+ l:taxe8 27 lbxe8+ �xe8 28 
z:txe8 and seen that after 28 . . .  "fif3 it is White 
who is mated! 

b) If White plays 24 .YLd7 then 24 .. :*i'd2 is 
good, as is 24 . . .  'iIr'h5, which introduces threats 
of both .. :iWB and . . .  l:i.xg3+, mating. 

c) 24 l:Ied l ! ?  is a trappy reply, since the 
bishop is immune from capture: 24 .. :ii'xg4 
25 l:Ixd5 i.xe7 26 .t1bl is very nasty. How
ever, after the patient reply 24 . . .  l:Iae8 none of 
White's attacking ideas appear to work, and 
he may be obliged to enter an endgame the 
exchange down by 25 l:Iabl lUe7 26 lhd5 
'ilr'xd5 27 LDd4+ <t;c7 28 .YLf3 �d6 29 �xc6+ 
"it'xc6 30 LDxc6 l:te6 31 lbb4, when his draw
ing chances would be slight. 

24 .l:tabl! .l:txg4 25 �xe4 "fixe4 
Hubner points out (in Mega Database 

2(01) that 25 . . .  llxe4 26 l2Jd4+ lbb4! 27 l!id7+ 
1J!ic7 28 1J!id5+! �a7 29 l'ixe4 "fixe7 30 'ii'xe7+ 
�xe7 3 1  cxb4 is a good ending for White, 
presumably due to the scattered black pawns. 

26 LDd6++ �c7 27 lbxe4 l:Ixe4 28 1J!idl 
l:Ie5? (D) 

This fails to a brilliant final stroke. I'd hate to 
imagine the state of Black's clock at this junc
ture. He really should remove that e-pawn at 
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long last (with the knight), when he should 
not lose. 

29 1lb7+! 'itxb7 30 'iWd7+ 'it>b8 31 e8'it'+ 
l'he8 32 'iVxe8+ 'itb7 33 'fVd7+ Wb8 34 'iVxc6 
1-0 

A classic Tal game of bewilderment and 
luck. 

Accusations of luck tended to fly after a 
game such as the next, played in the 1959 
Candidates Tournament which Tal won on his 
way to becoming World Champion (see fol
lowing diagram). 

Tal had beaten Smyslov in the second of the 
four cycles. The game featured a brave bishop 
sacrifice to speed up his attack. The current 
game was played in the fourth cycle, and 
Smyslov probably felt some trepidation when 
his next move invited Tal's knight into his po
sition and Tal, despite the obvious risk that he 
might lose it, accepted the invitation. 

20 ••• g6 21 ctJh6!? 
Tal runs his knight into a cul-de-sac from 

which it never returns. 
21 ••• i.g7 22 ctJd5 LDxd5 23 exd5 f6 
It needs hardly be said that Black must be 

very careful. Sound or not, Tal's ideas were 
always dangerous. Here ifhe grabs the c-pawn 

B 

Tal - Smyslov 
Candidates tournament, 

Belgrade 1959 

with 23 . . .  "iWxc2 then 24 ctJxf7+ and the knight 
escapes, gaining White at least a pawn as 
24 . . .  ctJxf7 25 \'ixf7 threatens the e8-rook and 
to give mate on g7. 

24 i.e4 
24 LDg4 would rescue the knight, but would 

lose the c-pawn for nothing. If White tries 24 
'iVh4, the knight perishes without much com
pensation after 24 . . .  f5. 

24 ... g5 25 �f5 i.xh6 26 �xf6+?! 
I wonder why Tal didn't play 26 .l:.h3 here, 

especially as 26 . . .  �g7 27 �xf6 nf8 can be 
met by the queen sacrifice 28 I:txh6! .l:.xf6 29 
IHxf6. Smyslov gives the variation 29 . . .  i.xd5 
30 .l:.xh7+ �xh7 3 1  i.xh7 'it>xh7 32 .l:.xd6 
.l:.f8 33 h3 l:lfl + 34 �h2 lifS, when 35 1hd5? 
LDf3+ and 35 g4? LDf7 are both to Black's ad
vantage, but White should be able to hold out 
after more sensible moves. 

Tal's chosen move lets the bishop escape 
from its tomb at h6. 

26 .•• i.g7 27 'ii'f5 ctJg6 28 �h3 i.xb2 29 
"iiYxg6 

Tal has only a single pawn for his piece, so 
now he must create some swindling chances. 
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29 •.. .l:.e7 30 .l:!.h6 J::tg8 31 \'if5 i.c8 32 'fVf3 
g4 33 'iVd3 i.e5 

Smyslov must have felt that victory would 
soon be his. He can defend h7, and the white 
queen has been forced from the head of its 
army to cower in the rear. Incidentally, Black 
can hound White's queen no further, because 
33 . . .  'iVc3? deserts the h-pawn, allowing 34 
i.xh7 ! ,  when 34 . . .  'it'xd3?? 35 i.xd3+ 'it>g7 36 
I:!.h7# is mate. 

Smyslov can unravel with . . .  .l:.eg7, .. .'YJlie7, 
and . . .  i.d7-e8-g6. If allowed, he can play 
. . .  'fig5 instead of the bishop manoeuvre. If 
Smyslov will not volunteer a blunder, Tal 
must try to coax one from him. With the time
control approaching, Tal's final roll of the 
dice is to advance his c-pawn. 

34 c4 bxc4 35 bxc4 :eg7 36 c5!?  dxc5?!  
Smyslov seems over-confident and irratio

nally courts complications. Instead, 36 .. .'iiVe7 
would gain a move by threatening to trap the 
h6-rook with . . .  'it'g5. If then 37 cxd6 'fig5 38 
.l:.xh7+ .l:.xh7 39 i.xh7, Black can win an
other piece by 39 . . .  'it'h5. 

37 d6 "iiYa7 38 i.d5 l:ld8 39 "iWe4 i.d4 40 
"iWf4 (D) 

B 

On the last move before the time-control, 
Smyslov seems to be faced with the threat of 

41 �fS+ I:txfS 42 1hfS+ J::tg8 43 Uxg8#, so 
he moves his rook away. 

40 .•• I:tgd7?? 
Black could have continued 40 . . .  .l:.dg8 41 

i.xg8 .l:.xg8 42 .l:.e1 �b7, when Tal would be 
left with some chances to complicate, but 
40 . . .  'iYd7 ! is best. Moving the queen to the pro
tected d7 -square would enable Black to ignore 
the threat and answer 41 'it'f8+ with 4 1 . .  .l:tg8 
42 ..txg8 (after 42 1:1f7, 42 . . .  i.g7 blocks all 
threats) 42 . . .  I:txfS 43 thf8 <j)g7 44 I:txh7+ 
<j)xf8 45 .l:.xd7 i.xd7. If White goes for the 
queen with 41 i.e6, then 41 . . .�e8 covers ev
erything. Meanwhile, if White does nothing, 
Black can play 4l . . .'i'e8, threatening . . .  i.e3. 

41 .l:tf6! 
Now the threat to check at f8 really is le

thal, and 4 l . . .i.xf6 42 "iWxf6+ ktg7 43 "iiYxdS+ 
is mate next move. So Smyslov resigned. 

1-0 

Even Botvinnik could not avoid Tal's sac
rifices. The sixth game of the 1960 World 
Championship probably left him with a fear 
of Tal's magic touch which affected his play 
in the rest of the match. 

B 

Botvinnik - Tal 
World Ch match (game 6), Moscow 1960 
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Tal has been preparing the . . .  fS break for 
many moves, and now he plays it. 

19 .•. f5 20 exfS 1i.xf5 21 .l:;lal 
Later analysis suggested that 21 a3 ! 'iVb3 

22 liJe4 is very good for White. 
By removing his rook from the line of the 

fS-bishop, Botvinnik's move simply threat
ens 22 g4, forking bishop and knight. 

21...liJf4!? 
Tal considered the retreat to f6 to be bad, 

so had planned this sacrifice well in advance. 
22 gxf4 exf4 23 i.d2? (D) 
After the match, a debate raged about the 

soundness of Tal's sacrifice. It was shown 
that Botvinnik could have gained an advan
tage by playing 23 a3 ! iVb3 24 it..xa7, but the 
lines justifying that conclusion would have 
been very difficult to find at the board. 

Oddly, after the passive text-move, Tal in
stantly went wrong himself. 

B 

23 .• JWxb2? 
In his brilliant book of the match, Tal dem

onstrated that he could have won by 23 . . .  it..eS ! 
24 f3 �xb2. 

24 nabl f3 2S nxb2? 
Here again, Tal was 'lucky' . The books say 

that Botvinnik needed only to find the se
quence 25 i.xf3 ! i.xbl 26 l::lxbl �c2 27 

it..e4! !  l:.xe4 28 liJxe4 ! !  'ili'xbl (or 28 . . .  i.eS+ 
29 'litg2 'ili'xbl 30 liJxd6 ! i.xd6 3 1  iVe6+ 'litg7 
32 iVd7+! winning back the rook with check) 
29 liJxd6 :f8 30 'ili'e6+ �h8 3 1  liJf7+ l:txf7 
32 iVxf7 iVfS 33 'iVxfS gxfS 34 'it>g3 i.eS+ 35 
it..f4 and he would have reached a winning 
endgame. 

I would suggest that only a Tal or a Kas
parov (or a computer!)  would have found a 
line that converted a piece ad vantage to an ex
change disadvantage in order to win. 

2S .•. fxe2 26 l:tb3 l:td4 27 it..el i.eS+ 28 
'litgl 1i.f4 

28 . . .  .l:;lxc3 ! 29 l:tbxc3 .t:!.dl 30 .l::tc4 1i.f4 
wins beautifully. 

29 liJxe2 .t:!.xc1 30 liJxd4 nxel+ 31 1i.n 
i.e4 

and Black won with his more active pieces 
and extra pawn. 

By the world championship match of 196 1 ,  
Botvinnik had learned to cope better with 
Tal's sacrificial style, and trusted himself to 
play in a more dynamic fashion, although his 
victory probably also owed much to the ill
ness that Tal had been suffering. Tal's oppo
nents began to realize that they had to avoid 
falling into time-trouble against him. How
ever, quelling Tal's sacrificial spirit was a 
tough job, and Tal won his 1 965 candidates 
matches against both Portisch and Larsen with 
the help of typically unclear sacrifices. 

When You're That Good , You Don't Need 
Luck 
Fischer could be lucky. You may not believe 
it, but it's true. Many of his opponents self
destructed in good positions. Like Lasker and 
Capablanca, he was a great defender, and he 
could frustrate many an attacker into error. 
He hated draws, so he would happily play an 
endgame that many players would have given 
up as drawn long before. A combination of 
tiredness, frustration, and the necessity for 
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constant accuracy often proved too much for 
his opponents. 

Yes, Fischer was lucky, and we will shortly 
see some examples. The question that comes 
to mind, however, is whether he needed his 
luck. I think that in his best years he did not, 
as he tended to win tournaments and matches 
by such a distance that he would have come 
out on top without it. 

Take his performance at the Interzonal at 
Palma de Mallorca in 1 970. He had withdrawn 
from the Sousse Interzonal in 1 967 when in 
sight of the record winning margin which he 
set at the Stockholm Interzonal of 1 962. So he 
had been expected to win the Palma Inter
zonal easily. After 1 1  of the 23 rounds, how
ever, he was only in second place. He was half 
a point behind Geller, the leader, although he 
seemed comfortably placed to take one of the 
qualifying places for the quarter-final Candi
dates matches. 

In round twelve, he played Black against 
Geller himself. He won a pawn, but in a dou
ble-rook ending all the pawns were on the 
same side of the board. After he missed a 
tricky win, the endgame with rook and two 
pawns against rook and one appeared to be a 
dead draw (see following diagram). 

In his adjournment analysis, Geller had 
made a curious error, resulting in his next 
move. 

66 .l:;ld2? 
This gives Black some hope, which 66 

�g3 would have snuffed out. 
66 •.• 'it>h4 67 'litxfS g3 
Geller had thought this to be illegal! How

ever, all is not lost. He can still draw. 
68 f4 'lith3 69 lld3 �h4 70 .l:;ld2 l:.al 71 

�eS? 
Accurate analysis was needed here, and 

Geller's adjournment work was no longer of 
any help. Despite the pending loss of his rook, 
he could draw by 7 1  �d8 g2 72 .t:!.h8+ �g3 73 

Geller - Fischer 
Interzonal tournament, 

Palma de Mallorca 1970 

.t:!.g8+ 'litf3 74 'lite6 g l  iV 7S l::txgl Itxgl 76 fS, 
when Black must give up his own rook for 
White's pawn. 

71... 'litg4 72 fS .t:!.a5+ 0-1 
After 73 'it>e4 .l:;lxfS the black pawn will 

cost White his rook. 
In the run-in, Fischer played some fine 

games, but he also had a lot of luck. Uhlmann 
fell into a well-known opening trap with the 
white pieces, Taimanov slipped in an ending 
where Fischer had only a slight advantage, 
Mecking played a very naIve opening, Gli
gorie made a tired blunder, and Panno refused 
to play their last-round game. Fischer needed 
none of these pieces of good fortune to qual
ify for the Candidates matches, but they did 
mean that he surpassed his record winning 
margin by a whole point. 

On to Fischer's [lISt Candidates match, the 
quarter-final against Taimanov. Some felt that 
he was fortunate to win the first game, but 
Fischer's active defence was always likely to 
give him dynamic chances to win. The sec
ond game, however, was another matter (see 

following diagram). 
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B 

Fischer - Taimanov 
Candidates l1U2tch (game 2), 

Vancouver 1971 

As in the game against Geller, Fischer is 
playing on when most would long ago have 
gone home and put their feet up. Taimanov 
has an apparently easy draw, since he only 
needs to eliminate the h-pawn. If he fails to do 
that, he can still draw if he gets his king to h8 
- even without his knight, that would draw 
because Fischer's bishop does not control the 
queening square. Possibly Taimanov is not 
aware of the danger. He races directly after 
the pawn. 

81 .•. �e4?? 
This is shown to be a serious error by 

Fischer's wonderful play. Two ways to draw 
are: 

a) The pretty way, 8 l . . .ttJd3 82 h4 ttJf4 83 
�f5 'it'd6! 84 �xf4 <t;e7 and the king reaches 
h8. 

b) The brutal way, 81 ... 'it'd6 82 ii.e2 ttJd7 + 

83 <t;f7 'it'e5 84 h4 ttJf6 and the pawn cannot 
advance. 

82 ii.c8 <t1'4 83 h4 ttJf3 84 hS ttJgS 8S 1LfS! 
Zugzwang. Black has only one move in this 

position, and that is to play his knight to f3, 
away from the h-pawn's flight path. On the 

other hand, the white king can go to g6 with
out changing the nature of the position. There
fore it is a one-way zugzwang, and Fischer 
can exploit it twice. 

8S ... ttJf3 86 h6 ttJgS 87 'ot>g6! 
Zugzwang again. 
87 ... ttJf3 88 h7 ttJeS+ 89 'it'f6 1-0 
The pawn will promote. 
Fischer went on to win the match by the 

unprecedented score of 6-0. Taimanov reached 
some good positions, but he repeatedly mis
handled attacks or committed other errors. So 
there was some luck involved, but Fischer did 
not need it. 

Fischer followed that whitewash with an
other, against Larsen. Larsen was massacred, 
but he hardly seemed to deserve such a score
line. Bring on Petrosian. 

It was business as usual in the first game of 
the Candidates final. Petrosian seemed to gain 
the advantage with a new idea in the opening, 
but Fischer's active defence first maintained 
the balance and then provoked his opponent 
into a couple of errors. Fischer had won again, 
possibly a little luckily, but it was all to 
change. He was overpowered in the second 
game, and this time Petrosian managed to fin
ish him off. In the third game, Fischer's at
tempts to attack ran up against a typically 
Petrosianesque brick wall. 

Eventually, they reached the position in the 
following diagram. White's doubled pawns 
mean that Black is effectively a pawn ahead. 
Petrosian had just inflicted upon his opponent 
a potentially morale-sapping defeat, and could 
now have tortured him for several hours by 
nurturing his queenside pawn-majority -
which is just what Fischer would have done if 
the circumstances had been reversed. What 
did Petrosian do? He repeated the position 
and conceded the draw. The game finished 30 
�e2 �eS 31 �hS �f6 32 �e2 �eS 33 'iWhS 
�f6 lh_lh. 
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W 

Fischer - Petrosian 
Candidates l1U2tch (game 3), Buenos Aires 

Fischer also struggled to make any impres
sion on the former World Champion in the 
following two games. However, Petrosian's 
chance had gone. As soon as he won a long 
sixth game, Fischer was back in the groove 
again. finishing the match with a four-game 
winning streak. 

Lucky? Perhaps. but I think Fischer tended 
to create his luck by his skills as a defender 
and endgame artist, his stamina, and his re
fusal to allow the draw unless he felt he had 
no choice. 

K versus K 
As far as his image with the chess-playing 
public was concerned. Fischer was extremely 
lucky. Despite his selfish personality and his 
tendency to grind out wins in long endgames. 
he will be remembered for positive reasons: 
his many bright attractive games. 

Karpov emulated his ability, determination 
and success in simplified positions, but he 
will be remembered for two negative reasons: 
the dullness of his winning methods and the 
fact that he nearly stopped Kasparov in his 
tracks, at a time when the young pretender 

was the chivalrous knight who had arrived to 
bring us out of the dark ages of Karpov's  te
dious dominance of the chess world. 

Karpov played many great games, but most 
are forgotten in the negative hype. I can re
member very few complaints that he has been 
lucky over the board. The same cannot be said 
about his eventual conqueror. 

As with Tal, much of Kasparov's early 
luck resulted from the way he played - fierce, 
dynamic, sacrificial attacks which demanded 
huge feats of analysis and judgement from 
his beleaguered opponents. We tend nowa
days to remember more the years of Kaspa
rov's dominance, after his fifth match with 
Karpov, by which time he hardly needed any 
luck since he was head and shoulders above 
all of his contemporaries until Kramnik ma
tured. 

Whereas Tal's luck was widely debated at 
the time, it is easy to forget that in order to be
come the youngest ever World Champion, 
Kasparov needed a little luck, and it tended to 
come when he needed it most. 

Consider the following two positions from 
the Moscow Interzonal in 1982. 

Kasparov - Tal 
Interzonal tournament, Moscow 1982 
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Andersson - Kasparov 
Interzonal tournament, Moscow 1982 

The November 1982 issue of British Chess 
Magazine reported "In several games, for ex
ample against Tal and Andersson, the 1 9-
year-old from Baku had taken great risks and 
was fortunate that his opponents called off 
their winning attempts due to time shortage." 
Had he lost these games instead of drawing 
them, Kasparov would have scored five points 
from his first nine games, and his qualifica
tion might have been in doubt. It would cer
tainly have caused our hero some extra stress. 
As it was, he had six points from those nine 
games and by winning his last four games he 
finished 1 1/2 points clear of the field. 

Garry sailed through his Candidates quar
ter-final match against Beliavsky, but found 
veteran Viktor Korchnoi a far tougher propo
sition. In a twelve-game match, he lost the 
first game and then drew the next four. Kor
chnoi had repeatedly proven how difficult he 
was to beat in match games, and poor Kaspa
rov must have had visions of losing by the one 
decisive game. 

In the sixth game, the advantage swayed 
to and fro until the following position was 
reached. 

Korchnoi - Kasparov 
Candidates match (game 6), London 1983 

It was now about time that peace was nego
tiated, and Korchnoi advanced his passed 
pawn on the assumption that if he advanced it 
far enough, he could force the black rook to 
give up its life for it. Meanwhile, he could 
give up his own rook for Kasparov's pawn 
and the game would be drawn. Korchnoi was 
right in principle, but he had missed a tactical 

63 d5? 
The ending is very similar to Geller-Fischer 

(see page 107). Like Geller, Korchnoi failed 
to solve the problems of this type of position. 
He is going to have to retreat his rook to d 1 ,  
and he should do it at once, as this continues 
to deny Black's king the e5-square. After 63 
:rdl ! , Black's three reasonable winning at
tempts would all fail: 

a) 63 . . .  l:!.g6+ 64 <;itf7 .l:.d6 65 <;ite7 l:!.d5 66 
<;ite6 forces the rook away so that the d-pawn 
can advance. 

b) 63 ... g2 64 ngl <;ite4 65 d5 .l:Ig6+ 66 
<;itf7 and again when the rook moves the white 
pawn advances. 

c) 63 ... <;ite4 64 d5 l:!.g6+ 65 <;ite7 <;ite5 66 
d6 l::tg7+ 67 �f8 .l::.d7 68 l:!.d3 <;itf4 69 l:!.d4+ 
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�e3 (or 69 . . .  <;ito 70 l:Id3+ <;itg4 71 <;ite8 g2 72 
.l::!.d l  and after the black rook moves, White's  
d-pawn advances) 70 l:tg4 <;ito 71  �g6 g2 72 
l:!.f6+ We2 73 %1g6 and White's passed pawn 
is as dangerous as Black's. 

63 . • •  l:tg6+ 64 <;ite7 g2 65 l:!.dl We5 66 d6 
l:!.e6+ 67 <;itd7 (D) 

Unfortunately, he cannot play 67 <;itf7 (or 
67 �f8), as 67 . . .  �f6+ 68 <;ite7 l:tfl threatens 
not only 69 . . .  g1� but also 69 . . .  l:txd l ,  pre
venting the promotion of White's pawn. On 
the other hand, the text-move allows an im
portant tactical trick. 

B 

67 .• .l:Ixd6+! 68 �xd6 gl� 
Now Kasparov merely has to demonstrate 

how to win with a queen against a rook. 
69 l:!.e6+ <;itf5 70 l:td6 �a7+ 71 Wd8 <;ite5 

72 l:ig6 �a5+ 73 <;itd7 �a4+ 74 <;ite7 �h4+ 
75 <;itf8 �d8+ 76 <;itf7 <;itf5 77 .l::th6 �d7+ 78 
<;itf8 <;itg5 0-1 

The rook is detached from the king, so a 
queen check will soon win it. For instance, 79 
1:th l �c8+ 80 <;ite7 �b7+. 

After that, Kasparov moved into top gear, 
taking four points from the next five games 
and running out an apparently easy winner. 
Then he beat Smyslov comfortably in the 
Candidates final. 

The story of the first World Championship 
match between Kasparov and Karpov in 1984 
is well known. On Fischer's instigation, all 
World Championship matches after his tri
umph over Spas sky in 1 972 had been decided 
by the first player to score six wins, compared 
with the previous best-of-24-games system. 
There was already concern about the poten
tially endless nature of these matches (espe
cially those involving Karpov) thanks to a 
32-game contest with Korchnoi in 1978. 

After game 9, Kasparov was 4-0 down. He 
decided to save face by literally drawing the 
match out. He succeeded in taking the match 
past the 24-game milestone with a series of 
draws, but lost the 27th to go five down. He 
continued his policy of stretching out the 
match, and even won game 32. He realized that 
his strategy could possibly bring him victory, 
so he pressed on with thirteen further draws. 

Then Karpov appeared to collapse. He lost 
games 47 and 48, and suddenly Campomanes, 
the FIDE President, infamously stepped in to 
annul the match in the interests of the health 
of the combatants. Kasparov stated himself to 
be furious at the decision. Irrespective of his 
view, we can say that he was lucky that the 
match was not of 24 games duration. By the 
time of the 1985 rematch, it was. The chess 
world could not afford another five-month 
championship match. 

This time, Kasparov started with greater 
confidence and assurance, even winning the 
first game to take his winning sequence 
against Karpov to three games. However, Kar
pov was still a great player. He took the lead 
after five games, and then held steady with 
five consecutive draws. Kasparov needed to 
score two wins to zero in the fourteen remain
ing games, as a tied score would allow the 
champion to keep his title. The eleventh game 
seemed to be turning into a typically well
played draw when this happened: 
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B 

Kasparov - Karpov 
World Ch match (game 11). Moscow 1985 

According to Kasparov, Karpov could have 
neutralized White's initiative with 22 . . .  .l:i.d6! ,  
when 23  :le4 .!::tf8 ! 24 l:f.f4 �d8 25 'i!Vh5 GtJe5 ! 
exploits the pin on the d-file, or 23 i.e4 l1cd8 
24 .l:i.xd6 �xd6 25 b4 .l:i.e6, and White can 
make no progress. Instead, Karpov instantly 
played the obvious doubling of rooks on the 
d-file. 

22 .•• .l:i.cd8?? 
It seems very strong, as White must either 

lose his b-pawn (e.g. 23 .l:i.e8+ .l::i.xe8 24 'i!Vxd7 
':e7 25 �g4 �xb2) or exchange his powerful 
bishop by 23 i.xc6 i.xc6 24 ':xd7 l:f.xd7 25 
b3, when Black has any advantage that is go
ing. 

However, Karpov had overlooked a tacti
cal trick which a World Champion would be 
expected to spot. 

23 'i!Vxd7! ':xd7 24 l:f.e8+ 'it>h7 25 i.e4+ 
1-0 

After the forced reply 25 . . .  g6, 26 .l:i.xd7 
wins another piece, since 26 . . .  Ji.a6 leaves the 
c6-knight en prise, and 26 . . .  GtJa5 loses the b7-
bishop. With a rook and two pieces against 
the queen, Kasparov would have a trivial win. 
Boosted by his stroke of luck in this game, 

Kasparov soon gained the upper hand and held 
it throughout the rest of the match. He began 
to falter when in sight of the finishing post, 
but ran out the winner in exciting fashion. 

So Kasparov became the youngest World 
Champion. His performances in his late teens 
and early twenties outstripped those of Bobby 
Fischer, who at a similar stage in his chess ca
reer finished only mid-table in the Cura�ao 
Candidates tournament in 1962. Kasparov's 
occasional slices of luck helped to give him 
momentum and confidence, and had now 
played a part in overthrowing Karpov as king 
of the chess world. 

However, the saga was not over yet. The 
deposed champion had the right to a return 
match, so in 1986 the two Ks sat down once 
again. Botvinnik exercised the same option 
after his defeats by Smyslov and Tal, and 
each time he won back his crown. History 
was against Kasparov, but he started well and 
took a three-point lead after a fine win in 
game 16. If he felt that it was time to relax, he 
was wrong, as Karpov stormed back with 
three consecutive wins. Kasparov retrenched 
and won game 22 to win the match by a point 
and retain his crown. 

By now, of course, the world championship 
cycle was coming to another conclusion and, 
by trouncing Andrei Sokolov in the 'Candi
dates Super-Final' ,  Karpov qualified to play 
yet another match against Kasparov, the 
fourth in as many years. Each match had been 
dramatic in its own way, and this showdown 
didn't disappoint. Karpov simply would not 
accept that Kasparov was his superior, and 
took the lead early on. The scores were level 
at two wins apiece when the fateful game 1 1  
came around again. 

As White this time, Karpov gained the ad
vantage and was probably deciding how best 
to exploit his extra pawn and kingside bind 
when he blundered again. 
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Karpov - Kasparov 
World Ch match (game 11). Seville 1987 

Karpov sets off round the back with his 
rook, but overlooks a backward knight move 
by Kasparov that wins the exchange. 

34 .l:i.f6 i.b6 35 l:f.c6?? GtJa5 36 i.xb6 
GtJxc6 37 i.c7 l:!.f8+ 38 <Ji>e2 nf7 39 i.d6 .l:i.d7 
40 iLc5 GtJa5 41 GtJf1 l:c7 42 i.d6 l:f.c2+ 43 
'it>d3 :xa2 44 GtJe3 <Ji>f7 45 GtJg4 GtJc4 46 
GtJxe5+ GtJxe5+ 47 iLxe5 b4 48 i.f6 b3 49 e5 
Itxg2 50 e6+ <M8 0-1 

This time, his untimely loss did not cause 
Karpov to weaken. He continued to press and, 
after four more draws, won game 16 to level 
the scores. As the draws continued, Kasparov 
appeared to become nervous.  One loss and 
his tenure of the world championship would 
have been short-lived. In game 23, the last but 
one of the match, his fears were realized. In a 
sharp position, Kasparov sacrificed a rook, 

but Karpov found a hidden refutation. This 
time Karpov had been a little lucky, and Kas
parov was obliged to win the final game or 
lose his crown. Kasparov had won a magnifi
cent final game in the 1985 match, and here 
he did so again. 

He had still not seen off the threat of his 
great rival, as Karpov again won through to 
play him in the 1 990 World Championship 
match, and the former champion was in a 
steely mood as he pressed throughout the 
match until losing the sixteenth game. Kaspa
roy won the match by the odd point. In the 
end, it was not he who saw off Karpov's chal
lenge but the Englishman, Nigel Short, who 
dealt Karpov his only defeat (up to the time of 
writing) in a Candidates match, in 1992. Af
ter that, Kasparov set up an alternative world 
championship in which Karpov did not take 
part, so they have never again met in a world 
championship event, and meanwhile Karpov's 
playing strength gradually declined. 

Kasparov's luck is similar to Tal's. He plays 
with great intensity, so anyone with any nerves 
at all can fall under his spell. For ten years 
from 1990, he dominated the chess world to 
such a degree that we should be grateful that 
Karpov gave him such a hard fight in the pre
vious five years. Karpov had always seemed 
nerveless, but when it came to the crunch, he 
couldn't quite cope. The only players who did 
were Krarnnik, who has few nerves and whom 
Kasparov perhaps likes just a little too much, 
and Deep Blue, a machine with no human 
frailties! 



Part 3 :  T he Successful Speculative 
Sacrifice 

Let's start by defining what we mean by a 
speCUlative sacrifice. 

What is a Speculative Sacrifice? 
It's all to do with uncertainty. There is no un
certainty if we can calculate every move and 
confidently judge the resulting positions -
maybe they end in mate or a large win of ma
terial. 

Other sacrifices may involve a little guess
work. We may have to trust that our calcula
tion is accurate and complete, and that we 
have judged the resulting positions correctly. 
However, we are almost certain that there is 
very little risk. 

As we slide down the certainty scale, we 
come to intuitive sacrifices. Here, we are un
able to calculate fully many of the variations; 
those positions that we can foresee are not 
completely clear. However, our intuition tells 
us that the sacrifice is sound. 

Slide a little further and our guesswork is 
largely replaced by hope. We hope that the 
variations that we cannot calculate are in our 
favour. Those resulting positions that we can 
visualize are completely unclear. We suspect 
that we need some cooperation from our op
ponent to make the sacrifice work. We are 
gambling. We have entered the realm of the 
speculative sacrifice. 
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In many ways, intuitive and speculative 
sacrifices are the same. They both involve a 
lot of uncertainty and risk, although there is a 
greater chance of an intuitive sacrifice being 
sound. We play them for similar reasons and 
they induce our opponents into similar errors. 

Although speculative sacrifices sometimes 
tum out to have been entirely correct, I will 
concentrate on sacrifices that needed definite 
identifiable cooperation from the defender in 
order to succeed. In other words, we shall be 
considering speculative sacrifices that were 
true gambles, or intuitive sacrifices where the 
intuition was not quite right, because that al
lows us to highlight and understand how sac
rifices cause defenders to play badly. 

There are many examples from my own 
games, and we can be sure that most of these 
sacrifices are truly speculative. On the other 
hand, masters annotating their own games 
rarely admit to playing speculatively, and 
would prefer the public to see them as having 
great judgement rather than being lucky. So 
when selecting published games I have had to 
do a bit of reading between the lines. 

I can be sure that my first example (see fol

lowing diagram) is a true speCUlative sacri
fice, as it was one of my own. It will help to 
introduce the main questions that I seek to an
swer in this final section of the book. 

Why play speculative sacrifices ? 

Because they work! In this game, White 
played a sacrifice which led to a win after 
only eight moves. However, Black could have 
won the game, and that makes the sacrifice a 
gamble. 

Why play a speculative sacrifice in this po
sition ? 

White has already sacrificed a pawn and he 
has succeeded in gaining a lead in develop
ment and the makings of a kingside attack. I 
wanted to justify the advanced position of my 
knight by playing 'iVh5 but, if I play it at once, 

w 

LeMoir - Parsons 
Bristol League 1968 

Black replies . . .  h6, and the knight must re
treat. 

16 i.xd5?! 
What ways and means does the sacrificer 

use ? 
There are three sacrificial purposes (or 

themes): 
1) liberating the e-pawn; 
2) exposing the black king; and 
3) gaining time to develop an attack. 
The sacrifice was a piece for a pawn, which 

seemed a lot to invest in such an idea, but I 
hated the idea of retreat. 

16 ... exd5 17 e6 liJc6! 
The point of White's play is 1 7  . . .  h6 1 8  

�h5 hxg5 ( 1 8  . . .  liJc6 transposes to the game) 
19 e7, although Black stands well if he fmds 
19 . . .  liJd7 20 e8'ti' l:txe8 21 'iVxe8+ liJf8 22 

'iVc6 nb8 23 �hd5 'ti'b6 24 'iVxb6 1:txb6 25 
llxg5 liJe6. 

The move played by Black actually pre
vents 18  e7. OK, after 18 e7, 18 . . .  .l::!e8? loses 
at once to 19 'ti'h5, but 18 . . .  liJxe7 19 'V/JIxe7 
'iVb6! threatens a breakthrough at f2 and the 
white knight suddenly has no retreat squares, 
and will be lost after . . .  h6. White therefore 
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launches his attack without advancing the e
pawn. The e-pawn can support a knight leap 
into f7. 

18 \j'h5 h6 19 0,f7 i..xe6?? 
Why does the defender blunder? (1) 
Black refuses to believe that, after his calm 

17th move, White has any play at all. After 
19 . . .  0,e7, protecting the d-pawn and covering 
the g6-square, he would probably have been 
right. The move played is typical of the dis
missive attitude that we will meet later. It 
makes Black too lazy to analyse properly, be
cause he has lost his sense of danger. 

20 0,xh6+! 
With g6 free for the white queen, this sacri

fice should draw at once. 
20 ••• �h7 
20 . . .  gxh6 2 1  \j'g6+ gives White more than 

perpetual check, since he wins the h-pawn 
(check), the bishop (check) and the knight. 

21 l:.el? 
Flushed with the success of my sacrifice, I 

unwisely spurn the immediate draw by 21 
0,f7+ �g8 22 0,h6+ �h7 23 0,f7+, with a 
repetition. 

21 ..• d4?? 
21 . . .  g6 avoids perpetual check, and after 22 

\j'h4 the unexpected queen retreat 22 ... \j'd8 !  
would win at once. 

Why does the defender blunder? (2) 
After his first error and White's knight sac

rifice, Black has become disorientated. His 
fear of being mated leads him to offer a pan
icky exchange of queens. He probably didn't 
even start to look for the win, preferring the 
draw by perpetual check (which is still avail
able to White) to any further risks. In his con
fusion, he has failed to notice that his knight 
is overloaded. This is panic, induced by sacri
ficial shock, which we shall meet again very 
soon. 

22 0,f5+ �g8 (D) 

W 

23 0,e7+! 
Forcing the knight to abandon the protec

tion of the queen. 
23 .•• 0,xe7 24 \j'xa5 1-0 
There was no pressing need to play 16 

i..xdS in the initial position. White had two 
more subtle sacrifices at his disposal, both of 
which I overlooked. The first was 16 \j'hS h6 
17 0,e4!? 0,d7 (after 17  . . .  dxe4 1 8  i..xe4 0,c6 
19 .ltxc6 .i:tb8 White has won back his pawn) 
18 0,d6 \j'cS and Black is fairly secure. The 
second is 16 ii.e4 ! (Nunn) 16 . . .  h6 (16 . . .  dxe4? 
17 \j'xe4 threatens mate on h7 and the a8-
rook) 17 .th7+ <t>h8 18 i..bl  0,c6 19 \j'c2 
.i:tfS 20 g4 hxgS 21 gxfS exfS and Black has 
dangerous pawns for the exchange. 

Instead, White played a speculative sacri
fice and won in eight moves. Which would 
you prefer? 

With this example in mind, I will address 
the main questions in this order: 

Why 1: Why play speculative sacrifices? 
Why 2: Why do the recipients of specula

tive sacrifices make blunders? 
When: What motivates players to make 

speculative sacrifices ? 

How: What ways and means can the spec

ulative sacrificer use ? 

5 Why Play Speculative Sacrifices? 

The answer to the above question is short and 
sweet: because in practice speculative sacri
fices work considerably more often than you 
might expect! 

Let's return to the statistics that I presented 
in the first part of this book, and look a little 
deeper at the deliberate causes of material 
disadvantage, namely gambits and sacrifices. 

Cause of material deficit Games Won by sacrificer Lost Drawn 

Gambits ( I )  9 

Sacrifices (2) 27 

Total 36 

Notes: 
1) A game is only included in the 'Gam

bits' row if the gambit was accepted and the 
material advantage was maintained into the 
middlegame, and if the gambiter did not follow 
it up with a further sacrifice. Where a gambit 
was followed by a later sacrifice, the game 
has been included in the 'Sacrifices' row. 

2) I have excluded sacrifices that were 
part of combinations . 

6 2 1 

16 6 5 

22 8 6 

All of the sacrifices were speculative to 
some degree. In most cases, later analysis 
showed that they could have been refuted by 
correct play. However, when they had taken 
the offered material, the great majority of the 
defenders made serious errors in their play, 
errors that might not have been expected 
against normal play. The result was a 70% 
success rate for the sacrificer. 



6 Why Do Defenders Fail? 
Can't Analyse, Won't Analyse 

This is the most important of the questions. If 
we understand why defenders commit errors, 
it gives us the confidence to sacrifice and 
helps us to anticipate events. 

To cope effectively with a speculative sac
rifice, the defender needs to analyse effectively. 
I have observed the aftermath of sacrifices, 
many that I have played and some that have 
cast me in the role of defender. I have come to 
the conclusion that defenders commit blun
ders because a sacrifice impairs their ability 
to analyse - that is to calculate variations and 
assess positions. There are three main likely 
causes: 

• Confusion addles their thinking. 
• Emotional effects make them lazy. 
• Their defensive skills are insufficient. 

Reason for Fai lure 1: 
Confusion 

Short-term confusion is  generally caused by 
sacrificial shock, while longer-term confu
sion may have a variety of causes, but tends to 
manifest itself in the seeing of ghosts. 

Short-Term Confusion: Sacrificial Shock 
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When an opponent makes a surprising sac
rifice, a player often becomes disoriented. Un
able to analyse or make sensible judgements, 
many players blunder immediately. In one fa
mous case, the sacrifice was a clear error, and 
the defender's blunder was not a move played 
on the board, but instant resignation. 

w 

Romi - Staldi 
Italian Ch, Trieste 1954 

White has good compensation for the rook. 
His remaining rook is on the seventh rank and 
his pawns are rampant. He should increase 
his booty with 5 1  .i::txa7, with good chances of 
success, but he thought that he espied a quick 
win. 

51 �h7+?! 1-0 
Yes, Black resigned. The shock of White's 

very long queen move, played (with a thump?) 
onto an empty square next to his king, had 
been too much for him. If he had cleared his 
head and carried on, he would have won. 
Here is the main line: 

51...'it'xh7 52 f8�+ 'it'g6 53 J:tg7+ 
53 �xc8 would lose to 53 . . .  .l:.f1 + 54 'it'h2 

�f4+ followed by mate. Maybe Staldi had 
not seen this . . .  

53 ••• 'it'h6! 

. . .  or maybe he had tried to analyse this far 
and panicked at the prospect of a discovered 
check. However, it is not so terrible, as the 
white queen is attacked by both rooks, so all 
that happens is an exchange of queens. 

54 lIxg5+ Zlfxf8 55 .i::txe5 
Although White has four pawns for the 

rook, they will soon start to drop. 
I can feel for Staldi, as the same once nearly 

happened to me. 

Fawcett - LeMoir 
West of England Ch, 

Weston-super-Mare 1972 

Both players were short of time, with four 
moves to make before the time-control. White's 
attack is poor return for the investment of a 
rook, so I was looking forward to a speedy 
win, but when White picked up his queen and 
stretched out to play 31 �7+!? with a thump, 
I nearly resigned on the spot. If I capture the 
queen with my bishop, the pawn recaptures 
and it's mate. 

Luckily, I had a minute to compose myself 
and found 31...�xb7. This time 32 axb7++ is 
not mate (although in my shock I had thought 
it might be), and after the only legal move, 
32 ••• �xb7, it was White who resigned. 
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He had played the queen sacrifice as a 
joke, and I laughed with him afterwards, but it 
had nearly been distinctly unfunny. 

This kind of instantaneous sacrificial shock 
tends to result from sacrifices which are to
tally unexpected. 

LeMoir - Cubitt 
British U-2J Ch, Coventry 1970 

White's Goring Gambit is not producing 
the intended results. Anxious to generate some 
kind of attack quickly, he refuses to lose time 
by retreating his attacked knight, preferring 
to throw it forward to punch a hole in the 
black king's defences. 

14 ltJf6+ gxf6 15 gxf6 "iVg4 
Black rightly decides that counterattack is 

the best policy, as his pieces can spring out to 
posts that are at the same time aggressive and 
defensive. 

16 �hgl "iVf4+ 17 'it>bl d5 
The threat was 1 8  l:txg6+, and this is the 

combative way to prevent it. l 7  . . .  �g4 is also 
good. 

18 exd5 �f5+ 
This move defends the g6-knight against 

tricks by White, who reluctantly retreats his 
bishop in order to try to resurrect them. 

19 i.d3 cxd5 (D) 

W 

Now the d8-knight is ready to rejoin the 
game, and White, a whole piece down, must 
find something quickly. 

20 ltJe5! !  
The knight jumps to an empty square where 

it is vulnerable to capture and also leaves the 
M-bishop en prise. This brilliant idea inter
rupts the smooth flow of Black's thinking by 
giving him the option of winning one of two 
pieces or even of exchanging queens. White 
threatens 21  "iVh5. 

20 .•. 'it>h7 (D) 
Black sidesteps White's threats by moving 

his king. The bishop should be kept at f5 for 
the time being. Otherwise: 

a) The lines after 20 . . .  �xd3+ 21 "iVxd3 
show why the f5-bishop is important: 

al)  Winning the knight by 2 l . . ."iVxe5?? 
loses to 22 .tlxg6+! ,  with mate to follow. 

a2) Accepting the bishop sacrifice by 
2 1 . . ."iVxh4? also loses to 22 �xg6+, but after 
22 . . .  'it>h8 White needs to find the pretty se
quence 23 .l:I.g7 ! "iVe4 24 "iVxe4 dxe4 25 l:td7 
ltJe6 26 .l:Idxf7 ! ltJxg7 27 ltJg6+! �h7 (or 
27 . . .  'it>g8) 28 :rJ.xg7#. 

a3) 2 l . . ."iVe4 appears good, but 22 "iVxe4 
dxe4 23 �d7! is again strong. The threat of24 
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ltJxg6 fxg6 25 �xg6+ followed by mate is 
hard to meet, and White should draw at least. 

b) 20 . . .  ltJe6 is a reasonable alternative. 
White must then continue to throw his pieces 
into the fray by 21 "iVh5 "iVxe5 (he loses after 
2 l . . .i.xd3+? 22 ltJxd3, when 22 . . .  "iVe4 loses 
the queen to 23 �g4! ,  while after 22 . . .  "iVc7, 
23 ltJe5 conquers the g6-square with decisive 
effect) 22 �xf5. Now 22 . . .  ltJf4 appears to be 
a firm defence, but White can draw by jetti
soning most of his own pieces :  23 "iVxh6! 
"iVxf5+ 24 �al ltJe6 (back again to stop mate 
on g7; 24 . . .  ltJh5 meets with the same reply) 
25 .l:Ixd5 ! (deflecting the queen from the de
fence of g6) 25 . . .  "iVxd5 (25 . . .  "iVe4?? loses to 
26 .tlh5, mating) 26 �xg6+ fxg6 27 "iVxg6+ 
with perpetual check. 

W 

Now Black threatens to exchange bishops 
on d3, since the g6-knight is covered by the 
king as well as the f-pawn. White could keep 
the complications going by 21 "iVh5 or 21  
�g3, but he  prefers to raise the emotional 
temperature still further. 

21 �g5!? 
The third sacrifice on an empty square. 

The exclamation mark is for psychological 
effect rather than accuracy, as Black could 
now call White's bluff with 21 . .."iVxe5 !.  After 

22 "iVb5 ltJe6 White cannot play a rook to el  
(intending to force the queen to move, then 
capture on e6 and attempt to mate on g7) be
cause it leaves the d3-bishop en prise with 
check. If White exchanges bishops himself, 
then the black queen recaptures with check. 
White would have to play 23 "iVxh6+ and 
hope that he could quickly get a rook to el or 
h3, but he would be two pieces down and his 
chances of success would be slim. 

However, Black, previously overconfident 
from the apparent success of his play so far, 
has suddenly been hit by sacrificial shock. He 
has lost the ability to analyse, and can see 
nothing wrong with the simple capture of the 
wayward bishop. 

21...hxg5? 
White at last gets the tempo he needs to get 

at the black king. 
22 "iVhS+ 'it>g8 
Now White planned a combination of :rJ.xg5 

and "iVh6. Played in the right order it is very 
effective. After the correct first move, 23 l:[xg5, 
White threatens both 24 �xf5 and 24 ltJxg6. 
Then: 

a) The obvious defence for Black is to 
play 23 . . .  i.xd3+ 24 J:txd3 "iVe4. The simplest 
continuation for White is then 25 l:.g4! ,  forc
ing the black queen from its strong defensive 
post. After 25 . . .  "iVel + 26 'it>c2 "iVxf2+ 27 'it>b3, 
White threatens an unstoppable breakthrough 
on g6. The intended 25 "iVh6 would also win, 
but the white king would first need to escape a 
storm of queen checks. 

b) 23 . . .  .l::i.e8 is a less obvious defence, with 
some ideas of . . .  .i.f8 if necessary to prevent 
mate on g7. Now: 

bl)  24 ltJxg6 is met by 24 . . .  �xd3+, when 
25 �xd3?? .l:!.el + is a disaster for White, but 
25 'it>al "iVxf6 26 ltJe7++ �f8 27 ltJxd5 is dif
ficult to assess. 

b2) On the other hand, putting the rook on 
e8 does nothing to relieve White's pressure 
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on g6, so White could play 24 i.xf5,  when 
24 .. Jhe5?? loses to 25 ':xg6+! '  Black could 
attempt to bail out by giving up his queen 
with 24 . .  :�xg5 25 'iYxg5 ':xe5, but White is 
then only slightly behind on material, and his 
attack is still dangerous. 

23 'iYh6?? 
The wrong order! In time-trouble, White 

imagined that the immediate threat of mate 
would be the more forcing way to continue, 
overlooking that the anticipated reply leaves 
the black g-pawn protected by two of his 
pieces. 

23 .•. lLle6 
Black is now winning, because if White 

carries on with the intended 24 .l::txg5 then 
Black doesn't capture with the knight, allow
ing mate on g7, but with the queen. 

Does short-term sacrificial shock also hap
pen to grandmasters? It is rare for a grand
master to be so shocked by a sacrifice that he 
blunders at once, but it can happen, as Gel
fand found out to his cost. 

Anand - Gelfand 
Wijk aan Zee 1996 

17 .i.xgS!? 

The sacrifice to expose the black king is 
played with an undeveloped white piece, a 
typical device to create a fast attack. Accord
ing to Jules Welling in Chess Monthly, Anand 
played it with an eye on the prize for the best 
game of the round! Otherwise, he might have 
played more simply with 1 7  lLlxc5. 

17 .•• hxgS IS lLlxg5 
The threat is obviously 19 'iYM, which is 

easy to meet, but Anand has seen that he can 
activate his pieces with remarkable speed. 

IS .•. lLlg6 19 IIae1! 'iYe7 
The threat was 20 lLlxf7! ;  e.g., 19 .. .  .i.xb2 20 

lLlxf7 ! .l::!.xf7 2 1  'iYxg6+ l::tg7 22 .txe6+ .txe6 
23 'iYxe6+ 'Ot>h8 24 ':e3 !lh7 25 ':f7 with a 
raging attack. After the sensible 19 ... .i.f6 White 
could play a variety of sacrifices on f7 or e6, 
most of which are likely to fizzle out to a 
draw. Gelfand prefers to protect both squares 
with his queen, hoping to reduce the effec
tiveness of Anand's potential sacrifices . . .  

20 ':f5! 
. . .  but this lovely move exploits the pin on 

the e-pawn set up by Gelfand's last move. By 
protecting the knight, Anand threatens to play 
21 'iYh3, targeting h7. 

20 ..• .tf6 (D) 
Gelfand prepares to capture the dangerous 

white knight, while also shielding his f-pawn. 
Against 20 . . .  .th6?, White can capture at f7: 
21 lLlxf7! llxf7 22 'iYxg6+ .tg7 23 ':xe6! 
.i.xe6 24 .i.xe6 �f8 25 h3 ! ,  when, with back
rank mates ruled out, Black has no good de
fence against 26 l:!.g5 'Ot>h8 27 lIh5+ .th6 28 
.i.xf7 (which would otherwise have allowed 
mate on e1)  followed by 29 ':xh6+. 

At this point, Gelfand probably felt confi
dent that he had warded off all the threats. 
However, Anand uncorks another surprising 
sacrifice. 

21 lLlxe6!? fxe6? 
Anand suggests that this automatic recap

ture was the result of shock. With his wits 
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about him, Gelfand might have seen the dan
ger and assessed 21 . .  . .l::!.e8 ! correctly: 

a) Directly after the game the players con
cluded that after 22 l::tefl White was in no 
danger of losing, based on the line 22 . . .  .txe6 
23 ii.xe6 'iYxe6 24 ':'xf6. However, Gelfand 
later found 22 . . .  .i.M!,  which avoids the loss 
of the bishop and so puts a different complex
ion on things. 

b) White could try 22 ':e4 .i.xe6 23 i.xe6 
fxe6 24 'iYxg6+ .tg7 25 lIf3, when he would 
barely have sufficient compensation for the 
piece to save the game. 

22 ':xe6! 
Presumably, Gelfand had missed or under

estimated this further sacrifice. Even for a 
grandmaster, the effect of sacrificial shock 
seems to be an inability to analyse properly. 
The game now concluded very quickly: 

22 .•• 'Ot>g7 
22 . . .  .i.xe6 23 'iYxg6+ 'iYg7 24 .txe6+ 'Ot>h8 

25 .l::!.h5+ leads to mate. 
23 !lxe7+ .i.xe7 24 'uxfS .txfS 25 h4! 1-0 
Gelfand resigned because after 25 . . .  'Ot>h7 

26 h5 lLle7 27 'iYf4 .td7 28 'iYf6 .tc6 29 .tf7 
White wins more material. 

Sacrificial shock may also have a delayed 
effect, a lot like delayed shock after an auto
mobile accident, which can linger long after 

the initial sacrifice was made. Many of the 
psychological shortcomings that we will de
scribe in this chapter may partly be the long
term effects of sacrificial shock. 

Surprise Sacrifices 
The element of surprise plays a large part in 
the psychological effect of a sacrifice: 
• Long moves, into the heart of the oppo

nent's position, can be extraordinarily ef
fective, as we have seen in Romi-Staldi. 

• Passive sacrifices (i.e. sacrifices where an 
attacked piece stays where it is and allows 
itself to be captured) tend to be effective 
surprises because players generally expect 
attacked pieces to move or be protected. 

• Sacrifices on empty squares are more diffi
cult to anticipate than sacrifices that cap
ture something. Knights are particularly 
adept at finding empty squares near the op
ponent's lines. The LeMoir-Cubitt game 
was an example of both empty-square and 
passive sacrifices . 

• Large sacrifices put an extra strain on the 
defender. Large sacrifices normally bring 
large compensation, so the long-term de
fensive task is trickier, and in the short term 
the shock is more like being hit by a train 
than by a bicycle. 
Throughout Part 3, you will see plenty of 

examples of the use of surprises like these. In 
this little section, however, I would like to 
give examples of two rare, but very effective, 
types of surprise move. 

The first is the quiet move. Quiet moves 
following sacrifices can have a shocking ef
fect. The defender prepares himself to face 
waves of attackers, and is disturbed by moves 
that appear to threaten very little. We have al
ready seen, in LeMoir-Parsons on page 1 16 
that the quiet move (21 l::te1 )  after the second 
sacrifice induced a terrible case of sacrificial 
shock. Here is a less extreme example. 
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17 ... h4 

D'Costa - LeMoir 
Hitchin Premier 1999 

Black starts his attack with this obvious 
move, prising open a path to the white king. 

18 gxh4 
Now White naturally expects 1 8  . .  Jhh4 19 

g3  followed by ttJxg4, when Black has com
pensation for the pawn in the open files on the 
kingside. He might have hoped for 18 . . .  g3? ! ,  
an attempt to tear apart the kingside which 
fails simply to 19 hxgS gxh2+ 20 �hl ,  when 
the white king is safe behind the advanced 
h-pawn. Instead, Black plays a little move 
which shocks him to his boots. 

18 .. :i�'c7!!? 
From Black's point of view, little has 

changed - he still intends to invest a pawn in 
open lines on the kingside. However, now 
White must consider some specific ideas that 
he simply had not expected. At first sight, the 
point seems to be crude: 1 9  hxgS?? �xh2# is 
mate. 

Life gets more complicated if White tries 
to hold on to his booty with 19  g3. Initial 
analysis would have convinced White that the 
natural 1 9  . . .  i.xh4 20 gxh4 ':xh4 leads to ex
citing play, but he should be able to defend. 

Maybe he was about to play 19 g3, but decided 
to have another look at what Black might be 
up to. If he found 19 . . .  iLxe3 ! ,  he would have 
realized that he was in trouble. On e3, the 
bishop is immune from capture as 20 fxe3 
'ii'xg3+ 21 Wh l 'it'xh4 followed by . . .  g3 is di
sastrous for him, while if the bishop is allowed 
to live, it pins the f-pawn so that 20 .. :iixg3+ 
is threatened anyway, and it also attacks the 
d-pawn. 

After Black's quiet move, the only new 
threat is 19 . . .  .ixh4 followed, if allowed, by 
20 .. :it'xh2+ ! 21 'itxh2 i..xf2#. On the other 
hand, it has introduced new complications 
surrounding White's capture of the g-pawn. 

19 ttJxg4 l:.xh4 
A move earlier, this could have been met 

by the safe 19 g3. Now that White's head is 
spinning with the shock of 18 . .  :�c7, and the 
myriad of calculations that he has had to per
form, he fails to analyse the logical 20 f4 
properly. This would leave him with a pawn 
advantage but facing quite a strong attack. In
stead, he falls back upon the more circum
spect move of the g-pawn. 

20 g3?! 
Only one pawn has been sacrificed, and yet 

Black's quiet follow-up has induced a serious 
case of sacrificial shock. This move simply 
gives up two pieces for a rook, and after . . .  

20 ... nxg4 21 i.xg4 i..xg4 22 f4 i..f6 23 
bxc6 bxc6 24 cxd5 exd5 25 �c2 'fUd6 

. . .  Black has his attacking position without 
having to invest any material. He won after 
further adventures. 

The other rare form of surprising sacrifice 
that I would like to mention here is the mys
tery sacrifice, whose motive is difficult to 
fathom (see following diagram). 

Black's feelings in this position are pessi
mistic. He is concerned that he has no active 
plan, and that White can weaken his kingside 
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D. Evans - LeMoir 
Club Match (Gloucestershire) 1967 

and knock the queen from its perch with an 
advance of the f-pawn. He casts around for 
an idea and comes up with the apparently ri
diculous scheme of removing White's light
squared bishop. 

15 ... :xd3?! 
There are two main ideas behind this sacri

fice. Black will be able to force the advance of 
his e-pawn, which will open the diagonal of 
his fianchettoed bishop and restrict the re
maining white bishop, and he stands a good 
chance of winning the c-pawn, which could 
give him access to the weak b3-square. The 
move has the potential for causing short-term 
sacrificial shock in two ways: it is a fairly 
long move into the heart of White's position, 
and its motives are not immediately evident. 

16 nxd3 
After a great deal of thought, White has 

worked out that Black wishes to get a pawn 
for the sacrificed exchange, specifically the 
c-pawn, and decides not to cooperate. The 
text-move is aimed at saving it tactically. He 
could save it positionally by 16 'ii'xd3 e4 17 
'fUe2 ttJaS 18 ttJdS but Black can create com
plications either by 18 . . .  bS, or by 1 8  . . .  ttJxdS 

and if 19 cxdS then 19 .. :ilib6 with the threat 
of 20 . . .  ttJc4. 

16 ... e4 17 ':d5!? 
This irrational follow-up to White's  last 

move is a sign that the mysterious sacrifice 
has flummoxed him. Giving up the c-pawn 
was probably a safer way to retain the advan
tage. After 17 l:td2, 17 . . .  'i'xc4 quietly con
cedes the initiative, as White can play 1 8  
nhdl ttJaS 19 !:td8. Instead of playing dead, 
Black could attempt to whip up some compli
cations by 17 . . .  ttJaS, although White can stay 
in control with 1 8  ttJdS. 

17 ... b5 (D) 
Black reacts naturally to the rook's inva

sion by undermining it. 

18 :'c5!? 
First he is combative, then, at the thought 

of losing his c-pawn, White suddenly takes 
fright. Again, he could jettison the c-pawn, in 
the interests of working up some play for 
himself, by something like 1 8  i.h4, when he 
could play for an attack on the black king af
ter 1 8  . . .  lie8 19  i.xf6 i..xf6 20 fS gxfS 21 
':gl+ .  

18 ... b4?! 
Very tempting, but not the best. Black should 

have grabbed the opportunity to harass the 
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exposed rook by I S  . . .  l2Jd7 ! .  White could re
ply 19 1'1d5, but then 19  . . .  l2Jb6 gains time and 
masses the black pieces for an attack on the 
queenside. If White gives back the exchange 
by 1 9  l2Jxe4 l2Jxc5 20 l2Jxc5, Black gets a lot 
of queenside pressure with 20 . . .  'iixc4. 

19 l2Ja4 
White realizes that he cannot play 1 9  axb4, 

since 1 9  . . .  l2Jxb4 20 'it'e2 l2Jd3+ wins the rook 
stranded at c5. However, he misses 19 l2Jd5 ! .  
The main threat would be 20 J:lxc6 followed 
by the knight fork at e7, and the knight would 
also be attacking the b-pawn for a second 
time. Black would struggle to complicate af
ter that. 

It is understandable that White misses this 
chance as, in his shocked and confused state, 
throwing another piece into the central mael
strom is probably the last thing that he would 
consider doing. 

19 .• J:td8! 
A simple developing move, turning up the 

tension and waiting for White's response. 
There is an incidental threat of 20 . . .  .tfS. Faced 
with further problems for his rook, White 
looks for some way to end the confusion. 
Now that his knight has moved out of the way, 
White's c-pawn is defended by his queen, so 
he decides to give back the exchange and 
come out a safe pawn ahead. Or so he thinks . . .  

20 l::txc6 'iYxc6 21 axb4 1Wb7 (D) 
Inaccurately executing the right idea. After 

21 . . .:tbS White could not defend the front b
pawn, because 22 'fHb3 l2Jd5 exploits the pin 
on the c-pawn. Once the b4-pawn disap
pears, the combined pressure along the b-file 
and long diagonal would make life difficult 
for White. 

22 l2JcS? 
This is the move that Black was hoping to 

provoke. As Black's simple reply shows, the 
apparent double attack on the a- and e-pawns 
is an illusion. White's analytical skills have 

broken down, and he sinks into a lost posi
tion. 

After the better 22 �b3 l:tbS, Black would 
regain his pawn but, by allowing the exchange 
of queens, would have seriously impeded his 
own attack. 

22 .•• 'iixb4! 23 l2Ja4 
Both captures fail, 23 l2Jxe4 to 23 . . .  l2Jxe4 

24 'ir'xe4 'i¥xb2#, and 23 l2Jxa6 to 23 . . .  'i¥a5 
trapping the knight. 

23 •. J:td3! 
With material equality and a free hand at 

last, Black turns the screw, landing a second 
rook on the sensitive d3-square. White can 
hardly move, while Black can bring up his 
knight and bishop to the attack. He intends to 
batter away at the b2-pawn by moving his 
knight away from f6 (to open the bishop's di
agonal) and playing his rook to b3. White has 
little option but to exchange rooks, giving 
Black a monstrous pawn on d3. 

24 1:tdl l2Je8 2S l:txd3 exd3 26 1Wdl 'iYxc4+ 
. . .  and, with an extra pawn and a strong at

tack, Black won without any alarms. 

Another type of mystery sacrifice is one 
which looks like a standard sacrifice, but is 
played for a completely new set of reasons. 
The famous l2Jd5 sacrifice from the final 
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game of Tal's candidates match against Lar
sen is a classic example. 

W 

Tal - Larsen 
Candidates match (game 10), Bled 1965 

16 l2JdS!? exdS 17 exdS 
This is not a normal l2Jd5 sacrifice played 

against an uncastled king, when White at
tempts to batter him to death down the e-file. 
Here, Tal is playing on the bishop's exposed 
position, the queen's distant posting at bS, 
and the fact that his own bishops are pointed 
menacingly at the castled king. It's a posi
tional transformation sacrifice, but there is 
also an immediate threat, 1 8  'i¥e4, to win back 
the piece. 

The surprise probably affected Larsen's 
judgement, and his next move was not the best. 

17 •.• fS?! 
This move leaves his king very exposed, 

with a particularly sensitive spot at g7. 
Years later, it was established that Black 

should have played 17 . . .  g6 here, successfully 
holding up the attack. The key line is I S l:!.del 
.tdS ! 19 'i¥h3 l2Je5 ! 20 'iih6 .tb6! ,  eliminat
ing the dangerous dark-squared bishop. 

18 l:tdel l:tf7 
I S  . . .  1L.dS is a major alternative: 

a) Tal then gave the very nice line 19 �h5 
l2Jc5 20 .txg 7 !  l2Jxd3+ 2 1  Wb 1 (not 21 cxd3? 
'iYc7+), continuing 2 l . . .l2Jxel 22 g6 ! �xg7 
23 'fNxh7+ 'it>f6 24 g7 �f7 25 gsl2J#. Nikitin 
pointed out the better defence 21. . .'iic7, which 
appears approximately equal after 22 1L.xfS 
l2Jxel 23 l:txel 'iif7 24 'fNxf7+ �xf7 25 .txd6. 

b) According to Shamkovich in Chess 
Sacrifices, the correct response is 19 .txg7 
Wxg7 20 'fNh5, with the idea of 21 �h6+ 'it>hS 
22 g6, ripping away the black king's flimsy 
pawn-cover. Black's toughest defence appears 
to be 20 . . .  .l:!.gS, intending to drop the knight 
back to fS, hoping to prevent the g6 advance. 

19 h4 .tb7 (D) 

20 1L.xfS?! 
The weakness of Larsen's chosen defence 

would be better highlighted by 20 g6 ! hxg6 
21 h5, when the commentators agreed that 
2 l . . .g5 22 .txf5 .tf6 23 fxg5 .txg5+ 24 �bl 
'iifS (or 24 ... l2JfS 25 h6) 25 1L.e6 would be 
very good for White. 

20 ••• l:txfS 21 J::txe7 l2JeS 22 'iVe4 'iVf8 23 
fxeS l:tf4 24 'iVe3 l:!.f3 

After 24 . . .  1L.xd5 25 exd6 .l:!.xd4 26 'fNxd4 
.txhl 27 b3 followed by 2S h5. Black would 
be struggling to defend against the further ad
vance of the h-pawn. 
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2S �e2 flixe7 26 �xf3 dxeS 27 kte1 l::tdS 
28 l:txe5 'iid6 29 flif4 l:1fS 30 'ii'e4 b3 31 
axb3 �n + 32 'it'd2 flib4+ 33 c3 flid6 (D) 

Tal now brings the game to a conclusion 
with a typically dramatic final combination. 

34 .tcS!? 'it'xcs 3S l:1eS+ l:US 36 'ijVe6+ 
�hS 37 �f7! 1-0 

Standard Sacrifices 
At the opposite end of the scale from surpris
ing sacrifices are standard sacrifices. They of
ten stem from the opening formation. They 
include: 
• Sacrifices by White's knights in the Sicil

ian on dS, bS and e6. 
• Exchange sacrifices on c3 by Black in the 

Sicilian. 
• Sacrifices by knights on fS when there is a 

pawn on g6 and the centre is blocked by a 
white pawn on e4 opposite a black pawn on 
eS, often stemming from the Ruy Lopez. 
It is worth familiarizing yourself with stan-

dard sacrifices, but beware! Any player who 
plays these openings regularly is likely to be 
familiar with the related sacrifices, so they 
should know how to anticipate them and de
fend against them. You need to be fairly sure 
that a standard sacrifice is merited, as the 

element of surprise will be relatively low, and 
your opponent is unlikely to be scratching 
about for a defensive plan. 

Lasting Confusion: Seeing Ghosts 
After a sacrifice, the defender's imagination 
can start to get the better of him. He may be
come terribly sensitive about his king. Maybe 
it has too little air, he feels claustrophobic, 
and the spectre of a sudden unavoidable mate 
dominates his thoughts. Perhaps it has too 
much air, and the attacker's pieces are firing 
along files and diagonals so that any move 
seems fraught with danger. 

Or maybe the defender becomes paranoid 
- the sacrificer has already found one unwel
come surprise; he might find another soon 
unless the defender seeks refuge or simplifi
cation. 

First, here is a startling example of the ef
fects of claustrophobia. 

W 

T. Ansell - Donaghay 
Noifolk vs Cambridgeshire 2000 

Black's last move was 12 . . .  b4, encourag
ing White to sacrifice his knight at dS to open 
the e-file towards the black king, a standard 
sacrifice that Black should know well how to 
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handle or, if it is sound, should not be encour
aging. 

13 lDdS exdS 14 exdS i.b7 
As you might expect, the piece sacrifice had 

been played before, in Castiglione-Njobvu, 
Under- 16 World Ch, Guarapuava 1995. Black 
sensibly evacuated his king to the kingside by 
14 . . .  lDcS IS :del 0-0 16 gS fxgS 17 fxgS 
i.xh3 18 'ii'xh3 i.xgS+ 19 �bl ,  but later 
managed to lose. Donaghay decides to leave 
his king in the centre. 

IS �hel 
White threatens 16 lDfS, so Black uses a 

mate threat at c2 to prevent it. 
IS •.. l:1cS? (D) 
The rook is in the way here, and vulnerable 

to White's h3-bishop. Black should be think
ing of clearing his king from the e-file. If he 
will not do it by castling kingside, then he 
should start to shift towards the queenside by 
I S  .. 5;£i'd8. In reply, White could build up the 
pressure by 'iWe2, lDfS, .l:.d4 and lte4. 

W 

16 gS 
White threatens 17 �e2. In fact, he should 

have played 16 flie2 at once, which is quite 
interesting, but I have chosen this example 
less for the accuracy of White's play than for 
Black's reaction to having his king suffocated. 

16 ••• lDeS??! 
Black gives up a whole rook to get some air 

for his king. We should not be surprised that 
Black is suffering from claustrophobia, and 
that it affects his ability to analyse sensibly. 

It needs hardly be said that 16 .. .'.t>d8 1 7  
�e2 l:te8 (D) i s  the best defence, but just look 
at that position. 

W 

Black's king is completely hemmed in. 
White's light-squared bishop cuts across the 
king's field, and White dominates the e-file. 
White could even consider 18 �e6? ! !  in this 
position, since 18 . . .  fxe6?? allows 19 lDxe6#. 
However, Black should be able to defend (e.g., 
1 8 lDfS 'iWc4! threatening a queen exchange). 

17 fxeS fxeS IS i.xcs 'iVxcS? 
Black's counter-sacrifice would have some 

point if he followed it up with 1 8  . . .  i.xc8!,  
when the attack on the d4-knight gives him 
time to capture White's g-pawn with check. 
White would still have the upper hand after 
1 9 lDc6 .txgS+, but Black could at least keep 
fighting. The capture with the queen leaves 
the e7-bishop short of defenders, so White 
has time to save his g-pawn. 

19 h4! 
If Black plays 19 ... exd4, then White has 20 

'ijVf6 0-0 21 1lxe7 i.xdS 22 hS followed by 23 
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h6 and mate at g7. Black had to remain a 
whole exchange down without any compen
sation, and he went on to lose. 

When the defender has a choice about 
where to put his king, he often gets it wrong. 
In the next example Black preferred the hurly
burly of the centre of the board for his king to 
a possibly claustrophobic, but safer, billet on 
the edge. 

w 

Ippolito - Gormally 
Agency Masters, London 1998 

Gormally had probably seen the sacrifice 
to expose the black king. 

17 liJxf7!? 
On the other hand, he might not have ex

pected Ippolito to go ahead, as White must al
low the exchange of queens in order to make 
any progress. 

17 •• Jlli'xf7 18 �h5 �h7 19 l:!.h3 'iWf5 20 
�xg6+ 'iWxg6 21 'iWxg6+ �xg6 22 ':g3+ 
�f5?! 

After 22 . . .  �h5 (D), the king would look 
lonely and short of squares, but a calm analy
sis should show that White cannot take ad
vantage. 

Maybe Gormally was worried about the 
frightening-looking mating attempt 23 ':xg7 

ii.fS 24 g4+ �xh4 25 �f6+ �h3 26 f3 ! ?, 
when after 26 . . .  ii.xg7, 27 <t>f2 threatens 28 
':hl #. However, even if Black allows it to go 
that far, he can still draw nicely by 27 . . .  �h2 
28 ii.xg7 (threatening 29 ii.e5+ followed by 
30 l:.hl #) 28 . . .  e5 ! 29 l::td6 �xg4 ! 30 fxg4 
11f8+! 3 1  �xfS l:txf8+ when surprisingly ma
terial is dead level. There is no need to allow 
the mate threat in the first place, as 26 .. .'�g2 
leaves White struggling to justify his bold
ness. 

Black's king would rather take his chances 
in the centre, despite the obvious danger that 
he faces there. 

23 :f3+?! 
The repetition gives Black the chance to 

change his mind (which he naturally rejects), 
but it may also have made Black believe that 
White was pessimistic about his chances of 
taking the centralized king to task. That may 
have caused him to relax his vigilance. 

23 ••• �g6 24 ':g3+ �f5?! 25 ILxg7 
Now he goes for it. There is a possible mat

ing-net based on planting his rook on g6 and 
playing f3 and g4. 

25 •.• e5 26 h5! ii.e7?! 
Black might like to challenge the rook with 

26 . . .  .:.e7? 27 .l:!.g6 11e6, but it would fail after 
28 g4+ �e4 29 �e2 (threatening 30 f3#) 
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29 ... �xe3 30 f3+ �f4 31 .l:td8 with decisive 
threats, including l:tfS+ winning the e3-bishop 
and Iixe6 winning a rook. Given White's in
tention to play his rook to g6, Black may do 
best to play 26 . . .  a5 27 .l::tg6 'u'a6, when 28 g4+ 
�e4 29 <t>e2 can be met by 29 . . .  IifS, and the 
trick 30 .l:td8 fails to 30 . . .  :xg6 3 1  .l:!.xf8 �xg4+ 
32 f3+ �xf3+ 33 ':xf3 ':'g2+ 34 :f2 ':g5, 
when Black emerges a pawn ahead. 

27 ':g6 ii.g5 28 f3! �xe3 29 �e2 �d4?? 
Black must return the piece by 29 . . .  ii.g5 30 

�f2 ii.h4+ (or 30 ... ii.f6 3 1 l:id6) 31 g3 ii.xg3+ 
32 �xg3. White would have an extra pawn in 
the endgame, but Black would still be alive. 
The move played takes the bishop out of the 
way, so White can develop decisive mating 
threats. 

30 ii.c1 
Suddenly the threat is mate with the g

pawn, and the roof falls in on the centralized 
black king. 

30 •.• e4 31 ':xd4 exf3+ 32 �xf3 ii.e6 33 
j"f4 1-0 

It is mate in two at most. 

A king suffering from too much air can 
cause as much confusion as one suffering 
from too little. Shortly before writing these 
lines, I was reminded how judgement can be 
distorted when a gale is blowing around your 
king (see following diagram). 

White has sacrificed two pieces for a lot of 
pawns and an extremely airy black king. White 
played 23 liJxfS+ and, in considering my re
ply, I analysed lines in which the white bishop 
managed to occupy both the a2-g8 and a4-e8 
diagonals simultaneously ! As White intends 
to follow up with 24 d6+, I therefore thought 
that I needed a dark square for my king, so I 
vacated f8 by recapturing with my rook. 

23 ... l:!.xf5? 
23 . . .  'iWxf5 defends comfortably. 
24 d6+ 

B 

Hindle - LeMoir 
Norwich Rapidplay 2001 

Now I was about to play my king to the 
newly vacated f8-square when I noticed some
thing wrong with it. I was about to resign 
when I spotted that the white bishop was not 
covering the e8-square, so I moved my king 
there. 

24 ••. �e8 
Luckily for me, White now missed the 

very strong 25 ii.d5 ! ,  and instead subsided to 
a rapid defeat. After 25 . . .  liJd7 26 ':'hel + ii.e5 
27 'iWc7, the rook cannot leave the back rank, 
so Black has to return some material. The 
endgame that is reached after 27 . . .  ':b8 28 
ii.c6 �f8 29 .l:!.xe5 ! Mxe5 30 Mfl + �g7 3 1  
ii.xd7 ii.xd7 32 'iWxb8 probably favours White 
with his many passed pawns. 

And now a case, like Ippolito-Gormally 
above, where the defender chose the wrong 
direction for his king - this time preferring 
the snugness of the rear ranks to a safer post
ing in the teeth of a gale. 

In the following diagram, White has sacri
ficed the exchange and a pawn to batter the 
black king. However, Black is threatening to 
win a bishop. If the light-squared bishop es
capes with check, White must be able to move 
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B 

Hodgson - Barsov 
York 2000 

the dark-squared bishop to c7 while his queen 
remains covering the potential mate threat on 
b2. 

Meanwhile, Black is in check. He can 
choose between three squares for his king: f7, 
h6 and gS. The problem with 37 . . .  ci;;f7, the 
move he plays, is that White can save both of 
his bishops while continuing to close in on 
the king. 

37 •• .'J;f7 38 SLdS+ ci;;e8 39 SLc7 llb6 
His king has jumped out of the frying pan 

into the fire. 39 . . .  �c8 40 SLe6 l:tb8 41 l:tdS is 
an alternative: 

a) According to Rowson in Chess Monthly, 
the black king would perish nicely after 
41 . . .'tlVb7 42 SLxeS fxeS 43 l:txeS 'it>d8 44 
'tlVd3+ rJ;c7 4S 'tlVd7+ �b6 46 'tlVd4+ rJ;c7 47 
Iks+ with mate to follow. 

b) If Black plays 41 . . .  'tlVf1 + White has 42 
l:dl 'tlVbS 43 �d2! threatening 44 SLxeS fxeS 
4S i.d7+ winning the queen. Then 43 . . .  'tlVb4 
would lose to 44 i.d7+ �f7 4S 'tlVdS+ �g6 46 
i..xeS fxeS 47 'tlVe6+, and 43 . . .  �7 to 44 
SLxeS, when 44 . .  .fxeS would allow the white 
pieces to close in, starting with 4S i.d7+ ci;;f7 
46 'tlVf2+! 'it>e7 47 'tlVh4+, while 44 . . .  'tlVe4+ 

would lose to 4S 'it>al 'tlVa4+ 46 i..a2 fxeS 47 
'tlVdS, threatening several decisive queen 
checks. 

The move played allows an easier finish. 
40 i.xeS fxeS 41 'tlVc8+ �e7 42 �c7+ 1-0 
After 42 . . .  'tlVd7 43 'tlVxeS+, 43 . . .  'it>f8 44 

l:tf4+, 43 . . .  .l:le6 44 'tlVxg7+ and 43 . . .  'it>d8 44 
i.f3 are all catastrophic for Black. 

If we return to the initial position, we can 
see that 37 . . .  'it>h6 also allows White to close 
in on the king with 38 'tlVfS ! and Black, far 
from winning a bishop, can only cope with 
the mating threats by giving up his knight. 
After 38 . . .  tDg4! 39 l:!dS ! (not 39 'tlVxg4 l:!.xb7) 
39 . . .  g6 40 'tlVxg4 'tlVf1 + 4 1  �dl 'tlVfS+ 42 'tlVxfS 
gxfS 43 i..e3+ 'it>g6 44 i.xa6 White has a 
winning endgame. 

With these kinds of variations spinning 
around his head, it is not surprising that 
Black shied away from advancing his king 
still further to g5. However, had he done so, 
he wouldn't have been mated and might have 
drawn ! Here is the position after 37 . . .  'it>gS 
(D). 

W 

Now: 
a) 38 'tlVc7 �g6 and then: 
a l )  39 i.e4+? (one white bishop escapes) 

39 . . .  �h6 leaves the b6-bishop pinned against 
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the mate at b2. Then 40 'tlVc1 +  g5 41 i.c7 
l:thc8 ! pins the bishop against the queen this 
time, and it is overloaded by the need to cover 
mate on b2. 

a2) Therefore White should play 39 'tlVc2+, 
repeating the position. 

b) White can keep up the pursuit with 38 
h4+ 'it>h6 39 'tlVc 1 + �h5 40 g4+ tDxg4. Now: 

bl)  In Chess Monthly, Jonathan Rowson 
gives a variation ending in perpetual check: 
41 lId5+ �xd5 42 i.xd5 lIxb6 43 i.f7+ 
'it>xh4 44 'tlVel + �g5 45 'tlVd2+ and White 
must take the draw, as otherwise he would be 
too far behind on material. 

b2) White could first play 41 'tlVf4! ,  a quiet 
move that would have been hard to find in 
advance. Black cannot save his knight by 
41 . . .tDe5 as 42 'tlVf5+ �h6 43 �d6! threatens 
both 44 'tlVg5# and 44 i.e3+, and 43 . . .  tDc4 
loses to 44 lIxf6+1 .  On the other hand, both 
41 . . .tDh2 and 41 . ...l::!'xb7 would avoid mate 
and bail out into inferior but playable end
games; for example, 4 l . . .tDh2 42 .l:ld5+ 'tlVxd5 
43 i.xd5 .l:lxb6 44 'tlVxh2 or 41 . . .lIxb7 42 
'tlVxg4+ �h6 43 'tlVf4+ �g6 44 'tlVe4+ 'it>h6 45 
'tlVxb7 lIe8 46 'tlVc7 'tlVe5. 

Another reason for defenders seeing ghosts 
is paranoia, the fear that the sacrificer might 
'magic up' a startling and decisive blow out of 
nothing, which is understandable when he 
has already unearthed at least one surprise in 
the initial sacrifice. The temptation for the de
fender is to roll up in a ball or to run for the 
hills. Either way, his ability to analyse com
plex variations and judge unclear positions is 
seriously impaired. 

In our first example, the defender was 
paranoid about the danger to his queen, and 
showed indecent haste in repatriating it from 
a far comer of the board. 

In the following diagram, White has sacri
ficed the exchange and a pawn to drag the 

B 

LeMoir - P. Jones 
Bristol League 1967 

black queen away to the ai-square and leave 
Black's king at the mercy of his well-devel
oped forces. The natural idea here would be 
for Black to play 13 . . .  g6, but he fears that, at 
some point in the future, White will be able to 
move his bishop away from c l ,  discovering 
an attack on his queen and threatening some
thing dire at the other end of the board. That is 
possible, but requires a lot of cooperation 
from Black. Nonetheless, Black's paranoia 
tells him that he must move the queen at once. 

13 .•• 'tlVc3?! 14 i..d2!? 
White decides to chase the queen around 

for a while. After all, 1 4  'tlVxg7 is inconclu
sive, and it seems that Black may be deter
mined to dig his own grave. 

14 ••• 'tlVxa3 
Capturing this pawn is reasonable, as it 

gives him another pawn if he reaches the end
game. Dropping straight back to c7 would 
compel White to capture on g7 and h7, leav
ing White with a pawn and kingside pressure 
for the exchange. 

IS l:tbl!? 
White delays the capture at  g7 because if 

Black avoids it by . . .  g6, then the white pieces 
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can invade the dark squares by i.b4 and 'iVgS. 
Besides, Black seems so preoccupied with his 
queen, that maybe he will forget about his 
king. 

IS •. JWcs 
Back the queen comes. Black will only feel 

safe when the queen is settled back on its 
home square. The fact that it will be in the 
way there has not occurred to him. 

16 i.b4 'iVc7? 
Better would be 16 . . .  'iVb6, pinning the M

bishop. He is right to feel an echo of the para
noia that he felt earlier about bishop moves 
discovering attacks on his queen, since White 
would probably continue 17 i.xe7! 'iVxb1 18 
'iVxg7 <Jitxe7 1 9  �xh8, with terrific compen
sation for the sacrificed material. However, 
he would have chances for survival by hurry
ing back home with his queen (this time a 
good idea !) starting with 19 . . .  'iVM. 

17 i.d6 'iVd8 (D) 

W 

Home at last. Now there is nothing else 
that White can do but capture the g-pawn -
but it is all the stronger for having waited. 

18 �xg7 l:.g8 19 'iVxh7 l:.xg2 
The coming tbgS will be very strong. For 

instance, 19 . . .  a6 20 tbgS l:.f8 21 'iV g7 <Jitd7 22 
tbh7 l:.g8 23 'iVxf7 l:.h8 24 tbf6+ <Jitc6 2S c4! 

gets to grips with the black king, since a 
knight move (e.g. 2S . . .  tbg8) allows 26 cxdS+ 
exdS 27 'iVxdS#. 

Therefore, Black decides to give up his 
rook for the knight when it arrives at gS, and 
therefore grabs a pawn while he can. 

20 tbgS .l:!.xg5 21 bxgS a6 22 'iVg7 1-0 
Black lost on time with nine moves still to 

make. White has several winning methods, 
despite being a pawn down. One idea is to 
bring the rook back to the h-file in order to 
penetrate the rear two ranks. The black queen 
would be forced to leave home again, and the 
white queen would gobble its way along the 
second rank; e.g., 22 . . .  bS 23 l:f.h1 <Jitd7 24 
l:f.h8 'iVaS 2S 'iVxf7 and the e7-knight is lost. 

More often, the defender's paranoia is cen
tred on the health of his king. In the next ex
ample, it was well founded. White fought 
hard against Black's sacrifices, but at two de
cisive moments he took fright and retreated 
into his shell, allowing his opponent a free 
hand. 

B 

L.A. Edwards - LeMoir 
British U-21 Ch, Rhyl 1969 

This is a normal-looking position from a 
King's Indian Attack. The purpose of Black's 
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first little sacrifice is to undermine the white 
e-pawn, and to open some lines on the king
side, where White has castled. 

13 •.• gS!? 14 bxgS bxgS IS tbxgS tbg6 
IS . . .  tbxeS does not regain the pawn, since 

White has a choice between 16 f4 followed by 
17 tbxf7, when Black loses the exchange, and 
16 tbxf7! ?  tbxf7 17 'iVxe6+, which leaves 
White two pawns ahead. 

16 f4 tbcxeS!?  
This is  a serious sacrifice. The prize that 

Black seeks is the white g-pawn and, behind 
it, the king. 

17 fxeS i.xeS 18 l:.fl!? 
White decides that counterattack is the best 

policy. 1 8  tbn .ltxg3 would give Black ac
cess to his king and, as we shall see, he is try
ing to avoid that. 

After the move played, Black faces the 
prospect of defending his f-pawn by means of 
18 . . .  l:.df8, when 19 l:.f3 ! i.xg3 !?  20 tbxe6 
wins more material for White. It's extremely 
double-edged after 20 . . .  i.h2+ 21 <Jitn fxe6 22 
'iVxe6+ <Jitb8 23 'iVxg6 i.f4!, but Black wanted 
to speed up his attack, not slow it down. 

18 ••• f6?! 
Objectively, this is over-doing it, but it came 

as a real shock to White, who loses his way 
almost immediately. The clever idea is 1 9  
tbxe6 'iVh7 20 tbxd8 'iVh2+ 21  <Jitf2 'iVxg3+ 
22 <Jitg1 l:f.h1 + !  23 <Jitxh1 'iVh2#. However, 
there is a huge hole in Black's calculations. 

19 tbxe6 �h7 (D) 
20 tbf3? 
Obsessed with avoiding any contact be

tween the black pieces and his king, White 
misses an outright win. 

20 'iVg4! busts the attack. It keeps up the 
threat to capture the d8-rook, defends the g
pawn, attacks the g6-knight (just in case the 
black queen should venture down to h2) and 
threatens a discovered check from the knight 
should the rook move away from d8. 

W 

Looks easy, doesn't it? Yet my detailed ex
aminations in the years after the game failed 
to bring the move to light, and it took the Fritz 
analysis engine to find it - some twenty years 
later. The fact is that both players were ob
sessed with the importance of the check at h2, 
and could not include in their calculations 
any move that ignored it. 

20 ... l:.dg8 21 tbxeS 
The day after the game, White came up 

with his own version of a refutation of Black's 
attack, namely 21 tbf4, to block the bishop's 
line to g3, a further demonstration of his para
noia over the g3-square. The refutation of the 
refutation is simple: 21 . . .  tbxf4 22 i.xf4 i.xf4 
23 'iVe6+ <Jitb8 24 gxf4? 'iVh1 + 2S <Jitf2 'iVxg2+ 
26 �e1 l:f.e8 winning the queen. 

He may do best to hold the g3-square for as 
long as possible by 21 'iVf2, but after 21 . . .  tbe7 
22 i.f4 tbfS Black will conquer it anyway 
with a strong attack for the piece. 

21...'iVh2+ 22 <Jitf2 (D) 
I would like to tell you a story about what 

happened hereabouts. My girlfriend - an at
tractive young lady of Italian extraction - was 
watching the game. I presume that my oppo
nent put down his feelings of confusion not 
solely to my sacrificial play but also partly to 
her presence, because he decided to fight fire 
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with fire. He rose from the board and fetched 
a friend from the Ladies' Championship. 

This was in the days of mini-skirts, and the 
skirt worn by his friend was very mini indeed, 
exhibiting - if you'll excuse the sexism - a 
particularly fine pair of legs. My opponent 
pulled up a chair for her and made her sit 
where I could see every inch of them. The re
sult on the board? Well, two pieces behind, 
Black disdains the recapture on e5 and plays a 
stunning move, putting another piece en prise. 

B 

22 ••• lDh4!? 
After a long look at the position, my oppo

nent asked his young lady to leave, because 
she was not having the desired effect on my 
thinking ! 

By now his ability to calculate and his 
judgement of the position are both shot to 
pieces. He cannot avoid direct contact between 
the black pieces and his king, and Black is 
threatening to capture the bishop with check, 
something which he feels would be a disaster. 

23 �gl? 
A cooler head might have appreciated that, 

being two pieces ahead, he can afford to lose 
one, and it was the g2-bishop that had to go. 
23 lDf3 ! is best, when Black first removes 
the g-pawn - 23 .. :�xg3+ 24 'it>e3 lDxg2+ 25 

�d2 - but he remains a piece down for a 
pawn. Black can keep up the pressure with 
25 . . .  d4 when he has threats of winning the 
e6-knight starting with . . .  l:te8. The result is 
anyone' s  guess. The move played leaves the 
white king far more exposed after a few natu
ral moves by Black. 

23 ••• �xg3+ 24 'it>f1 fxeS 
The quiet recapture threatens 25 . . .  l:tf8+! ,  

winning on the spot. White's king feels ex
posed, so he tries to surround himself with 
even more of his own pieces. 

2S �f2 
This move loses at once. Other possibili

ties: 
a) 25 �hl would be a clever attempt at de

fence, but Black would still win after 25 . . .  lDxg2 
26 ':xh8 .l:!.xh8 27 �xg2 �xd3+ 28 'it>el d4! 
and a nasty rook check on h I .  

b) Instead, 2 5  i.e3 would put up some re
sistance, and could also lead to a very pretty 
finish. Black would play 25 . . .  lDxg2, when 
White must choose between two recaptures: 

bl )  26 �xg2 leads to a lost endgame for 
White after 26 .. .  �xe3 27 �xg8+ l:txg8 28 
�xg8+ 'it>d7 29 ttJf8+ 'it>e7 30 �g7+ 'it>xf8 3 1  
�xb7 �xd3+, when the rooks are split and 
Black wins a lot of pawns. 

b2) 26 .l:hg2 allows various mating ideas: 
26 . . .  �h1 +  27 i.g1 �h3 (threatening 28 . . .  d4) 
28 d4 �f5+ 29 �f2 (29 'it>e1 loses after 
29 . . .  .l:!.xgl +) 29 . . .  �xg2! 30 'it>xg2 (or 30 �xf5 
�hxgl#) 30 . . .  �h3#! 

2S .•. �xd3+ 26 �el 
Or 26 �e2 �f5+ winning at least the e6-

knight. 
26 ••• lDxg2+ 0-1 
After 27 �xg2 �h1 +, White will be mated. 
In this game, White panicked at the thought 

of any move of an enemy piece directly next 
to his king. We shall come across the same 
syndrome a few pages from here (LeMoir
Ludgate), but then it will be the sacrificer 
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whose paranoia causes him to miss a golden 
opportunity. 

Reason for Fa i lure 2 :  
Laziness 

We have made a speculative sacrifice which 
our opponent is not forced to accept. Should 
he accept our judgement and reject our offer? 
Or should he reject our judgement and accept 
the offer? The lazy approach is to reject the 
offer quickly, without deep analysis. As we 
all know, trusting a speculator is rarely a good 
idea. 

W 

LeMoir - S. Moore 
Norfolk League 2000 

White's Goring Gambit has run into trou
ble, and Black threatens . . .  c6, before or after 
. . .  lDxc4. It seems that the best White can hope 
for is a number of exchanges, when he will re
main a pawn behind. His only hope is to act 
quickly to keep the black king in the centre, 
so he jettisons his bishop in the cause of the 
attack . . .  

14 �g3!? 

Black starts to look at 14 . . .  lDxc4 1 5  �xg7 
and doesn't like what he sees. It is not so 
much that it is bad for him, but there is a need 
to analyse long and hard to work out how best 
to defend. Maybe a little paranoia has crept 
in, and he is frightened by the need to move 
his king, as 1 5  . . .  .l:!.f8?? loses at once to 16 
lDf6+ 'it>e7 17 lDg6+ and mate next move. 

He saves himself the bother of all that anal
ysis by finding a move that blocks the white 
queen's path to g7, and also carries a threat of 
its own, to f2. 

14 ... lDg4 15 l:i.d2 i.xdS 
Again Black avoids the critical move, 

which this time is 15 . . .  c6 ! .  The complications 
would be terrific after 16 b4 i.xf2+ 17 �xf2 
cxd5 1 8  i.b5+, but he has now crossed the 
line between prudence and laziness. 

16 i.xdS c6 (D) 
There was little choice, as playing 16 . . .  0-0 

allows 17 lDf5, cutting off the knight and win
ning it thanks to the veiled threat of mate at 
g7. 

W 

After the move played, White needs only 
to retreat his bishop to b3 to land Black in 
trouble. Following 17 i.b3 ! ,  17 . . .  g6 is an
swered by 1 8  .l:!.c1 ,  threatening 19 l:!.xc5 dxc5 
20 h3, when the black knight has no safe 
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retreat-square (20 . . .  liJf6 loses to 21  'ii'e5+), 
and 18 ... .ltb6 allows the white queen to capture 
the d-pawn. If Black replies with 1 7  . . .  ttJxf2, 
the open f-file only helps White' s attack. 

However, that is not the end of the story. 
Despite being in time-trouble, White is stuck 
in 'no retreat' mode and feels obliged to con
tinue by leaving his bishop en prise again, 
this time on d5. Meanwhile Black sensibly 
gives up his 'no analysis' strategy in time to 
force the win. 

17 ttJf5?! exd5 18 �xg4 g6 19 l1xd5?! 
This sacrifice is easily refuted. 19 b4 ! is 

better. If Black replies 19 . . .  gxf5, then White 
works up a strong attack after 20 'fIig7 l1f8 21  
bxc5. Black can keep a sound extra pawn by 
19 . . .  �xb4 20 exd5 (attacking the bishop with 
the queen) 20 . . .  'ii'c3 although after 21 l1e2+ 
�f8 22 l1bl White has some play for it. 

19 ... gxf5 20 exf5 �f8 21 l1el �e6 22 f6 
Itg8 23 �h5 .!:tg6 24 .l:i.g5 :xf6 25 :f5 l1xf5 
26 �xf5 l:le8 0-1 

If a trusting attitude can make the defender 
dangerously lazy, so can the opposite - a dis
missive attitude. Scepticism is fine, but a de
fender who takes it too far finds himself so 
dismissive of the sacrificer's ideas that he 
prefers, almost on a point of principle, to ig
nore them. He refuses to seek out his oppo
nent's possibilities, and often finds that one 
comes up and hits him when he least expects 
it. If he doesn't look for what's coming, he 
can't prepare for it. 

The following diagram features a King's 
Indian Attack position, with Black making 
better progress on the queenside than White 
on the kingside. Not wanting to be left behind, 
White throws his pieces at the black king, al
though he loses the exchange and at least a 
pawn before any breach is made in its fortress. 

15 ttJg5?! ttJd4 16 'fIih5 .ltxg5 17 hxg5 g6 
18 'fIih6 ttJf3+ 

W 

leMoir - ludgate 
Gloucestershire vs Yorkshire 1968 

The alternative way to win the exchange 
was the knight fork on c2, but Black probably 
felt a little paranoid, so he preferred a forcing 
line to keep him in control of proceedings. 

19 <t>g2 ttJxel+ 20 l::lxel exd3 21 ttJh2!? 
White carries on with his attack, as any de

lay could give Black time to regroup. The 
knight is destined for f6. 

21...:fd8 
Black has decided how he will defend. His 

queen will reach f8 in the nick of time. 
22 ttJg4 'flieS 23 ltJf6+ ttJxf6 24 gxf6 'iVf8 
Played with a heave of pride. White's idea 

is refuted, as he must allow the exchange of 
queens or lose another pawn under danger
ous circumstances. White prefers to go down 
fighting. 

25 �h4!? lhe2 
The rook on the seventh rank poses severe 

danger to the white king, and it appears that 
the game should win itself. After his highly 
effective play, Black is sceptical that White 
can do anything to save himself, so from here 
onwards he lowers his guard and finds him
self resigning after only six further moves. 

26 .i.g4 
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The idea is .ltf3 and lIhl ,  with a mating at
tack. 

26 •.. .i.b7 27 .i.f3 'ii'e5 28 g4 (D) 

B 

A surprise for Black. Maybe he had failed 
to spot that this move defends the f-pawn with 
the queen and threatens Ithl .  He has missed 
several ways of increasing his advantage over 
the last few moves, but his position is still 
overwhelming if he would just analyse. 

Now 28 .. J:txb2! is consistent with his ap
proach to date, taking everything on offer 
while preventing any tricks by White. Then: 

a) Black can deal with 29 'fIih6 by the sim
ple 29 . . .  'fIif8. 

b) 29 .lte3 allows 29 . . .  d4 30 .ltxb7 (or 30 
.ltcl .i.xf3+ 3 1  �xf3 Ilxa2) 30 . . .  dxe3, with a 
breakthrough on f2. 

c) After 29 Ithl ,  the black king can run 
away by 29 . . .  'it'f8, as White has to stop to de
fend his f-pawn before giving chase with his 
queen. Then 30 �g3 'it'e8 31 �xh7 'fIif8 pro
tects his own f-pawn and the king can escape 
to the safety of d7. 

28 ... 'fIid4? 
Over-confident. He loses contact with f8, 

which should be instantly fatal. He presum
ably intends to meet 29 .ltg3 (threatening 30 
�h6) with 29 . . .  'f1ib4 30 nhl h5 31 'ii'g5 'ti'd2! ,  

when White must retreat yet again. However, 
he has not considered what White can do here. 

29 .lte3? 
Both players overlooked that 29 'ii'h6 ! !  ac

tually forces mate here, as the white king es
capes to g5 - 29 . . .  'fIixf2+ 30 'iith3 �xf3+ 3 1  
'iith4 �f2+ 32 �g5 (D) - when there is noth
ing to stop mate at g7. 

B 

White's oversight was probably caused by 
the paranoia that resists any attempt by the 
opponent to come into direct contact with his 
king (see Edwards-LeMoir above). On the 
other hand, he had analysed what he thought 
was a win and didn't feel the need to look for 
anything better. 

29 ... 'iVxe5 
Instead 29 . . .  'Wib4 30 a3 'fIif8 3 1  l1hl gives 

White a strong attack. 
At this point, Ludgate saw no danger. As 

far as he was concerned, he was still winning 
comfortably. Black's move not only pins the 
bishop to the el-rook, but he also attacks the 
f6-pawn so that 'fIih6 no longer leads to mate 
on g7. White's reply comes as a nasty shock. 

30 .i.b6! 
Protecting the f-pawn while attacking the 

rook and the queen. 
30 ... 'fIixel?? 
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Short of time, Black falls apart. Instead, 
30 . . .  �d6? avoids the immediate mate, but his 
king could not survive long after 3 1  l:.hl h5 
32 .txd8 �xd8 33 gxh5. 

However, 30 . . .  �f4! ,  giving up the rook but 
covering the h6-square, would keep Black 
very much in the game. 

31 �h6! 1-0 
It is mate at g7. 

Reason for Fai lure 3 :  
I nsufficient Defensive 
Ski l ls 

In many cases, the failure of the defence has 
more to do with faulty defensive technique 
than the psychological effects of the sacrifice. 
We all know that it is easier to attack than to 
defend, and the development of the necessary 
defensive skills is not helped by the dearth of 
literature on the subject. Magazines and books 
are filled with attractive attacking chess. The 
few examples of defence leave us with some 
over-simplified rules of thumb that we try to 
remember. 
• If the defender follows the Steinitz method 

of avoiding unnecessary weaknesses, he 
may find himself wondering which weak
nesses are necessary and which are unnec
essary. If he fails to move any pawns in 
front of his king, he will be red-faced when 
mate occurs on the back rank. 

• He could try accepting the sacrifices and 
then awaiting the chance to return some of 
the extra material in order to start a coun
terattack or simplify to a winning endgame. 
He might wait a long time, as the 'chance' 
does not announce itself in neon lights. 

• A good defensive dictum is to reduce the 
opponent's attacking potential (by a coun
ter-sacrifice if necessary), but it is not 

always easy to identify which of the oppo
nent's pieces represent his greatest long
term attacking potential. 
Rules of thumb help very little. As I see it, 

the defender has three main jobs to do: 
1 )  Work out the worst that his opponent 

can do, and take steps to stop him. 
2) Look for the possibility of a counterat

tack, always ensuring that the defence will 
hold firm in the meantime. 

3) Prevent accidents. Avoiding unneces
sary weaknesses can fall into this category, 
but so do calculating accurately and deeply 
when necessary and ensuring that there are no 
unprotected pieces around that the attacker 
can exploit. 

Defence is a huge subject, and I will limit 
myself to a couple of examples which illus
trate how the defender might fail to do these 
jobs properly. In the first, White fails to ap
preciate his counterattacking prospects and 
also makes poor preparations to defend against 
Black's only realistic attacking plan. 

B 

D. Stevens - Leyton 
England 1967 

There is no misprint; there really is a black 
bishop stuck on h2. After Black's imaginative 
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exchange sacrifice, 20 ••• .te8!? 21 .txfS exfS, 
White's  light-squared bishop is no longer in 
the way and Black rapidly brings his pieces 
close to the white king: 

22 .tc3 �e7 23 .l:i.b1 �h4 24 .l:i.b2 .thS 
(D) 

Now White has to work out what is going 
on. We can tell him. Black's light-squared 
bishop is going to nudge forward, to g4 or f3, 
so that the black queen can gain the h3-square, 
threatening a discovered check by the h2-
bishop followed by . . .  �hl#. That is Black's 
only realistic attacking option. 

Therefore, White must decide what to do 
with his attacked queen. He could start a 
counterattack with 25 �a4, and he just has 
time to deliver perpetual check before the 
roof falls in; e.g., 25 . . .  a6 26 �a5 .tf3 27 "fIic7 
.txg2+ 28 l:!.xg2 "fIixh3 (threatening mate in 
two) 29 �c8+, etc. If he saw that possibility, 
he ignored it because he thought that he could 
play for a win. 

If White wants to play for a win, he needs 
to find an answer to Black's main idea. If ever 
the black queen reaches h3, the white queen is 
the only piece that can challenge it, so he 
must ensure that he can play his queen to g2 
in time. 

With that in mind, he could play 25 �d2 or 
25 "fIic2 now, and then continue to play for a 
queenside breakthrough by the b5 advance. If 
Black plays (after, say, 25 �d2) 25 . . .  .tf3, 
then 26 gxf3 "fIixh3 27 �g2 stops the attack 
stone dead. Black would have to play 25 . . .  .tg4 
followed by 26 . . .  "fIih5 and 27 . . .  .tf3, as he 
does in the game, but that would give White 
the time to play the b5 advance and cause 
maximum inconvenience by penetrating with 
his rooks and attacking the black king. 

White failed to understand either Black's 
idea or the urgency for action, which explains 
his next move. 

25 "fIic1? (D) 

B 

Now Black can win at once by 25 . . .  .tf3 ! ,  
when 2 6  �d2 i s  too late, a s  after 26 . . .  �xh3 ! 
27 '!:!'xf3 �4! mate is inevitable. Giving back 
the exchange by 26 :xf3 exf3 27 "fIifl would 
grant Black a lethal passed pawn which would 
strangle White to death after 27 . . .  f2. 

The way chosen by Black is not so strong, 
but still leads to a clear advantage. 

2S ••• .tg4 26 "fIic2 �hS 27 .tel .tf3 28 
gxf3? 

He should play 28 l:.xf3 exf3, although 
Black's advanced pawns and potential pres
sure on the backward e-pawn give him the 
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advantage; e.g., 29 b5 .l:.e6 30 'iVd3 cxb5 3 1  
l:txb5 f2 3 2  .ixf2 gxf2 3 3  �xh2 .l:[xe3 ! 34 
'iVn 'iVh4 followed by .. J:tel and the f-pawn 
is a winner. 

28 •.• exf3 29 i.xg3 .ixg3 30 l::tg1 'iVxh3+ 
31 'iVh2 'iVxh2+ 32 l:txh2 .l:f.xh2# (0-1) 

In the second example White leaves a piece 
unprotected, which helps Black's attack to 
break through. 

B 

Langeweg - Casa 
Olympiad, Lugano 1968 

Black now played a typical double sacri
fice to expose the white king and let loose his 
central pawn-mass. 

17 ••• .ixg4 18 fxg4 l::txc3 19 i.xc3 liJxe4 
20 .ie1 'iVb6+ 21 liJf2 liJg3 22 .ua2 e4 23 as 
'iVe3 24 .ic4 i.eS (D) 

White has a rook for two pawns, but he 
seems to have no play at all and must wait to 
find out whether Black's attack will win. Lack
ing any ideas, he plays a move which appears 
to change nothing. 

2S b4(?) 
In fact, this move leaves the c4-bishop with

out any defence. Black takes careful note and 
carries on with his attack. He proceeds to 

W 

invest a further piece in getting to grips with 
the white king. 

2S ••• liJe2+! 26 l:!.xe2 'iVg3+ 27 �h1 f3 28 
liJxe4 'iVh3+ 29 'iitg1 'iVxg4+ 30 cJthl 'iVh3+ 
31 'it>gl liJfS (D) 

The threat is simply 32 . . .  liJe3 ! ,  when the 
black knight is immune thanks to mate on 
g2. 

32 liJf6+ 
White's little defensive error is left hidden 

by this move, which does nothing to save the 
game. 

Let's look at some alternative defensive 
tries for White: 
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a) 32 .l:!.d2 .i.d4+! and it is 33 . . .  'iVg2# next 
move whatever White's reply. 

b) 32 l:tef2 .i.d4, and only giving up the 
queen will stop mate on g2. 

c) 32 liJg5 fxe2 33 'iVxe2 i.d4+ 34 .if2 
'iVg3+ 35 �hl .i.xf2 36 'iVxf2 (D) (or 36 'iVe6+ 
�h8 37 liJf7+ .uxf7 38 'iVxf7 'iVh3#, while 36 
.l:hf2 loses the knight to 36 . . .  'iVxh4+). 

After the violent sacrifices and complica
tions would come the quiet 36 . . .  'iVg4! ,  threat
ening 37 . . .  liJg3+. White would have no option 
but to play 37 �h2, when 37 . . .  'iVxc4 snaffles 
the bishop, clumsily left without protection 
twelve moves ago. A pawn down, and with 
his h-, d- and b-pawns weak and exposed, 
White would be losing. 

32 ••• �xf6 33 .l:f.xf3 'iVxf3 34 'iVd3 i.d4+(?) 
A more fitting finish to Casa's fine attack 

would have been 34 . . .  'iVn + ! !  35 �xn liJe3++ 
36 'iitgl  :n #. He also misses a spectacular 
quick mate two moves later on. Now that he is 
material ahead, he seems to relax, or maybe it 
was just time-trouble. 

3S 'i&th2 liJe3 36 .i.g3 liJn +(?) 
Overlooking 36 ... 'iVxg3+! 37 'it>xg3 .i.e5+ 

38 'it>h3 1:.f3#. 
37 'it>h3 liJxg3 38 'iVxf3 :xf3 39 l::te8+ 

'it>f7 0-1 

Another problem for the defender is that 
his task can be extremely tiring. Many is the 
time that a defender has steered through the 
complications, clearing one obstacle after an
other, only to wilt in the home straight. He 
may possess the skills required to defend, but 
he hasn't the energy to use them . 

W 

Tal - Panno 
Interzonal tournament, Portoroz 1958 

In this famously wild game from Tal's early 
years, he ignored the recapture on b3 in order 
to gain time for a big attack that lasted more 
than twenty moves. 

19 liJc6 ltJxal 20 liJxd8 .ifS 21 'Yif3 .l:f.axd8 
22 l:!.xe7 i.xb1 23 .ixf4 l:txd4 24 'iVg4 .ig6 
2S 'Yie6+ i.f7 26 'iVfS liJc2 27 b3 i.g6 

Black has done all that is required of him, 
and yet the sacrifices keep coming. 

28 lhg7+! 'i&txg7 29 .ih6+ 'i&txh6 30 'iVxf8+ 
'i&tgS 31 bxc4 bxc4 32 g3 .i.e4 33 h4+ cJtg4 34 
'it>h2 .ifS 3S 'iVf6 h6 36 'iVeS :e4 37 'iVg7+ 
'it>f3 38 'iVc3+ liJe3 39 'it>gl .i.g4 40 fxe3 hS 
41 'iVel (D) 

41...l:!.xe3? 
According to Tal in The Life and Games of 

Mikhail Tal, this error was caused by fatigue. 
With a fresh mind, Panno would have realized 
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B 

that his salvation lay in constructing a 'for
tress ' ,  a standard defensive technique. 

The key is to protect his a-pawn, which he 
can do at once by 41 . . .  .l:te6! ,  and if Whi te uses 
the e-pawn to distract him by 42 e4, then 
42 . . .  c3 ! reminds White that Black has threats 
of his own. After 43 'ili'xc3+ 'it'xe4 44 'it'xc5, 
Black could hold his piece and pawn forma
tion as it is (the fortress) and simply shuffle 
his king about. White would not be able to 
break through. 

Instead, Panno grabs the e-pawn too soon, 
and loses his own a-pawn. After that, a for
tress is impossible and, with care, Tal nurses 
his passed a-pawn to victory. 

42 'ilVn + 'it'e4 43 Wixc4+ 'iiif3 44 'iVn + 
'iiie4 45 'it'xa6 'it'd4 46 'ili'd6+ 'it>c4 47 a4 ne1 + 
48 'ifi>fl lte2+ 49 �n :a2 50 'ili'a6+ 'it>d4 51 
as c4 52 'ikb6+ �d5 53 a6 na1 + 54 Wfl c3 
55 a7 c2 56 'ili'b3+ �d6 57 'ilVd3+ 1·0 

White wins the rook after 57 .. .  'iiie7 58 �xc2 
:'xa7 59 'iVc5+. 

If an attack has staying-power, it is very 
difficult for the defender to stay fully alert 
throughout its duration, as the following ex
ample demonstrates. 

Black has already sacrificed a pawn to 
open a path to the white king, and he contin
ues to loosen its fortress. Before White has a 

B 

De Veauce - B. Green 
Bognor Regis 1968 

chance to develop his remaining pieces, Black 
throws more fuel onto the fIre, leading to be
wildering complications lasting more than 
twenty moves. 

12 ... ttJfl+ 13 'it'g2 h4!? 14 lhfl 
White's hard work really starts here. He 

had to make a judgement on variations such 
as 14 g4 h3+ 1 5  'it'g3 e5 1 6  nxf2 'ilVh6 before 
deciding to allow the g- and h-files to be 
opened like this. 

14 ... hxg3 15 nn nxh2+ 16 'iiixg3 %:th6 17 
'tid1 i.g1! 18 ttJe2 i.h2+ 19 Wf3 �a5 (D) 

W 
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Around here, White probably expended a 
lot of time and effort in trying to find an es
cape-route for his king. He chooses e3 as a 
starting point because he can block checks on 
the third rank with l::tf3, and he hopes later to 
have time to advance both d-pawns and shel
ter the king on d2. 

Black will have none of that, and immedi
ately works on digging the king out. 

20 'ito>e3 g5! 21 f5 
There were also long, complex variations 

for White to analyse after both 21 d4 !?  and 21 
1::tf3 !?  

21 .•. 'ili'e5 22 d4 (D) 
And here he had to work on 22 fxe6 and the 

many variations resulting from it. 

B 

22 .. .l::th3+ 23 l:lf3 i.f4+ 24 'it'fl lih2+ 25 
�n iVxe4 

Black has broken through, and White has 
to think about whether he can defend and 
counter at the same time. 

26 ttJg1 'it'xd4 27 fxe6 i.g3 
27 . . .  g4! is also good, as the rook is running 

out of squares. 
28 exd7+ i.xd7 29 i.xd7+ (D) 
29 ... �d8! 
This startling continuation keeps the game 

going. The automatic reply 29 . . .  �xd7 allows 

B 

White to reach a draw by 30 l:1xf7+ 'iiie8 31 
'ili'f3 'ii'c4+ 32 ttJe2 Itxe2 33 J::i.f8+ 'it'd7 34 
�f7+! .  

30 iVe2 nxe2 3 1  ttJxe2 'iVxd7 32 l:txg3 
�f5+ 33 'ifi>g1 �d7 34 d4 ne8 (D) 

W 

White was probably short of time now, and 
he would have been torn between defence and 
counterattack. A combination of time-trouble 
and exhaustion, brought on by the need to 
analyse countless complex variations, now 
tells on him. 

35 lhg5? 
White fatally fractures his army by grab

bing the g-pawn. 
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White may have been able to hold out by 
the patient 35 i.e3 when Black could play 
35 .. :�c2 36 'it>f2 �xb2 (36 . . .  f5? 37 ':xg5 f4? 
is too clever as after 38 l:.d5+ the white rook 
will give a decisive check whichever file the 
king chooses) 37 ltdl �xa2 38 Itd2 �e6 39 
i.xg5 �f5+ 40 'it>el ,  although the two con
nected passed pawns on the queenside might 
cause White some anxiety. 

35 ... �f3 (D) 

36 lig2? 
After White's brave defensive work, the 

game comes to a premature end. I imagine 
that White's flag was hanging. This move 
smacks of tiredness and panic, paralysing his 
ability to analyse, as he surely knew that his 
knight was insufficiently defended. 

He might have retained some drawing 
chances by 36 CLlg3 ! .l::tel + 37 'it>h2 �f2+ 38 
'it>h3 (D), and now: 

B 

a) 38 . . .  .l::tg l ,  intending 39 .. .'iVg2+ 40 'it>h4 
�h2+ winning the knight, appears decisive. 
It is not, as the cheeky white rook keeps check
ing Black's king: 39 lid5+ 'it>c6 (Black must 
not allow a bishop check) 40 ':c5+ 'it>b6 41 
i.f4! and now 4 l  . .  Jha l ?? 42 i.c7+ 'it>a6 43 
lia5# is mate. 

b) Black can retain the advantage by play
ing 38 . . .  �xd4 39 lif5 �h8+, but he would 
find himself in an awkward endgame after ei
ther 40 �g4 'iVg7+ 4 l  'it>f3 l:.gl 42 l:.d5+ 'it>c6 
43 lld6+ Wb5 44 l:td5+ 'it>a6 45 .u.a5+! Wxa5 
46 i.d2+ 'it>a6 47 l:.xgl �xb2 or 40 Wg2!? 
lixc1 41 l:.xc1 'iVxb2+ 42 ttJe2! �xe2+ 43 
.l::tf2. 

Black may have some important improve
ments over this analysis, but the game would 
not yet be all over. It is now. 

36 .. ..l':!.xe2 37 �xe2 �xe2 38 i.h6 'iVg4+ 
39 Wfl �h3+ 40 �e2 'iVxh6 41 �d3 'iVa6+ 
42 'it>e4 �e2+ 0-1 

7 Motives for Playing Speculative 
Sacrifices 

There are all sorts of motives for playing 
speculative sacrifices. Some are related to the 
position, while some are more personal. In 
this section we shall illustrate the most com
mon motives. All of the sacrifices are specu
lative so, in order for them to succeed, each 
defender will fail in some way. While playing 
through the examples, I recommend that you 
refer back to the previous section to try to 
identify the reasons why the defence failed. 

Motive 1 :  Going For It! 
We see an opportunity for a sacrifice, but we 
cannot be sure that it works. It might even 
lose but. . .  what the heck, we go for it. Most 
speculative sacrifices have at least some gung
ho element in them. Here is one where there 
was apparently no other motive. 

Speelman - A. Martin 
British Ch, Torquay 1982 

In British Chess Magazine, Speelman wrote 
that the idea of the queen sacrifice hit him, 
first as a fantasy, then as a real possibility. 

15 d4!? 
When a player sees an idea like this, he 

feels that he must play it, as he may never get 
a chance like it again. Black will have a queen 
for two minor pieces, but the pieces will be 
dangerously active on open lines, and the 
weak squares and pawns in his position will 
no longer be hidden. 

15 ... cxd4 16 exd4 exd4 17 CLlxd4 CLlxd4 18 
�xd4 ttJg4+ 19 hxg4 ..txd4 20 lixd4 ..tg6?! 

According to Speelman in Jon Speelman 's 
Best Games, Black must reconcile himself to 
undertaking something - he should not just 
sit there. A reasonable approach is 20 . . .  i.xg4 
21 ttJe4 f5 22 ttJxd6 (not 22 lixd6? fxe4! 23 
lixd7 ..txd7 24 ..txe4 ..tc6 with a definite end
game advantage for Black) and now maybe 
he could try 22 . . .  f4, because 23 gxf4 lixf4 24 
lhf4 �xd6 25 ..td5+ i.e6 26 i.xe6+ �xe6 
27 '::'f6 �e2 is good for Black. 

21 c5 Itbe8 22 CLld5 
22 lixd6 �xg4 23 CLld5 �e6 24 CLlf6+ �xf6 

25 i.xf6 �e2 clarifies the position. Speelman 
prefers to keep it unclear for the time being. 

22 ... f6 
Some air appears around the black king. 
23 ttJe3 'iVb5 24 cxd6 (D) 
Speelman is happy to have a passed d-pawn 

supported by a bunch of hyperactive pieces. 
24 ... �e2 
A lonely foray. Meanwhile White gets to 

grips with his king. 
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B 

2S �c3 Wkxa2 26 d7 l:td8 27 l:td6 'it>b7 28 
tDdS 

There goes the f-pawn and, ultimately, the 
black king. 

28 .• :�a3 29 b4 Wka4 30 l!tal "iVbS (D) 
He cannot bail out with 30 . . .  l:txd7, since 

31 l:!.xf6 �xal 32 l:txf8 leaves White a piece 
up. If 30 .. :i¥c2, then after 3 1 liJxf6+, 3 1 . . .l:txf6 
loses to 32 i.xf6, and 3 1 . . .  'it>h8 10ses nicely to 
some pirouettes by the knight and rooks: 32 
tDe4+ 'it>h7 33 l:tel !  :f7 (to prevent the rook 
check at e7) 34 tDf6+ 'it>g7 35 1;1e8. 

w 

31 l:tdl Wke2 32 tDxf6+ 'iitb8 33 .l:tel �c4 
34 �al �a2 3S 'it>gl 'ilic4 36 �f3 

Another psychological blow for Black, who 
now has to work out how to meet an attack 
along the h-file. 

36 ..• Wkb3 37 'it>g2 'iVc4 38 tDe4+ '.itb7 (D) 

W 

39 tDxgS+ 
Obvious, after what has gone before, but 

very attractive since White now finishes him 
off with only one piece for the queen. 

39 .•• bxgS 40 ':'bl+ 'iitg8 41 l:txg6+ 'iitf7 42 
l:tg7+ 1-0 

After 42 ... <Jte6 43 l:!.h6+ it is mate next 
move. 

Motive 2: Taking the Initiative 
Many players start looking for the chance to 
make a sacrifice when they feel that the posi
tion is going against them - maybe there is no 
clear disadvantage yet, but perhaps the initia
tive has been lost, and worse could follow 
(see/ollowing diagram). 

In CHESS, Miles pointed out that he is 
about to get mown down by ... g4 with the 
threat of . . .  tDf3+. He must get in his blow im
mediately. 

21 tDxdS+! cxdS 22 l:txdS 
The sacrifice has surprisingly good chances 

of working, since the black king is suddenly 
exposed, and the defender's pieces are huddled 
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W 

Miles - Bisguier 
Birmingham 1973 

on the kingside. Most importantly, Bisguier 
seems to become disorientated, and his posi
tion goes from good to losing in only three 
moves. 

22 •.. b6 
Black's main options were to give up an

other pawn by 22 . . .  �b4 23 :e4 'i.t>e6 24 l:!.b5 
�e7 25 �xb7 with an obscure position, or to 
give back the piece for an attack by 22 . . .  g4 23 
Ihc5 gxh3 24 l:tc3 tDxg2 25 lle4 tDe3+ 26 
Wh l tDdl ,  although after 27 �f3 White is 
surviving. The move played, like the alterna
tive 22 . . .  .il.b6, allows White to exploit the ex
posed black g-pawn. 

23 e6! fS? 
A panicky reaction which avoids his king 

being driven to the back rank. That would 
happen after 23 . .  .f6 24 l:!.d7+ 'it>e8, although 
the position looks no better than equal for 
White. 

24 l:td7+ 'it>f6? 
As in Ippolito-Gormally, the black king is 

more exposed in the middle of the board than 
on the edge. 

24 . . .  'it>e8 is better, but Black's position is 
rather loose. White could play the natural 

25 lha7, with some chances of gaining the 
advantage, but Miles would probably have 
risked 25 b4 !?  opening the long diagonal with 
a gain of time, and if 25 .. .  �xb4 then 26 :ed 1 
followed by 27 �b2, when White's  pieces 
are ready to pound away at the black position. 
Miles gives as best play 26 . . .  g4 27 �b2! gxh3 
28 g3 ! tDf3+ 29 'it>hl l:th6 30 l:td8+ and White 
emerges the exchange ahead. 

2S iLd2! 'i.t>g6 26 b4 �f8 27 e7 iLg7 28 
.l:!.e6+ (D) 

B 

With a pawn on the seventh rank and black 
pawns falling all over the place, White has a 
winning position. 

28 .•. 'it>b7 29 .i.xgS tDg6 30 l:txa7 kte8 31 
J::td7 tDeS 32 lIdS l:tbg8 33 f4 tDc4 34 l:txfS 
�d4+ 3S ..t>hl tDe3 36 l:tf7+ l:tg7 37 l:th6+ 
1-0 

An important game, as it played a key part 
in ensuring Miles's first win in a senior inter
national tournament. 

Some players are so good in sacrificial 
mode that all they need is a good excuse, and 
off they go. Alexei Shirov is one such . . .  

In the next diagram, Shirov is  unhappy 
with his cramped position on the queenside, 
so he invites Krarnnik to play 23 g3, when he 
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Kramnik - Shirov 
Linares 1994 

would sacrifice his bishop for a strong attack 
with 23 . . .  'it'xh3 24 i..g2 �S 2S gxf4 tiJg4. 
Krarnnik declines the invitation, protecting 
his f2-pawn, but Shirov will not be denied 
even though his attack is, by then, distinctly 
speculative. 

23 'ii'c2! "iWd7?! 24 g3! �xh3 25 i..g2 'iVh5 
26 gxf4 tiJg4 27 :fdl! 

The rook will defend on the third rank. 
Shirov had expected 27 �fel �h2+ 28 �f1 
'ii'xf4, but now the rook can repulse the black 
pieces from d3 . Shirov is reduced to relying 
on his ingenuity. 

27 ... l.i.ae8 28 :d3! "iWh2+ 29 wn f5 
If Black plays 29 . . .  "iWxf4 then he has to 

start back-pedalling after 30 �d2. Shirov saw 
a crazy chance to stir up an attack by occupy
ing his own knight's only retreat-square . . .  

30 �d2 l:tf6 31 f3 ILe4!! 
... then forking his own rook and knight! If 

either piece is captured, Black gets an attack 
along the f-file. Meanwhile, . . .  :g6 is coming. 

Kramnik falls into a state of sacrificial 
shock. His first reaction is to strike out for 
counterplay. 

32 tiJxd5?! 

Objectively, this is at least as good as the 
calm 32 tiJe2, which should also win. How
ever, it raises the emotional temperature in a 
way that suits Shirov better than Krarnnik. 
When his counterattack fails to send his op
ponent's pieces scurrying for the hills, and 
with his clock running down, Kramnik fails 
to find a balance between defence and coun
terplay and falls into a lost endgame. 

32 ..• cxd5 33 c6 l.i.xf4 34 cxb7 l:te4! 35 l::tc1 
�h7 36 b8� "iWxb8 37 fxg4 'iWh2 (D) 

38 :f3 
With a few moves left to the time-control, 

it was not easy to see that after 38 .tf3 !?  
�xd2 39 :xd2 fxg4 40 .l::[f2 gxf3 4 1  b7 :h4 
42 .t:tfc2 ! the black rooks' power would be de
fused and the white b-pawn would be a win
ner. 

38 ..• l::txg4 39 b7?? 
Here was Krarnnik's last chance to main

tain the advantage. 39 .uf2 :fg6 40 .txdS 
'iVd6 4 1  :xfS ! should lead to a complex win 
for White. Advancing the b-pawn leaves it 
vulnerable. Shirov wins material and then 
finds that he can pick up the dangerous pawn 
for nothing. 

39 ... :rg6 40 :c2 :Xg2 41 �Xg2 :xg2 42 
:xg2 'iWhl+ 43 Wf2 �bl 0-1 
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Motive 3: I've Started, So I'll Finish 
There is an old Russian proverb that goes 'He 
who says A must say B' . It is frequently used 
in the chess context when we find ourselves 
embarking upon schemes from which there is 
no turning back. Some speculative sacrifices 
happen because, in order to be consistent, we 
have little choice but to invest material in our 
schemes. 

W 

Vaganian - Forintos 
Moscow 1975 

Here, White has decided upon a kingside 
assault, but Black threatens IS . . .  .txeS fol
lowed by the capture of the g-pawn. If White 
defends the g-pawn with IS  f3 before contin
uing his attack, then Black can take the initia
tive by I S  . . .  cS 1 6  'it'f2 'ii'b6. Since that is not 
satisfactory for him, White carries on regard
less. 

15 h4!? c5!? 
The Russian chess newspaper '64 ' gave 

I S  . . .  .txeS 16 dxeS tiJxg4 1 7  hS gS 1 8  i..fS 
gxf4 1 9 l:txg4+ Wh8, when 20 :xf4 .txfS 21  
�xfS "WIe7 is pretty level. I t  i s  understandable 
that Black is not satisfied with such a result 
when there is likely to be bigger booty on of
fer. 

From now on, White gets dragged further 
and further into a sacrificial course. I recall 
that the analysts of the day were at a loss to 
decide whether the attack was sound, and 
during the game the players didn't have a 
clue! I will leave you with the moves actually 
played, which are hairy enough. We can only 
imagine what the unsung variations are like. 

16 h5 cxd4 17 hxg6 
The knight sacrifice at f7 is also interest

ing. 
17 ... .txe5 18 g5!? �g4+ 
18 . . .  i..xf4 and 1 8  .. .  tiJe4 are the alterna-

tives. The text-move threatens to grab the ini
tiative, so White feels obliged to throw more 
fuel onto the fire. 

19 .1:!.xg4! 
As far as Vaganian is concerned, it's all 

about tempi, and he refuses to waste a single 
one. 

19 ... .:.c8 
Forintos feels similarly, but he could have 

taken the more greedy course with 19  . . .  tiJxg4, 
when 20 gxf7+ �xf7 2 1  .tbS ! makes room 
for the white queen to enter the attack. After 
the move played, Vaganian is even willing to 
let his queen go with check if it will help him 
to land a speedy blow. 

20 gxh7+ Wh8 (D) 

W 
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21 �xeS!! l:txe5 22 gxf6! lbc2+ 23 i.xc2 
d3+ 24 i.xd3 :e8 25 l:!hg1 1-0 

There is no defence to 26 l:.g8+ which, af
ter 26 . . .  l:.xg8 27 hxg8'iV+ �xg8 28 l:.hl + ! ,  
wins first the queen and then the king. 

I expect that thorough analysis can prove 
Vaganian's sacrifices to be sound. In the next 
game, by contrast, having missed a neat tactic 
by his opponent White felt almost morally 
obliged to embark on a distinctly speculative 
sacrificial trail. 

Hodgson - Gulko 
Groningen 1994 

1 c4 c5 2 g3 g6 3 �g2 i.g7 4 ttJc3 ttJc6 5 
a3 e6 6 b4 ttJxb4! 

Hodgson expected 6 . . .  cxb4 7 axb4 ttJxb4 8 
�a3 ttJc6 9 ttJb5 ! but was shocked by Black 
reversing the order of his moves. 

7 axb4 cxb4 (D) 

w 

8 ttJb5!? 
A clear-headed Hodgson would probably 

have settled for 8 d4 bxc3 9 e3 ttJe7 10 ttJe2, 
which had been played in several games, in
cluding Smyslov-Hartston, Hastings 1972/3, 
when White captured on c3 and developed 
reasonable compensation for his pawn. The 

British grandmaster feels honour-bound to 
follow up his gambit speculatively, but the 
idea has its points, as Gulko will find out to 
his cost. 

8 ... �xa1 9 'iVa4 i.e5 
In Lobron-Kavalek, Bochum 198 1 ,  Black 

played instead 9 .. .  i.f6! 10 d4 a6 1 1  ttJd6+ �f8 
1 2  ttJf3 i.e7 13 ti'xb4 a5, gaining a clear ad
vantage. Gulko decides to protect the d6-
square at once, but parking his bishop away on 
the queenside allows Hodgson's own bishop 
to rake the board unopposed. It appears that 
Gulko doesn't believe that there is any merit 
in Hodgson's sacrifice. 

10 ttJf3 i.b8 11 �b2 f6 12 h4! 
The exchange and more down, White needs 

a target, so he takes aim at the black kingside. 
12 .•. a5?! 
A lUXUry which shows that Black hasn't 

tried hard enough to understand what his op
ponent can achieve. 12 ... h5 13 'iVxb4 ttJh6 is 
more solid. 

13 h5 gxh5 
Black could again play more solidly with 

13 .. .  ttJh6 14 ttJg5 ttJf7 1 5  ttJe4 e5 16 f4, 
which is unclear. 

14 l:.xh5 'iVe7 
After 14 . . .  Wf7 White could target the king 

with 1 5  �c2. Hodgson has a huge lead in de
velopment, and soon his pieces are buzzing 
around Gulko's position. 

15 ttJg5! lla6 16 ttJe4 e5 17 c5! 
Battening down the d6-square, and so starv

ing the black bishops of air. 
17 .•• � 18 ttJbd6 �xd6 19 ttJxd6 '::'xd6 
A bid for freedom. If queen or rook retreats 

to protect the bishop, White plays 20 d4, 
opening the position for his bishops. 

20 cxd6 'iVxd6 (D) 
If Gulko thought that the exchanges, leav

ing him at least two pawns ahead, were going 
to make life comfortable for him, he was soon 
disillusioned by White's next move, which 
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w 

wrenches the position open for the bishops 
and rook. The undeveloped black pieces can
not muster a defence. 

21 d4! exd4 22 l:!.d5 �c7 23 1b:a5 ttJe7 24 
�xb4 d6 25 l:.b5 rt;g7 

Perhaps he didn't appreciate the strength 
of White's 27th move. Black can put up more 
of a fight by 25 .. .  tbc6, when Hodgson gives 
26 �xc6 "ii'xc6 27 li'xd4 �xb5 28 'iVxf6+ 
�e8 29 �xh8+ rt;d7 30 �xh7+ as a win for 
White, and Ribli gives 26 'iVc4 �g7 27 �xd4 
with advantage to White. 

26 �xd4 l:.f8 27 g4! 'iVd7 28 l:.h5 rt;g8 
Black is unable to capture the g-pawn since 

after 28 . . .  li'xg4 29 'iVxg4+ �xg4 30 J:Ig5+ 
White wins a piece. 

29 g5 "iYg4 30 gxf6! 1-0 
A lovely finish. The exchange of queens is 

hopeless for Black and if he captures either 
the rook or the bishop, then the white pawn 
takes on e7 and, when the attacked rook moves 
from f8, the queen and bishop commit mur
der on the long diagonal. 

Motive 4: Preventing Premature Peace 
If a game seems to be slipping towards a 
draw, we may be tempted to look for a sacri
fice to give ourselves winning chances, par
ticularly if our team needs a win to save the 

match, or a win would gain us a tournament 
prize. This leads to some of the least justified 
sacrifices, as our impatience leads us to us 
grab at the first sacrificial opportunity instead 
of waiting for a better chance to arise. 

The game Stevens-Ley ton was an example 
of a good sacrifice that avoided a likely draw, 
although acceptance was not forced. The ex
ample below comes in an apparently dead
drawn endgame. 

W 

LeMoir - M.R.B. Clarke 
London League 1972 

White has a tiny advantage in this rook and 
pawn ending, since he has tied down the black 
rook and Black cannot safely create a passed 
pawn to rival White's own. On the other hand, 
the strong position of the black king makes 
progress seem impossible. The attempt to dash 
off to the kingside to win some pawns leads, 
after 47 �b6 �xc5 48 l:.xg6 nd8 49 J::tg5 
nd3+, to tit-for-tat pawn captures and a draw. 

White conceives a pawn sacrifice whose 
purpose is to drive back the enemy king so 
that his own king can invade on the kingside. 

47 c6+!? Wxc6 48 Wd4 l:!.d8+ 
Now activating the black rook leads to the 

loss of the a-pawn, giving White a new passed 
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pawn. White, for his part, is speculating on a 
possible king and pawn ending being better 
for him. 

49 'iite5 l:i.d3 50 Wf4 1:1.dl 
Not bad, but he could have reached a drawn 

king and pawn endgame at once by 50 . . .  1:I.d5 ! 
5 1 l:lxd5 (5 1 nb8 allows the black king into 
his position, when White even risks losing) 
5 l . . .'iitxd5 52 �g5 'it>c4 53 �xg6 �d3 54 
�xf5 �xe3 55 g4 and the pawns promote to
gether. Black appears to be playing for a win. 

51 lha5 l:tn + 52 �g5 1:1.£3 53 �xg6 
J:xg3+ 54 �xf5 1:I.xe3 (D) 

55 �f4 
Now we get to the point at which end

game technique takes over. To White's de
light, Black shows that he doesn't know how 
to secure the draw. 

55 ••. l:b3?! 
55 . . .  1:I.a3 draws simply, because the white 

rook is on the wrong side of his passed pawn. 
55 . . .  l:!.h3 is a nicer way to prove a draw as af
ter 56 llxh5 e3 ! 57 'it>g4 <t>d6! the white rook 
cannot reach the e-file and so Black's e-pawn 
can advance all the way. 

56 l:txh5 
56 �xe4 l:i.b4+ was Black's rather cheap 

point. Not to worry; the game should still be 

drawn, as the e-pawn will occupy the white 
king. Without help from his opponent, the 
white rook cannot work miracles on its own. 
However, Black does provide the necessary 
help. 

56 ..• e3 57 �f3 �b4 58 a5 1:1.e4 59 �e2 .l:!.e6 
59 . . .  'it>b7 60 l:ih6 �a7 61 h5 l:.e5 is drawn. 

White cannot make progress without losing 
one of his pawns, and the other is not close 
enough to the eighth rank to do any damage. 

60 1:I.g5 �d6? (D) 

The game was adjudicated as a win for 
White. It appears that the black king needs to 
be close to one pawn or the other to stop 
White making progress. It turns out to be in 
just about the worst place that it could be. 
White wins by 61 h5 (threatening 62 J:!g6) 
and now: 

a) After 6 l . . .<;t>e7 62 :g7+! 'iitf8 63 l:.g6! 
l::te5 64 h6 Wf7 65 1:I.g7+ �f6 66 a6 �a5 67 
1:.g8 Black cannot prevent one of the pawns 
from reaching the seventh rank and then pro
moting. 

b) 61 . . Jle4 62 h6 l:th4 63 l:!.g6+ �e5 64 
'it>xe3 �h3+ 65 'iitd2 �d4 66 a6 kth2+ 67 �e1 
'it>e3 68 l:.e6+ <;t>d3 69 a7 and now that the 
mate threat has gone, Black cannot stop both 
pawns. 
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Motive 5: The Chess Assassin 

Sometimes we just want to attack, and a 
speculative sacrifice is the only way to do it. 
Many players sacrifice for the fun of it, be
cause it suits their self-esteem, or because 
they are willing to take risks in order to have 
attractive attacking games in their personal 
collection. 

Some do it to win prizes. In the good old 
days, there was often a brilliancy prize at the 
end of a tournament. Nowadays there are also 
'game of the round' prizes in some of the 
great tournaments. On one day in the 1996 

Wijk aan Zee tournament, Anand sacrificed 
against Gelfand with the prize in mind (as we 
have already seen), and Adams had the same 
thought when he played a complex sacrifice in 
his famous win against Dreev. They couldn't  
both win the prize. 

Tal was an impulsive sacrificer who loved 
to play beautiful games, and he occasionally 
spoiled good positions by following his im
pulse. He was not alone, and the following 
example was a personal one that fortunately 
turned out in my favour. 
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W 

LeMoir - P. Winter 
British Universities Team Ch 1972 

I am a pawn ahead with a good position. I 
have been planning a kingside assault by ad
vancing my pawns to g4 and f5. Black has just 
played 19 . . .  .ta6 to push my rook from the f
file so that the idea lacks punch. I preferred 
the dream of an attack to the good sense of 
moving the rook, and went ahead anyway. 

20 g4?! .txfl 21 ':xfl 0,e7 22 'iVh4 
The first point. White targets the f6-square. 

If Black wants to cover it, he only has . . .  
22 ••• 0,dS 
. . .  which permits White to press forward 

along the f-file. 
23 fS exfS 24 gxfS gxfS 
Black opts to clarify the position. Both 

24 . . .  0,e3 and the calm 24 . . .  .l:.b2 lead to com
plications. 1 cannot resist showing you this 
feasible finish after 24 .. J:tb2: 25 0,g5 0,f6 26 
fxg6 fxg6 27 l:!.el !  'iVb8 28 .l:.e8+! !  ':xe8 29 
.td5+! <;t>h8 30 'iVxh7+! 0,xh7 3 1 0,f7+ <;t>g8 
32 0,e5+ <;t>h8 33 0,xg6#. 

25 l:f.xfS 'iVd7!? 
Black forces the white rook to retreat, but 

from f3 it will cover the e3-square. 
Here Black missed an important opportu

nity to reduce White's attacking potential by 

25 . . .  .!:.bl + 26 .:tn (because blocking with the 
bishop allows more material to be exchanged 
after 26 .in 0,e3) 26 . . .  l:.xn + 27 .ixfl , when 
White might have enough pressure left to se
cure a draw, but no more than that. 

26 1U3 i:tb1+!? 
Now he must be careful not to leave his re

maining rook without protection. After 26 . . .  f5 
27 .th3 .!:.bl + 28 <;t>f2 .l:.b2+ it is probably 
best for White to accept the draw with 29 
<;t>gl .  

27 .tn .!:.e8? 
Too clever. By connecting his rooks with 

27 . . .  .l:.db8 ! ,  Black could stay well in the game. 
For instance, after 28 0,g5 h6 29 0,xf7 0,e3 ! 
30 .l:txe3 'iVxf7 3 1  'iVf2 'iVxf2+ 32 <;t>xf2 l:.8b2+ 
33 .te2 l:txa2 the passed a-pawn could be a 
nuisance in the endgame. 

28 c4 (D) 

B 

For White the idea is, of course, 28 . . .  0,b6? 
29 0,f6+ .txf6 30 'iVxf6 .l:le4 3 1  'iVg5+ <;t>h8 
32 kIg3 mating soon. Black had a clever re
sponse in mind, but 1 had noticed that it fails. 

28 ... 0,e3?? 
If28 . . .  f5, 29 0,d6 wins at least the f-pawn. 
29 .l:lxe3 .txd4 30 .ixd4 1-0 
The intended 30 . . .  'iVxd4 10ses the queen to 

3 1 0,f6+. 

8 Ways and Means 

We have investigated the 'Why' and 'When' 
of speculative sacrifices. Now we tum to the 
'How', and first consider briefly the sacrifi
cial purposes (or themes) that you can use. 

Sacrificial Purposes 
In this part of the book, you have already seen 
sacrifices on a wide range of themes. If this 
were a book on how to make sacrifices, at this 
point 1 would regale you with a comprehen
sive set of examples. However, it is not, and I 
will limit myself to reminding you of the main 
types of theme that you have encountered al
ready and will encounter in future when con
sidering speculative sacrifices. Here is a brief 
list: 
• Sacrifices that aim at checkmate : weaken

ing or exposing the uncastled king; weak
ening or exposing the castled king. 

• Sacrifices helping the pursuit of an initia

tive or attack: saving or gaining time; 
opening lines, or establishing squares, for 
specific pieces; eliminating or diverting de
fending pieces. 

• Sacrifices for positional compensation; e.g., 
creating passed pawns. 

• Sacrifices aimed at winning material. 

The examples that we have seen so far are 
fairly typical of the themes used in speculative 
sacrifices. A rough survey of these examples 
shows that directly weakening or exposing 
the king was a theme in about three quarters 
of cases, and saving or gaining time was a 
factor in around half. 

That makes sense, because our ultimate 
goal is generally the opponent's king, and 
the speculative sacrifice is a key device for 

bludgeoning our way through to it as quickly 
as possible. 

Speculative sacrifices rarely aim at winning 
material, and the reason is quite clear. All the 
other sacrificial themes bring some longer
term pressure, even if they do not bring 
short-term success. If a sacrifice to gain mate
rial fails in its main aim, then all that is left is 
a material disadvantage. So most of us would 
prefer to be able to calculate an attempt to win 
material to its conclusion. Sometimes, how
ever, our analytical abilities are too limited. 

The next example demonstrates the prob
lem. White plays a sacrifice hoping that he 
will gain some material. The resulting com
plications create a mess in which both play
ers, not just the defender, flounder. 

LeMoir - Furber 
Bristol League 1968 

From a kind of colours-reversed Benko 
Gambit, White has good pressure for his pawn. 
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He sees the chance to capture the b-pawn, 
then play on a pin along the long diagonal. It 
seems possible to win material, but what hap
pens if Black doesn't capture the knight, but 
plays . . .  e4 instead, blocking the long diago
nal? 

White decides to go for the sacrifice, de
spite being uncertain about recouping his in
vestment. He is willing to take the risk that 
Black can escape in the complications - but 
they turn out to be even more stormy than he 
imagined. 

15 lLlxb7!? e4!? 
If Black captures at once, White can gather 

a lot of material for his knight: 15 . . .  ii'xb7 1 6  
lLlxe5 iLd7 17 l::ta6, and now: 

a) 17 . . .  I:t.ac8 takes the rook off the long di
agonal, but leaves the a-pawn vulnerable, so 
that after 18 ..txc6 l:Ixc6 (not 18 . . .  iLxc6? 1 9  
!:tbl 'ii'a8 20 .l::!.xa7 trapping the queen) 19  
ttxa7 't'ic8 20 lLlxc6 'iVxc6 White has a rook 
and two pawns for bishop and knight, and his 
passed c-pawn could become dangerous. 

b) 1 7  . . .  l:!.fc8 ! ?  (planning to give up the 
queen) 18 l:tbl 'ti'xbl + 19 'iVxbl 1:!.ab8 20 
iVaI lLlxe5 21  .l::!.xa7 gives White a queen and 
two pawns for a rook and two knights, and the 
black d-pawn is vulnerable. On the other hand, 
Black's pieces may become dangerously ac
tive. 

That is near the limit of the calculating 
ability of us club players, although making a 
reliable assessment of the two main end
positions would be another matter. During the 
game, I saw by no means all of the lines that I 
have given. The text-move drags the game 
into the realms of the incalculable. 

16 dxe4 iVxb7 17 e5 lLld7 
Neither player had much of a clue what 

was going on here. As it happens, it appears 
that the sacrifice was good enough for ap
proximate equality, but it was pure guess
work. Black has two main alternatives: 

a) 17 ... ttJe4! ?  is reasonable since 18 lLlxd4 
lLlxd4 19  'ti'xd4 is met by I 9  . . .  iLf5 ( I9  . . .  'ti'e7 
is complex but bad) 20 I:te3 1:!.ad8 21 iLxe4 
1:!.xd4 22 iLxb7 .l:f.xc4 23 1:!.al .t:r.b8 24 iLh l 
1:!.bI + 25 1:!.xbI iLxbl 26 .l:f.a3 �c7 and the 
ending would probably be drawn as White's 
extra pawn is doubled. 

b) 17 . . .  lLlg4 I8 lLlxd4 ..td7 19 l:ta6 and now: 
bl)  19  . . .  11ac8? 20 e6 ! opens the seventh 

rank, so that after 20 .. .fxe6 21 lLlxc6 l':i.xc6 22 
�xc6 �xc6 23 .uxa7 White wins the queen. 

b2) I9 . . .  lLlgxe5 transposes to the game, 
and so is satisfactory for Black. 

18 lLlxd4 lLldxe5?! (D) 
1 8  . . .  lLldb8 protects the knight passively, 

but allows White a tactic based on the rook 
stuck in the corner starting with 19 l:tbi "ikc7 
(19 . . .  �d7 is also playable and poses different 
problems entirely) 20 ':xb8 ! .  Now 20 . . .  lLlxb8 
loses the rook in the corner and 20 . . .  �axb8 21 
lLlxc6 nets White the a-pawn, leaving him tem
porarily with three pawns for the exchange. 
On the other hand, the extra pawns are vul
nerable, and the position after 2 1 . ..1:!.a8 22 
4Jxa7 llad8 23 lLlc6 1:!.d2 is unclear. 

The text-move looks good, as 19 f4? �b6! 
wins for Black, but there is a surprisingly 
simple hole. 
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19 :a6? 
The complications turn out to be too much 

for both players. The text-move is the one that 
White had prepared, cutting out . . .  iVb6 with 
gain of time, and so threatening 20 f4 winning 
back the piece. However, he has missed that 
1 9  lLlxe6! wins back the piece at once, al
though he has to see his way through 19 .. .fxe6 
20 iVxe5 lLlxe5 21 iLxb7 lLlxc4 22 l:Ia6 l::tab8 
23 l:Ixa7 :f7 24 .l:!.bI lLld6 25 l:Ia8 ! ,  when 
White escapes to an endgame with an extra 
pawn. After all that, the pawns are all on the 
kingside, so the advantage would be hard to 
exploit. 

On a6, the rook turns out to be vulnerable 
to a number of ideas. 

19 ... ..td7?! 
Black could give up his queen by I9 ... �xa6 

20 'ti'xa6 lLlxd4 21 �xa8 lLlxe2+ 22 'it>g2 
1:!.xa8, when Black's three minor pieces could 
work up terrifying activity. He would also be 
doing well after 19 . . .  %tac8 20 f4 �xc4! 21 
1:!.a4 'iWb6 22 iLxc6 lLlxc6 23 l::txc4 lLlxd4 24 
1:!.xd4 1Ic2. 

20 f4 'iVc7? 
20 . . .  'iWc8! is better, as after 21 fxe5 lLlxd4! 

22 iLxa8 (22 'iVxd4 leaves the a6-rook en 
prise) 22 ... lLlc2 White might emerge with a 
little extra material, but Black will have plenty 
of positional compensation. 

21 fxe5 lLlb4 (D) 
Chaos continues to reign. Black neatly saves 

his knight by attacking the errant rook. 
22 iLxa8?! 
Playing to simplify, but White's advantage 

will be small. Hidden away in the position is 
22 l:Ia5 ! nad8 23 l:txa7, when 23 . . .  'iUxc4? 24 
l:Icl leaves the queen 'checkmated' .  23 . . .  'ti'c5 
is better, but 24 lIa5 'ilic7 25 lIbi lLlc6 26 .l:f.c5 
leaves White two shaky pawns ahead. Now 
the game degenerates into an unseemly time
scramble, and both players blunder their way 
to the finishing post. 

W 

22 •.• lLlxa6 23 'iVxa6 %lxa8 24 'ti'd6 'iVb7? 
Exchanging queens is better. 
25 'iVd5? 
25 'iVe7 1:!.f8 26 e6 is instantly decisive. 
25 ... 'iVc8?? 
Time-trouble panic. 25 ... 'iVxd5 is playable, 

as after 26 cxd5 a5 27 l:.aI a4 28 l:.a3 .l:te8, 
White has difficulty protecting his e-pawn ef
fectively. 

26 'iVxf7+ 'it>h8 27 e6 'iYc5 28 'ili'xd7 'i:Vxc4 
29 e7 1-0 

When we take a gamble with our oppo
nent's king as the goal, we don't need to get 
our money back to win. Incalculable compli
cations mean that we could land an accidental 
blow which ends the game at once. When ma
terial gain is our aim, we need to get our 
money back, and incalculable complications 
are a source of worry rather than comfort. 
There is psychological pressure on both sac
rificer and defender, which shows up in the 
kinds of inaccuracies that both sides commit
ted in this example. 

There is also a possibility that, in going for 
a win of material, our position may suffer as a 
result. For instance, we may give away to our 
opponent the time and space that enables him 
to target our king. A typical idea is to allow 
our opponent to play his knight to 'bishop 
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seven' , in order to take a rook in the comer. 
We allow it because meanwhile we have 
grabbed some material, and we are relying on 
trapping and capturing the cornered knight in 
the fullness of time. The idea is often double
edged, as capturing the knight takes several 
moves, and meanwhile our king is wandering 
across the centre of the board. 

However, it can work well. Here is an ex
ample in which it encouraged the possessor 
of the wandering knight to self-destruct. 

Reuben - LeMoir 
Club Match (London) 1972 

1 e4 e5 2 f4 .ltc5 3 ttJf3 ttJc6 4 fxe5 ttJxe5!? 
Played on the spur of the moment. It is 

more normal to gambit a pawn by 4 . . .  d6 S exd6 
'ii'xd6. 

5 ttJxe5 'ii'h4+ 6 g3 'iri'xe4+ 7 'iri'e2 iVxhl 8 
ttJg6+ ttJe7 9 ttJxh8 d6 (D) 

W 

This is a curious sacrifice. If White has any 
worries about Black being able to gather up 
his knight for nothing, he should be able to 
play ttJxf7 at any time with equality. How
ever, he is a piece for a pawn ahead and feels 
obliged to punish Black's sacrifice, so he fol
lows one of the defender's rules and gives 

back some material (a pawn) to free his posi
tion and to start a counterattack. 

10 d4 
Curiously, I have seen two later games in 

which Black played the same line. In both, 
White sacrificed his d-pawn and lost ! 

a) 10 ttJc3 .lte6 and now White's problem 
is Black's intention to play .. .It'lc6 followed 
by . . .  ttJd4 or . . .  0-0-0: 

al )  For instance, the aggressive 1 1  'iri'hS? 
loses to l l . . .ttJc6! 12 'ii'xh7 ttJd4 13 'iri'g8+ 
'it>d7 14 'iVxa8 .lth3. 

a2) 1 1  d4 ! ?  .ltxd4 12 ttJbS .i.b6 and now: 
a21)  13 .ltgS 'iri'dS 14 ttJxf7? (14 i.e3 ! is 

necessary) 14 . . .  'it>xf7 I S  i.xe7 'it>xe7 16 ttJc3 
.ltaS, and Black was winning in Desboeufs
S.Fischer, Bie1 1993. 

a22) 13  .i.e3 !,  intending to exchange dark
squared bishops and then play the knight fork 
at c7, leads to very interesting play. A sample 
line is 13.  .. �d7 14 i.xb6 axb6 IS 0-0-0 �xh8 ! 
16 i.g2 'iWxh2 17 i.c6+ bxc6 18 'i+'xh2 cxbS, 
when Black has two pieces and three pawns 
for the queen. 

b) If White wants to play d4 without sacri
ficing a pawn, he can play 10 c3 and the game 
might continue 1O . . .  i.h3 1 1  d4 .ltxfl 12 �xfl 
'iVxfl + 13 'i&txfl 1i.b6 14 a4 as, when the real
istic IS ttJxf7 <t>xf7 16 b3 leads to a level po
sition. 

10 .•. i.xd4 11 i.g5 
By forcing .. .f6, White ensures that Black 

cannot play his bishop to e6, but the move 
loses time and the knight can no longer give 
itself up for the f7-pawn. 

The alternative 1 1  i.e3 was played in Ken
worthy-D.Phillips, British Ch, Torquay 1982, 
and after 1 l . ...i.xe3 12 'ii'xe3 "i¥xh2 13 ttJc3 
i.e6 14 0-0-0 �6 Black went on to win. 

11 ..• f6 (D) 
12 i.f4 
White may have intended 1 2  'iVhS+ but af

ter 12  . . .  g6 13 'iVxh7 the black queen re-enters 
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the game with a vengeance; e.g., 1 3  . . .  'iWe4+ 
14 'i&td2 fxgS IS  "YWf7+ <t>d8 16 'iri'f8+ 'it>d7 1 7  
c 3  .ie3+ 18 'iitd l  'iitc6 19 'iri'e8+ i.d7 20 
.ltbS+ (or 20 "YWxa8 .ltg4+ mating) 20 . . .  <t>xbS 
21 'iri'xd7+ 'iitb6 and the knight is lost. 

12 ••• �8 
The king sets off after the knight. 
13 ttJc3 
After 13 c3 .ltb6, he might try to rescue the 

knight by 14 'ii'hS 'ii'dS IS "i¥xh7, but IS . . .  .ltg4 
threatens mate, and the queen must come 
scurrying back to defend its king. After the 
move played, Black is able to consolidate his 
position and eventually win the knight in the 
comer. 

13 ••• 1i.xc3+ 14 bxc3 'iWd5 15 i.g2 "i¥e6 16 
�bl "i¥xe2+ 17 'it>xe2 g5 18 .lte3 <t>g7 19 nn 

Here is where White could get some play. 
If he plays 19 .ltxb7, then 19 . . .  .:tb8 pins the 
bishop. However, if he first plays 19 ttJf7 ! ,  
and only after 19  . . .  'it>xf7 does he choose 20 
.ixb7, then 20 . . .  .l::.b8? loses to 21 .idS+, so 
Black must exchange bishops on b7, when 
White has compensation for the pawn in the 
greater activity of his rook. 

19 ••• ttJf5 20 .ltc1 .ltd7 21 �d3 �xh8 22 
.i.xb7 

White has no compensation for his pawn, 
and Black went on to win. 

Returning to sacrificial themes, we are deal
ing with sacrifices whose soundness is at best 
uncertain, but we can increase the chances of 
success if our sacrifice has several purposes. 
Multiple purposes stretch the defender's at
tention and make it more likely that he will go 
wrong. Here is an example. 

B 

D. Osborne - LeMoir 
West of England Ch, Newquay 1978 

Black is worried about losing his g4-pawn, 
so he decides to generate some play by means 
of a piece sacrifice. 

35 ..• ttJxd4!? 36 cxd4 'ii'xd4+ 37 .ltf2 "i¥e4 
With a mass of threatening pawns, and two 

bishops lurking behind them ready for lines 
to open towards the white king as they ad
vance, Black hopes that he can maintain the 
balance or, if White strays, possibly even win. 

38 ttJd2 
White should secure the blockading square 

at d4 for his bishop by 38 'ii'e l ,  as 38 .. :it'c2 is 
the only challenging reply. After 39 .i.d4, 
Black would be reduced to juggling his pieces 
in the hope that he could force through his 
pawns. For instance, 39 . . .  .ltbS 40 'iri'd2 'iri'bl ! 
41 ttJge3 c3! 42 bxc3 i.xfl 43 ttJxfl b3 ap
pears to draw by winning back the piece for 
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the b-pawn, but White has plenty of choice on 
moves 40 and 4 1 .  

38 •• :�Vc2 39 Ji.e3 i.c5!? 
This game was later published in West

ward HoI, the West of England Chess Un
ion's newsletter. The annotator stated that I 
missed a win by 39 . . .  d4, which appears to win 
the d2-knight. I had rejected this move (and 
my opponent had allowed it) because of 40 
tDe1 ! , when 40 . . .  �f5? 41 ii.xd4 is an easy 
win for White. As I read through the notes, I 
wondered what might have happened if I had 
fallen into the trap and then played, in desper
ation, 40 . . .  dxe3 ! .  The answer is a draw, but 
only if White gets his defence right! After 
4 1  tDxc2 exd2, White cannot cope with the 
passed pawns by the likes of 42 �f1 because 
42 . . .  c3 43 bxc3 bxc3 44 tDe3 ..ic5 ! forces 
White into substantial sacrifices to prevent 
the pawns from promoting. White must stop 
the light-squared bishop reaching f3, so his 
42nd move should be 42 �d1 ! , when 42 . . .  c3 
43 bxc3 .Jtc5+ 44 �f1 ..ib5+ !  is perpetual 
check. 

40 i.xc5 �xd2 41 ..ie3 
The full retreat, 41 ..if2, would threaten to 

win the b-pawn by 42 i.e1 ,  but would allow 
Black to demonstrate the full power of his 
pawns with 4l . . .c3 ! 42 bxc3 b3 43 �a5 b2 44 
�d8+ i.e8 ! 45 �xe8+ �g7, when the two 
extra pieces look on helplessly as the pawn 
promotes. However, even that is not the end 
of the story as, with 46 �d8 ! ! , White would 
threaten a perpetual check that not even two 
queens could prevent. 

Instead of retreating the bishop, the queen 
excursion 41 �a5 would force an immediate 
draw by perpetual check. 

4l ••• �e2 42 i.f2 
White could draw at once with both 42 

..id4 �d2! 43 Ji.e3 �e2 and, again, 42 �a5 
d4 43 �d8+. He may have been playing for a 
win, in which case his analysis was at fault, 

but I suspect that he hadn't even considered 
deserting his lines with his queen. 

42 ... d4 (D) 

W 

Black opens his bishop's diagonal and now 
Black has the ideal two-pronged approach -
attack on the king with (potentially) passed 
pawns on the opposite wing, all neatly coor
dinated by the queen. 

43 �f1? 
43 �a5 still draws. 
43 ••. �e4! 
White's idea was 43 . . .  �xb2 44 �xc4 but 

the text-move forces a speedy win. White's 
queen is tied to the defence of g2 and cannot 
emerge to threaten the black king with perpet
ual check. 

44 ..tel c3! 45 bxc3 b3! 0-1 
The white queen cannot prevent the promo

tion of the b-pawn, as the line 46 �f2 �xg2+ 
47 �xg2 i.xg2 48 �xg2 b2 neatly demon
strates. 

The sacrifice had three themes: creating 
passed pawns, opening lines for at least one of 
the bishops, and slightly exposing the white 
king. In the end, White's bewilderment and 
weak resistance might be put down to the fact 
that he could not cope with looking in several 
directions at once. 
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Material Investments 
The second 'How' element of sacrifices is 
'How Much?' . How much do we need to sac
rifice? 

I have ignored sacrifices of pawns, although 
they can clearly be valid investments for all of 
the themes that we have mentioned. I have 
opted to show you bigger, or different, mate
rial imbalances, partly because pawn sacri
fices involve lower levels of risk, and so are 
less speculative in nature. With big sacrifices 
and stranger material imbalances, defenders 
are more likely to make big errors and, for the 
purposes oflearning from them, the issues are 
more stark and therefore easier to identify, 
explain and remember. 

On the other hand, just because I have ig
nored speculative pawn sacrifices, don't ig
nore them yourself. They can be invaluable 
for grabbing the initiative and gaining tempi 
for the attack. As you saw in Part 1 ,  they are 
great for muddying the waters when things 
are going badly. 

If a pawn is the smallest material invest
ment that we can make, it is worth consider
ing how big an investment can be made. It 
depends on circumstances, of course. If the 
king is our goal, then the sky's the limit as 
long as we can kill him with the material that 
we have left. If our compensation is posi
tional, smaller investments like a piece for a 
pawn or two, or rook for minor piece, are 
more likely to bear fruit. 

One point that should be made is that the 
defender is more likely to make serious mis
calculations and misjudgements if the mate
rial balance is unusual. We have already seen 
Andrew Martin, in his game against Speel
man, struggling to orientate himself when he 
had a queen for only two minor pieces. Here 
is another strong player suffering in a similar 
way (see following diagram). 

22 e4!? 

Sadler - Van Mil 
Isle of Man 1995 

In Chess Monthly, James Howell wrote that 
Matthew Sadler wasn't too impressed with 
his sacrifice. 

22 •.• ..th6 23 exd5 
He is committed since, if he moves his 

queen, . . .  tDe3 wins the exchange for nothing. 
23 ... Ji.xd2 24 d6 ..if4+ 25 g3 �d7 26 gxf4! 
What a transformation! The combination 

of strange material imbalance (queen for two 
minor pieces) and big positional disadvan
tage proves too much for Black to cope with. 

26 •.• .l::!.cc8 27 tDg5+ �h6 
The king is in danger here. 27 . . .  <toh8 is 

better. 
28 .l::!.gl f5 
The e-pawn is now so weak that he has to 

commit one rook to its defence. White will 
choose where to break through with his rooks 
according to which rook Black uses to defend 
it. 

Black could attempt a breakout by playing 
28 . . .  a5 !?  29 tDe4 axM, when 30 4Jc5 �d8 3 1  
tDxe6 �h4! is better for Black. 3 0  tDf6 may 
be preferable, since after 30 . . .  �d8 3 1  .l::!.cg2, 
White threatens mate by 32 .l::!.xg6+ ! ,  so Black 
would be forced to give back some material 
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by 3 1 . . .l:tg8. White would be close to equal
ity, but would need to watch his exposed b
and d-pawns. 

29 ..tc4 ':'ceS 
29 . . .  l:tfe8 Ieaves the g-pawn vulnerable af

ter 30 l:tcg2, but now White targets the c-file. 
30 ngc1 a6 31 a4 h4 32 b5 cxb5?? 
This is immediately disastrous, as the white 

rook will reach c7, when moving the black 
queen away will allow mate on h7. 

33 ..ta2 1-0 
The prospect of 33 ... iVg7 34 nc7 'iVg8 35 

�xb7, threatening to double rooks on the sev
enth rank, is too horrible to contemplate. 

In both Speelman-Martin and Sadler-Van 
Mil, the queen sacrifices had multiple pur
poses. Getting to grips with the enemy king 
was only one of the ideas that were involved. 
If attacking the king is the sole - or main -
purpose of a large speculative sacrifice, then 
our pieces need to come into contact with it 
quickly and in large numbers. 

It is also worth remembering the ability of 
large sacrifices to inflict defenders with sacri
ficial shock, as the following brief example 
demonstrates. 

Ciric - Nezhmetdinov 
Rostov-on-Don 1961 

Nezhmetdinov sacrifices his queen for two 
minor pieces. 

14 .•. ltJxd5!!? 15 ..txdS ltJf4 16 'iWe3 ltJxb3+ 
17 �g2 ltJf4+ 

The black pieces are buzzing around the 
white king, and White is in a quandary. If his 
king retreats to the back rank, his queen is 
vulnerable to ... ..th6 and . . .  ltJh3+, and the 
black g-pawn is also free to join in the attack. 
Let's consider some possibilities for White: 

a) 1 8  'it>gl ltJh3+ 19 'itth l l:txd8 20 a4 ltJf4 
and now: 

al)  21 'ittg l  i(.h6 22 'iVel g3 !  23 f3 g2 ! 24 
ltJxg2 lig8 25 l:tf2 ..txf3 ! 26 !!xf3 ltJxg2 27 
'tWf2 ..te3 ! and Black is back to material equal
ity with a strong attack - this line combines 
both the aforementioned ideas. 

a2) In his book on Nezhmetdinov, Pishkin 
states that White can draw by 21 axb5 ..tg6 22 
'it>gl l:txh4 23 bxc6. Presumably Cirie had his 
doubts about that. 

Pishkin's view, based on the analysis of 18 
Wgl , is  that bringing the king up to g3 would 
win for White, presumably because it would 
cut out the knight check on h3 and block the 
g-pawn's advance. 

b) Pishkin therefore gives 18 �g3 lhd8 
1 9  lIhl !  ..th6 20 ltJf5 .i.g5 21 a4 and offers 
the opinion that Black's attack is getting no
where. I think that an attacking player would 
be happy to continue the struggle as Black. 
21 . . .�d7 !?, aiming to transfer the d8-rook to 
the attack, looks interesting. Here is one ex
ample of what could happen: 22 axb5 axb5 23 
d5 ltJe7 24 ltJxe7 �xe7 25 �a7 ..tg6 26 
iVxc7+ <t>f6 27 l:hh8 �xh8 28 'iVxd6+ ltJe6 ! 
29 dxe6 .if4+ 30 �g2 .i.xe4+ 3 1  f3 gxf3+ 32 
Wf2 .l:!.h2+ 33 �gl l:thl+ !  34 �f2! (not 34 
Wxh l ?? f2#) leading to a draw by perpetual 
check. It's not all forced, of course, but we 
can see why Cirie might have wanted to pro
tect his king from the hurly-burly of the third 
rank. 
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So what did Cirie do? Well, clearly such a 
large sacrifice had induced in him a state of 
sacrificial shock, which turned to panic. He 
could not make his mind up which type of 
danger was more dangerous for his king to 
face, so he decided to avoid them both. 

IS iVxf4? 
His judgement was clearly shot to pieces. 

He is now a pawn down with a poor position, 
and bound to lose. 

IS ... exf4 19 .i.g5 ..te7 
Maybe Cirie had missed this simple point: 

he cannot capture the f-pawn. 
20 ..txe7 
After 20 ..txf4 .ixh4 White remains a piece 

down. 
20 •.• ltJxe7 21 ltJd2 �d7 22 :hl f6 23 b3 

.if7 24 d5 l:th6 25 I:!.h2 nabS 26 .uahl ltJxd5! 
27 exd5 ..txd5+ 2S f3 g3 0-1 

The Follow-Up 
The third 'How' element is 'How should a 
speculative sacrifice be followed up?' . If you 
study the successful speculative sacrifices in 
this book, you will see that there are a few 
simple secrets. 

Stay calm. The short answer to the big 
question is 'vigorously but calmly' .  Our sac
rifice is designed to put our opponent under 
psychological pressure, so it is damaging for 
us to get over-excited. As early as our first ex
ample (LeMoir-Parsons on page 1 15) we saw 
how easy it is to become excited when the op
ponent makes his first blunder. 

We should smile inscrutably and enjoy our 
opponent's discomfort. We should not expect 
to play perfectly in the complications that fol
low the sacrifice - as can be seen from many 

of our examples - but we can reasonably ex
pect our opponent to play worse. 

Remain patient. In a similar vein, we should 
not expect our opponent to collapse immedi
ately. As we have seen, many speculative sac
rifices dramatically shorten the struggle, but 
the complications can continue for hours - as 
in the games Tal-Panno (page 143) and De 
Veauce-Green (page 144), and it is crucial to 
keep our emotions under control for the entire 
time. 

Don 't despair. If our opponent survives the 
first wave, we should remember that while he 
is unscathed on the board, he may not be un
scathed mentally. As we have seen, he could 
retain a paranoid expectation that we will spring 
another surprise; or he could become so dis
missive of our efforts that he loses his sense 
of danger. After a speCUlative sacrifice, he has 
not succeeded until we give up the fight. 

Keep analysing. As we have seen, our op
ponent will find it very difficult to calculate 
accurately and to make reliable judgements 
about positions. We should maximize our ad
vantage by ensuring that we keep analysing. 
We should be able to unearth ideas that he 
hasn't considered, which might deepen his 
psychological problems. 

Don 't be hungry or greedy. If our opponent 
gives us the chance to regain all or most of our 
material, we should not jump at it unless we 
can retain the initiative. If our initiative disap
pears, then the psychological edge will disap
pear with it. At some point we will try to cash 
in, but it is best to wait until the opportunity 
comes naturally. As we have seen, we should 
often get our reward in the sudden and com
plete collapse of our opponent's game. 



9 When is a Speculative Sacrifice 
Not a Speculative Sacrifice? 

Answer: when you find out afterwards that it 
was sound! 

It is only human nature to ask people to be
lieve that we are perfect. I have played scores 
of sacrifices that I felt were speculative at the 
time, but once I got home I would analyse 
them to death to try to prove that they were 
correct. Once they had been through the ana
lytical mixer I would put notes to them which, 
at worst, gave the impression that I was in 
control the whole time or, at best, made it ap
pear that during the games I had analysed ev
ery last variation with pinpoint accuracy. 

Well, why not? One advantage of playing 
speculative sacrifices is that you find yourself 
winning some very attractive games. No one 
knows that it was all based on guesswork, so 
why not take all the credit? 

The sacrifices in the following game turned 
out to be sound, and I have taken every oppor
tunity to publish it since making that discov
ery. With the help of computer analysis, I 
have discovered some lovely lines. I have also 
discovered how I could have improved on my 
play after the sacrifice, but I prefer to be eco
nomical with my self-criticism when it comes 
to my masterpiece. 

In the following diagram I first let Black 
capture on c3 and win a pawn. 

S �f3!? �xc3 9 bxc3 'iixc3 10 eS!? 
I hadn't really expected him to take the 

pawn, as those dark squares look horrible; but 
now that I was there, I could not see a simple 
way to exploit them. Some time later, I saw an 
Alekhine annotation which recommended 1 0  

w 

LeMoir - R. Martin 
Bristol League 1967 

ii.f4 here, but I felt that I had to meet Black's  
greed with violence. 

10 .• :�·xal 
Declining the rook may be more prudent, 

but White would have good play on the dark 
squares for only a tiny investment of material. 

11 exf6 gxf6 (D) 
There are several other defences that Black 

could consider, including l 1 . ..liJc6, 1 1 . ..0-0 
and 1 1 .. .g6, but all have their faults. For in
stance, 1 1 . . .liJc6 appears to be a challenging 
defence, since it develops a piece and aims 
to bring the black queen back into the game 
by removing White's d4-knight from its re
turn path. However, after 12 fxg7 J:1g8, White 
would have several good lines, one of which 
is 13 liJxe6! dxe6 14 'ikd6, threatening IS  
.i.xc6+. Even if  Black defends the c6-square 
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by 14 . . .  �d7, 15 iLxc6 still comes, as after 
15 . . .  ii.xc6, 16 ii.g5 wins the queen at least. 
Black would be reduced to something like 
14 .. :ii'c3 I S  ii.a3 ! 'iixa3, but White would 
have a material advantage and an attack. 

w 

12 liJfS!! 
Once we reached this position, the knight 

sacrifice came to me in an instant. Whereas 
the exchange sacrifice was speCUlative, this 
one is intuitive. It didn't take much time to 
check that the knight was immune, or to real
ize, without much analysis, that Black is now 
in serious trouble. 

12 .. :�eS 
Black prevents 1 3  �d6, but the queen is 

exposed on this square. There were no fewer 
than six other options to consider, namely 
12  . . .  exfS, 12 . . .  dS, 12 . . .  0-0, 12  . . .  liJc6, 12  . .  :�c3 
and 12 .. :�xa2. All have their points, but all 
fail in different ways. 

a) Over the board, I dismissed the capture 
of the knight by 12  . . .  exfS 1 3  l:!.el + �d8 due 
to 14 'ikd6? liJc6 I S  ii.xc6, when IS . . .  bxc6? 
16 �e7+ Wc7 17 ii.f4+ leads to mate by 

White. However, I had overlooked the inter
mezzo I S  . . .  l:!.e8 ! ,  which turns the tables. With 
time to analyse, and the help of an electronic 
assistant, I can pretend that I would have 

found instead the impressive 14 ii.e3 ! !  1\Yb2 
(14 . . .  �eS loses the queen to IS .ib6+) IS 
'ikd6 liJc6 16 �xf6+! �xf6 1 7  .i.b6#. 

b) Since Black needs both to give his king 
some air and to prevent 13 'ikd6, 12 . . .  dS is 
best. White would plough onwards with 1 3  
liJd6+ Wd7 14 liJxf7 and now after 14  . .  J:Lf8, 
there is the further sacrifice IS ii.xdS ! :  

bl )  I S  . . .  exdS loses to 16 'ikxdS+ r3;;c7 1 7  
'ikd6#. 

b2) lS  . . .  �c3 16 .i.c4+ <3o>e8 17 �d8+ <t>xf7 
18  'iic7+ ! ii.d7 (or 18  . . .  Wg6 1 9  .i.d3+) 19  
.txe6+! ,  winning the queen at c3. 

b3) IS . . .  l:!.xf7 16 ii.xe6+ ! �xe6 17 'ikg4+! 
and now Black loses despite being a rook and 
knight ahead, because he must eventually 
move his king onto a dark square, when a 
bishop check will discover an attack on his 
queen; e.g., 17 . . .  f5 18 l:lel +  'it>d7 19 'ikdl +  
<;t>c6 20 'ikf3+ <;t>d7 21 �dS+ and the king is 
forced to c7. 

After the move played, the queen is back in 
play and prevents 'ikd6, but it is exposed to the 
pirouettes of the white knight. 

13 liJd6+ <;t>fs 
Black finds that he cannot play 13  . . .  �e7 as 

White has 14 ii.a3 ! and the queen is lost - it 
cannot find a square which is safe from the 
knight, and avoiding the discovered check by 
14 .. .  <3o>d8 allows the fork I S liJxf7+. 

14 liJxcS 
From now on the game is easily won. I 

could have finished more efficiently, but there 
is no doubt that the sacrifice has succeeded 
famously. 

14 ... dS IS ii.h6+ 'it>eS 
Obviously not IS . . .  Wg8 1 6 liJe7#. 
16 liJb6 l:!.a7 17 liJxdS liJd7 IS l:!.el 'ikbS 

19 ii.g7 llgS 20 liJxf6+ liJxf6 21 .i.xf6 bS 22 
ii.hS! 'ikcS (D) 

23 l!xe6+! 
Again, my presentation of the game would 

be more impressive if I concluded simply 
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with the comment "Black is mated because 
the e-pawn is pinned and 23 . . .  'ihe6 allows 24 
'iit'd8#". However, the finish wasn't entirely 
clinical: 

23 •. .';¥i'f8 24 1:M6?! 
24 'iit'd6+ forces mate next move. Still, the 

clumsy text-move was good enough to pro
voke immediate resignation! 

1-0 
So if you want to become a chess hero, 

start playing speculative sacrifices and don't 
forget to pretend that you saw everything all 
along. 

Conclusion: How Not to Be Unlucky 
in Chess 

Does Ossip Bernstein's 'equalizing injus
tice' really happen? In my experience, it can 
certainly be avoided. 

Lasker was rarely unlucky. Remember that 
it was said of him that he sometimes lost a 
game, but he never lost his head. 

Tal was unlucky in that the poor state of his 

health held him back from greater achieve
ments, and sometimes it made him tired and 
blunder-prone at the board. However, at the 
board his good luck easily outweighed the bad. 

Kasparov and Fischer rarely made the blun
ders that their opponents made against them. 
For myself, even now that my style is a lot 
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less daring than it was in my youth. I still find 
that I often save lost positions and rarely 
throw away wins or lose to speculative sacri
fices. 

Why are some players consistently lucky? 
'Fortune favours the brave '. This little dic

tum is probably true. Brave play causes com
plications which are familiar territory to brave 
players, but a source of fear and stress to the 
more timid. 

'Luckfavours the strong ' .  Gary Player, the 
famous golfer, used to say 'The more I prac
tice, the luckier I get' , which is another way 
of saying that, in his game, there is no such 
thing as luck. As a player gains experience and 
strength, he encounters - and learns to cope 
with - a great number of situations and finds 
solutions that less experienced and weaker 
players would miss. 

'Fortune favours the prepared mind ' . 
Where does this one come from? A toilet 
wall ! I found this little intellectual gem in 
amongst the unrepeatable and unprintable in 
a school toilet where I was recently playing 
chess. In a nutshell, it states my view on luck 
in chess. Consciously or unconsciously, lucky 
players are aware of luck and understand it. 
They expect to escape from bad positions, 
they expect their sacrifices to work, and they 
understand how and why their opponents make 
mistakes. Bernstein's 'Equalizing Injustice' 
does not apply to them because understand
ing luck means that they understand bad luck 
and can avoid it. 

With that in mind, here is a brief summary 
of how to avoid bad luck in your games. 

Be Lucky! 
Lucky players are rarely unlucky, so we should 
try very hard to be lucky. If we build an un
derstanding of the reasons why players make 
errors in critical positions, then we can ex
ploit them to bring ourselves luck, and we can 

be armed against making the same errors our
selves. 

Keep Fit 
When he was ill (which was all too often) 
Tal's good luck changed to bad. At least part 
of Karpov's tendency to make crucial errors 
against Kasparov might be put down to the fact 
that their struggles wore him out more than 
his younger, physically stronger opponent. 
Much of Fischer's luck towards the end of long 
tournaments stemmed from the fact that he 
remained fit and alert as his opponents tired. 

Many blunders are caused by tiredness. 
Fitness gives us stamina which cuts down 
blunders. 

Remember that a Material Advantage 
does not Guarantee a Win 
There is a drawing margin, which means that 
a small material advantage doesn't always 
win - and it takes good concentration and 
technique to succeed when the win is possible. 

A win has to be earned - we should not re
lax when we are ahead. Even bad positions 
have their advantages and opportunities, so 
we should beware of our opponent's reasons 
to be cheerful. If our vigilance declines for 
one moment, they can tum our win into a 
draw or a loss. 

Take Account of Typical Drawing 
Mechanisms 
Opposite-coloured bishops often allow the 
inferior side to survive, and there are many 
other typical saving clauses that the inferior 
side can bring into play. We should make our
selves aware of them and try to avoid them 
when we are ahead. 

Keep Working 
They say that a material advantage grows in 
importance as the number of pieces (not 
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counting pawns) on the board dwindles. Not 
always. Many players take the easy option, 
exchanging pieces rather than analysing vari
ations, and then find that the simplified posi
tion is no longer good for them. It is often 
more effective to keep the initiative than to 
nurse a small material advantage into an end
game. The initiative can lead to greater gains, 
so a tricky endgame may not be necessary. 

In short, winning takes work. Beware rules 
of thumb; they can be misleading. 

Remember the Opponent 
Many players with winning advantages ignore 
their opponents, particularly under the influ
ence of self-congratulation (Kotov's 'dizzi
ness due to success'). The internal dialogue 
starts and ends with 'Me, me, me . .  .' . Even if 
our opponent has played badly enough to give 
us a winning position, it is no guarantee that 
he will continue making mistakes. He may 
suddenly start thinking with great clarity and 
if we get wound up in our own plans he may 
spring a nasty surprise on us. We must look 
closely at his possibilities to avoid being 
caught out as so many others have. 

Beware of Confusion 
Sometimes we become nervous if the win
ning post is in sight, or if our opponent frus
trates us with unexpectedly strong resistance. 
This is hard to remedy. However, remember 
that confusion is the enemy of calm analysis. 
If we cannot analyse, we will probably lose, 
and concentrating on analysing may help us 
to forget our nerves . . .  

There is Nothing Wrong with Winning 
Quickly 
If we are confronted with an opportunity to 
increase our advantage, we should look at it 
carefully and, if we are satisfied with it, take it. 
Many players have played it safe, preferring 

to keep what they have gained and make 
progress without risk, only to find that they 
have granted their opponent a way back into 
the game. If the opportunity for a quicker win 
is there, a little effort now saves a lot of effort, 
and frustration, later. 

On the other hand. if we go for glory. sacri
ficing from a winning position just for a spec
tacular finish, and without careful assessment 
of the pros and cons, we could find ourselves 
throwing away the win. 

Avoid Blunders - Perform a Final Check 
Before Moving 
If you are blunder-prone then, once you have 
decided upon your move, have one last look 
around the board before playing it. Some peo
ple recommend that a move should be written 
down before playing it (and before that final 
look around) but it can be argued to be against 
Article 12.2 of the Laws of Chess, which for
bids players from making use of notes during 
play. It can also be very distracting for your 
opponent, especially if he sees that you have 
written down a blunder. 

Expect a Fight 
The player who is at a disadvantage may want 
to fight his way out of trouble. He could try to 
transform the position, possibly with a pawn 
sacrifice. If his position is desperate, then his 
measures will be more desperate. Sacrifices 
are not simply final throws of the dice, but 
justifiable attempts to break the trend of the 
game. We should treat them seriously, and 
make the effort to understand what they are 
trying to achieve. Above all, we should not be 
afraid of complications. The more we get ac
customed to them, the better we will be able 
to win our good positions, and the luckier we 
will get in our bad ones. 

If our opponent defends passively, we must 
remain vigilant - he may be waiting for a 
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chance to use the advantages in his position, 
or he may be looking around for a trap. 

We should try to ignore our opponent's 
body language. If he acts in a resigned fash
ion, we should beware. If he wants to resign, 
he will resign. Anything else could be play
acting. If he looks depressed, we should look 
for the trap. If he looks unduly confident, we 
should check out his reasons, but not neces
sarily believe him. 

When we are ahead, we should play the 
board, not the man. When we are behind -
then is the time to play the man. 

Avoid TIme-Trouble 
The biggest blunders are made in time-trouble. 
If we can develop the discipline to keep plenty 
of time in hand, then we will only rarely be
come too short of time to analyse and make 
sound judgements when the going gets tough. 

Of course, avoiding time-trouble is easier 
said than done. I have read, and indeed fol
lowed for a time, advice that a player should 
mark his scoresheet to show him how many 
moves that he has left before the time-control. 
For instance, if the time-control is at move 
forty, then he marks move 1 1  as 30, 12 as 29, 
all the way to move 40 as 1 .  Another piece of 
advice tells us to mark on the score sheet the 
clock time after each move, so we can see 
where in the game we spent the most time. 
This can be particularly useful for players 
who have the services of a coach who can 
help them work out why they spend too much 
time in certain situations. 

Such methods can help, of course, but they 
can also hinder by making us too conscious 
during the game of the need to hUrry. Being 
over-conscious of time can make us nervous, 
and make us handle the clock even more 
badly. We might start to hurry our thinking at 
just the wrong time, or to fret so much that we 
spend time worrying and not analysing. 

I used to make a point of keeping ahead of 
my opponent on the clock. I made errors and 
got into bad positions at times, but, once he 
was in time-trouble and I wasn't, my oppo
nent would be the one making the errors. 
Nowadays, I find that advice a little hard to 
follow, but when I can get it right, it still 
works well. 

I think it mainly comes down to practice, in 
order to establish the appropriate rhythms for 
our thinking. We should play off-hand games 
at quick time-rates. Five-minute chess is good 
practice for getting through time-trouble be
cause the whole game is played at pace. When 
we get down to less than five minutes on the 
clock in a serious game, we can stop keeping 
the score, change our sitting position to the 
one that we adopt for five-minute chess, and 
tell ourselves that this is just another five
minute game. No one expects perfect chess at 
that rate, but once we become accustomed to 
the rhythm of five-minute chess, it is easier 
to make reasonable judgements and perform 
some rudimentary analysis under time-pres
sure. 

For avoiding time-trouble altogether, it is 
worth playing non-serious games at rapidplay 
rates (around 30 minutes per player per game). 
As we get used to the new rhythm, it should 
be possible to improve the quality of our 
thinking at the quicker rate. Once we become 
proficient, it is worth playing normal time
limit games as if they were rapidplay, and 
see the effect that it has on our opponents . An 
opponent moving quickly (and not making 
obvious errors) makes most players feel ex
tremely uncomfortable, particularly as many 
people like to think while the other clock is 
ticking. 

I have started to enter rapidplay tourna
ments for serious practice. For the time being, 
I don't look at my rapidplay grade, so I don't 
get upset at losing. When the practice starts to 
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work, then no doubt I'll start to become rat
ing-conscious!  

Decide Quickly Whether to Accept or De
cline a Draw Offer 
We shouldn't sit and ponder on a draw offer. 
If our instinct says the offer is reasonable (or 
if our position is bad) then we should accept 
it. Those who hate draws, are fascinated by 
the position, or believe that they might have 
an advantage, should decline. We should make 
up our mind quickly, since otherwise we 
might spend too long thinking about the draw, 
and not enough time analysing the position. 

If we are undecided, it is probably better to 
accept the offer. Declining is likely to make 
us conscious of the need to justify our deci
sion, which could make us play in a risky 
fashion. If we consume a lot of time in declin
ing, there may be too little time left on our 
clock to play at the level required to convert a 
nearly-level position into a win. 

Respect Speculative Sacrifices . . .  But Not 
Too Much! 
Many games are won by speculative sacri
fices, but normally only because the defender 
subsequently makes at least one serious er
ror. 

Analyse, Analyse, Analyse 
Of one thing we can be sure: when our oppo
nent plays a speculative sacrifice, we are in 
for some hard work. The work will be worth it 
- if we maintain our concentration and keep 
analysing well, then we may very well win. 
Many people find that a sacrifice scrambles 
their brains. When it comes, we should try to 
force ourselves to relax and to think clearly. 

Ask Questions 
Why did he do it? What is he trying to achieve? 
Do I need to worry about my king being 

squeezed for space, or is he better out in the 
open? Do I have to defend in depth, or should I 
regularly check out the opportunity for coun
terattack? Are any of my pieces undefended? 
Which defensive principles are useful here? 

Be a Genius 
Kasparov is fit, and he maintains his fierce 
concentration under pressure. That helps him 
to be lucky when required and also keeps his 
blunders to a minimum. However, he is also a 
genius. I leave you with an example which 
probably only Kasparov could have created. 
Beliavsky's sacrifice would have induced most 
players into error. Not Kasparov. It induced 
him into brilliance. 

w 

Beliavsky - Kasparov 
World Cup, Belfort 1988 

Black's queenside play is so well advanced 
that Beliavsky decides to play a sacrifice 
which allows him to get to grips with Kaspa
rov's king. 

19 �xg6!? fxg6 
Forced, as 19 . . .  hxg6?? 20 tbg5 .l:.e8 21  

l:td7, intending 22 �h7+ �f8 23 l:txf7#, is 
decisive. 

20 .l:td7 
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Threatening 2 1  'fie7. To prevent it, Black 
must put his queen or rook on e8. 

20 ••• 'fie8! 
On 20 .. J:te8 White plays 21 e6 threatening 

22 lhg7+ �xg7 23 l:ld7+, and 2 l . . .ttxe6 
loses at once to 22 ltJg5. 

21 l:te7 
The rook enters the demon's lair. Beliav

sky would have been expecting 21 . . .g5, when 
he can minimize the damage by 22 'i'xg5 
�g6 23 'fixg6 hxg6 24 .l::tdd7 .ih6+ 25 �b1 
with two pawns for his piece. Instead, Kaspa
rov appears to put his head on the chopping
block. 

21 ••• .th6+! 22 'iii>bl 
Now 22 . . .  g5? loses back the piece to 23 

l::lxe8 gxh4 24 .u.xa8 l::lxa8 25 a3 ! ltJc6 26 Itd6 
forking the minor pieces. Kasparov's reply 
seems to bring the blade crashing towards his 
own neck. 

22 .•• l:td8! 
Eyeing the d l-square, which is critical in 

quite a few lines. 
23 Itd6 (D) 
After 23 �el ,  23 . . .  g5 is good enough to 

win, since the l:td6 move is no longer possible 
in the sequence mentioned above. However, 
Kasparov would undoubtedly have chosen the 
more direct and spectacular 23 . . .  'it'c6! ,  with 
the point 24 �xh6 Itd1 + !  25 Itxd1 �e4+ 26 
�a1 ltJc2+ 27 �bl ltJa3++ 28 'iSi?al 'i'bl + 29 
�xbl ltJc2#. 

Now (after 23 Itd6) 23 . . .  g5 ? would be an
swered by 24 :txe8 l::lxd6 (after 24 . . .  gxh4 25 
l:Idxd8 White wins a rook) 25 Itxf8+ 'iii>xf8 26 
iVxb4! giving White the better endgame. So 
what does Black have up his sleeve? 

23 ••. 'fic6!! 

B 

With one bound, Kasparov removes his 
own head from the block and puts Beliav
sky's in its place. 

24 a3 
White can't take the queen due to the back

rank mate, but he cannot take the bishop ei
ther, as 24 �xh6 'i'e4+ mates in a few moves. 
In addition, as we shall see, White's attempt to 
bail out with the text-move doesn't quite work. 

24 •.• Itxd6 25 exd6 iVxd6 26 axb4 cxb4 
Black is winning despite the apparent ac

tivity of the white pieces. His pawn will ad
vance to b3 to secure the c2-square and comer 
the white king, and his bishop will return to 
the long diagonal to menace the white b
pawn. White has a positional disadvantage in 
addition to being a pawn down. 

27 'ii'e4 b3! 0-1 
White's head lands in the basket. Both 28 

ltJd4 ':f4 29 'iWa8+ .tf8 30 l:te4 ':xf2 and 28 
'iVe6+ 'iVxe6 29 Itxe6 .u.c8 30 ttel l:tc2 3 1 l:tn 
.ig7 leave White hopelessly placed. 

You too can do this when your opponent 
sacrifices . . .  all it requires is to be a genius ! 

I ndex of Players 

When a player's name appears in bold, that player had White. Otherwise the first-named player 
was White. 

ADAMS - Moore, G. 65 ; Thompson, I. 69 
ANAND - Gelfand 1 22; Svidler 79 
ANDERSSON - Kasparov 1 10 
ANSELL, T. - Donaghay 128 
BARSOV - Hodgson 132 
BELIAVSKY - Kasparov 173 
BILLINGHAM - LeMoir 25 
BISGUIER - Miles 149 
BOARDMAN - LeMoir 87 
BOTVINNIK - Tal 1 05 
BRIGDEN - LeMoir 38; LeMoir 56 
BRONSTEIN - Petrosian 100 
BRUZZI - Staples 7 1  
CAPABLANCA - Janowski 9 8 ;  Riumin 100 
CASA - Langeweg 142 
CHANDLER - Ley ton 27 
CHRISTIANSEN - Temirbaev 63 
CIRIC - Nezhmetdinov 164 
CLARKE, M.R.B. - LeMoir 153 
CLARKE, P.H. - LeMoir 22 
COLEMAN, D. - LeMoir 12 
COLLINS, P. - LeMoir 83 
COOPER, A.C. - LeMoir 60 
CUBITI - LeMoir 1 20 
D'COSTA - LeMoir 124 
DAUGMAN - LeMoir 43 
DAVEY - LeMoir 29 
DAVIES - LeMoir 32 
DE VEAUCE - Green 144 
DINGWALL - LeMoir 46 
DONAGHAY - Ansell, T. 1 28 
EBRALIDZE - Ragozin 90 
EDWARDS, L.A. - LeMoir 134 
EUWE - Sultan Khan 58 
EVANS, D. - LeMoir 1 25 
F AWCETI - LeMoir 1 1 9  

FISCHER - Geller 107; Petrosian 109; 
Taimanov 108 

FORINTOS - Vaganian 1 5 1  
FuRBER - LeMoir 157 
GALLOP - LeMoir 3 1  
GELFAND - Anand 122 
GELLER - Fischer 107 
GOLUBEV - Kotov 70 
GORMALLY - Ippolito 130 
GREEN - De Veauce 144 
GULKO - Hodgson 152 
HARRIS, C. - LeMoir 67 
HARRIS, M. - LeMoir 80 
HATHERN - Tebble 81 
HELMERS - Webb, S. 80 
HINDLE - LeMoir 131  
HODGSON - Barsov 132; Gulko 152 
HOWSON - LeMoir 40 
IpPOLITO - Gormally 130 
JANOWSKI - Capablanca 98; Lasker, Em. 

91 , 94 
JANSA - Rodriguez, Am. 91 
JONES, G. - LeMoir 27 
JONES, P. - LeMoir 1 33 
KARPOV - Kasparov 1 12; Kasparov 1 13 
KASPAROV - Andersson 1 10; Beliavsky 

173; Karpov 1 12; Karpov 1 1 3; Korchnoi 
1 10; Short 47; Tal 109 

KELLER - Tal 10 1 
KNEEBONE - LeMoir 16  
KORCHNOI - Kasparov 1 10 
Karov - Golubev 70; Smyslov 44 
KRAMNIK - Shirov 150 
LANDRY - LeMoir 15 
LANGEWEG - Casa 142 
LARSEN - Tal 1 27 
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LASKER, EM. - Janowski 91 , 94; Schlechter 
96 

LEMOIR - Billingham 25 ; Boardman 87; 
Brigden 38; Brigden 56; Clarke, M .R.B.  
153; Clarke, P.H.  22; Coleman, D. 12; 
Collins, P. 83; Cooper, AC. 60; Cubitt 
120; D'Costa 1 24; Daugman 43; Davey 
29; Davies 32; Dingwall 46; Edwards, 
L.A. 134; Evans, D. 1 25;  Fawcett 1 19; 
Furber 157; Gallop 3 1 ;  Harris, C. 67; 
Harris, M. 80; Hindle 13 1 ;  Howson 40; 
Jones, G. 27; Jones, P. 133;  Kneebone 
16; Landry 15 ;  Ludgate 138; McEwan 
39; Martin, R. 88, 166; Moberley 52; 
Moore, S. 37, 82, 137; O'Dell 47; 
Osborne, D. 161 ;  Parsons 1 15;  Pearce, 
R. 53; Povah 77; Reuben 160; Rutter 42; 
Shepherd, C. 20; Thynne 45; Thrner 26; 
Walker, M. 35; Wells, 1. 75; Willmoth 54; 
Winter, P. 156 

LEYTON - Chandler 27; Stevens, D. 140 
LUDGATE - LeMoir 138 
McEWAN - LeMoir 39 
MARTIN, A - Speelman 147 
MARTIN, R. - LeMoir 88, 166 
MILES - Bisguier 149; Nunn 86 
MOBERLEY - LeMoir 52 
MOORE, G. - Adams 65 
MOORE, S. - LeMoir 37, 82, 137 
MOTWANI - Wicker 70 
NEZHMETDINOV - Cirie 164; Tal 62 
NUNN - Miles 86 
O'DELL - LeMoir 47 
OSBORNE, D. - LeMoir 161 
PANNO - Tal 143 
PARSONS - LeMoir 1 15 
PEARCE, R. - LeMoir 53 
PETROS IAN - Bronstein 100; Fischer 109 
POVAH - LeMoir 77 
RAGOZIN - Ebralidze 90 
REUBEN - LeMoir 160 
RIUMIN - Capablanca 100 
RODRIGUEZ, AM. - Jansa 91 

ROMI - Sta1di 1 19 
RUTTER - LeMoir 42 
SADLER - Van Mil 163 
SCHLECHTER - Lasker, Em. 96 
SHEPHERD, C. - LeMoir 20 
SHIROV - Kramnik 150 
SHORT - Kasparov 47; Speelman 84; 

Speelman 88 
SMYSLOV - Kotov 44; Tal 104 
SPEELMAN - Martin, A 147; Short 84; 

Short 88 
STAHLBERG - Sultan Khan 57 
STALDI - Romi 1 19 
STAPLES - Bruzzi 71  
STEVENS, D .  - Ley ton 140 
SULTAN KHAN - Euwe 58; Stahlberg 57 
SVIDLER - Anand 79 
T AIMANOV - Fischer 108 
TAL - Botvinnik 105; Kasparov 109; 

Keller 101 ; Larsen 1 27;  Nezhmetdinov 
62; Panno 143;  Smyslov 104 

TEBBLE - Hathern 81  
TEMIRBAEV - Christiansen 63 
THOMPSON, I. - Adams 69 
THYNNE - LeMoir 45 
TuRNER - LeMoir 26 
VAGANIAN - Forintos 1 5 1  
V AN M IL  - Sadler 163 
WALKER, M. - LeMoir 35 
WEBB, S. - Helmers 80 
WELLS, J. - LeMoir 75 
WICKER - Motwani 70 
WILLMOTH - LeMoir 54 
WINTER, P. - LeMoir 156 

I ndex of Openings 
English Opening 152 

French Defence 81 
King's Gambit 160 

Nimzo-Indian Defence 57 

Queen's Gambit 58, 88, 91 
Queen's Indian Defence 65 

Sicilian Defence 88 


